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The evaporation I'a tes of' s1 drops and whole sprays 

in turbulent air streams have been investigated using a 

pilot-scale cocurrent spray drier. six basic parameters 

of the turbulent air flow, the mean velocity, the relative 

intensity, the micro- and integral scalesJ the energy 

spectrum and the dissipation spectrum of turbul energy, 

were measured using techniques developed for a single hot

wire probe without the need for expensive correlating OJ:' 

recording equipment", 

The evaporation r of supported evaporating droplets 

was found to depend strongly on both the intensity 

integral scale of turbulence as as the droplet Reynolds 

number" An optimum value of the integral scale to drop1het 

diame ratio was found and is beli to result from 

resonance between the energy containing eddies and the 

shedding frequency of the drop" The existence of the 

optimum value of the ratio was previously suggested for 

heat-transfer from a cylinder and the present re~ults are 

believed to be the rst showing a similar opt1mum for held. 

spheres or drops", The optimum ratio exp the seeming 

discrepancies found In the literature concerning the effect 

of turbulence intensi ty and on heat-tr'ansfer' ror 

sphereso 

Drag coefficient da was obtained for free falling 

and cocurrently entrained, evaporating water droplets. All 

drops experienced the same drag as solid spheres movIng in 

steady flow condItions and no separate effect of the scale 

or intensity of the entraining air was discerned. The 

standard dr'ag curve by Smith (1~O) is recommended. Further, 
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the reduction in drag due to the intensive mass-transfer 

effect of the vapour efflux from the evaporating droplet 

surface can be accounted for using corrected driving 

forces (incorporat the Mass-Transfer nu:n:ber B) with the 

boundary-layer theoryo 

An attempted study of turbulence effects on the 

evaporation rates of sprays was abandohed when a necessary 

basic assumption was found to b~ invalid. A spray 

momentum and entrainment effect the nozzle zone is 

reported and significant drying air temperature and 

humidity radial profiles were found to exist at even the 

lowest spraying rates.. The uncertain knowledge of' 

droplet trajectories during the spray process means that 

a sound theoretical basis for spray drier sign is still 

some distance away and experimental studies must be relied 

on for accurate design dataG Many aspects of the spray 

evaporation process still require investigation, particu~ 

larly those concerned with the spray moJ;ljlentum-transfer and 

entrainment effects as well as the turbulence aspect of 

the system. While a significant turbulence effect has 

been found for fixed evaporating droplets, the influence 

of turbulence on the evaporation rates of sprays is still 

an open question~ 
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1@ INTRODUOTION 

The economy of New Zealand depends primarily on the 

export of' agricultural and pastoral produce (136). Of the 

mass.;..transf'er processes occurring ~n the food.;..processing 

industries of this country (dairy industry, food-preserv

ation industry, meat industry and vegetable-extraction 

industry), drying is often the last procesS' step. In the 

drying of fluids, Spray-Driers, with both jet and rotary 

atomisers have been introduced offering the advantage of 

extremely rapid dryingof heat,.;,sensitive products, a 

product particle size and density that arecontrollaple 

within limits, and relatively low operating costs, 

especially in the case of high capacity driers (89). 
The Department of Chemical Engineering of the 

University of Canterbury has for some time had studies 

of' mass-transfer in dispersed phase systems as a major 
, 

part of' the research done on mass-transfer processes. 

In line with this and considering~ the national interest 

of the food-processing industries, the following study 

of the evaporation rates of drops and sprays in tu.rbulent 

air streams was undertaken with the hope that the results 

may enable industry to better utilise spray-drying .. 

Although a beginning has been made on the rational 

de Sign of Spray-Driers (31, 121, 161), incomplete know

ledge about the spray drop size, the drop trajectories, 

the effect of the relative velocity between the drying 

gas and the drops and the effect of the turbulence of the 

drying gas on the evaporation rate of sprays (Appendix 1 , 

19, 142, 188) make it necessary to rely largely on 

experimental results for the design of spray-drying 
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equi.pment~ A number of lems will.have to be 

resolved before such plant can be designed with the same 

accur'acy as a stillation colunm. 

Out of the wealth of unresolved problems a study of 

two particular aspects of heat- and mass-transfer for 

drops in forced convection has been lmdertaken for this 

present work" They are a study of the influence of the 

tUrbulence of the dryingl gas. on the evaporation rate of' 

sprays and an investigation of the effect of' mass-transfer 

on the drag coefficient of evaporating droplets~ The 

inf'luence of turbulence on the evapo.ration rate of sprays 

was studied in two parts: evapo:ration l'ates single 

droplets held on a glass fibre a turbulent aiI'stx'eam, 

and evaporation rates for complete sprays droplets 

moving co currently in a hot, turbulent airs am. It is 

hoped that the results of this study of these three 

separate, yet related aspects of spray evaporation will 

go some distance towards bridging the gap between the 

knowledge of fundamental processes and the design methods 

spray-driers. 
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For the present study and allowing for future research 

on Spray-Drier operations, a complete pilo 

spray drier was designed wi th an evapo:r'ati ve 

about 20 lbs of water per houro 

~(a) Design Considera~ 

cocurrent 

ty of 

A long, narrow drying chamber with a cocurrent gas

liquid flow pattern was chosen as against the conventiopal 

large diameter drying chamber and counterflow gas~liquid 

system usually found in industry.. reason for this is 

that the air and particles would then flow downward~ 

parallel to the wall of the spray drier, ving a control~ 

lable air flow pattern, and still advantage of the 

oocurrent characteristic of higher allowable inlet 

temperatures,. The averageaiJ.'ve ty would generally be 

high ( 5 to 15 fps) which is to minimise air 

turbulence close to the nozzle@ The 8olutio~s to be dried 

would be atomised through nozzle" This method 

of atomisation was chosen because compared with pneumatic 

or two-fluid nozzles and spinning-disc atomisers, the 

pressure nozzle imposes the least disturbance on the main 

gas flow" 

Placed at the top of the drying chamber which has an 

effective drying length of 12 reet is a variable flow 

straightener which I allow any gas pattern that is 

desired to be established inside the drying chamber o It 

was envithat a ity distribution consisting of 

an annulus· high velocity gas about a centre core of 
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lower velocity would be set up for the drying gas in the 

nozzle· and spray deceleration zoneo Such a velocity 

pattern would help keep the spray drops from reaching 

the walls of the drying chamber~ 

Turbulence could be induced in the drying gas by 

placing grids immediately bef'ore the spray nozzle and 

the tUrbulence parameters would be measured by a hot

wire anemometer. Along the drying chamber a set of' 

portholes would be positioned so that readings and 

samples could be taken and profiles of the changing 

conditions of' the drying process established o The 

properties to be measured would be the temperature, 

humidity, velocity, turbulence intensity and scale of' 

the drying gas and the temperature and size distribution 

of the spray droplets0 

£.{Ji) Design Details 

The components of' the experimental cocurrent spray 

drier are indicated in figure 2<>1 ~ As is suggested by 

the line diagram, the apparatus could easily be converted 

into a closed~circulation drier, as was done in some 

cases. The drying gas (air) at temperatures up to 300 F, 

was supplied to the drying chamber via the air heaters by 

a R:oots~Connersville Rotary Blower of 250 cubic feet per 

minute capacity at a discharge pressure of 2 psig o Almost 

20 kW of' heat were available from the air heaters, 

consisting of 17 kW steam heat and 2®5 kW electric heat. 

The electric heater was supplied from a variable power 

source and the steam supply was manually contrOlled. 

Overall temperature control was achieved by a temperature

indicator-controller on the small bypass line around the 

air heaters. This controlled the addition of cold air 
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into the hot gas leaving the heaters. The pressure drop 

through the heater section was deliberately made of the 

same order as that through the by-pass line by the set Ling 

of' a butterf'ly valve in the main line to the heaters. The 

controlled injection of' cold air by this method maintalnell 

the temperature of' the air to the drying chamber to withln 

.± 2 F f'or reasonable variations of the steam pressure vl1 th 

time. 

At the head of' the drying chamber> an aipflo';v :31:..1':"1 iC~lt

ener like that used by Baltas et ale (5) was used to 

generate the velocity profile required. The flow straight

ener consisted principally of a cylinder closed at the 

top and containing 34 unif'ormly spaced tubes attac::led to 

a tube sheet at the cylinder bottom only. To improve the 

profile synunetry even further, each of' the 3)+ tubes was 

provided with a second, concentric tube, f'ree to slide tn 

the former. The vertical position of' this second tube 

could be altered by means of a threaded shaf't extending 

through the cylinder ceiling. By judicious ;-"elect10n of 

the secondary tube positions it was possible to reduce the 

maximum velocity discrepancy between points of' equal 

radius to within a f'ew percent. In the same manner it 

was possible to generate a variety of' velocity prof'iles. 

Obviously, the greater the number of' tubes, the greater 

would be the control over the profile. 

The cocurrent drying chanber was 8 inches :in diameD(:;{' 

and well insulated with 1-! inches of' pre-moulded fibY'e

glass insulation. A total of' 29 sampline pOI'tl:.oles 'V'3re 

placed at intervals of' 5 or 10 inches in the upper and 

lower halves of the chamber respectively. Bef'ore covering 
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wi th the insulation, eight banks of temperature measuring 

copper/constantan thermocouples were recessed into the 

steel wall of the drying" chamber at different levels down 

the column" These and other system temperatures were read 

out on a 12 point millivolt recorder and gave a clear 

indication of the attainment of steady.;,;,state condittons'and 

any deviations from' the d'esired operating condi tions during 

the experiment.. The internal contour of the drying chamber 

was maintained at' all times by shaping blanks for each 

porthole and for any lightingor.yiewing porthole adaptorse 

For the latter, clear perspex. was milled and then polished" 

The joints between sections of the steel column were also 

filled and sanded smooth" A cyclone was designed and built 

to separate the dried product (down to 10 microns) from'the 

drying gas on exit from the chamber (Appendix 2) .. 

The solution to be dried was atomised into the drying 

chamber through a spray nozzle.. This nozzle had to provide 

the necessary atomisation and sui t an B inch LD. column~ 

It was desirable that the back mixing phenomena in the 

region of the nozzle should be a minimum and that" the 

evaporative load stributiop would be oyer most of the 

column heighte Such restrictions meant choosing a nozzle 

with a large Sauter-mean-diameter' and two special F-BO-N 

Monarch Co., pressure nozzles were selected which pad 

narrow spray cone angles at flow rates of 1.0 and 1 .. 75 gph 

at 100 psig@ The liquid feed tank had a capacity of 6 

gallons and the system was pressurised by compressed air" 

After the low flow rotameter, the liquid feed passed through 

a small heater of variable heat output.. The nozzle support 

rod inside the top of the drying" chamber consisted of a 

double jacket about the feed solution line" Cooling water 
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was passed thrQugh the jacket to counteract the effect 

the hot drying air pre-heating the solution before 

a sat occurred", A copper/constantan thermoc 

was set inside the pressure nozzle to measure the 

temperature of the selution immediately before dis 

from the atomisere 

Figure 2~2 is a photograph of the apparatus showing 

some of the described components and indicating their 

relative size.. All valves, instruments and controls were 

mounted on a central control panel at the main working 

platform as shown in the photographo 

2(0) Air Humidity and Temperature Measur~ments 

The small differences in the humi ty of ' the drying 

air in the spray-drier required good accuracy the 

measuring technique used to determine the I' humidity~ 

The conventional hygrometer, the dew-point method and 

wet~ and dry-bulb thermometry respective 

inadequacies which include radiation ctS'l the drying 

out of the wet bulb~ and the cult precise detepmin

ation of the dew point. Thermal conductivity measuring 

devices and conductance ce (LiCl type) suffer from the 

disadvantage of a narrow range of application and the 

necessity for quent calibration. The VOlumetric method 

based on the measurement of the decrease in volume of an 

air sample due to the removal of water by an effective 

drying agent (14~ 30~ 117) has the disadvantage ~h~~ 

because the in volume is small any error is 

magnified in the calculation of the humidity. Such a 

method depends on the assumption that the volume of the 

drying agel1~:t~ does not change during the test" The need 



Figure 2 . 2 ex:rcrimental cocurrcnt sprny 
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for rigid control of the temperature (usually by a eonstant 

temperature water bath) and the pressure of the sample 

system, the slovmess of the analysis technique and the 

requirement of air-tight capsules in which to lceep the 

moist air samples taken during a spray evapopstion test, 

makes the volumetric method unattractive. 

It was felt that a continuous sampling and analysis 

technique for the measuring of the air humidity OLU3 

clesirable. Such a technique Vlould reduce the experimentlll 

analysis burden and allow the study of the changing radial 

profiles of the humidity of the drying air as it meets 

the evaporating spray. For a continuolls sampling and 

analysis of the air humidity, wet- and dry-thermocouples 

were chosen. Corrections for radiation effects can be 

calculated and if the thermocouples are kept wet in a 

constant velocity air stream, easy and accurate measure

ments can be made. A sample of moist air could be 

continuously drawn from the spray tower through a shielded 

probe at a measured rate. The air under suction would 

then pass through the chamber containing the wet- and dry

thermocouples. 

A shielded, travelling, copper/constantan therill0(~ou'ple 

probe of similar dimensions to that used by Hoffman and 

Gauvin (75) was constructed for the present work. An end 

cap was put on the probe and the probe was mounted 

horizontally. A slotted opening was cut on the underside 

of the probe head, the slot being below the midline of the 

probe body. The thermocouple measuring the drying air 

temperature was protected by the three shields. The outer' 
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one was designed to prevent guid-run-in which would tend 

to flood the thermocouple when operating near the nozzle. 

To increase the convective heat transfer coefficient at the 

thermocouple junction, the particle=f'ree moist air was 

aspirated through the multif'rontal orifices of the inner 

shields and over the thermocouple & The orifice openings 

were designed to provide approximately egual flow on the 

outside and the inside on the inner shield.. The volume 

rate of' suction of the sample continuously removed from the 

dr'yi.ng column was 0 .. 15% of the maximum air flow of' 250 cfm. 

Hence the sampled air velocity at the probe was maintained 

well below the average terminal velocity of' the drops and 

no separation problem was encounter'ed" 

On top of the probe another thermocouple was fixed 

inside the end of a fine hypodermic needle that was mounted 

clear of the probe head and inclined slightly to the 

horizontal o The drop temperature could be measured by this 

thermocouple for spray evaporation when the heat condUction 

effects along the hypodermic needle were small, as was' the 

case when the temperature difference between the drying gas 

and the drops was small.. The liquid drops aQcumulated at 

the- tip of the needle and fell off under gravity, thus 

keeping the- thermocouple junction at the spray temperature .. 

The sample of moist air was drawn under suction to the 

chambel~ containing the wet= and dry-theI'mocouples (Appendix 

3 J gure A3",1) .. The wet-thermocouple was cemented to a 

wet""'bulb thermometer under' the water,;,sQturated wick.. The 

chamber was airtight and constructed f'romclear perspex so 

that a visual check on the wetting of the wick was possibleo 

The air- and drop-temperature measuring thermocouples 

of the humidity probe were very carefully calibrated against 
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standard thermometers over a wide range of temperatures 

thewet= and dry~thermocouples were checked against &1 

existfng t1alibrated wet- and dry-bulb ther'mocouple system 

that had been carefully designed and was operated under 

steady conditiohs" The wet-thermocouple and the wet-bulb 

thermometer of the humidity chamber both gave the same 

reading and when radiation corrections as per Appendix 3 

had been made, the humidity re ts agreed closely with 

those of the calibrated system" The complete air-temper

ature and humidity measuring apparatus was compact and 

portable and profile measurements of the humidity and 

temperature of the drying air in the spray tower were 

easily made .. 

To mount the humidity sampling probe in the column 

and to facilitate radial positioning within the column a 

remotely-controlled, travelling probe carrier was built~ 

The probe mounting plate was positioned by a· screw 

driven by a small electric motor" A slide wire potentio

meter was mounted alongside the screw thread and the 

position of the mounting ]:llate (and so the probe) was 

indicated on a chart recorder" An almost linear relation

ship was obtained between the probe position in the drying 

column and the displacement <Df the i chart reGorder indicator", 

gIll'e 203(a) shows the probe carrier and the associated 

con'trol box" The hot-wire probe support :lf3 f:i.?:.C(l :tn. 

the mounting plate" In figure 2.3(b) ~ the obo c Of' 

with the humidity ]:lrobe mounted is shown fixed at a port

hole of the spray~drier column. A plastic sleeve entirely 

seals the opening of the traversing mounting plate while 

allowing full longitudinal movement. Also sealed is the 

opening about the tube through whtch the mo:1.Elt aLe sarmle 

wns con tlnuously being wi thdrawn to the mearm:ci ': 1', 



~F~i~g.u~r~e~~.~3~a Remotely controlled, trave ling probe 
carrier. ~C,_,-\~ ,,_," _ c ,\-,(-;::. \ .,,;::.. C::'.- ,-' <:,, -

'.~_. \-, '-'. --t. '"1 c'; u 

Fi gure 2. b Probe carrier mounted on spray-drier 
column. 

1 
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3" AIR TURBULENCE MEASURE1IE:~1'8 

For experimental investigations of turbulent fluid 

flow, a great number of' methods, techniques and instrulilents 

have been developed and used. Broadly speaking, the 

various methods, techniques and instruments can be d' \,~ded 

into two groups. In the f'irst group, use is made of' a 

tracer or other indicator which is introduced into the 

fluid to make the f'low pattern visible (photogl'aphic 

recording) or observable by a suitable detecting apparatus 

outside the field of' f'low. In the second group, a detect

ing element is introduced into the f'lowing f'luid and the 

,turbulence quantities are measured by the changes of a 

mechanical, physical, or chemical nature that occur in 

this element" 

For the second group, there are a number of' require

ments that must be satisf'ied by the detecting element and 

the rest of' the measuring apparatus bef'ore turbulence can 

be measured reliably (73): 1. The detecting element 

introduced into the f'lowing f'ield must be so small that it 

causes only the minumum admissable disturbance of the f'low 

pattern. 2. The instantaneous velocity distribution must 

be uniform in the region occupied by the element. This 

means that the detecting element must be smaller than the 

dimensions of' the microscale of' turbulence. 3. The inertia 

of the instrument must be low, so that response to even 

the most rapid f'luctuations is practically instantaneous. 

4. The instrument must be suff'iciently sensitive to record 

small differences in the fluctuations; these 0.iff'ere'lces 

are often only a few percent of the mean value. 5. The 
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mnst be stable, so that no noticeable change 

on occurs for at least one test run. 

6 0 The trurnent must be sufficiently strong and rigid 

to exclude vibrations or motions by the turbulent 

fluid flowo 

is one instrument whose development and 

appli on for· measuring turbulent flow has far out~ 

stripped those of other instruments up now~ namely 

the hot=wire anemometer" Its popularity for making 

turbulence measurements will be easily understood if it 

is this is the only instrument that reason= 

ably sati s the aforementioned requirements lI 

although it has its limitations 0 

Measurements of the parameters of a flow by 

means of' hot=wire an:emometry techniques have been known 

for a long (23, 73.100)0 More recently (93), the 

constant-temperature operation of' the ho anemometer 

has been shown have particular advantages over the 

constant~eurrent method", These advantages are~ a much 

better compensation of the time constant of the hot wire 1 

and consequentlY!) a much wtder band of transmitted 

frequencies; the danger of wire burnout is avoided; and 

particularly~ instrument operation is greatly simplified o 

Air turbulence measurements in the present experimental 

work, were made with the DISA 55A01 Constant Tem]lerature 

Anemometer (148)0 A amount has been written on hot-

wire anemometry teehni by many workers ineluding Hinze 

(73), Corrsin (23) and Kovaszanay (98)@ In view or the 

wealth of this general terature the following discussion 

applies particularly to the DISA Constant Temperature 

Anemometer and its operationo 
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The derivation of the working equations for the hot= 

wire anemometer are given in the above mentioned works on 

anemometry@ A block diagram of the DISA 55AOi constant 

temperature hot=wire anemometer is shown figure 301 

and the hot=wire probes used in the present study were 

3mm in overall diameter with a platinum-coated tungsten 

wire of 5 microns diameter 1~2mm length~ as the 

sensoro The resistance was approximately 305 ohms at 

room temperature (probe resistance~ R ) and va o 
as high as 300 fps can be measured with these probes" 

2(b) Static Probe Characteristics 

ties 

The static characteristic of the DISA hot-wire 

anemometer - that is" the dependence of the bridge supply 

voltage on mean flow velocity 

law (94) which can be written 

is described by King's 

Q = L (T - T)(k +,.; 2Tl'k pOd Iff) 
w w g g g " g P g 

King's formula was derived as early as 1914 for the two 

dimensional heat-transfer from a cylinder in an incompress= 

potential flow" 

For thermal-equilibrium conditions 9 the rate of heat 

loss from the wire must equal the heating power generated 

:i.n the wire by the electric currento For a specific 

probe operated at a specific over-heating ratio in a 

speci c fluid, King's formula takes the simple formg 

2 2 .r-:;:;-
I = V = A + B~ U 
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The output of the anemometer is a bridge voltage V, and 
2 the squared voltage V is linearly related to the heat 

loss of the wire at the velocity in question and at zero 

velocity respecttvely (see figure 3.3). King's law 

(QoGui ) applies quite satisfactorily for a wire probe 

operated in atmospheric air at velocities down to 3 fps. 

For the DISA hot-wire anemometer (compare with 

figure 3.1) 

V 
Q =(100 + R ) 

w 

2 
R 

w 

but R «1 00.n.., so that 
w 

From this follows 

(k + tV 2'i1' k [) 0 d ift.J) 
g g\ g Pg 

(3.4) 

from which in turn follows, after comparing with equation 

(3 .. 1 ) 

L (T -T ) 
A 

w w g 
k == 

R .10-4 g (3 .. 6) 

w 

and 

L (T -T ) 
B 

w w g 4 21Tk g ((gOp d :::: 

.10-4 R g 
w 

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) show that the resultant 

characteristic of the hot-wire anemometer is noticeably 



inrluenced by the wire length ana temperature, the rlow 

temperature and the wire operating re The flow 

temperature also influences the physical properties or the 

flowing medium@ 

3( c) Dynamic Probe Characte-ristics 

The empiric equation (302) between heat loss and 

velocity found by static calibration is used ror the 

evaluation the velocity rluctuations from the anemometer 

measurements" In order to describe the hot-wire response 

to rluctuating rlow a term taking into account the ther1llal 

inertia of the wire must be added to the equation. Assuming 

a unirorm temperature distribution along the wire then we 

can write 

A + 
dR 

R=R dt 
o 

where C is the heat capacity or the wire", The instantaneo'Qs 

wire resistance and the flow velocity may be considered as 

the sum of a long,,-tim6 average value and a rluctuating 

component", 

R := R + R' 

and 

Then ror equation (3.8) we have instead the rollowing 

difrerential equation for the resistance variations: 

RI = ---- (3,,11 ) 
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This first-order differential equation is characterised by 

the time constant: 

r. = RO/R (A+B Iff) W 0 
(3 .. 12) 

Note that the time constant is proportional to the heat 

capacitance and resistance ratio of the wire and decreases 

with increasing flow velocity. The upper frequency limit 

(f ::: 1/2""" "Cw) of a 5-micron tungsten wire is about 500 Hz 

when operated in atmospheric air at a resistance ratio of 

1 08 and at 300 ft/seco The frequency response decreases 

with decreasing mean air velocity but is in fact increased 

about a hundred times by the aid of the electronic 

accessories. 

~~iQ.l= Other Probe Considerations 

Acc1l:rate turbulence measurements will be~ obtained 

only after consideration of 3 external factors affecting 

the indicated hot-wire response to air velocity fluctu

ation8~ These factors are the accumulation of dirt on the 

hot wire, the heat 10S8 through internal conduction to the 

wire end-supports and finallY1 the wall effects where heat 

is transferred between the wire and the surrounding 

enclosure by radiation. 

Hot-wire probes should be periodically cleaned of 

dust by careful immersion in a solvent. The dust incJ'eaSefl 

the aero-dynamic resistance of the wire and changes the 

calibration by altering the heat-transfer rateo Near zero 

velocity the heat~transfer rate is little affected or may 

actually be increased by the dirt accumulation (the 

increased surface area offsetting the insulation of the 
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dirt film) but at higher velocities the'heat=transfer rate 

is always reducedo 

For the majority of appl~?ations9 the uend;;.,effect" of 

heat loss to the wire support needles, does not change the 

form of the heat·-transfer function substantially., Detailed 

analyses of end conduction effects are available (73,99) 

and for steady flow the end correction is a function of 

the wire length to diameter ratio, the wire heating current 

and the heat transfer coefficient. The effect is an 

increase in the constants A andB in King's equation (3,,2). 

This increase is automatically taken into account by an 

experimental calibration.. 'These remarks apply equallywel+ 

to unsteady constant temperature operation up to frequencies 

below the upper frequency limit~ 

Radiation transfer to the wire is proportional ,to the 

diameter of the wire aRd app:p5?,ximately proportional to the 

cube of the absolute' temperature averaged between the wire 

and its surroundings" In contrast, the heat transferred'by 

forced convection is proportional to the square root of the 

wire diameter", Therefore the very fine wires used in 

thermal anemometry suppress the effect of radiant heat 

transfer which is only significant for very high absolute 

tempe'ratures or when the wire is placed 80 close to the 

wall that the thermal boundary layer about the wire extends 

to the wall .. 

)le2 Hot.:.wire anemometer operation and e~!!-~ 

Doubts as to whether the delicate hot=wire probes are 

durable enough in operation are unfounded. With care~ul 

handling and proper vibration~free mounting the same probes 

have been used in the present study for more than a hundred 
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measurements with good results~ 

The hot-wil'e probes used in the experimentf'lere 

ealibrated over a wide temperatuI'e I'ange fr'om ,50 to 300 Ii' 

(meximum ambient temperature allowed) Q Measurements Viex'e 

made for each probe to determine the the pralle 

colo resistance (R ) and the zero~fl0'V1r bridge DeCo voltage 
a 

(V ) $ The variation of R and V wi th changing El.mljient 
a 0 0 

aj,l' temperature for a hot-wire pI'obe operated at a constant 

overheating ratio of 1.6, is shown in gure 3~2. ~Phe 

overheating ratio is defined here as the ratio of the 

operating resistance to the cold resistance (R/B)o A 
a 

veloci ty cali bI'ation for the hot.:..wire probe waf) made by 

measuring the anemometer bridge D.C. voltage for variatiollB 

of the air velocity" The r velocity was measured 

simul taneously wi tl:. a standard pi tot-stat:ic tube. ~'he 

clynElmic head indicated by the pi tot-static tube was 

measured with a micro=manometel' readlng to OoG002 hlGhes 

of water .. The resulting calibration CUI've is shown in 

figure 3.,3" The "tailing" effect at lower velocities is 

the result of natural convection effects about the heated 

wh'e becoming si gnificant compared with the heat lOBEI by 

forced convection o 

2ir,) Intensity of Turb21ence 

The intensity of turbulence (or relative int.enl:1it.y) 

is defined as the ratio of the root~mean-squ(:3.I'e value of 

the fluctuating velocity component to the volume 8.ver'uged 

free-stream velocity~ 
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and can be ealcula ted (28) f:eom the rornm1a 

v 
190. RMS .blV 

V2~V 2 
o 

where V
RMS 

is the A.C. output voltage rms. This formula 

Is valid assuming t.h8.t the coefficient :in Kingis formula 

(3.2) is constant. This means 

dB 
dV o 

Hence turbulence intenstty measurements can be made 

without calibration· of the probe for the average flow 

velocity~ as a wire perpendicular to the mean flow direction 

will be sensitive to u
1 

only~ as long as u
1 

j u
2 

and u
3 

are 

small compared with U.and u
2 

and u
3 

are not excessively 

greater than u
i 

0 

The filters in t.he DrSA hot-wire anemometer (low~pass 

and high~pass, see figure 301 ~ no.9 and no.10), are used 

l'T'incipally for improving the signal=to-noise ratio. ,Trey 

ean also be used for approximate frequency analysis of the 

t.urbulence signFll Q More a(~cura te frequency analysis of the 

turbulence signal may be performed by means of the electronic 

frequency analysers frequently employed in acoustics, and 

appropriate mathematical analysis methods are also available 

(1 OO~ 166) 0 When measuring very small values of turbuleD.ce, 

allowance should be made for the level of the hot-wire 

cmemometer self-noise, which depends on the width of the 

transmit.ted frequencyband o The measured turbulence signal 

is the resultant of 1) actual turbulence, 2) induced 

interference 9 3) the self-noise of the system~ .4) the 

vi bra ti ons of the probe support ~ and 5) the macr··oscopic 
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pulses of the flow as caused by the blades of the air 

blower o It is therefore neoes to analyse the 

indi vidual contribution of these factor's to each measur'e

ment, for each given frequency band" 

For the present experimental work, the analysis of 

the turbulence spectra was obtained by setting the hi 

pass filter at 1000 liz and increasing the low-pass filter 

in steps from 2 up to 10 kHz which was approximately the 

upper frequency limit" Leaving the low-pass tel' set on 

10 kHz the high-pass filter was decreased from 1000 down 

to the lower limit of 5 Hz.. Although the turbulence rms 

signal is shown as a millivolt reading~ it is in fact 

measured by the anemometer as a power signal and represents 

the rms power required to keep the hot-wire probe at a 

constant temperature. 'Hence to evaluate the contribution 

to the frequency spectra that occurs over a given frequency 

range, the result must be the square root of the difference 

of the squares of the two signals at the two ends of the 

frequency range being considered~ 

Examples of the frequency spectra for the hot-wire 

rms millivolt output are shown in figure 3.4 as histogr·amso 

The drawing of a smoothed distribution curve through the 

histogram would not be valid unless the frequency range 

between readings was considerably reducedo The large 

contribution to' the frequency spectra occurs in the low 

frequency range and probably comes mainly from the blower 

pulsa tions. Also included in the gur'e is the spectral 

plot of the self-noise of the system, indicating both the 

relative magn:ttude and the frequency range over which the 

self-noise contributes to the total rms turbulence signaL 
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2(g) Scale of Turb~~ 

Turbulence is generated by the dissipation of energy 

and the way in which the velocity 

dissipate theIr energy~ is known in 

s decay anc't so 

tail only for 

isotropic and homogeneous ence. While the life span 

of' the individual turbulent eddy eannot be traced, the 

relationship between velocity fluctuations at one point 

(u
1 

) and those fluctuations a neighbouring point at ,x 
distance r away (u

1 
) can be expressed as a correlation. 

,x+r __ 2 
The dimensionless ratio l(u1-:J is known as ,x+r jlX 

the longitudinal correlation coefficient and represents 

the probability that a fluctuation at one point is matched 

by a fluctuation at o For isotropic turbulence, 

this correlation coef'fi f( r) wanes wi th di stance I' as 

shown in figure 305& The area under the curve (= S;f(r)dr) 

has the dimensions of and may be regarded as the 

longi tudinal integral of turbulence (Af)' the length 

over which an eddy preserves its identity before being 

swallowed up in the ral flowo 

The longitudinal m:iel'osnale of turbulence (i\ f) can 

be determined from the inter'cept of' the vertex parabola on 

the horizontal s and represents the average dimension of 

the eddies that are mainly responsible for energy dissipation 

in the direction of the free=stream flow. The shape of the 

longi tudinal veloci ty correlation coefficient curve and the{:'< 

longi 

using two 

integral scale of turbulence can be obtained by 

re probes in the same plane of the air flow 

and separated by a variable distance r. The microse can 

be dete from the vertex parabola that the 

shape of the correlation curve at its vertex is accurately 

known" 
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Measurement or the correlation coe~ricient when the 

correlation distance r becomes very small is not easy and 

1'ownsend I. 189) has succeeded in rind1ng a rairl;y simpJE:; 

method for measuring the microscale l' (sometimes called 

Taylor's vorticity scale) ~using a single hot-wire probe. 

The method is quite· direct when the turbulent rield has a 

constant main veloci ty U which is high compar'ed vii t11 the 

turbulence rluctuations.. For this he made UfJe of the 

relations 

Lqurer (104) and Liepmann (110) propose a method for 

determining 7\ f' from the average number of zeros of the 

u1~rluctuati,ons per unit time, Noo 

1 
A.t' == 

N 
--2 

This relation can be proved in a simple Y1H:l foJ' the case 

in which u
1 

is a pure harmonic. 

where T is the period c 

2 
The number N of zeros per unIt 

o 
t.ime is No T" It is possible to express T in terms of 

u1 and dU
i
/dt but it is more convenient to 
~ i 2 * ter-ms (u1 ) 2 and (dU

i 
/d t) "~as then a 

express T in 

simpler ex:pres-

sion is obtained" Further, in real turbulence u1 and 

dU1/dt are statistical quantl ties and the root-mean=sq'uare 



values can be talcen for the average values. 

Be 
u *' (3$19) 1 n-

and 

(3020) 

then 
U JCfu;;I-~X1 ) ~ 

N 
2 (3 <> 21 ) ~ -

0 - T IT' 4='Z Hi 

Laufer and Liepmann have sho\1VIl that exactly the same 

express can be obtained for a real turbulence provided 

that both u
1 

and du
i
!dX1 have a Gaussian probability-density 

distr'ibution and that u1 (dUi/dXi) ::= 0" "This latter condition 

is fulfilled in homogeneous turbulence and Townsend (189) 

has shown experimentally that the probability-density 

distribution of u
1 

is practically Gaussian but that the 

distribution of du1!dx
1 

shows a slight but definite skew G 

For homogeneous turbulence 

(dU
1
!d:k

1
)2 

2 
u

1 

(compare with the 3rd term in equation (3016») and 

substitution of the relation (3021) yields 

The measurement of the microscale of turbulence by this 

formula has an easy application to electronic counting1 and 

although the result is only correct for those conditions 
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specified earlier~ the method provides a ~lick9 ready 

estimate of the micro=scale of turbulence tha't would be 

otherwise found only by a tedious and extended experimental 

program0 

Laufer and Liepmann evaluated N 'by putting the 
o 

turbulence signal on to an oscilloscope and blanking out. 

the screen except for a narrow slit at the mia.scale ois the 

traceo A photodiode with a very fast response time was 

placed in front of this slit and the signal from the photo,~ 

diode was sent to an electronic countero Each sweep of 

the oscilloscope trace past the slit triggered the photo

diode and the corresponding pulses, equal to t.he number' of 

zeros in the turbulence signal} were electY'onJ.cal1y counted. 

In this present work ~ this teclmique has been improved 

upon~ in that the turbulence signal from the anemometer was 

fed directly to a Phillips electronic pulse countero It 

was found that in the frequency range of the turbulenee 

signal in the experiment, the electroni,c counter would 

count the positive pulses of an alternating signal of sine= 

wave form if the pulses were more than 200 millivoltf3 in 

arnplitudeo Since the A",C. output signal could be as small 

as 5 millivolts (rms) a small amplifier with a good 

frequency response was built (Appendix 4) to amplify the 

signal from the anemometer to the electronic pulse countero 

The total number of zeros in the ,turbulence signal (N ) 
o 

was then equal to twice the act.ual number recorded by the 

electronic countero 

Hence~ by measuring the average number of' zeros of 

the turbulence signal per uui t time and the lrulk air 

velocity, a good estimate of the microscale can be made 0 
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j{h) Turbulent ~nergy 'Spectra 

"The adoption of statistical correlations for the 

description of isotropic turbul.ence is at least partly due 

to the fact that they are relatively easy to measure. 

Another powerful method for describing a fluctuating field 

is to analyse it into Fourier components, that is, to adopt 

the spectral approach 0 The spectral theory and tpe 

correlation theory are intimately connected with each otper 

by simple mathematical transformations and the former 

theory is often found to give a clearer description of the 

basic mechanism of turbulence.. Conventionally, the turbulence 

spectra are represented in wavenumber rather than frequency 

notation~ 

For turbulent motion, if iE1(k1)dk is the amount of 

kinetic energy per unit mass,. associated with the longitudinal 

component of the velocity and lying in the range of wave

numbers (k,k+dk), then E1 (k) is related to the longitudinal 

correlation function f(r) by the pair of Fourier transform 

lations: 

- 2 u
1 

f(r):::: S<')eO E1 (k) coskrdk (3 .. 24) 

and 

2

1
c() 

:::: -'11'-:"- () f( r) coskrdk (3.25·) 

It is clear from these quations that 

- 2 where E
1

(k) is a distribution function and u1 is a constant 

average of u1
2 , which can be considered to consist of the sum 

of contributions of all the wavenumbers k. That is, E1(k) dk 
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is the contribution to u1 of' the wavenurhbers between k and 

k+dk" 

Taylor (186) made use of' equations (3024) and (3 .. 25) 

to connect the observed time spectrum with the spatial 

correlation function by way of' his assumption, that If the 

sequence of' changes in u at the point are simply du~ 

to the passag~.of' an unchanging ~I"oze~pattern of' turbulent 

motion over the pointn " ~he spatial distance I' is re~laced 

by u
1

t ana the time f'requency f is 

number as k1 = 2)ff'/U1 " Then 

and 

and also 

(t'~1) = U1 E1 ( f) 
2Tr 

d to the wave-

(3 .. 28) 

E1 (f') is sometimes called Taylor's spectrum on and 

these relations are well verif'ied both theoretically (112) 

and experimentally (177). 

It should be noted that the wavenumber and f'requency 

distribution f'unctions E1 (k1 ) and E1 (f') are one-dimensional 

sections of' what is in f'act the three-dimensional spectrum 

f'unction, E(k)" Figure 3,,6 shows the general f'orm of' the 

energy spectrum f'or various wavenumber ranges o This 

three-dimensional spectrum f'unction is a tensor of' rank 

two and is not the same as the'one=dimensional spectral 

tensore The measured spectrum f'unction is only exactly 

'related f'or homogeneous and isotropic turbulence when it 
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(;8,n be shovm (73) that 

The dissipation spectrlilit of turbul 

(3.30) 

,/. (' \ " ,YJ'1 h~i' .~; 

also shown to be determined as a functJon of the W[lV0-

number from 

, ( 3.31 ) 

the change of total kinetic energy of the tW'bll] el'CE;' 

being equal to the dissipation of ener'gy j,ni,o heat cauGed 

by viscous effects. 

Since the ene'rgy and frequency spectra E1 (k) and 

E
1
(f), and the longitudinal correlation coefficient f(r) 

appear to be Fourier transforms, the first can be found 

from the other by an integratj,ng process (cqu[ltioIlS 3.25 

and 3.28) either graphically or analytically ~ ']'11e 

analytical solution is possible only if an explicit 

equation for the coefficient can be found. Tte develcp

r,tent of some of the better knovm theories of turbulence 

such as those of Taylor (185) and Kolmogoroff (96) (the 

latter resulting in the Kolmogoroff spectx'a law 1,yhel'f.;: 

L
1

(k) is proportional to k-5/ 3 - cee figure 3.6) was the 

result of attempts to describe the form of the correlatj,on 

coefficient curve and the turbulence 8pect.n:l. functions by 

approximate theoretical or empirical equc.tions. Two such 

solutions are 1) the Von Karman inteI'polation fOI'mula 

(198) covering the range of wavenumbers be t,,",.een the /1-
n:mge of the "permanent" largest eddies and the inertial 
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subrange and 2) the empirical relation by Liepmann (109) 

which is reported to apply over a wider wavenumber range 

than the Xolmogororr 5/3 lawG 

E
1

(k) and consequently E1(r), can De measured 

experimentally with a single hot=wire probe, as rrom the 
- 2 derinition in equation 3 .. 26 (remembering that u

1 
is a 

2 constant average or u
1 

), 

- 2 A u 1 
E1 (k) := 6 k 

and putting k = 2 rrr/u, 
- 2 

A 

then 

which compares with equation 3<>29.. Using the gating method 

described earlier in section 3(r)~ values or the change or 
- 2 A u

1 
ror the corresponding rrequency or wavenumber range 

can be measured as 

where Jv2
t is the· rms value of the amplified tr'ue signal .s 

corrected ror the noise of' the system~ 

~ ~-2 -2 
tos = V indicated = V noise 

Hence, using the derinition of turbulence intensity (equation 

3013) the energy spectra runction is written as 
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The, empirical relation by Liepmann can be written 

- 2 
2 u1 Ar 

:::: ft" 1 +ll
f 

2 k 2 

and is the solution of equation 3028 when the correlation 

curve is approximated by the exponential function (=r/~f). 

This appears to be a satisfactory approximation of the true 

shape of many f(r)-curves (73) and eg.uation 3037 approximates 

measured spectra curves satisfactorily except for that 

part of the energy spectra pertaining' to high wavenumbers o 

When k approaches zero, equation 3G37 yields 

u (f) 
:::: 4 

which is in good'agreement with experimental data" 

IJiepmann t B equation 3$37 is' a quadratic jn Af and by 
- 2 eXperimentally measuring u

1 
and E1 (k) an estimate of the 

lon,gi tudinal integral scale ot. tUI'bulence can be obtained" 

In a simtlarmanner, the energy spectra function 

solution obtained for the von Karman inter'polation formula 

(73) can be used to estimate Afo The interpolation 

formula yields 

where k is the wavenlimber of the energy containing eddies 
e 

(figure 3,,6)0 The inverse of this wavenumber at which the 
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maximum occurs may be taken as a measure of the dissipation 

eddy scale~ For isotropic turbulence, up to and including 

the wavenumber range of the energy containing ed.dies, 

.L\.fV\O~ 75/k
e 

(73) 0 Using this approximation a solution for' 

~f can then be obtained from the modifi 

interpDlation formula Q 

2(1) Recapitul~jlion 

von Karman 

It may be useful to sUlmnarise the above-considered 

aspects of air turbulence measurements& The measuring 

techniques described above have all been for a single hot

wire probe, whereas most previous reported measurements of 

turbulence parameters heat= and mass-transfer- processes 

(146, 194) have used two probes at the same time to obtain 

experimental spatial correlation coefficient curves which 

can be integrated graphically to obtain a measure of..A fG 

The alternative method is to tape-record the observed time 

spectra (133) and relate it to the spatial correlation 

function the manner used by' Taylor (186). Both these 

methods require further additional electronic measuring 

equipment and considerably lengthen the time taken for an 

experimental investigationo 

For a single hot-wire probe in a turbulent air stream, 

methods have been indicated above showing how measul'ements 

can be made of the bulk f'ree~stream velocity U , the 
/=2-

intensityNu
1

-/U and the microscale A f of turbulence. By 

way of the gating procedure, turbulence spectral analysis 

facilitates the measuring of the turbulence spectra function 

E
1

(k), which in turn allows the calculation of the frequency 

function E1(f) and the dissipation function P(1(k)& 

Solution of the proposed theoretical and empirical equations 



describing the form of the energy spectra function, by 

using experimcmtally measured energy function values, then 

provides an estfumate of the integral (or macro-) scale of 

turbulence. ,:['hat is to say, measurements of the six basj.c 

parameters of turbulent flow U, 't:',f\ f' A f' :e: 1 (k) and 

J2f
1

(k) are pODsible (each according to the respective 

constraints used in their derivation) from the operation 

of a single hot-wire probe in a turbulent air stream. 

E'inally, in the same manner that the turbulence out·· 

put signal is sent to the electronic pulse counter for 

estimating ), f' so the fluctua tine: signal ean be o'bfjervGd 

on the screen of an oscilloEleope" Bueh visual letuee:3 

tu·e important for observing regulnr turbulent flo 

phenon~na such as von Karman vortex streets. 
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n:n.S r eV 1:i OJ] C~8 t·: f~ el~1 

have exi d 

it is only in 

in di sper'sed 

more than 

years 

tOlTIH 

100 year's 

that 

has reeei 

(Append 1 1 Howeve I c. 

ject of mass-

close attentJon 

because of its fundamental Si~11 canee in chemical 

'$ 

engineeri 

such as 

ons" In mEm,Y :i 

ers, the rate 

from a liquid drop 

pI'ocess equipment ~ 

rmining step is that 

mass forced convectie)!] 

condi tiona $ The main (~onsi 

design and performance is then 

The drying of droplets 

the pI'sdict:i on 

rate of mass-tranerero 

atom.iae1's in a 

is a simul taneons heat and mass-tr'vnsfer operation 

heat for evaporation is transferred by conduction 

conve from hot gases to the dr'op sUl'faee and 

by diffusion and convection back into 

whj,ch 

streamo The overall rate of 1s a function of the 

, temperature and transport properties of the 

dr'ying gas; the diameter, temperature and rel8.tlve 

the drop and its surround:lngs; and dro])] 

circulation~ deformation surface phenomena whi may 

related to the nature of the solid material dis OI' 

in the liquid (Appendix i ~ 121)" For pre 

only the e.ffeGt 01' the drying gas turbulence and. the 

asse ated effect of the droplet relative velocity will be 

considered although the other aspeets must be kept 

summarising parti 

conclusions to other 

results or extending the 

m:ind. 



I'S't on mass transf'er eal 

part.i.cles was Maxwell (12.3)1 a.nalytically-

t.he case ot' 

k 
g 

2 

D M 
p 

dif' ion t.o 

This was derived independently by Langmuir' (1 ) many yeal"s 

18 ter in '1 91 8 who showed that for the case ns. tUl'el 

convection (in dimensJ.onless form) 

8h "'" Nu := 2,,0 

estimated the s 1m thickness to 

which s large in camp 

average spray-dried 

son with the diameter 

1c180 

out L~ ITlm~ 

the 

The forced convection caseis not amenabl to exact 

theoret.ic~al analysis exe t uncleI' the simplest OJIS 

a 

potential flow" From boundary=laycr theory it is h:novm 

the rate of evaporation is a maximum on 

d facing the on-c str'eaUl y -) t 

value near the boundary-layer sepal'ation 

and increases to another? but lower ~ maxhrrum rate on the 

t de ~ which experiences ec1dyin g and voy-tex 

v es in the reverse directionu 

a distribution 

ted in experiment by F 

ansfer rates was 

1938 for the 

subl on of a naphthalene In his classical 

pEpers (48, 50) Fr8ssling used t of the 

b layer over a blunt~nosed body of revolution along 

with variable factor sugge FUchs (52) (that the 

concentration of the diffusing vapour an infinj~ te 



distance from the evaporating drop, be used aSA vari Ie 

factor) to propose the following empirical correlo.tion for 

the rate of mass-transfer for spheres in a turbulent gas 

stream" 

then, drawing the analyogy between heat and mass-transfer, 

he also proposed 

and indicated that the powers m, n, p and q were constant 

only f'or defined ranges of' the values of the Heynolds and 

Schmidt or Prandtl numbers. 

Fr~ssling! s boundary-layer equations for a blunt-

nosed body of' revolution combined with equations f'or heat 

and mass-transf'er give a set of' four partj.al dif'f'erential 

equations which state mathematically how heat, mass and 

momentum are interchanged during the evaporation process~ 

The equations, representing a heat-balance, a mass-balance 

f'or the dif'f'using component, a force-balance derived f'rom the 

Navier Stokes equation and the required continuity equation, . 

are all based on a boundary-layer def'ined as the region where 

the f'luid ~elocities are less than those for potential f'low 

because of' the retarding ef'f'ect of friction at the liquid 

interface. A general solution of the set of equations is 

not possible and such a solution is not justified in view of 

the numerous assumptions that must be made regarding the 

average physical properties across the transfer pathanc1 in 

view of the existence of drop rotation (84), drop vibration 
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and distortion (79)~ and unsteady~state phenomena (160). 

However ~ the heat- and. rnass~"tl"ansf8r lJUmbeI'B Nu :: hDp/l~f' 

and 8h :::: k D M/D ~ on the basjos of' dimensional analysis 
g p v Tl 

(147) can be shown to take the following theoretical formso 

Nu =: f(Re~ PI') 

The analogy between these equations comes from the fact 

that they are based on the boundary=layer equations which 

are mathematically equivalent and subject to t.he same 

boundary conditions@ Hence~ the dimensionless numbers for 

heat and mass-transfer should have exactly the same 

functional form~ where PI' for heat-transfer is eq~ivalent 

to 8cePBM/P for mass-transfer. This conclusion is 

applicable for heat and mass-transfel'~ wher'e the rate of 

transfer is contx'olled by the bou~dary=18yeY'. PBM/P 

represents the ratio of the average value of the vapour 

pI'essure of the non-diffusing species to the total 

ppessure of the system (= 1/Drift. factor) and is a measure 

of the enhancement of' transfer due to the total :flow in 

the direction of diffusion@ As this l-'aiio is nearly unity 

in most applications, the term is often omitted as a 

:factor wi th the Schmidt number'a 

It should be noted that equations Llo5 and L~o6 holo. 

only for small fluxes when epoes-effects between the 

thermal and material processes are smallo The mass-transfer 

t'lux is strictly a function of both the coneentratJ.on and 

t.he t.emperattu'e gradient and the more intensive the mass~ 

transf'e!'~ the more the Transfer number B will be a 

dependent variableo 
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Most experimental re ts have been interpreted on the 

basis of the dimensional analysis of Ranz and Marshall (HI.7) 

(equations 4.5 and ~.,,6) and many of the data have been 

correlated by a relationship of t.he forlll fiN.d; used by 

Fr~ssling (equations 4.3 and 4.4). For these latter 

equations the exponent on the Reynol<18 number hj I:ln index 

of the effect of convective velocity on mass-transfer and 

the PI' or Sc exponent I s an index of the effect of the:; 

ratio of momentum and diffusion boundary-layer thicknesses 

on heat- and mass-transfer. 

Boundary-layer theory predi ets that thG expOll,ell.'l; CJf' 

Re is i in equations 4.3 and 4.4 (142) and many experiment .... 

ers have found the or Sc exponent of' i· to f'i t the:1.:r. data 

best (142). The equations 4.3 and 1.\,.L,. can then be 

expressed in terms of normalised transport values. 

/R i .1-and FSh = Nu - 2.0 e PI' (l.~. 8) 

where FSm and FSh is the normnlised transpoI't ratio callecl 

the FrBssling number of mass- ond heat-t.r·o.l1Ji.lf'I2-)l:', res:lIcClti v(';l~'{. 

When the molecular diffusi vi ty term becomes neglig.tblo thl~ 

modified Fr6ssling numbers oan be written 

The effeot of the turbulenoe of th.e oontinuous phase on 

the rate of mass-transfer has gener'ally been tx'eatocl by 
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as that transfer by eddy diffusion is proportional 

to the concentration gradient ( ~ 107) .. 

~ ~ (Dv + E) dx 

The eddy diffusi v:i ty E 9 can be thought of as the prOdU(i't 

oJ' the mean length and the velDei ty of 'tIle eddy a:ncl 

empirical relationships can be derived for this term based 

on postulated laws of turbulence decay (73). 

Laminar boundary layer theor'y aSi7.\'Untes a tet.l,<ly 

velDei tu outslde the boundary lfAyer 1 whereaEl :In p1'ao1:.1 Q19 ~ 

for turbulent extel:'nal fluj.d flow 9 the eeJ.ge of the 

boundary-layer from the turbulent main stY'earn llvould 

expected to increase the mass=transfer rateo The 

gr'eatest eff'ect would be where the layer was thinnef~i; as 

the eddies penet:r;>ating the layer tempo:r.·a:l:'i.ly steepen the 

concentration gradients about the d:lsturbed region" 

Another reason for presuming a tUI'bulence effect is 

that droplets from p.ressure apr'ay atomiSB.I'S wtll ilc,,\V'e 

Reynolds numbers in the range 10 to -100.. \V.i th '.rvake 

fO.r::'mation r'eported Reynolds numbers as low as 17 (81), 

. each droplet in the spray wi have a following Well\~~ 

while the vortex ring appears to be stal)le nnd. self' 

eontained up to Re 450 (57), the analytical solutitln tal' 

seous flow around a sphel'e using the stcad.y .. ,sta to fJr'c~ 

Stokes equation of motion has been solved only for' f{e ('100 

(68~ 81) .. Free stream turbulenc.~e might i:n.iti~ite vOl"hex"", 

Dhedding and unstable flows in the vwJce an~l l:,eEio.n~~n()e 

tween the free=stream fluctuations and I:1tkly shedd 

could then be expected o Experimental measurement.s of 
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local heat-transfer coefficients about a cylinder' in (:rOBS~" 

flow show a maximum effect of the intensity of turbulence 

a t a certain scale (194). Data avai lable for spheres (116, 

146, 165, 196) suggest a similar effect may arise. 

4.2 Previous Work 

In recent years a number of reviews have been compiled 

from published results of heat- and mass-tl'ansfer for dl'OIJS 

and spheres in forced convection (Appendix 1, 19, 57, 88, 

142, 153). The outstanding con~lusion of all reviews is 

the extreme range of values given for the exponent of the 

Reynolds number (as in equations 4.3 and. Lj·.4). Variations 

in the value of the exponent for the Schmidt or Prandtl 

numbers were not as great although the recent trend toward.s 

high temperature studies of heat- and mass-transfer for 

spheres in molten ts or liquid metals (202) may produce 

more diverse results. Some transfer correlations have 

included both the natural and forced convection contributJon.f::: 

(57, 160) but Skelland and Cornish (169) have shown that tb.e 

effect of free convection on mass-transfer from drops is 

negligible above a drop Reynolds number of 15. In most 

commercial equipment the range of droplet Reynolds numbeI' 

encountered is 15 to 200, so for the sent only forced 

convection effects will be considered. 

Forced convection correlations for macroscopj.c tX'anf,f'E'r 

for spheres or drops are available for Reynolds nurnbers 

to 10
6 

(54). A comprehensive review by Keey and Glen (88) 

shows the inadequacy of equations 4.7 and !.j..8 in that the 

FrBssling number should increase with increo.sing Re if the 

exponents of Re, and Sc and PI' are taken as t and i 
respecti vely. This is attributed to the changing impol'tance 
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of wake trans r with He and is also due to onset of 

turbulence the boundary layer" While 

apparent for he 

values of the Fressling number for the smaller Reynolds 

number range encountered for evaporating drop t8, generally 

I close to the experimentally measured values of Ranz 

and Marshall (147) (Fs 0060) and FrBss ng himself (48) 
m 

(Fs 0,,55). At the same t howeveI'g the mllnber of 
m 

experimental values overall transfer co cients for 

drops that are available is rather smaller than the mass 

of correlations for transfer for solid spheres~ 

For droplet evaporation in 1 air, 1 i:. is assumed 

that the heat- and mass-transfer processes occur uniformly 

at I points on the drop surface~ airflow around the 

dl'OP this condition of symmetry is deBtroyed and equations 

(Lta 7) and (4,,8) may be thought of as averaging non= 

uniform heat- and mass-transfer over the surface of a drop 

when there is relat motio!) between the drop and i 

surroundings 0 The reason for the transfer t'ates being 

variable over the surface of a drop which is mOVing, may 

be found in the boundary-layer theoryo Qualitative 

explanations can be made with reference to figures (3.6) 
and (307) in Appendix 1 ~ These figures show the variable 

nature of the evaporation around a drop relatiYe motion 

and the averaging that is evidently included in the 

c:orrelations for heat- and mass=transfer for evaporating 

dropso 

The first accurate measurements of' the rate of 

evaporation drops suspended in an r-stream were 
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of Fr~ssling (48) whose extremely careful vlorl< has served 8.G 

a model fOI' subsequent studies in this field. Drops of 

water, aniline and nitrobenzene were suspended on glass 

fibres or fine thermocouples and the rate of evaporation was 

determined by photographing the drop at regular intervalse 

His accurate analysis also included consideration of the 

drop sphericity, air turbulence, compressibility of the air i 

possibili ty of impuri ties in the liquids, the Kelvin (~onvec

tion (droplet curvature - vapour pressure effect) 9 non

ideality and the Stefan flow, and he showed that their 

effect was within the experimental elfror. A value of 

Fs h = 0 0 55 was obtained and the rather large scatter of m, 
experimental points for the evaporation of water drops was 

ascibed to errors in determining the humidity of the air. 

Ranz and Marshall (1 LO) also performed fundamental 

experiments like those of FrBssling but the water drops were 

suspended 6n a micro-burrette and w¢~e supplied continuously 

at such a rate that the size of the drops was constant. The 

rate of evaporation was then equal to the rate of supply of 

watero For heat-transfer FS
h 

= 0.60 was recorded for the 

forced convection studies and. a Nusselt number of 2.23 was 

found for Re = 0, the difference from the theoretical value 

of 2.0 being attributed to free-convection effects. 

Expressions for temperature and mass changes of evaporating 

drops of pure liquids and salt solutions have been der:Lved 

by SchlUnder (160), using this value of FS
h 

= 0060 and good 

experimental agreement was obtained especially for pure 

liquid dropso 

The experimental technique of Ranz and Marshall where 

the drop diameter was maintained constant 9 was also used by 

Hs~, Sato and Sage (78) in the Re range 70 to 300. They 
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a ted drops of heptane (S c v. 201) and bec~ause 

ze of the drops and the low surface ion 

the liquid, particula.r attention was paid. to the 

drople~ shape (which was far from spherical) on the 

rqte of evaporation" Their results indicated F 0@55 

FrBssling, but the correlation also 

for the non-sphericity of the dropso 

a term 

Evaporation rates for suspended drops of dibutyl 

phthalate and molten SUlphur were reported by Johnstone 

and Eades (83) who determined the time of complete 

evaporation of the drop as a function of its a1 

radius" Their experimental r'esu1 ts computation of 

the diffusivities of the vapours~ but the temperature data 

needed to check correctness of these re 

Results for water droplets suspended on 

is lacking.., 

fib:l:'es in a 

stream of superheated stearn of various steam=air mixtures 9 

Toei et ~ (iSS), who found were reported by Ryozo 

FSh = 0 0 65 for droplet 

120~ 

Reynolds numbers in the range 9 to 

FUchs (51)9 in his bookl on droplet evapoI'a tion 

and growth reports a number of Russian wor-ks wi th 

FrBssling numbers for mas in the range 0 0 20 to 

0@580 The low values were recorded for low droplet 

Reynolds numbers and are thought to be due to an error in 

determinin.g the drop temperature with a thermocoupleo 

Spray evaporation studies using Lignosol have 

produced FSh ::: 0 (29) for small droplets «Lj.qp.), while 

for water spray evaporation with droplet Reynolds numbers 

in the range 1 20, FSh = 0 0 60 (117). Free ~all 

experiments of evaporation rates for drops falling in a 

vertical tube were made by Vyrubov (199) wi th FS'm' =: Oo,:;,2f) 

: .. , 
'.' 
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while using an original method (the Ro principle) 

Kinzer and Gunn ( ) found Fs to rise fr-om zero to G. 
m 

maximum value of 0 0 92 as the droplet Reynolds number 

increased to 4, then Fs gradually de to a value of 
m 

0 0 45 at Re = 100. These last results (95) completely 

contradict the data of other workers, for whom FSh has a ,m 
value in this region equal to or le.ss the value of 

greater Reynolds numbersG 

For evaporating liquid drops with low diffusion fluxes 

a simple model has been described (204) for drops containi 

surface impurities, while for a study of high diffusion 

effects Downing (33) suspended drops in a free jet of dry~ 

vapour-free, high-temperature aire Rates of evaporation and 

wet-bulb temperature were corrected for the vapour 

and for ~24 to 325, the correction to the Nusselt number 

ranged up to 35%0 Evaporation rates under intensive mass

transfer conditions were studied by Eisenklam et ale «38') 

who considered the three theories 1) Film theory, 

2) Laminar boundary-layer theory~ and 3) Slow Viscous Flow 

theory, and obtained the best equation for evaporati drops 

as (boundary-layer theory equation) 

1 

Nu(1 + B) = 2 .. 0 + 1 .. 6 Re2 (4,,12) 

where B = (Cp ~T/Hv). For the case of low vapour ion 

s they found FSh = 0063. 

For completeness, mention should also be made of 

measurements of rates of evaporation from comparatively 

large spheres (up to 2 .. dia.)o Such porous or wetted ,-
spheres allow measurements for Reynolds numbers up to 5 x 10·) 

(116) .. The supply of Ii d is so regula ted that the surfac~e 



s always w th quid and surface tem:pera tUJ'es can 

measured with thermocoupleso In this way sternak and 

Gauvin (138) found F 0 0 692 Re 0001 an evaporatIng 

acetone film on a '1 cm dia" sphere with 500<Re< 5~OOOo 

water films ~ FrBs numbers (Fs ~) of the orde.r 
O 08 ° 10 m Re 0 to 0 033 0 are reported (40, 141, 203) for 

wetted spheres of 2 to 5 ems in diao in the 

600<Re(4090001 whi for gauze spheres of ss than 

1 em dia0, van Krevelen and Hoftijen (195) report 

Fs t 0 0 50. 
m 

Ingebo (80), for the evaporation of organic solvents 

from cork spheres at temperatures up to 500 C found ct·, 

dependence on the thermal tivity ratio with 

FSm 0 030 ReO oiO 80° 027 (kg!kv) 0 Maisel and Sherwood 

('116) spheres of' ealcuim si cate wetted with water 

or benzene the Reynolds number range 2 x 103 to 5 x 104~ 
found Sb proportional to Re00560 The ratio of Sh for 

benzene and water was less than that calculated from 
1 

ShoeSc3 and the authors consi that the benzene 

evaporated so quickly that the surface of the sphere was 

never completely wetted" This apparently also upset 

Ingebo l s re ts where it must be remembered that for 

intens mass-transfer conditions occurring at hi~l 

temperatures or with volatile solvents, interaction 

between 

must be 

ion and heat=transfer in the boundary=layer 

dered" 

4,,2(b) J2rQ.J2lL!n_Turbulent Air-streams 

The effect of free-stream turbulence on the transport 

processes of an evaporating drop is dependent on the nature 

and thickness of the boundary~layer about the dropo As 



long as the turbulence intensity of the free-stream is 

relatively small compared with the relative intensity of 

the turbulent boundary-layer itself, the effect may be 

expected to remain restricted to the outermost re ons of 

the boundary-layer .. But with increasing intensity of the 

free-stream turbulence, its effect may penetrate deeper into 

the boundary layer and enhance the turbulent transport 

process accordingly. 

The effects of turbulent free-stream flow around the 

drop may be threefold: 1) Usually, the upstream t of 

the boundary layer is not yet turbulent and the transition 

into turbulence occurs at some point downstream from the 

f'orward separation point.. Turbulence in the free stream 

may not only influence the location of the transition point 

but may also cEluse disturbances in the laminar part of the 

boundary layer and so affect the transport processes 

through it. 2) The free-stream turbulence may affect the 

turbulent part of .the boundary-layer along the drop, as 

noted above. 3) If the flow t the body generates a 

wake, the free stream turbulence may interact with the wake 

flow. It is known from lo.cal heat-transfer measurements on 

spheres (147) that a maximum rate occurs at the forward 

stagnation point and in the wake region of the sphere, with 

a minimum at the separation ring.. Hence, the effect of 

free-stream turbulence on heat-transfer can be expected to 

be greatest at the frontal w~ke regions of the drop 

and that these separate effects should re 

in the overall transfer rate .. 

t in an increase 

It has long been recognised that the application of 

the Statistical Theory of Turbulence to the problem of 

predicting mass-transfer rates in turbul flows requir'e,'3 

. a knowledge of velocity, ty and composition 



fluctuations and their correlations (77)0 The mathematical 

complexity of problems involving anisotropic turbulence 

(which includes the majority of practical cases) usually 

precludes the application of the statistical theory, and 

transfer studies usually treat turbulent mass=transfer by 

means of a suitable eddy transfer coefficient or 

diffusivity (equation 4011)0 

Liu (113) and Soo (174) presented theoretical studies 
/ 

of the forces acting on a simple system of single spherical 

particles suspended in a turbulent gas stream and their 

results indicated that the eddy diffusivity of the particle 

and the gas were almost equal at low intensities of 

turbulence for small particlese This implies that such 

small drops should:evaporate at a rate corresponding to 

zero relative velocity conditionso Whether or not a drop

let will exhibit Stokesian behaviour at very low Reynolds 

numbers will depend on the size of the drop in relation to 

the small domains of viscous motion in the turbulent field. 

The theory of eddy diffusion developed by Taylor (182) 

has been confirmed by experiments in a turbulent water 

stream and can be adapted for transfer to gases (85)~ The 

scale of turbulence was found to enter directly into the 

eddy diffusion relationship, indicating that this quantity 

should be measured or estimated if diffusion turbulent 

fluids is to be predicted accuratelYe It must be remembered 

however, that turbulence may be more important in mass= 

transfer in liquids than gases~ even though the concen= 

tration layer is closer to the interfaceQ For liquids the 

diffusivity is 104 lower than for gases and it will take 

104 times as long to establish steady=state concentration 

gradients following an upset such as an eddy sweeping into 



the boundary layer~ 

In a theoretlc study of three dimensional vorticity 

on heat-transfer, Sutera et ale (179) calculated that for an 

increas~ of 5% in shear stress due to vorticity, the increase 

in heat-transfer was 26% and was the result of ampliflcation 

or II stretchingl1 of the vorticity component in the cr'oss

stream direction, which is absent in the case of streamwise 

oscillation. More recently Sutera (180) found that a 

vorticity input which increases the shear rate at a 

boundary by less than 3% is capable of increasi the heat

transfer rate by as much as 40%e These results are in 

accord. with experimental observations that free-stream 

turbulence has a gr er effect on hea and mass-transfer 

than on momentum transfer (188). They also explain why 

turbulence has a significant effect on transfer rates in the 

verging flow (pressure gradient) around the front of a 

buff body. 

In his stuc1y of momentum-transfer in a two-phase 

system consisting of particles carried by the continuous 

phase, Soo (174) applied the statistical theory of turbulence 

and showed that the correlation, scale and inten ty of 

turbulence of one phase could be calculated from those 

the other phase. Assumptions made in this derivation 

included that the relative velocity between the entrained 

particle and the main stream be such that the particle 

Reynolds Number be less than unity, that the turbulence be 

isotropic and non-decaying and that there be no interaction 

between particles. The fundamental properties affecting 

momentum transfer between the two phases were found to 

the turbulent Reynolds number ReT' the ratj.o of the ticle 

diameter to integral scale of turbulence, and the ratio of 
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densities of the dispersed and continuous phaseso 

Soo also reported that where the gravity effect on 

the particles was significant~ their turbulent motion 

was sotropic even though the continuOu.'S, phase was 

isotropico Levich(107) has shown that when the phase 

ties are substantially different~ particles whose 

dime~sions are substantially less than the scale of 

turbulence wi move as though under gravityo Some 

success predicting mass=transfer rates for freely 

moving particles under such turbulent conditions was 

obtained by Harriott(70) who used the particle terminal 

velocity to evaluate the Reynolds number in the Ranz and 

Marshall correlation c In genera1 1 Soo found the scale of 

turbulence of the particles was greater than that of the 

gas stream 9 the intensity of the particle less than that 

of the gas stream 9 and the diffusivity of the particles 

greater than the eddy diffusivity of the stream~ but 

tending to the latter when the entrained particle diameter 

was smallo 

The relative independence of the transfer processes 

in turbulent streams on the Schmidt number is a result of 

disruption of the boundary=layer by the turbulent eddies o 

The exponent of the diffusivity in mass=transfer relation~ 

ships changes with the magnitude of the Schmidt number of 

the system (154)0 The magnitude of Se is a measure of the 

thickness and nature of the diffusion bound~ry=layer and 

so determines the relative importance of diffusion in 

mass-transfer processeso 

By extending Harriottts (69) concepts of a perturbed 

boundary=layer g Galloway and S (54) derived a semi= 

theoretical expression for the mean Fr~ssling number Fst m 
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based on relating the eddy dirfus ty to the Reynolds 

stresses Du'n' ., The solut a free-stream \ x y 
turbulence intens.i ty ter'm is valid over the front 

half of a sphere and by conside the local motion in 

the wake region to be independent the level of tur'bulence 

an overall (surface-mean) Fressl number was obtained as 

the sum of the forward and wake re on contributions to the 

transfer process~ 

Fs' == A + B"C ( r ) + DRe 1 /28C 1/6 
m 

(Lj.~13) 

Friedlander (46) comsidered heat-:- and mass-transfer 

for the dispersed phase as related to the relative velocity 

between the particle and the gas stream~ and the eddy diffusion", 

The rms relative velocity between the particle and the 

continuous phase is assumed to represent the characterist.ic 

value for transfer calculations, as the velocity past the 

drops is not- constant but varies with time and postion 

eachparticleo If values of this parameter were avai 

the mean particle Reynolds number could be established 

the corresponding Nusselt number obtained 0 A method of 

estimating the rms relative velocity of a homogeneous 

turbulent fluid containing a large number of sma~l, rigid 9 

non-interact spheres is given and the relat velocity 

effect on the drops calculated accordingly is shown in 

figure 6.2 of Appendix 1 ~ 

For particles larger than about 10 microns in ameter 

"slip" is reported to occur (46) and the mean relative 

veloci ty becomes slgnificant 0 Friedlander points out that. 

the assumption sometimes made. that the Nus t number has 

a constant value of two (stagnant continuous phase) for 
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in a turbulent fluid~ may be in erroro The degree to 

whi free droplets in a turbulent air=stream follow the 

motion, wi depend on the density difference 

between the two phases and on the droplet size. When the 

scale of turbulence is much larger than the droplet diameter, 

the droplet may be considered to be completely entrained 

and so feel only a steady motiono The degree of entrainment 

rises with increasing ratio of integral scale of turbulence 

to the time of' mechanical on of' the drop (5'1) 9 

while the energy of' the turbulent eddies f'alls as their 

period decreases@ It is apparent that the effect of 

turbulence on the rate of evaporation must increase rapidly 

with the size of' the drop0 

In experiments with f'ixed drops the conditions change 

sharply, since all the turbulent eddies are effective in 

this case. The results of such experiments, while giving 

some insight to turbulent transfer processes~ can only be 

applied to the evaporation of free drops in a turbulent 

air=stream for the case when the drops are so large that 

their entrainment is effectively zero G 

The established works such as FrBsslj.ng (50) and Ranz 

and Marshall (147) were performed in aerodynamic tubes 

where the natural turbulence would be 1 to 3%9 but no 

attempt was made to vary the level of turbulence in the 

experiment~ The only reported experiments for held drops 

whe'i'€ the turbulence level was deliberately varied are those 

of Richardson (149) who evaporated drops of butanol, methyl 

salicylate 9 aniline and nitrobenzene, suspended from a 

thermistoro The Reynolds number range for the held drops 

was 0 to 100 and turbulence generating grids of 30 and 10 

mesh were placed in the'aerodynamic tube 5 ems in front of 
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the drope The turbulence intensity vels wepe L~~b 

respecively though no scale of turbulence measur wer-e 

occurs at an intensity of approximately 12%~ to th1s 

level, the mass-transfer coefficient ratio had remained 

approximately constant and in the region above 15% the r.i::-}e 

is a very gradual one. The combination of intensity and 

Reynolds Number for this breaR falls on the ex ton of 

critical Reynolds Number curve ven by Torobin :n 
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(188) (Re ~ at 1)vhlch the 
c 

st.ic s sloped part the drag coe 

curve intersects CD value of ( 0 3)9 and the 

discontinuity may have resulted from a boundary 

layel' transition on the spher'e surface" Maisel and 

Sherwood also measured the scale their turbulence and 

found that their re ts were unaffected by a 

tion of the se G 

Fledderman and Hanson (43) s 

turbulence and windspeed on the ra 

fuel spray~ They measured both 

ed the effect of the 

8 

of evaporation of a 

intensity and the 

of turbulence and found that an increase turbulence 

ensity incre 

though not ab 

the evapora on rate of the spray and 

to separate the scale from the intensity 

cts. they concluded a similar effect of 

evaporation rate with scale o 

asing 

Brown, Sate and Sage (16) studied the of 

turbulence ty on mass-transfer from a to 

tUrbulence levels of 15%. Unfortunately~ the turbulence 

s were measured dir'ec I but were obtained from 

measurements made previously a somewhat lar system. 

At Re less than 1000 9 the turbulance intensity had Ii 

effect on the transfer rate, but at high R s Nllrnbers 

there was a marked incl~ease the higher' ensltieso 

Comparison these results th those of Maisel and 

Sherwood (116) at the same tUrbulence level shows lit 

agreement 0 This may be due to the fact that the scale of 

turbulence was excluded from the correlations (90):/ although 

it is stl not certain that this effect is significant 

reasonable ations in the scale or turbulence. 

Local mass-transfer over the frontal half of 

spheres were measured by 'I Brown Sage (165)· 
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turbulence intensity variations from 1 to 15% and for 

Reynolds Numbers up to 3,600. At the low turbulence level, 

the local heat-transfer coefficient varied from the front to 

rear poles about the sphere'J by a factor of eight, while i'or 

the high turbulence level, at the same Reynolds Number the 

overall transfer rate had increased by 20% and the 10cal 

variation factor was five. More recently Brown and Sage 

(17) found that an encrease in the turbulence level of the 

airstream decreased the relative transport over the front 

hemisphere of a porous sphere but increased transport on the 

rear half. In addition, the presence of mass-transfer was 

found to enhance the actual heat-transfer process resulting 

in an increase in the local Nusselt number, for the ReynoldB 

number range of 950 to 3,700 and for turbulence intensities 

in the range of 1 to 14% .. 
As part of an extensive experimental and theoretical 

work on material transport in turbulent gas streams Galloway 

and Sage (54) correlated results for overall~transfer from 

spheres by 

The equation indicates that the FrBssling number depends on 

the sphere diameter as well as the turbulence intensity 

the free-stream. For D :: 1 mm,. 't":: 2% and Re == 200 
P 

(typical conditions for Ranz and Marshall (147)), Fs 
m 

and the turbulence contribution is only 002% of this. 

correlation equation (4.14) represents the regression 

:: 0,,65 

The 

of a 

large amount of data for drops, and spheres up to 1 ft in 

diameter and, although cumbersome to use, holds over a 'JVide 

range of values of Dp and T.. In a later work, Galloway and 
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Sage ( ) studied local and macroscopic transport from a 

1,,5 inch diameter cylinder in a turbulent air-stream" For 

Reynolds numbers in the range 29600 to 86,000~ the turbu

lence intensity was varied from 1 to 25% and the integral 

scale of turbulence was estimated to be 003 to 0~5 inches. 

They found that the development of the separation circle 

varied with the turbulent Reynolds number ReT and that the 

Fr~ssling number for heat=transfer was a complicated 

function of the separation angle measured from the front 

pole? the Reynolds number, the free-stream turbulence and 

perhaps the integral scale of turbulence as well as 

depending on the molecular physical properties of the fluid. 

From semi=theoretical stochastic considerations of the. 

effects of eddy transport induced in the laminar boundary= 

layer by extern~l turbulent free~stream perturbations, 

they derived an empirical expression for either local or 

overall transport of the form shown in equation 4.134 The 

existence of such perturbations in the laminar boundary

layer has been reported by Armstead and Keyes (3) who used 

a hot=film sensor to study laminar to turbulent boundary 

layer transition and found that free stream turbulence 

induced heat-transfer fluctuations and thermal stresses 

in the boundary layero The frequency of the heat-transfer 

fluctuations was found to be a function of the Reynolds 

number and a moderately high level of turbulence was 

measured in the laminar sublayer G 

Other transfer results for held spheres that reflect 

a turbulence effect include the data of Garner and 

Suckling (56) for benzoic spheres in water where the 

coefficients for slightly turbulent flow (gauzes placed 

upstream of the sphere) were 1G5 times those coefficients 



for laminar incidentflowo Glen and Keey (62) have shown' 

that heat- and mass-transfer rates from the front pole of a 

sphere are very sensitive to free~stream disturbances in the 

Reynolds number range 5 x 102 to 3 x 104
0 EVen small-scale 

disturbances produced by straightening vanes appear to be 

sufficient to influence significantly the transfer rates 

from the leading area of a sphere. 

Because of the paucity of data available on turbulence 

effects for evaporating droplets, in previewing considerations 

of possible turbulence effects on the transfer processes it 

is necessary to refer to heat-transfer results obtained for 

held solid spheres in turbulent gas-streams. 

Heat-transfer from a 1*" solid sphere was studied by 

Lavender and Pei (106) who reported having established 

that the Turbulent Reynolds number was a single important 

variable in turbulent heat- and mass-transfer and that the 

scale was of minor significance. They give upper and lower 

limits for the rate of heat-transfer from spheres in 

turbulent air-streams and define a yalue of ReT above which 

there will be a marked increase in the Nusselt.number. A 

solid, heated sphere was also used by Raithby and Eckert (146) 

who measured the turbulence intensity and scale behind grids 

placed before the held sphere with "either a following= or 

cross-support. The latter arrangement gave results 10% 

higher than the former and for low turbulence levels (natural) 
0.106 they found FSh = 0.21 Re 0 An increase in the intensity 

from 0 to 5% increased the Nusselt number by 8 to 18% for 

Reynolds numbers in the range 3 0 6 x 103 to 5.2 x 104
0 At low 

Re the most pronounced increase was with turbulence levels 

below 2%. The sphere diameter to integral scale of turbulence 

ratio, was varied from 0 to 12 and the Nusselt number was 
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found to increase with increasing values of the ratio@ The 

ratio erfect was large at high turbulence levels and high 

Reynolds numbers, though no maximum was found Q 

Heat- and mass=transfer data for solid cylinders 

show a conflict of results with some works reporting no 

definite trends and others clear trends with the most 

significant increase in transfer rates occurring for low 

turbulence levels from 2 to 4% (20, 61 ~ 162 9 1729 206)0 

One particular study of the effect of scale and 

intensity of turbulence on heat-transfer from a heated 

cylinder has done much towards helping explain the seeming 

discrepancies and even the contradictions found in the 

literatureo Van der Hegge Zijnen (194) has systematically 

studied the rate of heat-transfer from cylinders to a 

turbulent airflow for a Reynolds number range of 600 to 

25,800, with an intensity range from 2 to 13% and with 

ratios of the integral scale of turbulence to cylinder 

diameter varying from Oe31 to 240. However? results were 

also taken at Reynolds numbers of 60 and 580 and these 

showed no turbulence effect up to intensity levels of 13%. 

For the higher Reynolds number data he found that the rate 

of heat=transfer was effected and that the increase was a 

function of Re~ ~ u~/u? and ~f/Dpo He then proposed that 

the first two parameters be combined into their product, 

the Turbulent Reynolds number 0 This reasoning may not be 

correct since it pre-supposes that the functional form of 

both parameters will be identica1 9 which i~~not the case, 

at least with momentum transfer, since the critical 

behaviour for laminar to turbulent transition is very 

definitely a function of the Reynolds number~ Van der 

Hegge Zijnen has correlated his data as a fUnction of 
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.r=-:2 ( (Dp'Vu'-jl) and Af/Dp)' but the success which he does have 

may be due to the ranges of intensities and Reynolds numbers 

which characterise his system (188). At a Reynolds number 

of almost 10,000 he obtained by interpolation a family of 

curves as shown in figure 6 0 1 of Appendix 1 ~ Although his 

actual data are scattered about the curves, the effect of 

the integral scale of turbulence is significanto Below a 

i\f/Dp ratio of 1 06, the effect of increasing the scale 

would be to increase the effectiveness of the turbulence 

whereas the Taylor theory which considers the magnitude of 

the velocities of the pressure fluctuations which accompany 

the free-stream turbulence predicts the opposite and the 

data of Dryden (35) would seem to confirm this at J\f/Dp 
ratios below unity~ The optimum value for heat-transfer for 

cylinders at that Reynolds number (10g000) occurs at a ratio 

value of 1 0 6 and seems to point to some resonance frequency 

between the turbulent flow and the shedding frequency of the 

eddies in the wake of the cylinder. This resonacne 

apparently reinforces the oscillations in the wake and van 

der Hegge Zijnen's hypothesis is supported by the results 

of Fand and Cheng (41) who studied the influence of acoustic 

vibration on convective heat-transfer from a cylinder. 

4,,3 Apparatus 

The experimental cocurrent spray-drier described in 

Section 2 figure 2~1, was used as a vertical wind tunnel. 

The direction of the airflow was reversed so that the air 

moved up the drying chamber and a large capacitance vessel 

(an empty 44 gallon drum) was placed in line between the 

blower and the base of the drying chamber, to damp out 

pulsations of the air coming from the rotary blower" A 
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flush fitt ~ turbulence generating d was placed in 

the column 10 et away from the entrance.. The g.rid was 

a perforated plate 0,,128" dia .. holes on a 3/16" 

triangular pitch and had a solidarity of 0.5940 

The drops of distil water were supported on fine 

glass fibres made by drawing borosilicate ss rod 

(k == 0,,63 Btu/ft$hr of). The glass fibres were carefully 

selected for uniform diameter b,ver their whole length and 

were mounted cork (k == 00025) attached to a hypodermic 

needle fittingo The glass fibre was held tn the column by 

an assembly inserted in a porthole at the required 

distance behind the turbulence generating grid. The 

internal profi of the column was maint ned by contouring 

the assembly and condUction e cts were minimised by using 

polyethylene tubing (k 0019) for the main support arm 

(see figure 4,,1)0 To evaluate the of the supporting 

glass fibre diameter on the evaporating rate of the drops, 

four zes of glass fibres were used" Each fibre had the 

drop supporting end carefully ground flat and the sides of 

the fibres were lightly spray-coated with polytetrafluoro= 

ethylene (ptfe) to prevent the water drops climbing up 

the of the glass fibre as a surface tens effect" 

The water drops were placed on the ss fibres in position 

the column, using a fine hypodermic needle which was 

also spray=coated with ptfe as this reduced the difficulty 

of transferring the drop from the needle to 

fj,breo 

4 oL~ Experimental 

glass 

The calculation of the mass-transfer rates and the 

evaluation of the dimensionless Fr~ssling number 



Figure 4 .. 1 The 11 sizes of g1.nss fibres 

used to support the evaporating dro ets 

and the assemb y for mounting the fibres 

in the column gninc;t an u f m-ling stream 

of <tir .. 
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correlations which describe the evapoI'ation processes tire 

very dependent on the transport properties of the system. 

The correlations imply that the physical properties within 

the material transfer path are constant, whereas they ::n'o 

actually a function of both composi tion and telnpeX'Cll.Ul'e. 

It. is then necessary to define some effective ave:euge 

physical property of the transfer film, to be evaluated 

a t Borne appropriate composi tion and temperature. Iftul1Y 

workers (39, 147, 156, 161) have taken mean condi tions 

for evaporating drops to be the ar'i thmetic mean between 

1 00% vapour a t the drop surface and temperature, and th e 

surrounding gas at its approach conditions and ter"I)cre.ture .. 

This implies that the transfer film is thin compared with 

the diameter of the evapora'ting droplet. Downing (33) 

defines a volume-average film temperature as 

and showed 

(4 .. 16) 

This definition attempts to account for the I'l1(livl pI'ofile 

of the temperature and concentration of.' the dif'f'u£iing vDpour 

in the spherical transfer shell about a drop :::\l1(J the ()'!C)'FE£; 

film property is then weighted slightly more in favour' of 

the approach or free stream condition:...; (au agGinLt ~.l·t Ull"ctje 

mean, where m = 0 .. 50). 
For this present work t.he film pf'oper·tieb (tempcr'oture 

concentration, viscosity and thermal condunt:i \':1 t.y) are 
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evaluated at the column-mean film temperature and composition 

with m _ 0060~ The c c heat property of the transfer 

film is a measure of the sensible heat gained by the vapour 

as it diffuses or is convected from the drop surface into 

the free stream «C T)d-(C T) ) and is not a mean value 
Py Pv g 

for the film but a dlfference in properties at two limits~ 

However, for convenience the specific heat is also evaluated 

under the same conditions as the other transport properties, 

as in studies where there is not tensive mass~transfer, 

the difference when the specific heat is calculated for 

m = 0.60 is small and in the present study approximately 

212%0 
The properties relating to the drop are evaluated at 

the drop temperature o A uniform temperature through the 

drop is assumed and this temperature is taken to be the 

wet-bulb temperatnre of the drying ~ A number of 

reports (48, 147, 156) have shown that this is a good 

approximation to reality even considering that internal 

circulation within the drop is reduced. 

Transport properties used for the calculations were 

cited from the following references o 

Viscosi - air: Handbook of Physics and Chemistry (74)~ 

vapour: Chemical Engineer$ Handbook (140), mixed gas: 

Herning and Zipperer formula (140)~ 

Thermal conductivity - air: Chemical Engineers' Handbook 

(140), vapour: Chemical Engineering (24), mixed gas: 

Friend and Adler formula (140)8 
Heat - air: Heat Exchanger Design (45), vapour: 
------~----~--

Tables of Physical and Chemistry Constants (86), mixed 

Weighted mean of molar fractions o 

Latent heat of sation - Handbook of Physics and 
------------------~-----------

Chemistry (74) 8 
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A computer program (HTCOEF) (see Appendix 7) vras 

wvitten to calculate the relevant physical properties of 

the system using as input data the humidity~ vapour 

pressure and temperature of the d:r·ying gas, the temper'ature 

of evaporating drop (wet-bulb temperature of the air), and 

the total pressure of the system@ The wet = and dry=bulb 

temperatures of the continuous sample of dry:ing gas 

removed from the column~ were measured using the humidity 

probe described earlier in section 20 A large pyschro= 

metric chart readable to O@1 F (144) ViTas used to evaluate 

the true column wet-bUlb temperature~ humidity and vapour 

pressure of the airo The total pressure of the system was 

the sum of the column ~lage pressure and the atmospheric 

pressure, the former often negligible in terms of the 

lattero 

The air velocity and turbulence parameters were 

measured before and after the evaporation of a held 

droplet at the same distance as the drop behind the grido 

These measurements were all done under steady=state 

eonditions in the same position within the column. The 

turbulence frequency and energy spectra were calculated 

by computer (see Appendix 7) as descI'ibed earlIer in 

section 3 and estimates of the macroscale of turbulence 

were obtained by solving the equations approximating the 

turbulence spectra" The frequency and energy spectra 

histograms as calculated directly from the experiraental 

results were approximated by smooth curves and these were 

also plotted by the computero (An example of the computer 

output is also given in Appendix 7)0 
To measure the evaporation rate of the held droplets w 

a photographic technique similar to that used by Frl)ssling 
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(48), Ranz and Marshall (147) and Ryozo Toei et alG (156) 

was adoptede The evaporation rate of the droplet was 

determined by measuring the volume change of the droplet 

from pho taken at measured time intervals. A 

camera with extension tube and lens was mounted in a port

ho~e at the same level as the supported droplet and the 

porthole at 900 to the camera (and in the same plane) was 

used for access to the glass fibre for depositing the 

liquid drop" The drop was illuminated by a photographic 

flash-lamp positioned at a porthole below the camera and 

an exposure time of 1/50th of a second was used. A solid 

naphthalene was mounted in place of the drops and 

after a number of tI'i s the best background on which to 

photograph the drops was found to consist of a black matt 

surface with a silver line (t to 111 wide) running vertically 

down the column in line wi th the dr'op and its supporting 

fibreG (A single test run of the sublimation of the solid 

naphthalene sphere is reported in Appendix 8. Although not 

directly related to the quid droplet studies, the 

variation of the loc tran r rate over the surface of 

the sphere may be of interest to future workers in this 

field.) Figure 4.2 shows photo of a held water 

droplet as the evaporation process proceeded" At the end 

of each droplet evaporation test, a microscope graticule 

was photographed under the same conditions as the droplet Q 

This photograph was processed. in the sarn.s manner as the 

evaporating drop photographs so that the absolute and 

relative sizes of the evaporating drops were accurately 

known" 

Since the drops were not completely spheri (see 

figure 402), rather than use a mean droplet diameter 
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(14711 156) 9 the Volume of eachd t was determined by 

a graphical integration method", From each photograph, the 

droplet diameter was measu~ed at equal intervals along the 

vertical axis from the front pole of the drop.. Each 

diameter was then taken in turn as the upper and lower 

diameter of a frustrum of a ght cone and the total 

surface area and volume of the drop are determined as the 

sums of the surface area and volume of the frustrums 

approximating the dropleto 

To further improve the accuraey of the method~ the 

Lagrange Interpolation formula (Appendix 5) was used in 

the form of a 2nd order polynomial fitting the measured 

valuesj> and from which intermediate diameters were then 

calculated@ Planimeter measurements of the vertical 

cross=sectional area of a held droplet (as photographed) 

showed wlch less than 1% difference compared with the 

graphieally inte ated areao The curved surface area and 

volume of the evaporating droplet were then taken to be 

accurate to at 

From each photograph measurements of the drop 

diameters at intervals along the vertical axis, allowed 

the caleulation by computer (Appendix 7) of the droplet 

volume~ surface area g maximum and average diame as 

well as the droplet length@ The variation of these 

parameters with time is illustrated in figure 403 which 

plots the ealculated parameters against time for the 

evaporation of a held dropleto The curves tted to the 

data were obtained using a eomputer library subroutine 

(POLFIT) which fits a polynomial to a given set of data 

po:intso 1st and 2nd order polynomi were tted as 

part of the rna eomputer program and the best fitting 

polynomial expression descl'ibing the droplet 
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Figure 4 2 Progressive evaporation or a supporte water 

droplct. Initial diameter=1.597mm. Final diamcter - O.826 

Times of photographs were O . 6 and 12 minutes. Tg=6 .9f, 

V - 3 49f s and the supporting g ass rod diameter=O.334mm. 
g 
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volume with time was differentiated analytically to provide 

an expression for the droplet volume rate of change and so 

the droplet evaporation rate" The majority of data 

consisted of from 5 to 15 points and higher-order 

polynomials fitted to them confirmed that a 2nd-order curve 

was good enough as shown in fi gure LI_ ~ 3. 

The experimental droplet Reynolds number' range was 

calculated based on the maximum droplet diameter exposed 

to the upflowing air at the beginning and the end of the 

evaporation study. The Reynolds number range was rounded 

up or down into a range covering only Dmltiples of 25 and 

a trial and error method was used in the computer program 

to find the drying time at which these calculated Reynolds 

numbers (multiples of 25) occurred e The analytical 

expressions for the computer fitted curves were then solved 

by extrapolation or interpolation at each drying time 9 to 

provide values of the parameters of the droplet volume rate, 

surface area, diameter and length~ 

Neglecting the temperature distribution in the drop, 

the heat balance for the evaporating held droplet is written 

(4,,18) 

Equations 4017 and 4.18 combine to give 

and so 
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The correction for the sensible heat gained by the 

evaporated water vapour as it is transported through the 

transfer film can be approximated by 

h t = h /'6 c c 

where h ' is the he transfer coefficient in the absence 
c 

of mass-transfer and 0 is the Ackermann correction (1) 

When the effect of simultaneous mass=transfer on the 

convective heat=transfer coefficient is small, the 

correction can be written 

where B = C f(T =Td)/H and is knowm as the Transfer p g v 
number p representing the ratio of the sensible to latent 

heat gained by the vapour during the evaporation process o 

Equation 4,,23 indicates that the heat-transfer coefficient 

in the absence of mass-transfer is larger than the 

convection evaporation heat=transfer coefficient o For the 

present study of held droplets evaporation under conditions 

of low mass-transfer rates~ the Transfer number B took 

values from 0033 to O~62%$ The effect of mass-transfer on 

the heat=transfer coefficient was therefore negligitle and 

no correction was madea 

Radiative heat transfer to the drop Q d 9 was r n 
described by the usual equation 
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In the experiment TA was the measured wall temperature (see 

Section 2) and TB was the d.rop temperatul"e equal to the 

wet-bulb temperature of the drying air @ Because the dr'op 

was entirely enclosed by the walls of the column, FA was 

equal to unity and since the surface area of the held 

droplet was far smaller than the area of the enclosing 

wall, FB was estimated to be the emissivity of water, 0 .. 96 0 

Equation 4024 then reduced to 

\ Twall + 459 .. 4 LJ Td + 4·59.4 LJ 
Qrdn = 001 642 l ( 1 00 ~ ) . - ( 1 00 ) J (4 it 25) 

The rate of conductive heat-tr'flnsfer to the SuppoI'ted 

droplet from the fine glass rod Q 1 3 was esti_mated. by 
roc 

assuming the fine rod to be an insulated with heat 

flowing to the droplet at the end (x=O)~ The quantity of 

heat flowing to the droplet is then 

Qrod = -k dA d(dT/dX) 0 I'O I'D x= 

Solving for (dT/ax) at , the approxj.mate solution is 

Equation 4,,27 shows Q d to be independent of the size of ro 
drop supported from the fine glass roeL The coeffid.ent 

h is constant o'ver the whole length of the glass rod rod 
and is a combined radiation and convection coefficient for 

the rod from the surrounding air flowing vertically upwards 
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and parallel to the rod o The value or h d was estimated ro 
using equations described in Appendix 6 which also gives 

the derivation or equation 4@27 and describes a more 

correct analysis or this problem which as yet cannot be 

solvedo 

The solution or the equation ror the evaporating drop 

Nusselt number (eqo 4020}, the evaluation or the relevant 

physical properties or the system, and the calculation or 

the drying gas turbulence parameters~ were all obtained 

rrom the computer program (HTCOEF) which was a combination 

or the various smaller programs and subroutines.. Details 

or the program usage and the required input data are given 

in Appendix 7, along with a listing or the program o A 

computed output is also given showing the solutions to the 

subprograms c culating the system physical properties 9 the 

air velocity and turbulence parameters g the frequency and 

energy spectra graph plots~ the graphical integration or 

the surrace area and volume or the droplet, the drying 

rate curve ritting procedure, the conductive heat=transrer 

rrom the supporting glass fibre and rinallYg the values of 

the drop Nusselt numbers calculated at drop Reynolds 

numbers that are multiples or 250 

Lk.5 Resul1§ 

As the rirst of a three part study or the evaporation 

or single drops and sprays~ the study of the evaporation 

rates for supported droplets serves a dual purpose o 

Firstly~ the method or application of the proposed 

turbulence measuring technique was developed and experi= 

mental measurements or the turbulence parameters obtained 

were compared with previously published results~ Secondly, 
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the influence of the tUrbulene6 parameters on the evaporation 

rate of supported water droplets was investigated for low

temperature (ambient) cond.i tJ.ons where the influende of mass

transfer on heat-transfer was negltglbleGl These latter 

results would. provide an insight to the behaviour of 

evaporating sprays of droplets falling co currently with the 

hot drying air under conditions of intense heat- and mass~ 

transfer. 

The evaporation study Of. supported droplets deals 

wi th evaporating droplets held behind_ the turbulence 

generati~g grid which was placed in the column and with 

droplets held in the column with no grid present, or with 

the grid a very long distance away from the droplet (grid 

at base of column) .. For the former case turbulence was 

expected to be nearly isotropic and the turbulence 

parameters WOUld. be e~pected to follow the decay laws~ 

while for the latter case, natural tur'bulence would eXist 

and these conditions approach those found. in indus al 

applications of spray processeso 

4.5(a) Turbulence Results 

The turbulence intensity measurements obtai.ned using 

the DISA constant temperature hot-wire anemometer aI'e shown 

in figure 4 .. 4 ~ The turbulence intensi ty is seen to decr'ease 

with increasing air velocity in agreement with van der Hegge 

Zijnen (193) and contrary to the results of Raithby and 

Eckert (146),. The air velocity variation across the COltUYlD 

a t a distance of 5 inches behind the grid (X/M""'" L~O) was not 

more than 5%. 
If the measured turbulence intensities are to be 

correct, it is necessary that the length of the hot-wire be 

much smaller than the in tegt'al scale of turbulence" '1'1:1 i s 
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condition was not always fulfilled in the present measure

ments" The effect of wire length on the measured 

itudinal spectra E
1

(k) has been analysed by Uberoi 

Kovasznay (192) with the assumption of uniform wire 

heating o The correction for a wire length of 1 rnm was 

found to be negligible for wavenumbers less than 500 ft=1 

and approaches 24% as k nears 1000 ft=1o For a wire of 

182mm in length as used in the present study, the wire 

correction was found to be negligib in almost every 

case o 

Frenkiel (47) has postulated that far downstream 

from a grid the turbulence intensity should decay pro

portionally to (X/M)-5/7 Q Considering that the plotted 

results in fi~lre 404 were obtained for ghtly different 

velocities, the measurements show this to be approximately 

true when compared with the line with slope =5/7 for values 

of X/M greater than 30 (See footno )~ 

Equations of the form 

FOOTNOTE~ When the decay of fully developed isotl'opic 

turbulence is to be investi , all data obtained 

closer to the grids than a certain minimum distance 

are to be discarded (because of streaming effects) 0 

Some authors take this minimum distance as 20M (193) 

while others use the limit of 50M (146); in fact it 

is a complicated function of m~ny variables such as 

the m~sh and sol ity of the grid and the air velocity. 

Many more experiments are needed to ascertain where 

fully developed isotropic turbulence is e.stablished. 
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fit the data reasonably well over the limited range of X/M 

covered by the results. The constants required for t.he 

data are n = 0.73, A = 1.51 and X /M = 16 for t.he low 
o 

veloci ty results and n = 0.73, A = 0.64 and XoiM == liP for 

the high velocity data. The method of calculating X was o 
to plot 1/,(; as a function of x and extrapolate back to 

1/t" = O. As' van der Hegge Zijnen (19 ..... ) points Ollt, the 

procedure is more or less arbi tr8ry and yie S onl;y ;:., 

J:'ough estimate of X , but no mor'e accurate method could o 
be found. A review of turbulence in air downstream of 

grids (193) reports values of A from 0.19 to 1.0 and the 

range of n from 0.55 to 0.74. These data v!ere for grids 

of solidarity rather less than that used in the present 

study and as the intensity will depend strongly on the 

selidari ty and geometry of the grid, reasonable vgr'eement 

is found. 

In figure 4.5 experimental measurements of the micro

and integral scale of turbulence a1'8 shO':','11 plotted Ee;d.ns;t 

the dimensionless distance downstream of the .grid (X/M). 

The microscale of turbulence ?"'f' was obtained using the 

technique described earlier in section 3(g) and the 

integral or macro-scale of turbulence Af was calculii ted 

(.\ppendix 7) using the Liepmann empirical formula as 

described in section 3(g). Whereas the turbulence 

intensity results show good agreement with existing data, 

the turbulence microscale measurements do not. 

The integral scale A f was calcul& ted by fJolvinL' the 

I,iepmann formula using wavenumber' and energy distril;utiol'l 

f'unction values that were calculated fron: the turbulence 
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intensity spectra~ The curve for ~f is much the same as 

that recorded by van der Hegge Zijnen (193) and also Baines 

and Peterson (4), although tending to larger values than 

reported by these and other workers (146).. The integral 

scale is of the order of size of the turbulence generator 

which is consistent with grid generated turbulence (191)~ 

From the theories developed by Taylor (183~ 186) and 

von Karman and Howarth (197), ~f is expected to be related 

to the distance and velocity in the form 

A.f oc ,J X/MU 

Measurements of the longi tudinal and lateral microscales A f 

and ~ by van der Hegge Zijnen (193)9 Batchelor and Townsend 
g 

(9) and stewart and Townsend (177) show this relationship to 

hold for grid or mesh~Reynolds numbers (Re = UM/O ) of the 
4 m g 

order of 10 h The opposite trend as shown in figure 4&5 has 

only been reported (177) for the case where X/M is very small 

(close to the turbulence generating grid). However 1 Batchelor 

and Townsend (9) also made measurements with a low mesh

Reynolds number Re = 650~ For this case they found that the m 
decay period where Af takes the form described in equatiorl 

(4029) was only obtained for values of X/M greater than 600 0 

In the present study Re took values of 225 and 350 and large m 
deviations from the decay laws can then be expected.. The 

turbulence microscale.as shown in gure 405 is seen to begin 

to increase with distance from the grid at X/MVl.200, suggest

ing that up to this point isotropic turbulence has not yet 

~een fully developed but exists some distance further down

stream .. 

Further evidence to support this conclusion is provided 
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in 1'igure 4.,6 where the ratio of' the turbulence micro= to 

integral sc ( ''A, f/t\-l' ) and the Reynolds number 01' 

( longi tudinal) turbulence (Re 1\1' ;;;;: 1\1'1 V g) are 

plotted against the dimensionless distance X/M", As in all 

1'luid 1'lows, the Reynolds number is an important parameter 

and the character 01' turbulence varies appreciably whether 

or small (73)", In the initial period, decay 

is determined predominantly by decay 01' the energy-

containing eddies, Re is large and constant and A1'/il1' 

will vary with distance downstream of the grid o In the 

1'inal period 01' decay the viscous e1'1'ects predominate over 

the inertial e1'1'ects, Re is small and varies as the 

power 01' the distance, and the scale ratio is constant 0 

In 1'igure 40 6 neither set 01' conditipns 1'or ReA and the 

scale ratio is seen to apply, supporting the conclusion 

that isotropic turbulence was not 1'ully established 1'or 

the range 01' X/M investigated o However, the behaviour 01' 

the relative intensity 01' turbulence and the various 

scales are not in themselves an accurate measure 01' the 

actual behaviour 01' the de Is of turbulence, these being 

re1'lected more in the precise shape 01' the energy sprectrum g 

1'or instance (73)0 
The turbulence energy spectra were obtained the 

1'orm 01' frequency histograms which were the result of 

spectral analysis of the turbulence intensity signal by 

the gating procedure described be1'ore in sections 3(f) and 

3(h)Q An example 01' the calculation steps made to convert 

the frequency/mY signal results into a wave number/energy 

spectrum histogram is shown in Appendix 7, along with the 

results presented as the computer output~ As was said in 

section 3(f), the drawing of a continuous curve describing 
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the turbulence energy distl'ibution function E1 (k) through the 

mid-points of the histogram values, is not strictly correct 

as the frequency interval over which the measured spectrum 

result is taken to apply is rather large (9 intervals over 

a frequency range from 5Hz t010~Hz)a 

As an approximate indication of the shapes of the 

energy ctra however, the smoothed curves have the 

advantage of allowing easy comparison with other experimental 

results as well as with energy spectra curves published in 

the literature. An example of an energy ctrum histogram 

and the smooth curve spectrum distribution assumed is shown 

in figure 407a Also drawn in the figure are dashed lines of 

slopes -1, -5/3 and -7 and reference to figure 3 0 6 shows that 

the present spectrum measurements cover that wavenumber range 

above k in the inertial and viscous dissipation :t>angeso 
e 

Energy frequency and wavenumber spectra functions 

measured at distances downstream from the turbulence 

generating grid are shown in figures 408 and 4090 The line 

of slope -5/3 representing the Kolmogoroff (96) 5/3 spectra 

lQw region is also shown on each graph~ With increasing 

distance downstream from the grid, the energy function 

decreases and slope increases slightly as more of the 

turbulence energy is expended by viscous dissipation further 

downstreamo 

Energy dissipation spectra ¢1(k) determined at ous 

distances downstream from t~e grid are shown in figure 4.10. 

The spectra show a primary peak at 200 Hz and this is due to 

the eddies responsible for the dissipation and decreases with 

distance from the turbulence generating grid o The dissipation 

energy peak at f~50 to 60 Hz for X/M = 40 is thought to be 

due to the turbulence generating rrequency of the air blower a 
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That this peak exists (even with the large capacitance 

vessel in the discharge line from the blower) is further 

evidence that Re was too low for isotropic turbulence to m 
be established within the measured range of X/Mo The 

effect is however damped out by the viscous effects of 

the small eddies of turbulence acting on the large 

periodic fluctuations from the blower and has disappeared 

at X/M = 800 A measure of the smallest eddies can be 

found from the maximum of the dissipation spectrao The 

inverse of the wavenumber at which the maximum occurs may 

be taken as a measure of the dissipation eddy scale or 

the lateral microscale t 1\" In figure 4",10 the maximum 
g 

occurs at f'V'l200 Hz so that it g V\1 03 mm and then A.
f

::: 1 ,,8mm 

(assuming isotropy where ?\ f = t{2 1\ g) which is in contrast 

to the measured values of the order of 0 0 9 to 004 mmo 

From previously published results it was expected 

that the integral scale would be 2 to 5 times the micro

scale (133~ 193)0 Such a relation hOlds between the scales 

of turbulence for llf calculated using the Liepmann 

empirical relation and A f calculated for the maximum of 

the dissipation function (figure 4G10)o The relation is 

not obtained using values of A f calculated from the 

chnique described in section 3(g) (after Laufer (104) 

and Liepmann (110»Q The microscale of turbulence 

calculated using this method was much smaller than that 

obtained using energy spectra results and i.t was felt that 

this was the result of the bias of the zero counting 

procedure by the periodic fluctuations of the air supply 

from the blowero That this periodic component was present 

is shown in the dissipation spectra in figure 4 0 10 for 

X/M ::: 40 and under these conditions the method of zero 
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counting proved to be unre able~ 

A comparison one=dimensional energy c for a 

number of different systems (all using r as the turbulent 

medi um) is made in fi gure 4·" 11. The curve s cover the same 

wavenumber range and are plotted with values of E
1

(k) in 

arbitrary units~ The present study results (Runs A20 and 

A30) and the spectrum of turbulence in a round jet (59) have 

the energy units ft3/sec2
e The boundary layer (97) and 

stirred tank mixer (133) spectra have arbitrary units and 

the latter curve exhibits a spectrum peale at the turbulence 

generating frequency of the moving impeller, characteristic 

of mixer spectra$ The pipe flow data is that of Sandborn 

(157) for air flowing in a pipe for Re =: 5 x 1 OL~ ~ All 

spectra have much the same shape in the =5/3 and =7 slope 

regions" 

By di vlding the spectrum component by the mean=squHre 

fluctuating velocity and the pipe diameter, and at the same 

time multiplying the wavenumber by the pipe diameter, 

dimensionless energy spectra can be obtained (200) vvhich are 

then directly comparable with other published results Q 

Figure 4012 is a plot of dimensionless wavenumber spectra 

for various fluids in pipe flow Q The data of Wells et alo 

(200) for water and CMC (sodium car'boxymethylcellulose) 

flowing in a 0 0 76 inch dlao pipe at ReV"l1 01 x 105 and the 

results of Laufer (105) for air in a 9 inch pipe at Re~ 4x105 

are compared with one spectrum from the present study for air 

in the 8 inch column at Re V\ 2x1 05 
<t In general the spectra 

contain their significant energy at about the same range of 

dimensionless wavenumber kD, and the gross shape of the 

curves are the same o 

To conclude this section of turbulence results, a 
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tentative summary will be made of the turbulence measuri,ng 

techniques and their resultso This summary will be more 

fully discussed later in section 4 0 6 and is only included 

at this stage to facilitate evaluation of the droplet 

evaporation results which followo 

The turbulence intensity (~) measurements made using 

the customary te,chnique for a constant-temperature hot

wire anemometer, follow the reported trend and are 

satisfactoryo Turbulence energy (E1(k)) and dissipation 

(¢1 (k)) spectra obtained from the intensity measurements 

by the gating procedure are also like reported spectra and 

can be assumed reliable even considering the approximation 

of the histograms into smooth curves o Estimates of the 

integral scale of turbulence ~f~ obtained by solving the 

Liepmann empirical equation using values of the energy 

spectra are also reasonable. The modified von Karman 

interpolation formula estimates of 1\1' only agree with the 

Liepmann estimates when values of the wavenumber of the 

energy containipg eddies (k ) are available (such as could 
e 

be obtained from RUN A20 shown in figure 40 11)0 Calculated 

values of the microscale of turbulence A l' by t~e zero

count method are unreliable because of the presence of 

large periodic fluctuations in the air supply to the 

column 0 However, an estimate of the order of size of Af 

can be obtained from the maximum exhibited by the dissipa

tion spectrao It was unfortunate that low values of the 

grid Reynolds number (Re ) were used in the grid turbUlence 
m 

study but such values were required for the droplet 

evaporation studies so measurements were continued in this 

low velocity range o 
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405(b) Supported Droplet Results 

To evaluate the results o:f the evaporation es of 

supported droplets, the in:fluence of the supporting fibre 

on the evaporation process must be known. A measure of 

this effect was obtained for evaporating droplets supported 

on glass fibres of 4 different diameters, in the same 

turbulent air stream conditions~ Glass fibres of 1 ~1349 

0~897, 0 6 527 and 0 0 334 rom in diameter (see figure 401) 
were prepared as described in section 4@3~ To approach 

the conditions of an evaporating free droplet, the fibres 

must be as fine as possible, but the restraint imposed is 

the condition of equilibrium between the maximum supported 

mass of the droplet and the surface tension. forces: 

2JfD d if CosG == If'D 3 /6 ro p max 
(4 .. 30) 

where <1 is the surface tension of the liquid and 9 is the 

angle of contact between the drop and the fibre~ The 

bouyancy drag of the upward flowing air must also be 

considered? but equation 4,,30 was found to hold approximately 

(estimated by equation 4~30, D ~ 3,,3 mID, actual D ~2.8 rom). 
pmax p 

The equation shows that rod diameter imcreases much more 

rapidly than the drop diametero 

Using the analysis technique described earlier (section 

4,,4 and Appendix 7)1 FrBssling numbers (Fs
h

) for the 

evaporating drops were calculated and are plotted against 

the ratio of the diameters of the drop to supporting fibre, 

as curve A in figure 4013~ Although a trend was apparent 

:for diameters less than 29 there is a large scatter among 

the asymptotic values for s of the ameter ratio 

larger than 2" The results were obtained for a variety of 
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shapes of water drops, as with fine fibres the drops were 

pendant=shaped and on wider fibres tended to truncated 

spheres.. The scatter of the asymptotic values of' FSh was 

attributed to the variation in drop shape and the correction 

of Hsu, Sato and Sage (78) was made by defining a modified 

FrBssling number Fsh*, as 

Fs * h (4.31 ) 

~ is the correction obtained 

by Hsu et ala and depends on both the drop sphericity 

(~= 6V/S Dp) and the drop length to diameter ratio (¢)o 

Curve B in figure 4013 shows a much reduced scatter of 

results and the decreasing trend of Fsh* with increasing 

drop Reynolds number for diameter ratios ss than 2 is 

more readily apparento (01. took values from O .. B52 to 

O~977)o The heavy curve suggests that evaporation results 

for supported droplets should only be evaluated at drop to 'fod 

diameter ratios greater than 2 and if diameter ratios les.s 

than this value are to be used the drop Reynolds number 

should be greater than 200 G 

If values of Nu are taken from the results of figure 

4013 where the diameter ratio is greater than 2, when 
.i .1-

plotted against the product Re 2 pr 3 a straight line is 

obtained as shown in figure 40140 This indicates that the 
"'l 

results follow the usual definition of the FrBssling 

number by being proportional to the square root of the drop 

Reynolds number.. The dashed line in the figure represents 
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the smoothed data of Ranz and Marshall (1L~7) (FSh :::: 0 0 60) and 

shows the present results to be greater by approximately 20%0 

The only variable over the Re range is the ratio of the scale 

of turbulence to drop diametel:' ( f/D p) 0 The slope of the 

line (Oe77) is close to the asymptotic value indicated for 

Fs * in figure 4013 and this agreement may be an indication 
h 

of the independence of the Nusselt number on the ratio 

1\f/Dp' at least for the ranges of Reynolds numbers and scale 

to drop diameter ratios plotted in figure 4014Q 
With due consideration to the limiting ratio of 

D /D d as indicated in figure 4013" graphs were d.rawn of the 
p ro 

experimental FrBssling numbers obtained for different levels 

of turbulence intensity~ The results are presented in 3 

sections and are shown in figure 4015 for: (A) supported 

droplets held close behind the turbulence generating grid 

(40 < X/M < 160); (B) evaporating droplets held in the column 

a large distance from the grid (X/M V\ 850); ancl (C) droplets 

held in the empty column and so evaporating under free or 

na tural turbulence conditions 0 The results show no di stin:;t 

trend and the value of the FrBssling number may increase or 

decrease wi th increasing Reynolds number (150 <' Re (,250) at 

anyone value of turbulence intensity~ This sugge that 

at least one other free stream parameter should be considered 

in analysing the resultso 

This parameter must be the integral scale of turbulence, 

since turbulent flow is described by this parameter~ along 

with the relative intensity of turbulence and the fr"ae stream 

Reynolds number o For the experimental conditions A, Band C 

(described above), plots of FSh as a fUnction of th~ ratio of 

the integral scale of turbulence to drop diameter ratio 

(.A f/Dp) wi th the relative intensity of turbulence as a 
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parameter ( van del" Hegge Z1 (194))~ are 

in figures 4016 p 4017 and 4 .. t8o dl"'e.wing par'-(,i 

plots thr'ough the available data!) t.he results 

suggest an optimum for FSh at some value of the l'at. 

i~f/Dp tween 1 and 2" I t be suggest.ed that insteael 

of contour plotting f'or a maximum at some value of 

ratio f/Dp~ the trend of I·e could 

:1.n the form shown in :figure 4019.. Indeed'l most 

12 graphs could be finished a manner' ~ 1)u t 

c\ons of the plots Reynolds numbers 1 and 

-175 in gure 4016 indcate that if FSh is to va.x'y 

uously over the range of' f./Dp Il then there must 8. 

maximum some value of' the to drop diameter' ratio o 

For values of 'Cv.8% and 12%9 the plots in g1]l'8 Lh16 for 

Re::::150 and Re:=175 show that FSll ean only be 

'Hi th increasing A tID a maximurn tor this extist.s 0 . p 

Contour plots for each Reynolds number ated the 

stence of a maximum value of FS
h 

for each 

The grid turbulence re suI ts (for real X/Mt fi 

of r a 

S L~o 16 

and 4017) are practically the same~ while the natural 

turbulence results show values of' l,I"sh whieh are ghtly 

above those f'ormer values 0 This could be the re,sult of 

anisotropic flow condi ons that occur pipe flow (139) 

and would be produced for the grj.d.-free column results 4 

The value of the maxima of FSh for tm.""bulenc,e 

intensities can not be determined from the limited data 

obtained but the 

values of the ratio 

Lt" 6 Discussion 

i on of the optjrrrtlITl moves to smalle:!' 

f/Dp as the Reynolds number increaseso 

The experimental results for the turbulence 
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parameters obtained using a single hot-wire pruce, ind:i l': ,t", 

'I:hflt the technique is satisfactory for obtaining reasonable 

estimates of the turbulence intensity, integral scale snd 

energy spectrum. Reliable measurementc-: of' the lL~ (~l'(l-H~li It, 

(jf turbulence can be obtained provided certain flow 

conditions are present. 

the relative intensity of turbulence measurements 

are in good agreement with reported Vlorks (l,j" 7,102,193) • 

The results follow postulated relationships by li'renkiel 

(47), in that behind the grid the int.ensity decay is 

proportioal to (X/M) -51? The intensl ty if{ Eleen to 

decrease with increasing air velocity (and Re). This 
m 

behaviour is in agreement with vfln del' Hegge Zijnen (193) 

and Baines and Peterson (4) but contrary to tlw :ceSlJ] 'Lie; 

of others who report an increase with velocity (7,66) 

v:lJile still others (35) report no velocity or Re effect. 
m 

For accurate turbulence intensity measurements, 1;he ratio 

of the integral scale to the length of the hot-vlire must 

be large. For the present study the ratio varied from 
values 

more than 10 down to occaisiol1al/approaching unity. For 

the very few instances where the ratio VU:18 not large, the 

correction for the wire length was made assuming local 

:1 sotropy .. 

The turbulenc parameters of' a turbulent :flni{l down

td ream from a turbulence genel'o.tll1g Ur-hl, c1!':!PI:)Ni. or' 'LItE: 

O'id dimensions and solidarity and no data could be found 

1'01' grids similar to that used j,n the pre Bent S'l U.I::'I. '.:.:he 

r.~lgni tude of the turbulence intensity as TJlfjl1GUr'eO c 

ileo on the free or natural turbulence of the system. A 

correction for the free-stream natural turbUlence based 

on the difference between the squares of the rneIJi::l1.H'e(l lInd 

:iJ'ee-str'eam natural intensi ties (66) would be sui table if 
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both turbulent retained indi vidual character' 

in the downstream direc.ticm" 

as Dryden (36) shows the free= natural turbulence to 

increase the measured value. Consequently~ all measured 

intensities of turbulence involve free-stream natural 

turbulence which would be more perceptible when the 

turbulen<Y- decays to low values 0 

The microscQ\e of turbulence Af measured by the zero 

count method does not follow the usual reported trend (9, 
177,193) described by equation 4~29, where ~f increases as 

the square root of the dista:n.ce am f'rom t.he gri.d .. 

The converse result determined 

be the result of the combined 

l1y is thought to 

t of the two flow 

condi tions that arose during the experiment 0 First 9 isotl'Opj,c 

turbulence is reported not to exist values of X/M close 

to the grid :when Re takes valu.es as us In the experjment 
m 

(9) .. A decrease in AI' with distance the grid is then 

found (9) and isotropic turbulence 

developed but exists some further di 

yet been fully 

rlownstl'eam 

(X/M) 200) .. Secondly fi the zero counting method is strongly 

biased by periodic fluctuatjons of the rstream o such as 

those due to the rotary blower supplying air to the column" 

Thj, s periodic influence has been reported by Mujumder et 

(133) where large periodic fluctuations were produced by 

passage of the turbine blades in a sti mixer' 0 The 

zero count method applies for a turbulent field that has a 

mean veloei ty U which is high compa:red with the 'l,urbulence 

fluctuations u1 9 where u1 and du,i /dx1 both have Gaus a:n 

p:L'obabi ty-deilsi ty distributions and 1.11 (dU~ /dX1 ) =0 .. 

It is expected that for isotropic turbulence (U1«U) t.he 

zero count method would be able, a1 tb.ough eiren her'e 

" 
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differences between the 

counting procedure and other 

(108) 0 

The two possible 

measured by the zero 

are reported to exist 

sotropic flow 

and periodic bias~ invalidate use of the zero count 

method for measuring A fO However ~ an estimate of the 

order of size of 7\ l' can be obtained from the maxima 

exhibited by the dissipation spectra (figure 4010)~ The 

spectra show a primary 

due to the eddies re 

turbulent energYa The 

the maxima occur may 

at about 200 Hz and this is 

ible for the dissipation of the 

se of the wavenumbers at which 

taken as a measure of the ssi-

pation eddy scale or conventionally, the lateral micro

scale 1\ and assuming isotropY9 Af = ;f27\ 0 The g g 
dissipation spectra show the presence of the periodic 

effect due to the turbulence generating frequency the 

airblower and though damped out as x/M increases, the 

effect is to bias the dissipation maximum towards lower 

frequencies~ The values of Af suggested from 4010 

are approximately constant (whereas the zero count values 

were not) and as l' increases downstream 9 then the ratio 

AflAf decreases and Re Af (v.45) remains constant with 

increasing distance behind the grid" The trend of these 

values of 

is in the 

and Re i\ f indicate that turbulence decay 

range and this contrasts with the results 

of figure 40 6 (based on zero count method 

showing no agreement with the conditions for either the 

initl or nal decay ranges0 This 

bias of the zero count method and 

iment conditions the dissipation spec 

of A f are considered more reliable" 

I' confirms the 

sent expeI'= 

maxima estimates 
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The turbulence ene spectra obtained by the gating 

procedure us a single hot=wire probe are shown to agree 

well with reported spectra f rom a variety of systems. The 

approximation of' the experimental h1.stograms to a continuous 

distribution curve allows easier manipulation of the function 

E
1

(k) and provides a more comprehensible visual picture~ 

The use of frequency spectra or wave analysers would 

eliminate any uncertainty that exists with the present 

gating technique@ The technique was applied over rather 

wide frequency intervals and the more subtle changes of the 

energy spectra would only be found by a continuous analysis 

such as with a wave analyser~ Length corrections were not 

made to the spectra even though the possibility of 

anisotropy sts~ since they were obtained in pipe flow 

(139). This further complicates the use of a length 

correction usually derived for local isotropic conditions. 

Approximate length corrections (10, 192) show the corrections 

to apply only at the highest frequencies and these raise the 

spectra only a small amount. 

The energy frequency and wavenumber spectra functions 

cover the range of slopes =1? -5/3 and =7 9 the second of 

these being the inertial subrange resulting from Kolmogoroff's 

similarity hypothesis (96) which is the same as Heisenberg's' 

transfer theory (72)0 The latter theory applies only to very 

high values of wavenumber slope of ~ Only f'or large values 

of turbulence ( 'Cu, 20%) was the maximum of the energy spectra 

obtained (Run A20, figure 4011)0 In these cases the value 

of wavenumber at which the maximum occurred k ~ could be 
e 

ascertained and the slope of +1 for wavenumbers less than 

k was approximated G The change of' the energy spectra with 
e 

distance behind the grid ( gure 4G9) follows that variation 
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reported by Stewart and Townsend (c1 ) for the shape of 

spectra at different stages of decay. 

For the present study results (Re Af\J\ 45) 9 the 

Kolmogoroff 5/3 spectra law approximates the measured 

one-dimensional spectra only in a very narrow wavenumber 

range.. Sato (159) conclu.ded that for Re I\, U'\ 60, the -5/3 
g 

range hardly existed and this result has also been reported 

by other workers (109, 133)0 Streamwise and cross~stream 

spectra functions that were well fitted by the =5/3 power 

law have been reported (59~ 60) for Re~ from 500 to 800, 

but more generally ~ large grid Reynolds numbers (Re V\ 105) m 
are required before a better agreement with the Kolmogoroff 

spectra law is obtained in the higher part of the measured 

wavenumber ranges Stewart and Townsend (177) have shown 

that for the =5/3 inertial subrange to exist, Re should 
6 m 

be at least of the order of 10 and Re~ > 1 9 500 .. 
The dimensionless wavenumber spectra (200) compared 

with the other published pipe :flow results, show very good 

agreement for a Variety of materi So This good agreement 

is significant since the pipe diameters differ by a factor 

of 120 The spectra all contain their signi cant energy 

at about the same range of dimensionless wavenumber, kD. 

Since these spectral measurements were made for wavenumbers 

ranging up to the energy containing maxima at k , the 
e 

successful use of the diameter to reduce the data for 

different pipe zes suggests that the energy containing 

eddies occur over a unique range of kD 0 Wells et al" (200) 
show that for turbulent boundary. layers most of the energy 

(~90%) is contained below frequencies given by 

f := 2 ulocal / 8 
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where is the boundary-layer thicknesso If this is 

extended to pipe floVl{; substi tutingthe pipe radius as the 

boundary-layer thickness and assuming that the eddies 

propagate with the local mean velocity~ then most of the 

energy would be in the wavenumber range below kD = 8, 

which provides justifiaction for normalising k with the 

pipe diametero The validity of the normalisation is 

seen in the spectra comparison made fi gure 4 <> 1 2 .. 

Remembering that for isotropic turbulence, Batchelor (8) 

reports the energy spectrum peak to occur at values of k 

given by 

k V\ 1/M (4 .. 34) e 

then it s that most of the turbulence energy is 

contained in wavenumbers of the order of 1) the mesh size 

for grid produced turbulence~ 2) the boundary-layer 

thickness for boundary-layer flow, and 3) the pipe radius 

for pipe flow.. This is a gross effect and does not 

necessarily imply anything about the detailed shape of the 

spectrum. 

The integral scale of turbulence ~f was· calculated 

using the energy spectra data.. Three estimates of il f 
were obtained by considering expressions derived to 

approximate three separate regions of the energy spectrumo 

First 9 for isotropic flow conditions ~ A l' V"Oo 75/ke ( ) • 

For those turbulence results of high relative intensity, 

the maximum of the energy spectrum was observed and the 

wavenumber of the energy containing eddies k could be 
e 

obtained. In practice, values of ~f using this 

relationship were calculated for each wavenumber used in 
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the energy spectra plot and the estimate at k (if it 
e 

occurred) was in reasonable agreement with the other 

values of ~f calculated by the second and third methods o 

The second method was to solve the Liepmann empirical 

correlation (109) which describes the energy spectra in 

the -5/3 re on, by using experimental values of E1 (k)o 

This quadratic has two solutions but only one gives 

sensible solutions for ~fG The third method for solving 

for A f was using the modified von Karman interpolation 

formula (198) derived for the region? again by 

substituting values of E
1

(k)0 This formula depends on 

a value of ke and the isotropic approximation between ~f 

and k was made e The Liepmann correlation uses the 
e 

approximation of the correlation coefficient curve by the 

exponential function exp(-x
1

/ f) and like the von Karman 

formula, 

inertial 

are ne 

applies only to large Reynolds numbers where the 

subrange (k-5/ 3 law) sts and viscosity effects 

gible (no k=7 region) 0 The first and third 

methods are soluble only if can be found~ when the first 

will provide only a single estimate of lif at the one 

value k , while the third method will provide a se es of 
e 

estimates of ~~f for each wavenumber of the energy spectra 

providing the von Karman formula applies Q 

Experimentally, it was shown that the =5/3 law 

exis d only for a very restricted wavenumber range and 

consequently the solutions obtained by the se and third 

methods were sensible only at one or two values of E1 (k) 

which approached the =5/3 or -7 slopeso These sensible 

values of A f did occur where the energy spectra best 

approximated the ~5/3 slope" For the complete wavenumber 

range of any one spectrum~ the sensible~f occurred as a 
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minimum value among the other solutions~ indicating the 

same deviation from the -5/3 law on either side of the 

wavenumber range for which the law held o This is shown in 

figures 407~ 408 and 4.9 where the experimenta.l curves are 

less than the -5/3 law for the wavenumbers above and below 

the Kolmogoroff rangeo (See also the calculated results 

in Appendix 7)0 

The calculated values of the integral scale agree 

reasonably with other reported values (4 9 193), although 

tending to somewhat higher values than reported for grids 

of less solidarityo However~ Raithby and Eckert (146) 

showed L~f to increase with increasing grid solidarity 

and the present estimates appear reasonable in order of 

size and by increasing with distance downstream from the 

grid o The size of Af was Of the same oI'der of the grid 

mesh for measurements behind the grid and took larger values 

for turbulence in the grid=free column Q This is in,agree

ment with the conclusion obtained from the results of the 

dimensionless wavenumber spectra~ where it was shown that 

most of the energy would be in the wavenumber range below 

k=8~/n 0 (as shown by RunA20 9 gure 4011)0 Martin and plpe 
Johnson(122) integrated their autocorrelationcurves to 

obtain integral scales for water flowing in the centre of a 

6 inch pipe~ as 

(4~ ) 

The value of Af obtained from this equation (in feet) are 

larger than the experimental values and Patterson and 

Zakin (139) report that the product (UO@5n1 ~5 ) did not 
plpe 

correlate their datao These workers suggest that the 

diameter effect is too large and the velocity term may be 
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too small" 

The computer fitted curves for the decrease with time 

of evaporation of the drop area~ volume, length and maximum 

diameter follow closely the experimental values obtained 

from the photographs of the evaporating droplets (see 

figure 4e3)o Because of this good agreement (sum of the 

squares of the deviations of the experimental data from 

the computer fitted curve was very small) 9 the evaporation 

rate obtained as the tangent to the volume curve by the 

first-order differentiation 0.1' the computer equation~ is 

considered to be reliably estimated" 

The study of the variation of the FrBssling number 

with increasing diameter ratio D /D d (figure 40 13) 
p ro 

resulted in the important conclusion of the significance 

of this ratio for the evaporation of supported droplets o 

The conclusion was that evaporation results for supported 

droplets should only be evaluated for drop to rod diameters 

greater than 2 and if diameter ratios less than this value 

are used then the drop Reynolds number should be greater 

than 2000 Oonsiderat1en of the sphericity of drop was 

also shown to be important when comparing the results for 

drops of different shapes and sizes supported from fibres 

of different diameters o The drop shape influence on the 

evaporation rate was well corrected for by the Hsu~ Sato 

and Sage (78) correction and the results for Fs
h
* in 

figure 4013 show the decreasing effect of the drop to rod 

diameter ratio as the drop Reynolds number increases. 

Most previous workers (Fr~ssling~ 48~ Ranz and Marshall, 

147 p Ryozo Toei et alo 156) have experimented for values 

of the ratio of the order of 10 0 The results of Hsu g Sato 

and Sage (78) for Re range 30 to 700~ were obtained with 
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diameter ratios from 10 down to unity and the results for 

these low ratios at low Reynolds numbers are to be 

questionedo Even for relatively large Reynolds numbers 

103 to 105~ the sphere to support stem diameter ratio effect 

has been reported (146) and this effect should be considered 

not only for supported droplets but also for fixed spheres 

in high velocity flows@ 

Experimental values of the drop Nusselt number when 
1 1 

plotted against the product Re2 Pr3 for the same intensity 

of turbulence, showed a linear relation with slope of O.77~ 

The experimental line in figure 4014 tends to the same 

limiting value of Nu = 2~O (Re~O) agreement with most 

other works@ The slope of the line (FSh = 0 0 77) was for a 

relative intensity of 12% and is higher than the values 

reported by Fr8ssling (FSh = 0~55), Ranz and Marshall 

(Fsh = 0.60) and Ryozo Toei et al .. (Fsh 0065)" However, 

these latter results were obtained under conditions of low 

turbulence ('C V'\ 1 to 2%) and this may account for the 

variation.. The result is of course dependent on the 

estimation of the amount of heat flowing to the drop via 

the supporting fibre (QrOd)o This heat rate depends on the 

estimation of h d and as mentioned in Appendix 6, the only ro 
other estimate of h d is reported by Ryozo et alo (156)~ ro 
Such a value would only decrease the present value of FSh 
by only a few percent since Q d itself was usually only of ro 
the order of 10% of the total heat transferred by the 

evaporating vapour0 

The dependence of the Fr8ssling number on the long~ 

itudinal level of turbulence shows no distinct trend in 

contrast to the results of Raithby and Eckert (146) and the 

conclusions of the extensive review of turbulence effects 
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by Galloway and Sage (5LI.) G These Ylorlcers reported an 

increasing trend FSh wi th in01·e8.s turbulence 

intensity and Reynolds number 0 However~ R thbyand 

Eckert did report a reduction in the scatter of their 

results when the integral scale of turbulence was 

considered as a correlating parameter~ The use of the 

ratio of the integral scale of turbulence to the drop 

diameter ~f/Dp' did indeed bring order to the 

experimental results as was shown in gures 4016, 4017, 
and 4018Q These graphs suggest that 

number there is a value of the I' atio 

effect of the level of turbulence oh 

for a given Reynolds 

1\ /D where the 
"'f p 

the FrBssling 

number a maximum and that the optimum value of 

~f/Dp decreases with increasing Reo 

Of the investigators of the analogy between turbulent 

fluid friction and heat transfer by turbulence, Taylor 

(18l.j.) was the first to show that the drag of a body of 

revolutlon is affected by both the intensity and scale of 

tl1rbulence. Theoretically he showed the critical Reynolds 

number for spheres to depend on the relative intensity of 

turbulence and the ratio Af/Dp~ Experimental confirmation 

of this theory was provided by Dryden et 8.1. (35) and the 

conclusion follows that the transfer of heat and mass from 

curved surfaces to turbulent flow will be affected also 

by the combined action of intensity and scale of 

turbulence'~ . The only report showing this combined ef:Cect 

is the comprehensive study of heat-transfer from a cylinder 

by van del' Hegge Z i jnen (194) who obta:lnecl the empirtc(.ql 

correlation 
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(NU is the Nusselt un.rober' for zero turbulen(~e intensi ty 
o 

conditions). For a given Reynolds number, Nu is expected 

to be a function of both and Af/Dp and thls relationship 

is shown for van der Hegge Zijnen's results in figure 6 .. 1 

of Appendix 1 G Using McAdams' (124) recommended correlation 

for heat-transfer from cylinders in turbulence-free cross

flow conditions 

the results of van der Hegge Zijnen were recalculated in 

terms of the average Fressling number notation used the 

present study and are presented in figure 4 .. 20~ The 

occurrence of the maximum FS
h 

at an optimum value of the 

ra tio A flD p points toward some reSOno.hc.e between a mean 

frequency of the turbulent flow and the shedding frequency 

of the vortex eddies in wake of the cylinder~ The 

experimental results of the present study for spherical 

drops are summarised in figure 4Q21 for Re 175 and also 

show the same optimum profile which is independent of the 

level of turbulence~ 

For a cylinder~ Hinze (73) showed analytically that 

there would be resonance between the energy-containing 

eddies and the shedding frequency of the cylinder, when 

~f/Dp is 1.20 The Strouhal number (Sl = fsD/U) for 

cylinder sis about 001 9 for 500 < Re c < 1 05 (1 08) 0 Assuming 

resonance with the energy-containing eddies of the 

turbulent flow~ the shedding frequency l' should be twice 
s 

the frequency l' of the vortex eddies~ that iS 9 e 

l' 
s 

u 
= SloD 

c 

k U 
e 

= 2x2 'lt 
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where is the wavenumber or these eddies (k = 2rr"f /U). 
e e 

For isotropic turbulence, 1\ Oo75/ke (73)~ whence one 

obtains L\f/DcV'1Q25 which is the same order of 

magnitude as the value 1 Q6 obtained experimentally by 

van der Hegge Zijnen$ 

For a sphere 9 the shedding frequency is approximately 

10 times that for a cylinder (130) and using Hinze's method 

one obtains a value of 1\f/Dp equal to 00125 as the 

condition for resonance" This optimum. value is rather 

less than those values obtained experimentally and 

indicated in figure 4021 0 The reason for this difference 

is that the frequency of vortex shedding as computed from 

the Strouhal number 1 is a function of the Reynolds number 

and for cylinders is constant only for the range 

500(Re (105 (108)" For Reynolds numbers less than 500, 

the Strouhal number decreases with decreasing He until 

Re ln 40 when vortices are difficult to detect" The 

periodicity of the vortex street of a cylinder is most 

marked over the range 40< Re,<1 000 where the Strouhal 

number can be described (12) by 

Sl = 0 0 19 (1-20/Re) 

For Reynolds numbers tpe same as those obtained in 

the present study, the optimum ratio lif/Dc for a cylinder 

is seen to increase with decreasing Re according to the 

resonance frequency given by equation 4~22 along with the 

variation of the opti~lm ratio for held, evaporating 

droplets obtained in the experimento The shift is away 

from the limiting value which holds for Reynolds numbers 

between 500 and 105 • The more significant shift of the 
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evaporating droplet results is a reflection of the difference 

between two and three dimensional flow patterns as occur for 

cylinders and spheres. For spheres in three dimensional 

flow, one cannot have the simple alternate shedding of 

vortices, but rather there is formed Q vortex loop which is 

inclined to the direction of motion. The viCition of the 

optimum ratio l\f/Dp from the limiting value as shown in 

figure 4.22, is then due to the difference betHeen [l sphere 

and a cylinder having distinctly different behaviour patterns 

of vo~tices in 2 or 3 dimensions. 

It must be pointed out tha-t the available data for 

values of the Stroubal number for spheres is very limited 

and is based on results that were not ver¥ consistent. 

As used in the above derivation, MBller (130) reports a 

value for the Stroubal number ot: 1.9 (10 times that :for 

a cylinder) but Winny (201) suggests that the shedding 

frequency of a sphere is 1.5 time!::) that for a cylinder 

(Sl = 0.25). However, the limited experimental data indicate 

that like a cylinder in crossflow, the limiting value of the 

optimum ratio L\f/Dp WOuld be reached at a Reynolds number 

of 500, for either value of the Strouhal number and that 

that this result would then apply up tm Re 105 • Above 

Re V\ 4x1 05 the Stroubal number increases rapidly and the 

vortices are then weak and aperiodic'176). 

the experimental results presented as a graphical 

summary in figure 4.21 can then be considered to present 

an accurate qualatative description of the influence of 

the relative intensity and scale of turbulence ~n the transfer 

processes of a held sphere or droplet. While the values of 
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FS
h 

are c.onsidel'ed to be reasonably accura (V'\ 7%) (major 

source o:f error being the estimation Q d)9 the estimation ro 
o:f the optimum value o:f the inte to the drop 

diameter can only be considered to . qualitative~ The 

values of the maximum FrBssling numbers at the optimum ratio 

are at present unknown" A:f was determined by approximating 

the measured spectrum curve with theoretical and semi= 

empirical equations and the spec themselves will contain 

some error (as will the measured intensity o:f turbulence) 

because o:f the interaction o:f the grid produced tUrbulence 

with the rather high natural turbulence that existed in the 

system" 

From the gene 

following conclusions can 

indicated in :figure 4.21, the 

drawn~ 1) FSh increases as the 

product Re~~ increases. Hence (a) when Re is constant, the 

heat trans:fer to the evaporating droplet increases con tin-

uously with the turbulence, (b) when the 

in tensi ty o:f turbulence is leept cons tant ~ FSh increases wi th 

the Reynolds number~ 

2) The rate o:f increase 

o:f FSh with the product Re is highest in the region 

low product o:f the Reynolds number and the intensity o:f 

turbulence" 

3) When Re and are 

a 

kept constant~ the heat trans:fer rate either increases or 

decreases with increasing scale to drop diameter ratio; the 

maximum occurring at the optimum ratio il:f/Dp o:f 0 0 125 :for 

Re> 500" The value o:f the optimum increases wi th decreasing 

Re below 500" 

4) Any variation in the 

intensity o:f turbulence and in the scale ra is more 
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effective the higher Re is~ 

These conclusions help explain the differences and 

even contradictions reported by various workers concerning 

the influence of turbulence on the transport processes for 

cylinders and spheres. The apparent independence of the 

drop Nusselt numbers on the integral scale of turbulence 

for a constant relative intensity, as suggested by the 

good fit of the line of slope FSh = 00 77 in figure 4.14, 
is now seen to result from measurements made where the 

ratio Af/Dp was large and the effect of changing ~ is 

small. 

As the level of turbulence is reduced the maximum for 

the FSh curve diminishes until at t' = 0, the FrBssling 

number for forced convection in a turbulE~.nce-free stream 

is attained. Curves in figures 4.16, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.21 
all tend to the value obtained for almost turbulence-free 

conditions by Ranz and Marshall (147) (Fsh = 00 60, 'C = 0). 
The only work reporting both an effect of the level 

and integral scale of turbulence on heat transfer from 

spheres is that of Raithby and Eckert (146) who worked 

wi th values of "c up to 7% and AflD p from 0 .. ,14 up to 2 .. 

They reported'an increase in the Nusselt number with 

increasing turbulence intensity and Reynolds number and a 

decrease of Nu with increasing ratio 2\
f

ID
p 

for the same 

l7 and Reo This latter result suggests that the results 

were obtained for values of the sdale t,o sphere diameter 

ratio beyond the optimum. Since their Reynolds numbers 

were between 103 and 104, the optimum ratio would be 0.125 
as shown earlier and as their results were for 1\f/Dp 

greater than 0014 they failed to find a maximum value of 

Nu. From the occasional measurements made with low values 
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of r (0 2%) they repo a sharp increase in the Nus t 

number over this rangs o This same ef'feetwas recorded by 

van der Hegge Zijnen (1 ) was not encountered in the 

present study as no measurements 'Ncre made for intensity 

levels below 2%" 

Lavendar and Pei (106) reported measurements on the 

investigation of the effect of the intensity and scale of 

turbulence on the average Nusselt number for a sphereG The 

Nusselt number was found to increase with the parameter ReGt 

and the ratio Af/Dp exhibtted some significance, but the 

magnitude of this influence was spec ed" 

The extensive review of the ef'fect of turbulence 

intensity on transport processes for spheres by Galloway 

and Sage (54) reports a continuing increase in the FrBssling 

number' wi th increasing turbulence and Reynolds number .. 

This expression does not adequately describe the scale 

effect but incorporates a sphere diameter influence which 

may be a hint of the ratio l\f/Dp effect. 

L~,.7 Conclusion 

A technique for measuring the intensity, integral and 

microscale of turbulence and the energy spectrum functions 

of a turbulent air stream, using a single hot-wire probe 

has been developed and shown. to provide reliable measure= 

ments of these turbulence parameters" The technique 

differs from other single wire methods used calculate 

the scale of turbulence (133, '189) which require the 

measurement of the correlation dUration between velocity 

fluctuations in space as a correlation in time and can 

only be made using expensive correlators and recording 

apparatus" The new approach is to measure the one= 
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dimensional energy spectrum function and obtain estimates 

of the integral scale by approximating the measured curve 

by theoretical and semi=empirical equations which are 

functions of the integral scale o 

The zero count method used to estimate the microscaleot 

turbulence was shown to be heavily biased by the periodic 

fluctuations of the air blower supplying air to the column p 

but could be eKpected to produce reasonable results for 

flows free of periodic fluctuations& 

The measured decay of turbulence behind a grid of 

solidarity Oe594, followed the same trends as reported 

in the literaturea Further testing of the measuring 

technique for estimating the integral scale is needed to 

confirm the reliability of the results as determined from 

the energy spectrum functionse 

Measurements were made of the evaporation rate in 

turbulent air streams for held droplets supported from 

fine glass fibres., The Fr8ssling number for held droplets 

was found to depend on the relative intensity and the 

integral scale of turbulence, and the Reynolds number of 

the turbulent air flowo The Reynolds number range was 

limited from 150 to 225, the intensity of turbulence from 

2% to 20% and the integral scale to drop diameter ratio 

from 002 to 5aO. 

The results show the FrBssling number to increase 

with increasing level of turbulence for constant Reynolds 

number and scale to drop diameter ratio. For a constant 

level of turbulence and Reynolds number p the FrBssling 

number experiences a maximum value as the scale to drop 

diameter ratio increases from zero o This optimum is 

believed to result from resonance between the energy-
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containing eddies and the shedding frequency of the spherical 

drop and can be shown theoretically to take a value of the 

scale to drop diameter ratio equal to 0.125, for the Reynolds 

number range 500 to 105
0 Although the present results are 

for Reynolds numbers than this range, the trend with 

increasing Reynolds number is towards this limiting value of 

00125 and the value of the optimum ratio decreases with 

increas Reynolds number below 500 (figure 4021). 

The existence of the optimum value of the scale to 

dl'OP diameter ratio was suggested from results for heat

transfer from a cylinder (194) and the present results are 

believed to be the rst results indicating a similar 

optimum ratio for spheres or dropso The optimum ratio of 

the scale to drop diameter as found in the present study, 

explains the seeming discrepancies found in the literature 

concerning the effect of the intensity and scale of 

turbulence on heat transfer for spheres (54 p 146)0 

It is evident that there remains considerable work 

still to be completed a The effect of the sphere to support 

diameter ratio and results at higher Reynolds numbers need 

to be evaluated o The nature of the vortex behind a sphere 

and the frequency of shedding should be investigated to 

clarify the interaction and resonance of the shed vortices 

with the energy-containing eddies of the turbulent air 

streamo Although the experimental results are considered 

to accurately show the qualitative effect of the intensity 

and integral scale of turbulence on the transport processes 

for a sphere, a quantitative estimate of the optimum ratio 

value could only be considered after the measuring technique 

for the integral scale has been better provedo 
I 

Finally, the results presented have been obtained with 
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held droplets and to complete the study of the effect of 

the level of turbulence and the integral scale on 

evaporating drops, the results for free droplets must 

by obtained. In this case not all the turbulent eddies 

will be effective since small droplets may be completely 

entrained when the scale of turbulence is large. The 

following sections are studies of the effects of the 

turbulence parameters with free-falling and cocurrently 

entrained droplets as they are influenced by a reduction 

in the d~ag force on a single droplet (section 5) and the 

presence of other drops in a spray cloud evaporating under 

high mas8-trans~er rate conditions (section 6), 
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2" Dll!g COEFFICIENTS BlaH ~JI!QYlNG D.ItOPS 

An exaet analY'si s of the momen t.um transfer from a 

decelerating spray of dr'oplets to the surrounding air 

stream requires detailed knowledge of the nature of the 

flow elds around each drop and the manner which the 

j.nteract zones in the spray drier ct the mo.vement 

of the drops0 To predict evaporating droplet behaviour, 

the drop velocity, the drag forces ac on the drop 

and the turbulence parameters need to be accur'ately 

defined. 

In the preceding section, a significant effect of 

the air turbulence intensity and integral scale on the 

transfer rates for held evaporating drople was 

reported@ The turbulent velocity fluctuations penetrate 

the boundary layer around the droplet and resonance with 

the vortices of the wake occurs$ Such disturbances 

change the material and mdmentum transfer profiles. If 

a similar effect is recorded for freely moving, 

evaporating drops then the altered flow profile could be 

expected to alter the skin friction and form of the 

moving dropletG The former is caused by the viscous 

resistance of the at the drop surface and the latter 

is caused by the shape of the droplet, which produces 

the back eddies in the wake owing to the separation of 

the boundary layer Q 

The movement of particles through fluids requires 

that a density difference exist between the particles 

and the fluid& Also, an external force (usually 

gravitational or centri ) is needed to impart motion 
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to the partic relative to the fluid o Three forces act 

on a parti cle moving through a f'luid: 

1) the external ~ Fe~ gravitational (or centrifugal); 

2) the bouyancy force, ~b~ which acts parallel with the 

external force but in the opposite direction; and 

3) the drag force, FDj which appears whenever there is 

relative motion between the particle and the fluid". The 

drag force acts to oppose the motion and is parallel with, 

but in the 0pposite direction to~ the particle motion. 

Under the force of gravitY9 a drop falls in air at a 

I: I.certain velocity U ~ During the motion, the liquid 

drop attains a velocity VV while the seous medium 

surrounding the drop atta 

a force balance can be written 

-F. -f b D 

By expressing the three forces according to their component 

masses and accelerations, and defining a drag coefficient 

CD as the ratio of the drag force to the kinetic energy of 

the moving drop 

(as obtained from dimensional analysis of the resistance 

of a spherical partic in a fluid), then the right=hand 

side of equation 5",1 becomes 

g( ~I2 - e l CDU
2 e gA 

(5,,3) 
dt = 2m t(p 

For gravitational settling, the drop quickly reaches 
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a constant velocity which is the maximum attainable under 

the conditions and is called the terminal velocity, Ut - For 

this steady drop motion dU/dt, dv~/dt and dv/dt are all 

equal to zero and from equation 5Q3, the expression for Ut 
is obtained. 

If an instantaneous terminal velocity is measured and 

substituted in equation 5~4 using for the projected area 

the great circle area of the drop (IfD 2/4) based on the 
p 

instantaneous drop diameter, a value of the drop dr 

coefficient CD can be obtained and recorded for the 

corresponding value of the drop Reynolds number also based 

on the drop diameter and terminal velocity~ 

The drag coefficient as defined by equation 5,,2 is 

analogous to the fric on factor for pipe flow and must 

be found experimentally by solving equation 5.4 using 

experimental values of the terminal velocity. The drag 

coefficient can be estimated theoretically for rigid spheres 

at low Reynolds numbers from Stokes' law (178), although 

some numerical solutions of the equations of motion exist 

up to Re V\ 100 (68, 81)" 
P 

This sec on is the second part of a program 

investigation the effect of the air turbulence parameters on 

heat-, ,mass- and momentum-transfer for evaporating droplets 

and describes an experiment conducted to determine whether 

changes in the longitudinal level of turbulence show up in 

changes of the value of drag coefficient.. The effect of 

mass-transfer on heat-transfer is considered as a11. effect , 

of the momentum of the vapour on the flow field about the 
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evaporating dropletso 

~2 Previous Work 

A number of experimental investigations have been 

made to de rmine hoW the value of the drag coefficient 

varies with 'the particle Reynolds numbe!'., Figu.re 3 0 6 01' 

Appendix 1 shows the type of correlation usually reported 

for the drag coeffic of spheres~ The region up to 

Re \A 1 is generally designated as the Stokes' . Law region 

(178) and the curve for s I:;:ase has the equation 

24/Re p 

Ther'egion fl'om Re equals 1 to 103 is 'termed the ~lnterme= 
t~ or tion 0 Beyond VI 103 

$I CD is virtu~ 
ally c~ms tant to Reynolds number's of the or'der of 

5xi and this r'tegion s termed 'the Newton f sLaw regi,on 

(134) 0 

The iIl spray 

entirely to the first two regions and 

ers is confined 

many instances 

to the Stokes 9 Law I'egion alone" However 9 when droplets 

are I'il's t f'ol'rhed the atomiser~ they are undoubtedly 

we into the intermediate region but deceler'ate veI'Y 

quickly lower Reynolds numbers 0 The :lntial1~r f'oI'med 

drops mldergo di due to Violent GBcil1ations and. 

expe!~ience a variable condition of' dI'a.g as the drop shape 

changeso 

The study liquid drop velocities and drag 

eGeff'! ents cover a wide range of sizes of drmps .. 

Experimental resul";Cs are available :lor drop Reynolds 

numbers as llOw as 1 as repoI·ted for Millikanos 

condenser experiments ( 129) and up tID values as'large as 
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1 03 ror drops wi th included solid powders as reported by 

Lihou (111) .. 

Two of' the more notable early works ror drag coerricients 

or spheres are those by Shakespear (163) and Davies (26). 
Early in 1914~ Shakespear used hollow spheres or different 

masses falling a distance of 125 feet$ He round the drag 

force to be proportional to the frontal area of the sphere 

and the square or the veloci ty. In 1945 Davies produced 

equations for drag coefficients over the ranges 0 <Re < 4 and 

3 <Re < 105" These equations were gfven as especially sui table 

ror airborne parttc s and were obtained. by ri tting curves to 

the experimental data~ Hts own experiments were with spheres 

of paraffin wax and small drops which were shown to raIl like 

rigid spheres ir not too large~ He also gave an equ.ation for 

the correction for particle sjhip in gases to be applied in 

the Stokes' law regionG 

Studies of droplet terminal velocities are limited and 

many workers have used Davies' (26) report and assumed the 

drops to behave as solid spheres. For single drops, Sjenitzer 

(168) reported values or measured terminal velocities and 

showed the smooth curve results to rollow the CD values ror 

solid spheres" Lihou (111), in his study or the efrect or 

small amounts or powders on the shape and terminal velocity 

or large water drops in air, found the velocity to be less 

for drops containing solids. The difference was attributed 

to distortion and the absence of circulation. His results, 

which have a large scatter were for the limited range~ 

1 x1 0
3 < Re < 4x1 03,. 

Terminal velocity correlations based on smoothed drag 

data for freely-raIling solid spheres and recommended as 

suitable for drops in air in the Stokes' and transition 
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region~ have been given by SchlUnc1er (161), Grassmann and 

Reinhart (64) 9 Lapple and Shepherd (103), Hughes and 

Gil land ('79) and Smith (1 )a fifchlunder (161) gives 

equations for the terminal ve city of drops for the 

range 0,,6(Re( 2~500o The formulae ar'e built up from 

RrBssling's equations (l.J-9) 9 

.1 .1 
U - U 

t tStokes 

-1 
+-

Ut Newton 

and neglect buoyancy since the density difference between 

water and air is largeo The equations are presented for 

the Reynolds number ranges 0~6 to 8~ 8 to 300, and 300 to 

2,5000 By introducing a dimensionless velocity and a 

dimensionless diame r~ an expression for Ut independent 

of the nature of the material, is derived o It is then 

possible to present the terminal velocity as a function 

of the drop diameter for a given temperature and mixture 

of the two phases, by a single curve o 

Grassmann and Reinhart (64) published a method for 

evaluating steady rising or falling velocities of spheres 
1 2 i 

using the terms (ReFr)3 and (Re /Fr)2~ where Fr is the 

Froude number of the drop which was observed to behave as 

a solid sphereo E~Qations for calculating the paths taken 

by bodies undergoing accelerated motion~ taking into 

account the effect of fluid friqtion, have been presented 

by Lapple and Shepherd (103)0 They also produced Cn 
values for spheres as a standard curve based on the 

smoothed data of 17 workersa This standard curve has 

become-widely accepted and is referred to in textbooks 

(140, 125) <> 

Several important aspects of the motion of drops 
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including the effects of ac ration and deceleration on 

the drag coefficient? the factors influencing distortion, 

and the internal c±~culation within drops, have been 

reviewed by Highes and lliland (79). They collected the 

drag coeffici.ent data of previous workers and presented 

their results in terms of a Terminal Velocity group and a 

Gravitational groupo They included data for drops in gases 

but this was mainly for large drops$ 

The reference curve obtained from smoothed drag data 

for free-falling solid spheres by Smith (170), has the 

equation 

1 6 'ton 0 .. 36 
C 2 .. 9 ~/I~---------

D = 'iT- + IT 00390 +(1 .. 8 ITO• 36 + 77) 

where ~ is the drag coefficient group CD(Rep/24)?~ 
Equations 507 represents the better data with a standard 

deviation of :± 2,,3%0 'rhe attraction of the equation is 

that each term dominates the expression in turn G These 

terms describe the inflUence of viscous drag ( 11'< 0,,05) ~ of 
3 the circulating wake (0.1 < IT < 1 0 ), and of turbulence 

wi thin the boundary layer ('11> 103) " 

An extensive review dealing with fundamental aspects 

of sOlids-gas flow has been presented by Torobin and Gauvin 

(188)G Pertinent comments, as to the inability of standard 

drag curves to predict the motion of decelerating drople 

and the treating with caution of published drag coeffi ents 

for cocurrent flow systems, are made. They suggest that it 

may be necessary to correlate unsteady state drag coefficient ., 

data as a function of a time parameter to relate to the total 

time allowed for the buildup of the boundary layer and the 

wake of the drape In their discussion of the effect of 
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fluid turbulence on drag coefficient~ they define a 

critic Reynolds number (Re 01) as the point at which 
crl G 

the characteristic ste sloped curve intersects the 

drag coefficient value of 0 0 3. For a standard curve: 

Re cri t 2x1 0
5 , 11 cri t 3x1 07 (170)" Their warning on 

the use of cocurrent drag coefficient data is that such 

results are complicated by variab s which at times ,obscure 
!,"'1 

even qualitative interpretation of results.. It is reported 

that flow disturbances in some cases increase~ and in 

others, decreased the drag coefficients~ 

From their own experimental work Torobin and Gauvin 

(188) found that it would be unlike for any turbulence 

ct on the drag coefficient to be noticed for drop 

Reynolds numbers ss than 400)1 ss turbulence intensities 

greater than 40% were presento However, non=random vortices 

of a suitable type may cause a change at Re as low as 30 (2)0 

general~ the multiparticle results reviewed by Torobin 

and Gauvin show a tendency to be lower than the standard 

curve and this could be due to an intensity of turbulence 

ct" 

The estimat of CD to two significant figures for a 

ven situation in the transition region is not advised, 

since the phenomenon is not we fixed and a variation in 

results does not necessarily reflect an error in observationo 

Even the use 

to the second 

a standard drag curve for estimating drag 

gure for bodies moving freely at a steady 

rate in a laminar fluid outside the Stokesian region is not 

valid G Recent measurements (6) have shown as much as 30% 

scattering about the aver curve which cannot be 

attributed to instrumentation errors 0 

Drag coefficients for droplets injected from rest into 



a moving air stream were obtained by Ingebo (80)G His da 

were correlated by the Btraight line relationship 

The results are unique for sever reasons as they show a 

decrease in 0D whereas other workers report an increase for 

similar conditions and also his results show an increasing 

departure from the standard curve as the Reynolds number 

increases. This latter result may have been the influence 

of an unknown amount of free-stream turbulence which would 

have effedted the drop t mass-transfer rate~ 

Buzzard and Nedderman (18) found the drag coefficients 

of accelerating droplets to be the same as those for drops 

moving at constant velocity. They experienced a big scatter 

of results and the lack of reproducibility of the drag 

coefficients was considered to indicate some random val'! ion 

Minute quantities of surface active agentw were found 

affect the results significantly" This in.fluence of 

Burfactants is noteworthYf as even distilled water may 

contain impurities with surfactant properties that will 

inhibit droplet c~rculation~ Pritchard and Biswas (142) in 

their review of mass-transfer from drops forced convec 

remind the reader that droplet cmrculation causes renewing 

of the drop surface and an increase in the overall drying 

rateG For large drops, Downing (33) reported that under free 

fall conditions, a helical rather than straight-line ight 

path was observed, and this may be initiated by surfactant 

influences and supported by vortex shedding in the wake~ 

For a spray of droplets in air, the relative turbulence 

intensity will be affected by changes in the drop dischar 
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velocitY9 the absolute air velocity and possibly the 

droplet spray concentrationo The'air turbulence intensity 

would also be ex~ected to decrease as the distance or the 

drops rrom the no~zle increases o The errects or the 

presence of other partic s for dispersions or high 

concentrations may be treated as two ractors: the 

viscosity and the density dirrerences", The rirst is not 

usual in sprays or drops in gases but the second may be 

important when considering the presence or large drops , 

near otherso It is generally accepted that ror volumetric 

concentrations below 002% the particles will behave as 

individuals (140) 0 

Only one work has been round for drag coerricients 

or drops falling as a spray in air~ For spray droplets 

both entrained and accelerating in air streams, 

Fledderman and Hanson (43) showed the drag coefricients 

to depend on the air velocity~ The CD values were found 

to be reasonably low 9 at times representing a decrease 

1 9000% below the standard drag curve~ This decrease was 

attributed to an evaporation mass-transfer erfect but 

other evaporating droplet drag coerricient studies, such 

as Ingebo's (80) have not reported decreases of this 

magn:i tude G> The droplet veloei ty estimation may have been 

in error though~ as this was derived by correlating their 

heat- and mass=transfer results with FrBssling's equation 

(48)~ The small size and the small relative velocity of 

the air=borne drops meant that values or the drop 

Reynolds numbers did not approach Re, it' where the level cr . 
of air turbulence intensity inrluences CD. Accordingly, 

Fledderman and Hanson did not consider turbulence when 

calculating drag eoefrieient values from the mass-transfer 
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data even though a of CD on the l' veloeity was 

apparent .. 

Evaporation from a drop is likely to 

drag due to a thickeni 

momentum of the effusi 

the boundary~ 

the f'i,lm 

x' vvi th the 

vapou:t.'" 'l'he proper'ties the 

evaporat:i.ng material ha.ve an ef'f'ect. on CD owing to 
t 

the coupling effect between heat-~ mass~ and momentum=trans= 

fer(150)o Further pas effects are the alteration of 

the position-of b0undarY~layer separation 

of steep variations in prope ies d.ue to the 

ture and concentration gradients associated with 

mass-transfer (559175)" Muggia (132) derived an 

tempel'H= 

for the drag' of: '~ri' evaporating droplet by consider'ing 0 

approximation for slow 1'lO'vv around a spher'e (137) C> 

Reynolds numbers up to 500~ Hamilec et al,. (67) showed the 

drag ient to be reduced for large mass-transfer 

r-ates <> They used a numeri method and attributed 

reduction CD to the alteration of the flow field 

the drop because 01' the radial mass efflux and found 

vorticies in the'. wake were also extended., 

For Reynolds' numbers up to 

layer theory has been used to ob 

3 o 1I the laminar 

n an expression 

effect of mass-transfer on heat-transfer for droplets 

ating under intense mass-transfer condJ.tions (39)0 As 

that the of mass-transfeI' mn t.he drag coef'fi ant OAfl. 

be expressed as the ratio of the coefficient with and tb 

out mass-transfer, it is possible to obtain SOlne idea 

effect on viscous drag by analogy with the effect 

tr-ansfer. Eisenklam 1 Arunachalam and Weston (39) found 

boundary-layer theory results for evaporating drops to 
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(5.10) 

where * indicates intensive transfer conditions and B is 

the 'mass-transfer number (B :::" C .6 'l'/H )" CD* is then the 
p v 

drag coefficient corrected for evaporative effects. 

Equation 5010 was reported to reasonably describe the data 

for intensive evaporation of droplets up to Re V"\ 1 0 under 

approach temperatures between 400 and 1100 F which cover 

and exceed the not-mal temperatures found in intensive 

spray-drying. 

For freely falling spheres impregnated with sulphur 

dioxide 9 Clamen and Gauvin (19) found mass-transfer to 

decrease the drag on a sphere and reduce the influence 

of the free stream turbulence@ They found that the drag 

coefficient was not altered significantly by mass-transfer 

if the concentration of the vapour at the surface was 

small@ This condition they defined as 

(5.11) 

2 

for (C ISc 3") < 0 0 1 and Sc> 1 0 C is the mass fraction of 
s s 

the diffusing vapour present at the sphere surface 0 It is 
, , 

suggested that when these conditions are satisfied other 

factors such as the free-s 

dominating influence 0 

am turbulence will have a 

Rabin et al. (145) studied the displacement and 

shattering of propellant droplets and obtained an almost 

constant value of CD for evaporating droplets~ For the 

Reynolds number range '100 to 10,000 CD took the approx

imate value of 0 0 9 and this result crosses the standard 

drag curve for solid spheresG 
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5,3 AOP@atus 

An experiment wac designed to provide dEta for 

evaluating the instantaneous vz~lue clf the dl'~ ('~'t:i".:\.··t'J; 

of' eVaporating droplets. The experimen t.EIl coct: 1'J l'n t 

opray-drier described in section 2 rlwl fiB111T 2.1 l. u. used 

as a vertical wind tunnel, the droplets and the drying 1l:i.1' 

moving cocurrently down the colurnn. 'l'llC dl'(!ll~ Lr; ' . .r 1'(' 

f'ormed by a tomi sing distilled water through the Pl'(;Bf;UI'C 

nozzle at the head of the column. For the noz!'<'le, 

considerably reduced flow,rates were used ,over a range of 

pressures (10 to 100 psig) to rr-oduce u wide runge of 

droplet sizes and also to keep the droplet spray 

concentra tion very low (less than 0 .. 002%) .. '1'ho t,m/(m} el'l(~C 

tntensi ty and scale of the cocur'rent £til'stream could be 

varied ei ther by changing the volume flowr'nLe of !d l' (lu'v.Il 

the colwnn or by .fitting different turbulence generating 

grids at the head of the column and irrnnedi&tely LefcJl'c 

the pressure nozzle. The insts.ntanecus v(:;l()cJI;; v::' t1..( 

dJ'oplets was obtained by :ghotogr[-l.phing the d:C()l!;: (~lJ:(';lrl/. 

1.heir steady fall at a distance of 12 feet below their 

point of formation. 

The veloci ty of a mov.ing drop can be ol,t,!·dHCU 'J;,ln..:; 

"still"-camera photographic techni(2J.er:: ill cW..: cf t\ c 

ViElYS • Either the camera shutter- Bpecc: eLlL tl (!cr: tr'(; Ilea 

t.o record an image of the moving dro}? on th(; e;:::!;.c U~(~ 

fi 1m for· a known time of' openitl[ of the CSr;i(~l':, r;[l,1 t t(;I', 

or a double exposure of the same drop onto the r.wme 

fi 1m can be obtained using e de 18Y(:ll t dOD1-; -:"~ i. rJ 

technique. The first method was trlea 8UCCt~.:;..-_ .:11;./ 
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using a 1000 watt quartz-"iodine flood-,lamp as a constant 

light source with camera exposure times of 1/125th and 

1/500th of a second on a focal plane shutter camera@ 

However g the method proved unsatisfactory because the 

camera srm tter sp:eed 9 and hence the exposure time of the 

drop image on the film? could not be guaranteed to better 

than 15%0 

The alternative method of a delayed double-flash 

exposure of the same drop was then developed successfully 

and proved much more reliables The double exposure was 

obtained by side lighting the moving drop using two 

electronic flash units with flash duration times of the 

order of one or two milliseconds. The delay between the 

two flashes was controlled by an electronic circuit 

variable from less than one=half a millisecond up to two 

or three seconds o The eXperimental arrangement of the 

two flash units, the variable delay and the camera, is 

shown in figure 5e1 approximately to scalee 

The distilled water droplets moved cocurrently with 

the drying air down the column past the camera and the two 

flash units~ The camera lens system was chosen for a 

small depth of field and a suitable focal lengths A 35mm 

camera was used with a 35mm wide-angle lens and a 1 inch 

extension tube 0 This gave a magnification on the film of 

1 * times and some photographs in each experimental r'un 

were taken taken with a lens doubler placed between the 

extension tube and the camera so increasing the 

magnification twofold o Fine grain film was used and the 

exposures were taken at f16 without the lens doubler and 

at f8 when the doubler was usedo The electronie flash 

units were operated on half powero 
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Figure 501 shows how the opening of' camera shutter 

tri red the f'irst electronic f' unit in the usual 

manner 0 This f'lash of' light was sensed by a photodiode 

which started the variable delay timer of' the "Bogus" 

delay unit (description and calibration curve given in 

Appendix 9)" After the time delay the "Bogus" lay 

unit then f'ired the second f'lash unit so double exposing 

the image of' a drop on the same negative" The camera 

shutter was held open f'or about 1 second while the 

double f'lash occurred~ 

5.4 Experiment§l 

The eXperimental study was conducted in three 

stages~ These stages were the evaluation of' drag 

coeff'icients for water droplets 1) f'alling in still, 

cold air conditions 9 2) cocurrently entrained in 

cold air, and 3) cocurrently entrained in hot r Q In 

the f'irst and second stages, droplet evaporation was 

expected to be minimal while f'or the third stage, the 

evaporation rate for the droplets was considered to 

approach intense mass=transfer condltionso 

For the rst stage the spray drier tower was 

sealed at the base and sti air conditions existed o 

The spray of distilled water droplets was introduced 

and allowed to continue for some time until constant 

humidi ty (satur'ation) condi tions were approximated" 

Droplet evaporation was then minimal and ling 

droplet photographs were taken while the pressur~ 

nozzle operating pressure and flow rate were varied. 

This produced a wide range of' droplet sizesQ The air 

temperature and humidity were recorded continuously 
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while the photographs were taken~ 

For the second and third stages with co currently 

entrained droplets, the desired air operating temperature 

was chosen and preset on the automatic controller. The 

rimental spray drier was operated without the spray 

present 1 until steady conditions were obtained by the 

automatic control of the air heaters. The air velocity~ 

humidity and turbulence parameteI'swere then measured in 

the absence of the spray of dropletsG These measurements 

were made using the pitotstatic tube~ the humidity 

sampler ~nd the hot-wire anemometer methods as described 

earlier sections. The camera was then placed in the 

porthole used for the air turbulence measurements and the 

spray of water droplets introduced to the air moving down 

the columna A wide range of droplet sizes was again 

produced and the air temperature and humidity were 

recorded while the drop photographs were taken o After 

the spray had stopped the air velocity profile was re

checked. 

Two films of about 30 exposures each were taken for 

the two camera systems used (with and without the 

lens doubler) $ A rule was photographed under the 

same conditions for use as a reference length and the 

exposed Ims were developed and projected onto a screen~ 

Droplet sizes and distances of fall were measured from 

these projected ne ve pictures. In this waYg drops 

were traeked in the size range from 80 to 300 microns, 

falling in still, or cocurrently moving air at instant= 

aneous mean'velocities of 006 to 13 fpso 

An example of the photographs of mOving droplets 

taken using the double flash method is shown in figure 5020 



This method two 81. ttes with a well defined 

leadi ed.ge and in by en ~ mi sec 

and 1 see:9 as shown 1:n photograph Note that the drops 

are moving dovmwards and that trw second image is more 

br'i ght than the firsto The se time of the electronic 

flash uni ts was very short wher'ew;J the decay in light 

tntens.i ty of the flash tended to 'be exponential and so 

the br'ightness of the dr'op image deeI'eases as the drop 

fal The difference in brigh'tnesiB tween the two images 

of one drop was attributed to i rnal tion of the 

drop and external reflection from the surrounding droplets 

and the column walls" Also course, the fi flash 

partly sensiti the 1m for when the :image of the 

seeond was recorded o 

The drops were photographed under side-11.gh ting 

conditions and the re tion of the flash light fl'om the 

two si s of the droplet as seen the focal plane of 

the camer'a is 81 ther direct reflec on or int.ernal 

r tion~ As the drop moves across the film so 

the bri.ght 

photographs of' 

s traee out c.ontinuous lines.. Other 

moving droplets ob ined during 

the experiment showed this effect with an image of a 

drop clear>ly seen between two streak.s representing the 

'diame of the d~oPa Only images clearly in focus were 

measured and the time delay bt;tween the flashes was 

known a0 ly a(~cord.i:ng the delay settingQ 

The depth of the fo plane of the camera-lens system 

was measured and found to be less than i inchG All 

tographs indicated that at the t.est Ie of the 

colunm all dx'ople 

focal planeo 

were falling vertically through the 
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5.5 Results 

Although the spray droplet concen tr'[~ tion '::( r, rc"\' ~ r' 

uore than 0.002% (100 times less than the recon~ended 

concentration above which drops may exper'ienc(~ 111J:l111;(=) ('(; 

f\ettling" conditions (140)), a test was conduct~;ti "lc 

measure the air velocity with and without the spray 

droplets present in the moving airstream. For the lo~ 

spray droplet concentration conditions, the pitotBi:ut:':'c 

tube could be used in the spray column for sorLe n:inutes 

before being flooded wi th drops and veloc:l'LY UI.'[:U;'C.l'C

ments indicated that there was negligible change in the 

profile across the column at the level being sampled. 

The experimental results wer'e obtaJr-l.eu :LO:f'1,J II;." 

1~ree flow regimes as detailed earlier. These regimes 

were 1) free falling droplets in still cold air, 

2) cocurren tly en trained rJrople ts moving d0 1;:1.l". (, n'ir :i 11 

cold air, and 3) co currently entrained, evaporating 

d.roplets moving downwards in hot air wi th mass-tr'unsf';J' 

numbers, BV\O.04. In figure 5.3, experimental terminal 

veloci ty example s of the se three flow condi t:i Olle bl'C 

shown. For each set of data, the stc,nd[ipcl solid f~phere 

drag curve of Smith (170) is also drawn and is used as a 

reference with which evaporating droplet r(:)r)'uI1f.) n;~/ DE. 

compared. 

The accuracy of the reported I'e suI ts depen<iu) 

primarily on the following measurements: the delay 

tirr.e between flashes (.± 2%), the n:easurement of the 

E:ir veloci ty (.± 4%), and the measurement of the Cr'()r 

dh1meter. The accuracy of this last measur'ercent 
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vari wi th the size of drop (8 ssumed spherical) and for 

ReV'l100 was .±3%, for ReV\'10 was ± 7% and for Relfl,"! was + 10%. 

Hence 9 figUl.'e 5,,3~ for .free falling droplets at Reif'100~ 

the error wi be 5% and. for' Re 'v"'~1 will be .± 12%., For the 

cocurrently entrqined droplets, error limits will be 

+ 9% and 16% respect ly .. 

In figure 5,,4 the terminal velocity results for water 

droplets falling freely in still cold air' ar'8 compared wi th 

other reported data for e-falling drops6 Sjenitzer's 

data (168) were obtained from free~fall experiments at a 

higher air temperature (T ~182 F) and the curves 
g . 

Schltlnder (161) and Smith (170) were calculated using the 

physical properti es of the actual experiment :pun B1 ( \/\ 65 F)" 

The curve representing the present study results was obtained 

by fitting a polynomial to the data using the computer' 

program DROPVEL described in Appendix '10" The program 

fitted 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th order polynomials to the 

terminal velocity results then used the smoothed curve 

equations to calculate values of the drop , CD*~ CD and 

'rr for drop dj.ameters increasing in multiples of 50p up to 

75gpe While agreeing with Snedecor (171) that graphical 

representation of the data is sufficient and that the 

smoothed curves do not necessarily represent the true 

relationship, the use of the smoothed drag eient 

curves does allow easier comparison with the standard 

curve by Smi th 0 This may be of value in evaluating the 

shift of the CD ,results with a change in the turbulence 

intensity or scale of the entraining 

in the Mass-Transfer number B. 

1 or an increase 

The drag coefficient results for the free falling 

drops are plotted in figure 505 as a function of the drq,g 
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coefficient group 

5~7 similar curves are plotted for examples of the results 

obtained f6r co currently entrai droplets moving in 

cold and hot air" In eac~h of these figures the experimental 

error limits about the standard drag curve by Smith are 

drawn to indicate the extent of the difference between the 

drag expehienced by water drops and that by solid spheres. 

The results shown in figure 507 are values of the experi-

imental drag c cient CD* corrected for the mass 

efflux of the vaporising water0 Using the boundary layer 

theory solution of Eisenklam et al (39)~ CD 

the corrected values of CD are shown as the computer 

smoothed curve in figure 508 where CD is now the drag 

coefficient uncorrected for evaporative effects" The 

corrected values of CD are larger by 4~2% and so closer 

to the standard curve by SmithQ 

Also gure 508 9 the computer smoothed curves are 

drawn for the examples of falling (curve A) and 

cocurrently entrained (curve B) droplets, moving in cold 

air. The e falling droplet results tie on the standard 

curve by Smith and the curve for drops cocurrently 

entrained cold air falls within the lower eXperimental 

error limi. t about the standard curve 0 The curve for 

cocurrently entrained droplets moving hot air lies 

practically on the lower error limit about the standard 

solid sphere curve G So far, these results have been 

presented without regard to the air turbulence parameters 

and the lowering of the drag curve for cold entrained 

drops below the free curve suggests a turbulence effect. 

As seen in figures 5,,6 and 5"7,, the experimental 

results show a large scatter and comparison of the drag 
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coefficients for different tur1:mlence condi tions was best 

made by comparing the computer smoothed curves e For water 

drops cocurrently entrained in both cold and hot air, no 

discernible trend in the value of the drag coefficient wa~ 

observed either with changing level of longitudinal 

turbulence or integral scale~ These parameters were varied 
I 

from 6 to 24% and from 2 to 20 mm respectivelYe However, 

the indica ted trend shown by the I'esul t examples in figure 

5@8 continued for all experimental resul and for this 

reason 

shown 

measured values of the drag coefficient are 

figures 5~9 and 5~10G From these two figures 

the mean of the computer smoothed curves was obtained 

without regard to the intensity and e of turbulence and 
l 

a summary of the drag coefficient results is presented in 

f i gur e 5 0 11 .. 

This figure (5~11) shows the free falling droplets to 

take drag coefficient values identical with the standard 

solid sphere curve values o The drag coefficients for cold 

I' take values than the standard curve values and for 

drops entrained in hot air the drag coefficients are ill 

further reducedw This is the same pattern as indicated in 

figure 5~8 but in gure 5a11 all the experimental smoothed 

curve results (corrected for mass-transfer effects) are 

within the experimental error limits about the standard 

curve 0 

5. .. 6 Discussion 

The terminal velocities and drag coefficients for free

falling droplets moving in still air WQ~ shown to be 

identical with the values reported for solid s over 

the Reynolds number range from 1 to 100 (droplet ameters 
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from 100 to 70Op) 0 This same result was reported by 

Eisenklam et al~ (39) for small water droplets under room

temperatur'e condi tions where the standard curve was 

reproduced to an accuracy of ± '10%G S jeni tzer (168) also 

found that drGps f'alling in W/1x'm aird:td so like solid 

spheres (B~Oo027)0 A dependence of the value Gf the drag 

coefficient on the Surface Tens:ion group (Su ::::; gdnpe/~d2) 
was reported by Meiase (126)0 He found the drag coefficient 

to increase above the standaI'd solid sphere curve according 

t.o the value «:)1' Su but this effect was not r'eal.ised for 

Reynolds numbers less than 100 0 For large water drops p 

Lihou (111) found the drag coefficient to agree with the 

solid sphere curve i'or cold p f'ree=fall:i,ng drops at Re Vl1 03
9 

but the val,ue Qf the coefficient increased above the solid 

sphere curve for increasing Re thereafter o This is in 

agreement with Meisse q s resul'f;;s and the increase in t.he 

d.rag coefficient is attributed to changing drag due to 

drop distol'til!;llllo The Surface Tension group is a measure 

of the surface tension force preventing distortion and 

large drops tend to adopt a tying saucer shape and C
n 

then 

takes values close to those for discs which are higher 

than those for sphereso 

The standard solid sphere drag c.urve by Smith (170) 

compares well with the more cC!i)lmnonly used curve by Lapple 

and Shepherd (103) and has the advantage of bej~ng easily 

expressed mathemat,ically@ The drag coefficient group 

If' ~ C
n

(Re/24)2 is a function of the cube 01' the dl'OP 

diameter onlY~ while the drag coefficient C
n 

is propor

tional to the drop diameter and inversly proportional to 

t.he square of the ter'minal veloei tyo The good agreement 

of the present study free-falling drop results with the 
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standard curve was shown in f'iglu'e 5 .. 5 y;hel'e ~,h::, tt>)). ili[,) 

veloci ties according to the di1'1'erent eCluatiOl:e 'xer'e 

compared. The poor agreement shoY.n by the \:X:r::'l,,~i':lCJ; :'('::" 

'tf~rminal velocity given by Schlunder (161) presUl,:nbly 

resul ts because he uses an expression com.bini:tlg the l~el:'ul ti, 

from the Stokes' and Newton t S 1:1\',' l~egihet'.. Iij 13 ('~'-1-'::"l'l4r:i,()l1 

could be used tor Reynolds numbers less than 1 0 say llnd 

may give better agreement tor ruuch larger values in t.he 

lievrton' s law region tor Re> 1 03 • 

All three graphs shoY/ing J!ll experimental drag coe1'1'

icient results f'or the res'pecti ve f'low condl t.iOIH,1 «(:old-

1'1'ee taIling, cold-cocurrent and hot-OOt.:Ul"'l·l-,l1-1.) :iJl.(licl:i1.e 

some values outside the eA'1Ier·ir"eh1.~l el'I~OI' lirli tt3" !'lVc'ill 

",·hen these limits are drawn about the computel:' ;:j)HO(· Utul 

(~1Jrve rather than the solid sphere drag curve. It waB 

thought that this could be a deceler'{1'tiol1. efTect l.hll 

tIle maximum. discharge velocity at llJ€ noz7.1e vms calcu

lated which could be permi. tted f'or a drop of' 300 f1 Imd 

still allow the drop to attain I-J qUI-;si-stet,tly tf':;C'llD.lli;} 

veloci ty at the point of phot.ography, 12 fee1; helow t.he 

llozzle. The calculations were based 011 the VariOtlB 

c~li!pirical formulae and graphical methods given b1{ 

B jeni tZer (161), Lapple and Shepherd (103) antI. li.u:'slwll 

(121). The results indicated that evell with the rna.ximum 

cocurrent airflow down the colunm (15 f'ps) the residence 

time of' the drop in the column would b6 ;'5tli'1.'lc:i,e)l.t f'o;(' 

the attaimnent of' the terminal velvei ty :t'elati ve to the 

air. (This was 'assuming a constant drop diameter.) The 

residence times were calculated :for B V\ 0.05 to l~e lH:;t"'(:(~n 

0.5 and 1.2 seconds with, f'or example, an allowable 

discharge velocity at the nozzle of' 800 f'ps if' gravity 

was neglected.. For the pressure nozzle the lli l:i(:ho.l'ge 
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velocity was calculated be between 90 and 160 fps (181)0 

It was concluded that at the point of phot.ography the drops 

should have reached. their quasi-steady terminal velocity 

relative to the moving airsteam" 

Comparison of the results for the drag coefficients 

of the examples of the free falling and cocurrently 

entrained droplets g both moving in co air(figures 5,,5 anq, 

5,,6), showed the latter results to take drag coefficient 

values slightly less than the solid sphere standard curve" 

This suggested an effect d.ue to the cocurrently entraining 

airflow and was presumed to be a tUl"bulence effe " However 

for the range of turbulence intensi es and integral scaleQ 

measured g no distinguishable effect of either turbulence 

parameter could be discerned" The integral scale to drop 

diameter ratios were large and far bigger than the optimum 

ratio required for resonan~e between the energy-containing 

eddies and the shedding frequency of the mean drop as 

described in section 4.. At the same time~ the longitudinal 

level of turbulence intensity was never less than 7% and 

yet the depression of the drag coefficient below the solid 

sphere standard curve persisted even when all drag coeffi= 

oients were plotted as shown in gure 5090 The fact that 

for cocurrently entrained drops in cold air~ the computer 

smoothed curvootook nearly identical values below the 

standard curve g suggests that there is a turbulence effect 

but that it occurs at a lower level of intensity (less than 

7%)& This pattern of behaviour follows that reported for 

heat-transfer tor cylinders (194) and spheres (146)~ where 

the significant rate of increase of the Nusselt number (for 
. 

the same Re) due to increasing turbulence intensity occurred 

for the range 0 to 2%0 The l'ate of increase was less sharp 
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for intensi ties gl'eater than thl,s level .. 

No reports on the effect of free stream turbulence on 

the drag of droplets moving co currently in a turbulent 

airstream are available 9 although drag coefficient results 

obtained for such systems are available (39, 80,145)0 

For single solid spheres a mO.derate turbulence intensity 

is reported to cause a relatively small increase in the 

drag values and at sufficiently high disturbances there is 

a sharp drop in the momentum transfer and then an increase 

up to values which lie below the standard curve (188). 

The sharp decrease occurs at the critical Reynolds number 

and Torobin and Gauvin (188) have theoretically shown this 

number to decrease with increas free stream tUrbulence 

intensity.. They also confirmed the result experimentally 

and showed that at a drop Reynolds number of 400 for 

example, intensi es excess of 40% would be required 

to precipitate a re~lction in the drag coefficiento 

Although Torobin and Gauvin conclude that such redUctions 

are not likely to occur at Reynolds numbers below 200, 

non-random vorticities of a SUitable type may sause a 

reduction in drag to occur at Reynolds numbers as low as 

30 (2) ~ 

In cocurrent flow systems, the boundary-layer and 

wake of an entrained particle can be subjected to very 

high relative turbulence intensities even if the free 

stream level is a moderate one~ Consider the terminal 

velocity results of Run B4 shown in figure 5"3,, The 

cocurrent air velocity was 6e73 fps and the turbulence 

intensity 12%. For water drops of 100 1 400 and 800pln 

diameter, the terminal velocities were 0~7, 5 and 10 fpso 

Assuming that its inertia is such that it does not have a 
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fluctuating motion~ the boundary la;t{e.r and wake of the drop 

will be generated by the relative movement equal to the drop 

terminal velocity~ and the relative disturbance to this flow 

will amount to intensities of the order of 100, 17 and 8% 
respectivelyo In fact because of the large amount of kinetic 

energy associated with this fluctuating component, compared 

wi th the kine tic energy' of the mean relative motion, it 

would no longer be proper to consider the former as being 

merely a disturbance which is superimposed on the latter~ 

Very high relative intensities introduce a new complication 

because their action would cause particles of small inertia 

to have a fluctuating motion of thei~ own. This motion can 
B 2 

be described by an acceleration modulus (U D Iu ) and the p p p 
total drag coefficient has been shown to increase with 

increasing values of the modulus (25)0 

The indicated decrease in drag for cocurrently entrained 

drops could then be the result of high relative intensities 

producing a low value of the critical Reynolds number and so 

a reduction in the total drag on the drop. At the same time, 

the fluctuating motion of a drop described by the acceleration 

modulus probably occurs and so increases the drag coefficiento 

For the experimental drop Reynolds number range from 1 to 100 0 

and for turbulence intensities from 7 to 24%~ the combined 

result of these two proposed flow effects is a s ght overall 

reductioh (10 to 15%) in the drag coefficient for cocurrently 

entrained dropso 

The drag coefficient result examples shown in figure 

505, 5Q6 and 5G7 and summarised in figure 508 suggested that 

in addition to a decrease in CD below the standard curve 

because of a turbulence effect9 these was a further reduction 

due to a mass-transfer effectQ The drag coefficien~ shown in 
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figure 507 were the measured values 0D* corrected for the 

mass efflux from the surface of the evaporating dropleto 

The uncorrected values were approximately 4% higher and 

so closer to the standard drag curve but still falling 

below the values for cocurrently entrained drops moving 

in cold air~ Again, as with the cold co current air case, 

no discernible trend with either turbulence parameter was 

observed although the depression of the coefficient below 

the standard curve persisted when all drag results for 

evaporating drops (BV\ Oe04) were considered as shown in 

figure 5" 1 O~ 

Such a reduction in the drag coefficient due to 

thinning of the boundary-layer by the vapour efflux 

associated with intense mass-transfer conditions was 

reported by Eisenklam et a 1.. (39) for evaporating drop

lets G They found the Mass Transfer number B to be a 

good criterion for assessing the effect of mass-transfer 

on heat-transfer and the boundary-layer correction to 

the momentum coefficient 0D == 0D*(1+B) best correlated 

their resultsG From this agreement with theory they 

concluded that the bulk of the drag reduction was due to 

the momentum of the effusing vapour and that the stream

line flow around the drop j.s not altered much even at 

high transfer rateso Olamen and Gauvin (19) used fairly 

large cellite spheres impregnated with liquid sulphur 

dioxide and injected cocurrently into the airstream. 

They found an effect of mass-transfer on the drag coef~ 

ficient and concluded that besides the coupling effect 

of momentum-, heat- and mass-transfer, the vapour efflux 

reduced the drag by two possible meaps~ Firstly, by 

reducing the skin friction of the turbulent boundary-layer 
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on the sphere and secondly, by increasing the pressure· in 

the wake behind the sphere presumably because of ma[3s 

accumulationo This lat ter' eff'ect. is probably not as 

signif'icant in the present study Reynolds number range as 

it was in their study about Re \1'1104 . 

Figure 5011 was an approximate summary of' all the 

present study results and showed the average values of' the 

drag coeff'icients f'or the three f'low regimes to fall within 

the experimental error limits about the standard drag curve 

f'or solid sphereso The evaporating drop coef'ficients were 

still slightly less than the cold cocurrently entrained 

drop values even when the f'ormer were uncorrected f'or the 

mass ef'f'lux ef'f'ecto The correction was about 4% f'or the 

results of' 4 runs and one other run with a Mass Transfer 

number of' 0001 was completed and these results lay between 

the cold cocurrent and the hot cocurrent (BV\0~04) results~ 

This suggested that qualitatively the Mass Transf'er number 

correction (1+B) is correcto It must be remembered that 

the def'inition includes a mean f'ilm property C 'f' and the -- p 
present study results f'ollow Downing (33) in assessing the 

physical properties of' the f'ilm at the volume average f'ilm 

temperature and composition between the drop surf'ace and 

the f'ree stream f'low Q Eisenklam et ale (39) used the 

arithmetic mean and f'or the present study this would giv~ 

larger values of' B (5 to 6%) and so the uncorrected drag 

coef'f'icients CD f'or evaporating drops would be closer to 

the standard curve@ 

A comparison of' the approximate smoothed curves 

representing present study results with reported drag 

coef'f'icient. values f'or drops and evaporating spheres is 

shown in f'igure5012 o The data of' Eis~nklam et al~ (39) 
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for free falling evaporating dr'ops t Buzzard and Nedderman 

(18) for accelerating drops in cold r, Ingebo (80) for 

acceler!'!ting s,pheres and dI'OPS in cold and hot air, Rabin 

et al. (145) for accelerating effaporating droplets, 

Fledderman and Hanson (43) for evaporating cocurrently 

entrained sprays of drops, Clamen and Gauvin (19) for 

cocurrently entrained evaporating spheres and 1ihou (111) 

for large free falling water drops in cold air, are 

compared with the standard eolid sphere drag curve of 

Smith (170), Stokes' 1aw (178) for the cpeeping flow 

region, and the results of the present studyo 

Evaporation rates and drag coefficients for 

evaporating drops falling freely in hot air were obtained 

by Eisenklam et al. (39) for drops in the Reynolds number 

range OG01 to 40 0 Most of their experiments were carried 

out in the unsteady portion of the drop flight but the 

maximum acceleration experienced by the drop was small 

enough for the effect on drag and mass-transfer to be 

neglected (188). Their resultsg uncorrected for mass 

transfer (BV\ 0,,09 for water to B Vl 3 .. 0 for volatile 

organic solvents)'~ fall about the standard curve for 

Reynolds numbers above 10~ 

The curve of 1ihou (111) agrees with the standard 

drag values at Re V" 1 03 and tends to larger values as the 

Reynolds number increaseso This is in agreement with 

Meisse (126) and the deviation is described by the Surface 

Tension group Suo 

Ingebo (80) reported data for the acceleration of 

small droplets and solid spheres in.jected as a cloud into 

an airstream moving with velocities of 100 to 180 fps 

with temperatures from 40 to 700 F. The particles had 
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large accelerations and their velocities were measured at 

fixed statiom; downstream from the injection point .. 

Surprisingly all data, regardless of the acceleration 

magnitude, the evaporation mass-transfer effect or whether 

they were obtained for solid or liquid particles, fell on 

the single line given by the equation CD = 27/ReO. 84, for 

the entire Reynolds number range from 6 to 500. The 

particle drag was not affected by the presence of other 

particles since a ten-fold increase in their concentration 

did not bring about any significant alteration of their 

velocities. 

A similar investigation was carried out by Fledderman 

and Hanson (43) using a photographic technique to observe 

evaporating spray droplets entrained and accelerating in 

airstreams moving from 50 to 70 fps. The droplets had 

Reynolds number from 2C to 100 and their data shown in 

figure 5.12 indicated a clear dependence on the air velocity 

unlike those given by Ingebo. The results are surprisingly 

low, at times representing a decrease of 1 ,000% from the 

standard drag coefficient curve. Fledderman and Hanson 

felt that this was due to evaporation occurring at the 

droplet surface, but this is doubtful when Ingebo's work 

and other data shown in figure 5~12 are considered. The 

droplet veloci ty data may h:;ve been in error since they 

were not obtuined directly but were derived from FrHssling's 

mass-transfer equation (4e). 
The large differencc between tIw duta of Ingcbo and 

those of Fleddermun and Hunson remains to be explained, as 

well arc: the complete contr'udictlon between thone rCl:ml ts 

Vihich indicate a reduction in drug as compDl'ed with the 

increase caused by nccelel'ution reported in other works, 
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such as Rabin. et al ~ (11-15) and and Nedderman (18) 

shown in figure 5~12G Ingebo's data are complicated by the 

presence of an unspecified amount of free stream turbulence 

and by some uncertainty as to accuracy of the fluid 

velocity determinations~ The fluid turbulence intensity in 

Fledderman and Hanson's test section was of the order of 2% 

(measured in absence of droplets) and it may be that the 

disagreement between the two works reflects a reaction to 

varying relative intensities and scales of turbulence which 

become significant when cocurrently entrained drops move 

in air streams of high velocitYG 

The picture is further complicated by a reanalysis of 

Ingebots work by Mercier (128), according to which the 

coefficients A and B of xngebo's equation CD ~ A/ReB are 

not equal to 27 and 0 I) 8L~ respectively as reported by Ingebo 

bu t vary widely l' A having values ranging from 16 to 75 and 

B ranging from 0",5 to 2" Although Mercier's analysis seems 

to fit Ingebo's results it may be that the results are 

subject to systematic errors (as was suggested by Ingebo 

himself) and secondary effects such as acceleration o 

Buzzard and Nedderman (18) obtained results for drag 

coefficients of liquid droplets accelerating through air" 

They discussed acceleration, deformation and intern~l 

ci!rculation effects on the drag of a droplet and found the 

drag coeffi ent of accelerating spheres not to differ 

significantly from non-accelerating sphereso They therefore 

concluded that the drag coefficients for accelerating 

droplets would equal those for droplets moving at constB;n~ 

velocities~ In figure 5~12 their results about the 

standard drag curve and they also reported that the drag 

coefficient was very sensitive to minute quantities of 
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surface active agents o 

The sensitivity of' the drag coef'ficient to surface 

active agents in the liquid droplets is related to the 

reduction in skin drag that occurs when the drop is 

circulating o Velocities in drops measured by dark field 

particle trace photography (76) show a slow decay and 

change in c1.rculatory pattern wi th the accumulation of 

minute quantities of surf'ace active agents o These tend 

to migrate to the rear of the drop and form a mono

molecular cap. 

Investigating the displacement and shattering of 

propellant droplets, Rabin et alq (145) found the drag 

coefficients for accelerating drops to be greater than the 

standard drag curve values for Reynolds numbers above 200. 

Their results cover a wide range of Reynolds numbers and 

they report a decrease in the drag with increasing mass 

transf'er rate" 

Glamen and Gauvinfs results (19) are shown in figure 

5,,12 as a crescent which crosses the standard drag curve~ 

They found mass transfer to decrease the drag on a sphere 

and also to reduce the influence of the free stream 

turbulence 0 No effect of the acceleration rate or the 

scale of turbulence was discerned~ Their results were for 

the turbulence intensity range from 5 to 30% and for sphere 

Reynolds numbers from 2x103 to 3X104G The upper boundary 

of the crescent shown in figure 5@12 represents the 

turbulence level of 30% while the lower boundary is for 

5% intensityo For large mass transfer rates they report 

a modification of the critical Reynolds number but conclude 

that the general shape of the drag curve for evaporating 

spheres is similar to that for non-evaporating particles 
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indicat that the Same oV'E.H'all meehanJ.s11l governe 

ition process for both cases~ 

The reduction in dpag by mass-transfer for 

vapour concentrations at the drop 

Glamen and Gallvin (19) as I~CD/CD 

C is the mass fraction of vapour 

surface. is given by 
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parameter (UwlU)Re2 used to descr the e t of the 

"blowing velocity" of the efrus normal to and at 

the surface of the sphere, on the boundary layer about the 

sphere 0 U := m/ (.7 A" A simi tyl! efreet w \. W P 
was discussed by Galloway and S 

temperature and concentration 

the increased boundary layer 

blowing rates the boundary 

smalleI' 

beeause of 

ss@ At very high 

I' S from the surface 

and gives rise to pressure gradients normal to the surface. 

In the present study the drag l'eduction due to mas;3~tra118f'er 

was not expected to be 

velocity" were small" 

as values of the "blowing 

In figures 5", '1 2 ~ the three curves from the present 

study overlap many of the previously reported d9.ta" These 

data each show a cons erab range of scatter' as indicated 

by the shaded limits 

also have large 

lower values of 

the figureo The present results 

imental error limi ts which :increase at;. 

dr coefficient. group If" It will be 

noted however 1 that some results for cocurrently ent:r'ainecl 
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droplets are ted with drag coefficients far outside 

the error limits0 Vari 

coefficient are discernib 

ons of at least an order in the 

at He v'\1 0 Now the turbulence 

is a root-mean-square measure of the velocity fluctuations 

and the peak velocity wi be times thiso At low 

Reynolds numbers this fluctuation is of the same order as 

the relative velocity of the cocurrently entrained drop 

itself~ That is~ it experiences a relative turbulence 

intensity of the order of 100%" This results in a large 

scatter of drag coefficients measured by the double-flash 

technique, for there is a range of possible coefficients 

depending on the relative fluctuating velocity at the. 

moment of photography~ As the relative velocity increases, 

the range of possible coefficients decreases until at 

ReV'! 100, the data are well correlated by a s curve 

within the experimental error limitso 

It is for thi.s reason~ that in spite of highly 

sophisticated particle-tracking techniques (19~ 39) results 

are s 11 reported with scatter which cannot be attributed 

to instrumentation er'rars (6 ~ 18)" Recent work on droplet 

behaviour close to a hollow cone pressure nozzle (127) has 

shown how unpredictable the behaviour of very small d.roplets 

is (Dp < 12gp)., While larger drops on fragmentation 

approach the liqu!d=sheet velocityw smaller drops may fall 

at any ve ity between that of the sheet and that of the 

cocurrent airstream~ The smaller drops are ejected in many 

directions but the larger droplets tend to move in the 

sheet directiono In a spray, :i.t is the small droplets that 

evaporate with intense mass transfer conditions and such 

drops are now being credited with indeterminate flight 

trajectories. This is an effect which has not been 
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considered in spray evaporation studies before~ 

In reviewing all the elata presented in figl.lre 5012 it 

is apparent that for drops cocurrently entrained in cold or 

hot air 1 most resul ts for Reynolds numbers less than -100 give 

drag coefficient below the stnadard curve and for Reynolds 

numbers greater than 100 1 values above the standard curve" 

The present study results indicate that there is some 

turbulence effect and some mass-transfer effect, and that 

the latter is reasonably allowed for by the boundary-layer 

mass-transfer correlation~ The uncertain effect of high 

relative turbulence intensity effects occurring for drops 

cocurrently entrained in high velocity airstream is a 

complicating factor and for general use the standard drag 

curve for solid spheres can be considered to adequately 

represent the behaviour of liquid droplets, at least for 

values of the drag coefficient group up to 103 @ The 

warning by Torobin and Gauvin (188) about the inadvisable 

use of published drag coefficients for cocurrent flow 

systems and the unwarranted estimation of drag coefficlents 

to a second figure for a given situation in the transltion 

region~ is obviously well founded@ 

507 Conclusio)}. 

Drag coefficient data for free falling droplets and 

droplets cocurrently entrained in cold and hot air were 

obtained for distilled water drops moving at guasi~steady 

terminal velocities. Drop sizes and velocity data were 

obtained using a double-flash photographic techn1que which 

was developed and reliablY calibrated. 

Free-falling water drops moving in still cold air were 

found to experience the same drag as solid spheres. The 
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solid sphere curve to desc ('. this behaviour was 

correlated by Bmi th (170) and 18 a function of the dr'ag 

coefficient group~ 'rr =cD(Re/2L~)2. The standard curve 

equation is 

Cocurrently entrained. drops moving in cold. turbulent 

airstreams have drag coeff1cients only slightly below the 

standary drag curve for turbulence intensities from 7 to 

24% over drop Reynolds number range from 1 to 100~ For 

cocurrent entrainment in hot air, with intense maf>s-tl'ansi'er ~ 

the drag coefficients were still further reduced, but t.h.c 

use of the mass-transfer correction based on the boundary-

layer theory by Eisenklam et '" (39) .reduces the 

deviation from the standard curve~ All cocurrent drag ta 

could be correlated without reference to the s e and 

intensity of turbulence and the decrease of the drag 

coefficients below andard drag curve values, both as 

a turbulence and a mass-transfer effect, can only be 

described qualitatively and for the present study was 

small 0 

For a general description of the behaviour of' moving 

liqUid droplets, the standard drag curve for solid spheros 

can be considered adequate and it is recommended that this 

curve be used for spray evaporation stUdies and on 

drier design methods" For Reynolds nuniber's of the order 

of 100 and less, turbulence effects on the drag coefflci 

do not appear si ficant and the intensive nmss-tr'ans:f:'er 

effect of the vapour efflux from the evaporating drop 

surface can be resolved with the correction based on the 
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boundary-layer theory (39)0 

Results the cocurrently entrained drops, with and 

wi thout intensj.ve mass-transfer, scatter beyond the 

experimental error' limits" This was concluded to be the 

result of the generation of high turbulence 

intensities which are peculiar to cocurrent gas~partic 

systems.. cause of the large scatter in the present 

results and so in previously ted drag stud.ies, 

comments of Torobin and Gauvin (188) are considered to 

well founded$ 

" o • <II that experimental observations will have 

to relied on for any useable information on 

drag coefficients in cocurrent systems and 

that the estimation of the coefficient to two 

sj. ficant figures for a given situation in 

the transition region would not be warranted 

since the phenomenon is not well fixed, and a 

variation in results does not necessarily 

reflect an error in observation~ EVen the 

use of the standard drag curve for drag 

estimation to the second figure for bodies 

moving freely at steady state in a laminar 

fluid outside the Stoke an region is not 

valid .. 11 

When high relative turbulence intensities st in a 

cocurrent gas-particle system, a great number of eriment.al 

measurements must be made, as many data will not recorded. 

at the mean fluctuating particle <velocity" The measurement 

of this ~ velocity is then a question of prob ility and 

the use of the standard drag curve by Smith (170) is 

recommended to avotd tedious experimental studies that may 
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not be of much value when conclude(1o 
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6 0 1 Introduction 

The most important pro'blem in spray drying is the 

mechanism of the evaporatlon of sprays" rl'his mechanism is 

affected by the boundary conditions such as the turbulence 

and high temperature of the drying gas~ and the mechanics 

of the falling dropso In the earlier sections, a 

turbulence intensity and scale effect on the evaporation 

of a held droplet was reported and a minor influence on the 

drag coefficient for moving drops due to both the turb1..U.ence 

and the vapour efflux from the surface of the evaporating 

droplet~ was found~ To complete this study of the effect 

of turbulence on the evaporation rates of drops and sprays~ 

the influence of turbulence on the evaporation of whole 

sprays was investigated 9 making use of the results from the 

preceding sections G 

The theoretical and experimental studies of transfer to 

drops have generally been attempted for drops falling :freely 

in a still atmosphere o~ fixed in position~ usually behind 

grids generating nearly isotropic turbulence in the moving 

airstream o The majority of practical applications include 

p6lydisperse SIDraiYs l 9fl dropsr~entrad.ned in a turbulent fluid 

and the fluid=dynamic conditions are rather different from 

those for free-falling and held dropletso To predict the 

behaviour of an evaporating drop, the drop velocity and the 

drag forces acting on the drop ( as determined by the 

magnitude of the mass-transfer rate and the turbulence 

parameters of the entraining airstream) need to be accurately 

defined o To predict the behaviour of an evaporating poly

disperse spraY1 the additional effects of droplet interaction 
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at moderate spray concentrations, the spray/continuous 

phase interaction and the range of sizes of the droplets 

of the dispersion, must also be considered~ It is this 

last effect which greatly complicates the applicatton of 

single drop evaporation results to evaporating spray 

systems and has made it necessary to rely largely on 

experimental results from pilot-sea 

drier design., 

equipmen t for spray 

In a spray drier the atomiser produces a fipectrum or 

distribution of drop sizes and consequently the drops 

evaporate at varying rates depending on their' initial 

diameter" The small droplets evaporate first and any 

exceedingly large drops will require drying times much 

greater than average.. These large drops then constttute 

the controlling time in the drying proces8~ The influence 

of turbulence appears to be greatest when the scale to 

drop diameter ratio is less than unit Yo When the scale 

of turbulence is much larger .than the drop size the drop 

should feel only a steady motion but this depends in part 

on the relative intensity of turbulence especially for 

cocurrent spray systems~ Because of the distribution 

drop sizes in the spray some drops may have scale to 

diameter ratios less than unity and so will experience B 

significant turbulence effect? while other drops with much 

smaller or much greater than average diameters will 

experience little or no turbulence influence a In fact, as 

the drops evaporate and their ameters change with time, 

the turbulence effect may become significant over some 

part of the total drying path@ 

The problem of estimating the total evaporation time 

for a spectrum of drops is complicated then, by the 



different drying paths taken by drops of different initial 

diameter. Information on the drop-size distribution created 

by the atomiser is therefore important and is also the 

property most difficult to predict theoretically and determine 

experimentally. Most correlations for heat-transfer in the 

evaporation of sprays are based on ei ther a mean dr'op s:LZfj 01' 

evaluated by a IIstep ll method for a series of drop size 

ranges 0 It is therefore important that the size distribution 

of a spray be determined as accurately and sj.mply as posslble '" 

6 0 2 Previous Wor~ 

Although heat- and mass-transfer for each individual 

drop in a spray~similar to that of a moving single drop, it 

is very difficult to provide a correlation for the whole 

spray because of the variation of drop sizes in the spray. 

The drop-size distributimn of sprays produced by atomisation 

may be concisely represented mathematically by a 

distribution function and two parameters,one of which :Ls a 

mean diameter of some kind and the other a measure of the 

dispersion of the spraY9 or the deviation from the mean. In 

some instances it may prove convenient to introduce other 

parameters, such as maximum and minimum drop sizes (121)~ 

Various kinds of mean diameters with different physical 

meanings and applications have been reported (1219 143) and 

Mugele and Evans (131) have tabulated the various t;~lpef:J of' 

mean diameters which may be required for different 

applica tions. Theoretically, all the various mean cliameteI's 

may be computed from the expression for the freguency

distribution curve of the spray, if a suitable function can 

be established~ The mean diameters can also be determined 

directly from experimental data where it should bE; noted 
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that certain methods of particle-si.ze analysis automati

cally give certain types of average diameters directly: 

microscopic counts usually furnish number averages~ 

sedimentation and impaction methods give volume or mass 

averages, and light~absorption methods give surface 

averages,. 

The average or median diameter of a spray is that 

diameter which divides the spray into two equal portions 

either by number, surface area, or volume or mass o Median 

diameters are usually established from the 50% point on 

the cumulative piliat although they can be calculated if 

the mathematical expression<bf· the frequency-distribution 

curve of the spray is known,. Bevans (11), Mugele and 

Evans (131) and Thomas (187) have presented discussions of 

mean diameters, distribution functions and variance as 

applied to droplet statistics and Marshall (121) has 

produced a comprehensive review of reported distributions 

for spinning disc~ pneumatic and pressure nozzle atomisers. 

The principal conclusion of all these studies appears to 

be that spray-droplet size distributions should be 

presented in each case by the best empirical represent

ation obtainable~ Until at6misation mechanism can be 

suitably related to one or more distribution functions, 

there seems to be no theoretical justification for 

expecting that one function should be generally superior 

to anothero 

In spray evaporation stUdies the drying process is 

usually described as a change in the average or median 

drop-size of the spray and this value is obtained either 

from the experimentally determined drop size distri.butlon 

or from a mathematical function d~scribing distributions 
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found for the same type of atomisero The available data on 

the evaporation of of drops can be grouped into 

three classes~ First, there are purely analytical approaches, 

second are the experimental investigations for the case of 

no relative moM.on between the drops and the drying s, 

and finally there are correlations presented for the case 

where there is relative motion between the evaporat 

droplet and the 

6.2(a) Theoretical Oorrelations 

Ruckenstein (155) has developed equations for evaluating 

the mass-transfer coefficient in the continuous phase from 

a bubble or drop in a group of drops~ She provides 

solutions for the two cases of the drop Reynolds number 

greater or s than unity. The effect of interaction 

between particles in a group or cloud is sho~n in that the 

Sherwood number is dependent in part on the volume :fraction 

of the continuous phase. In spray drying, thi.s voidage 

effect is generally negligible (46, 140)0 

A series of equations for calculating the paths taken 

by particles undergoing accelerated motion, taking into 

account the fluid friction,.have been developed by Lapple 

and Shepherd (103)0 The results predicted by the equations 

showed good agreement with the experimental results of 

their short study on spray crystallisation~ 

An example of the cocurrent spray drying of a solution 

was ven by Meisse (126) in his theoretical study of the 

bal stics of evaporating droplets" An allowance for the 

remaining spherical shell of crystallised residue was made 

and for low evaporation rates an equ~tion relating the 
i 

evaporation process to the initi droplet diameter was 

determined. Probert (143) made a mathematical analysi.s 
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of the variation of the size distribution in a fuel spray 

which was assumed to follow the Rosin-Rammler distribution 

function (152)0 Assuming no relative motion, the simple 

expression for the heat-transfer coefficient was used and 

eCluations for the variation of the mass median diameter 

with time under various conditions of spray uniformity 

were derivedo From his calculations he concluded that a 

spray with a narrow distribution and a small mass 

median diameter would evaporate completely in a shorter 

time than would a spray with a wide size range and a 

large mass median diameter G 

A theoretical method for calculating the complete 

evaporation history of a spray of liquid which was 

injected into a stream of gas was presented by Sjentizer 

(167,168)" The size and location of the droplets can 

be found at any moment during the entire evaporation 

process using values of the velocity, pressure and 

temperature and the initial drop size distribution. The 

formulae are based on FrBssling's (50) evaporation 

equation and the drag coefficient data of Ingebo (~8). 

Examples are given showing the calculation of the time 

of evaporation g the path length and the critical Reynolds 

numbers for the drop size range of the spray, both during 

the period when drops accelerate immediately after 

formation at the atomiser and also during the second 

period when the drops fall a constant velocityo 

Marshall (120) has proposed a step-by-step'me'thod 

. calculating the time of evaporation of a pure liquid spray 

of a known size distributiono The procedure consists of 

calculating the change in mean drop diameter of selected 

mass fraction increments of the spray over short intervals 
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of time on the assumption that all drops evaporate under the 

same constant temperature conditions fOl' the same time 

intervalo This approach has been confirmed experj.mentally 

by Dlouhy and Gauvin (30) for the drying of' "lignasol" 

solutions under cocurrent conditions" For the eVaporatIon 

of a spray with no relative mot-iong Marshall showed the maSEl 

mean diameter of the spray to increase with time beCflllSe t.he 

very small drops evaporated much more rapidly than the 

larger drops.. This shows that sprays wj.'th ge d.rops will 

not dry completely in small towers and emphasises the need 

to design a drier for the largest drops in the sprayo The 

step-by-step method has the disadvantage that, for reasonable 

accuracy, a lengthy set of calculations have to be carried 

ou t, although modern computing techniques reduce this bUI'd.en 

somewhat., 

Gluckert (63) has proposed an alternatIve method of' 

calculation based on the maximumdrop size and he has applied 

it fairly successfully to the drying of sodium sulphate 

solutions in well-mixed (stirred) systems wher'e uni 

drying conditions are 0btained throughout the dr'ying chamber" 

His correlation makes use of the many studj.es of the 

i.n.di vidual factors inv0l ved in the process of spr'clY 

(Appendix 1) and assumes a Nussel t number of two" In th(~ 

spray drying of solutions, a constant drop diameter is used 

on the assumption that a surface shell of crystallised 

pr(l)duct forms (38,147)., The rate of heat-transfer to S:PI'IJ;Y;:: 

is given for the three main types of atomisers as a function 

of the maximum drop diameter which is deftned as l)(·dng tllI'ee 

times the Sauter mean dr0p diameter" Gluckert' s appr'oach 

suffers from the disadvantage that it is diffi6ult to 

estimate the "true" maximum drop ze of a spray (65)" 
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After reviewing the basic principles underlying the 

evaporation of liquid drops with a solids content, a 

simplified method of calculation was proposed by Dombrowski 

and Johns (31) for determining the overall preformance of 

cocurrent and well-stirred spray drierso They assume that 

the droplets move with the velocity of the gas stream and 

found their calculated drying times to compare favourably 

with the limited experimental data available ip the 

literature~ The mean spray droplet diameter chosen is the 

linear-volume diameter and they show that this mean 

diameter remains approXimately constant during most of the 

evaporation processm The time taken for the first 90% of 

the liquid mass of the spray to evaporate is shown to be 

small compared with the total time taken for complete 

evaporation and the drying time of a spray is also shown 

to be directly proportional to the square of the mean drop 

size. It is then essential to know, with some accuracy, 

the dropsize distribution of the spray to be dried in the 

dry ing chamber 0 

6 0 2(b) Experimental Correlations With No Relative Motion 

Dl~oug~~and Gauvin (30) studied the evaporation of a 

spray of water drops in a cocurrent spray drier. They 

commented that the high relative velocities between the 

drops and the air (as reported in nozzle zone spray 

evaporation rate studies (117) and for fuel atomiser 

nozzles (13)), masked the effects due to air turbulence 

so that the results could not readily be applied to the 

main evaporation zone of a spray drier. 
t 

The rate of evaporation was calculated directly 

either from a heat- or material-balance for the 

evaporating drops. For accurate calculation of the 
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instantaneous heat=transfer coefficients an equation was 

derived on a differential basis because of the continuous 

variation in the values of the variables involved in the 

systemo From this and other equations, the instantaneous 

values of the heat-transfer coefficient could be readily 

c culated~ The results were calculated using arithmetic 

1m properties and indicated that the rate of evaporation 

during spray drying could be safely calculated by assuming 

the individual droplets of the spray to evaporate at a 

rate corresponding to stagnant conditions. 

A similar result was obtained by Kessler (91) who 

showed for drops in the same diameter range as Dl.aughy and 

Gauvin, that the effective relative velocity between the 

drops and the drying gas was practic ly zero. The rate of 

evaporation could then be calculated using a value of two 

for the Nusselt number o 

In an investigation of the atomisation of liquid 

sulphur as a means of introducing the feed material to 

burners, Conroy and Johnstone (21) studied the time required 

for at least 99.9% of the spray to evaporate~ The transfer 

rate equation based on a value of the Nusselt number equal 

to two, was integrated in a stepwise method with all quant

ities evaluated at the drop temperature except the thermal 

conductiv~ty of the gas film, which was based on an average 

film temperatureo The time of evaporation of a sulphur 

spray was described by a simple equation relating the initi 

mean drop size and the temperature of the gas, and good 

experimental agreement was obtained. 

A computational study of the evaporation rates of 

sprays of pure liquids was completed by Dickinson and 
, 

Marshall (27)0 Their study was in two parts! 1) for drops 
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having negiligble velocl ty with l.'eBpect t.o the air ~ and 

2) for drop veloei es large enough to affect, the evapor

ation rate o The principal parameters considered were the 

mean diameter and the ti81 drop-size distribution of 

the spray, the ini al temper'ature difference and mean 

drop velocity, the ratio of the air to spray and the air 

velocity. 

For sprays wi th low or negligible veloci ties Dj,ckinson 

and Marshall found those with less uniform drop size 

distributions to evaporate more rapidly in the initial 

period than more uniform sprays with the same mean diameter, 

because of the many small drops which evaporate at higher 

rateso However, the less uniform sprays took much longer 

for complete evaporation since there were more large drops 

which evaporate slowlYG Because of the different evapora

tion times required for sprays with different distributions 

but with the same Sauter mean diameter, they consider that 

no mean diameter can adequately characterise a non-uniform 

spray and a distribution or dispersion parameter must be 

taken into accounto Such a dispersion or spray uniformity 

coefficient changes during evaporation. A general tendency 

for the average diameter of the remaining drops to increase 

in non-uniform sprays and to de'crease in more unifoI'm 

sprays as evaporation proceeds was reported. At the same 

time~ the temperature of the drying falls and the 

evaporation rate decreases unless the air rate is infinitely 

great. 

6.2(c) Experimental Correlations With Ry~a1iYeMo~iJm 

In determining the rate of heat- and mass-transfer 

for a spray in a cocurrent drier, Bose and Pei (14) 

reported that the relative mo on of the drops was 
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significanto This work was the result of an attempt by 

these workers to extend the work of Kessler (91) and Dloughy 

and Gauvin (30) in evaluating the heat- and mass-transfer 

coefficients for drops in a spray drier when the droplet 

sizes compare with those used in some industrial 

applicationsQ Their results showed the evapor-ation rate 

to follow the Ranz and Marshall (147) corre tion and also 

indicated no turbulence effect~ 

Mann~ng and Gauvin (117) investigated rates of heat

and mass-transfer in the nozzle zone of water sprays. 

Using the results of York and Stubbs (205) which showed 

that the drop velocity depended on the radial position of 

the drop in the spray chamber, they found the Nusselt 

number to be correlated by the Ranz and Marshall (147) 

equation. A step~by-step method like that of Marshall (120) 

was used and took into account the changing drop ze and 

velocitYe A marked effect on the evaporation rate by 

increasing the feed temperature was reported. They 

suggested that an increase in turbulence intensity might 

result in an increase in the heat-transfer rate, but found 

the effect to be small for the range of droplet Reynolds 

numbers encountered Q 

Spray evaporation in a high temperature environment 

was studied by Hoffman and Gauvin (75) who discussed the 

applicability of the Ranz and Marshall (147) equation and 

the modifying factors to be used for intense mass-transfer 

condltionso Feder (42) has prepared a series of charts 

predicting the rates of evaporating using the empirical 

relationship between droplet diameter, liquid spray residence 

time and the fraction of spray unevaporated, plus the four 

operating variables of the spray boiling point~ the velocity 
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of the drying air ~ the air temper'atul'e and the air pressure 0 

In the second part of their computational study on 

spray evaporation, Dickinson and Marshall (27) compare the 

evaporation of sprays with appreciable relative velocity 

to the results for zero velocity sprays~ They found that 

the distance travelled by the spray to achieve a given 

degree of evaporation was much greater and for a given high 

initial velocity? the relative error in ne cting the 

drop velocity effect is greatest for small drops. These 

smaller drops decelerate for a considerable part of their 

total evaporation path~ For small drops produced by the 

more common atomisers, the usual assumption that they will 

reach terminal velocity almost instantly is then not 

generally valid o The study was limited to pure quid 

drops remaining at a constant drop temperatul'e and the 

veloci ty effect was more significant at higher ini tis.l 

velocit s and with higher temperature differentials. 

An experimental study of the effect of turbulence 

and air velocity on the rate of evaporation of a fuel 

spray was reported by Fledderman and Hanson (43). They 

assumed a Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution function for the 

spray (135) and measured the velocity, and intensity and 

scale of turbulence with a hot-wire anemometer. The form 

of the Ranz and Mar'shall (147) equation was reported to 

be c'orrect but for sprays of highly volatile liquids they 

suggest that a different value be ven to the empirical 

constant term~ Fledderman and Hanson concluded that an 

increase in turbulence intensity increased the spray 

evaporation rate and that this effect did not appear to 

work through the Reynolds number but was d~e rather to an 

increase in the diffusing coefficient. Although they 
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could not separate the scale from the intensity effects they 

considered that there was the same trend of increasing 

evaporation with turbulence scale", The turbulence of t.he 

entraining r tended to broaden or increase the drop-size 

distribution uniformity coefficient and a strong dependence 

of the evaporation rate on the air velocity was noted, as 

shovffi in their dragcco@fllld:md:aIllt results figure 5.12. 

SchlUnder (161) has presented an extensive study on 

the drying of held single drops and falling spray clouds. 

He considers the drying process of falling single drops 

under constant air conditions as well as dpying ocess 

of fall spray clouds under constant and vapiable air 

conditions G This latter theoretical study uses the partic 

size distribution data of other workers and he provides for 

an induction region and a coalescence zone close to the 

nozzle o For spray drying under varying r concU tions, a 

solution is possible ~f the variations of the air conditions 

are expressed in a form which is related to the distance of 

fall of the sprayed drops in a cocurrent drier~ 

One of the few equations found in the literature on 

heat-transfer in spray driers is that of Luikov (114) who 

defined a volumetric heat-transfer coefficient by the 

equation 

(6.1 ) 

where W is the mass flow rate of the spray anc1 A is the cross-

secti area of the drying chamber. Turba and Nemeth (190) 

in studying the spray drying of pas ike ma Ells, found 

h :::: 13.,8 Kcal/m3hr 0 0 for a heat flow of L~090 Kcal/hr. From 

these valuest according to Luikovts expression, they could 
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expect the volume of the drier to be 401 m3 for a temper

ature difference of about 70 Co This value did not agree 

with the 007 m3 volume of the drier used in the experiment, 

but Lui.kov's semi-empirical equation was probably not 

considered for the drying of pastes. It does however 

predict the trend of the volumetric heat-transfer 
/ coefficient and Turba and Nemeth suggest that for thick 

pastes a different numerical constant be used with the 

equation" 

Another study of the volumetric mass-transfer coef~ 

ficient was presented by Ki (92) who presented equations 

for the design of spray drier equipment based on the 

volumetric coefficient rather than the surface area 

coefficiento The mass-transfer volumetric coefficient 

was considered for two regions depending on the value of 

the Reynolds number and equations were given for each 

region. 

6 .. 3 Apparatus 

The experimental co current spray drier described in 

section 2 was used to evaporate sprays of distilled water 

droplets. The spray was atomised by the pressure nozzle 

and evaporated in cocurrently entraining hot air. The air 

velocity, tUrbulence parameters, temperature and humidity 

were measured using the techniques described in earlier 

sectionso 

To measure the drop size distribution of the spray 

the Sampling Cell method was used (14, 30, 181). Drops 

were collected and held in an immiscible solvent in the 

cell. This and other methods of sampling sprays were 

discussed by Marshall (121) and although no one method is 
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entirely satisfactory for the capture and measuring of drops, 

the immerzion cell techniQue has been successfully tried in 

research and industr'Y ~ A mechanic sampling device 

introduces an inevitable bias and s bias will be large 

for large samplers in dispersions of small drops. For this 

reason the multiple immersion cell drop catcher used in the 

present study was made as small as possible. 

In figure 6,,1 drawings are shown of the plant elevation 

and cross~section of the multicell drop catcher used the 

present study" The principle was the same as previous 

sampling cell techniQues with a sliding cover over the 

sampling cells" For the present study the single cell 

method:LwlRac;extended to a multi-cell collection of drops 

across the complete diameter of the spray towero The cross

section (twIDce scale size) drawing of the drop catcher shows 

the main components~ A) the sliding cover above the cells, 

B) the holder for the immersion cells, and C) the support 

arm for holding the assmmbly in position in the spray tower. 

The brass collection cells were *" I.D. and glued onto 

the bottom of the perspe,X channel B~ The persps;'x surface 

of the base of the channel and the bottom surface of each 

cell were carefullypoliBhed so that the water drops held 

in suspension in the oil in each pell could be photographed 

from belowo In the plan view, the spring-loaded handle of 

the sliding cover is shown pulle~ back to expose the 

collecting cells to the falling drops, while the elevation 

view shows the handle released and the sliding cover 

shielding the cells from the spray" The support arm C has 

COOling-water tubes along the bottom edge through which 

cold water circulated and so kept the complete assembly at 

a reasonable temperature when the drop catcher was put into 
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the hot atmosphere of' the evaporating spray. 

The collection cells in section B were deliberately 

not spaced symmetrically about the centre of the spray 

towero This meant that a more continuous distribution of 

drop sizes and number was obtainable. Two collections 

through port-holes at rightangles to each other' were 

usually made and section B was easily detached from the 

assembly by releasing two spring clips. It was then placed 

on the table of a microscope and rruLcro-photographs taken 

of the drops suspended just below the surface of the 

immiscible solvent in each of the eleven cel The 

photographic technique, immersion solvent and sampling 

cell method was the same as that used by Robertson (151) 

and also by Son (173) who used a multi-cell sampler 

designed after that used in the present study. 

6 G 4 Experimental 

The inevitable bias with physical sampling to determine 

drop size distributions, results from the deflection of flow 

lines around the samplero This bias is reduced to manage

able proportions if the size of the sampler is reduced to 

the order of magnitude of the small droplets, but such a 

sampler is incapable of capturing and removing drops for 

leisurely study~ If all suspended droplets maintained 

their position in the flow lines during this deflection, 

none would be intercepted by the sampler. If the droplets 

all had sufficient inertia to leave their flow lines and 

to continue in a straight path, the drop catcher would 

intercept all drops with paths projecting into it. Actual 

operation of the sampler lies between these extremes; 

larger droplets are intercepted and smaller droplets tenet 
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to follow flow lines aI'ound the sampler@ 

'rhe ef'fecti veness of sampling .i s defined. as the ratio 

of the number of droplets inter'cepted by the sampler to the 

number that would be intercepted if none were deflected 

around the sampler'" Generally, hIgher velocities, smaller 

samplers, and larger droplets ve higher values of 

effectiveness~ Although there is disagreement in the 

quanti tati ve results of' ef'fecti veness calculations (review 

by Geist et al" (58)), there is sufficient qualitative 

agreement to estimate some limitations of spray sampling 

devices. Based on the method of Langmuj.r Blodgett (·101) 

the effectiveness of the sampler described above and shown 

in figure 6.,1, was calculated for water drops moving in 

air at 70 F and 740 mm Hg pressure" The re to are 

presented in gure 6 G 2 and indicate that data on ze 

distributions obtained with large samplers without r8 

to the collection effectiveness of the sampler~ are to be 

questioned for droplet sizes smaller than micron8. 

The sAmpling bias resulting from the lack of inter

ception of small droplets was corrected for by multiplyj.ng 

the actual number of collected small c1rople by the r'ecip-

rocal of the sampler effectiveness" The air veloei ty Ett 

the sampler was measured and the drop terminf:l velocity 

determined from the drag coefficient cux've accorc1j.ng to 

Smith (170), Corrected for the mass-transfer effect (1+B), 

the drag coefficient depends on the ag coefficient group 

If', which is a function only of the cube of the d:c'op dj_f:)rr,oter. 

Adding the air velocity and terminal velocity, the effective

ness of the sampler based on the absolute drop velocity 

could be determined" For each drop size, the corrected 

number of drops that should have been intercepted was 
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calculated and the true spray median and distribution 

evaluated. 

The drop sampler collected drops in 11 cells spaced 

across the diameter of the spray tower" A photograph was 

taken of the drops in each cell and drop-size measurements 

made from the photograph prints. In this manner, a radial 

drop number distribution was obtained" However, the dr-ope 

shown in each photograph represented the droplet 

concentration per unit area of the annulus swept out by 

the collecting cell when rotated about the centr'e axis of 

the spray tower. By dividing this annulus area by the 

area of the cell covered by the photograph, a weighting 

number was obtained for each cell and the observeCl. number 

of drops in each photograph was multiplied by this n'Llrnber~ 

Finally then, a weighted radial drop number distril)utj,on 

was obtained, corrected for the r adi location GD.ch 

cell as well as the effectiveness of the sampler" 

In Appendix 11 ~ the computer program DROPS is shown 

and this program was used to compute the ear'rected 

distributions from the measured drops in each cell photo .. 

From the measured number and sizes of the drops in 

cell, the radial location of each cell and the air velocity 

past the sampler, the computer program scans drops 

sizes within a small diameter range and so calculates the 

corrected number that should have been collected in each 

cell, as well as the droplet concentration per unit area 

across the spray tower radius. From the corrected data, 

the spray mean diameters (number, surface area, volume Clnd 

sauter) and the spray non-uniformity coefficient ) ape 

evaluated. From the radial droplet/area concentration 

profile 9 the total number of drops passing through th-:; 
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spray tower cross=section during the time of sampling can be 

calculated using a graphi integr'ation method" The spray 

non-uniformity coefficient is defined as the ratio of the 

total number of droplets counted to the number of droplets 

that would be obtained if all were of the same uniform size 

equal to the Sauter mean diameter" In figure 6.3, examples 

of the radial drop number distributions al'e shown for the 

results 1) as measured p 2) when corrected for the sampler 

effectiveness only~ and 3) when corrected for both the sampler 

effectiveness and the weighting factor according to the padial 

position of each cell in the spray tower G Also shown in the 

figure is the percentage distribution of all the droplets 

in the whole spray as obtained from the radial droplet/area 

concentration profileD 

The drop number distributions shown in figure 6.3 are 

typical of sprays from hollow=cone pressure nozzles. The 

measured number of drops decreased from 290 at colu~1 radius 

equal to 0, towards 60 collected near the wall of the drying 

towero More large drops are found at the centre of the tower 

and se to the wall~ whi at intermediate radii there are 

more small dropss> This t:t'end is reflected when the radial 

number distribution is corrected for sampler effectiveness. 

The effectiveness correction is more for small droplets 

about the column radii from 1 c5 to 3 ;incheso Multiplying by 

the weighting factor further amplifies this cOI'l"ection with 

the weighting factors ranging from 6 at the centre of the 

column (I' :::: 0) to a facto!' of nearly 400 for the sampling 

cell closest to the tower wallo For this example, the 

measul-'ed number of drops was 1 ~ 61 xi 03 
t the corrected number 

total was 5e78X105 and the grand total of drops per second 

passing through the plane of sampling in the drying tower 
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was calculated as 5Q26x107 .. This means that the average 

overall correction factor was approximately 360 and it 

must be emphasised that for reliable estimates of drop 

si~e distributions, large samples must be counted 

particularly when the measured results are to be 

significantly corrected.. The sauter mean diameter of 

the spray was 8703 microns and the spray non-uniformity 

coefficient was 2078 (mono-disperse spray coefficient 

equals unity) .. The radial cumulative percentage curve 

indicates that more than 90% of the whole spray was within 

the centre three-quarters of the column cross-sectional 

area at the level of sampling. 

By taking spray samp s at various distances down

stream from the atomiser t the average rate of evaporation 

can be measured as the decrease in the mean diameter of 

spray droplets and the change in the spray non-uniformity 

coefficient.. Because of the continuous variation in the 

system variables down the spray tower, the overall heat

transfer coefficient for the evaporating spray was 

evaluated on a differential basis (after Dloughy and 

Gauvin (29» .. Considering a height dx ih the column, 

the heat balance over this interval can be written as 

-G(1+H) C dT = G dH(H +C (T -T
d

») 
p g g v Pf g 

while the rate of heat-transfer to the drops in the 

differential volume of column height dx, is given by 

G dH.H = h(T -Td)dA v g 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

dA is the surface area of the droplets and can be obtained 
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from the specific area of the spray, (8 

water) from the equation 

2 
= ft [l1~ea/lb cf 

(6.4) 

where L is the lbs of unevaporated spray drops per hour 

passing through the cross-section of the column at the 

level about dx. The specific area of the spray is defined 

as 

which is the same as 

Combining equations 6.2 and 6.3 and substituting for 

equations 6.4 and 6.6, one obtains 

(6.6) 

where B is the Transfer number.. Hence, by knowing dlf Idx, 
g 

L and D one c~ find the heat-transfer ooef'fic:ieni:. umI p . 
so calcur~te the Nusselt nurrilier for the spray (Nu=hD /kf ). 

Pvs 
The liquid rate L( lb/hr) can be obtained Imovdne tlH~ 

spray volume mean diameter and the total number of' ell'opo 

per'mni t time passing through the column cross-section 

v/IJere the measurements are made.. dT Idx is the vcl.lue of 
g 

the tangent to the mean temperatur-e proft of the dryinG em-
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down the colu~~o 

The operating procedure for an experimental run made 

to determine the rate evaporation of the spray under 

various air turbulence conditions, was as followB. After 

selecting the proper air temperature [.m.el. air- ra the 

system was allowed to reach steady state conditions. No 

liquid feed was introduced to the nozzle at this stage 

and the temperature, humidity and velocity and turbulence 

profiles of, the drying air were measured in a number of 
" ,i " ," I ',,' , 

.. portholes at various levels down the spray tower. 

Water~a~then introduced at the nozzle and once again 

time was allowed for, steady state to be reached.. Special 

precautions were taken at this stage to ensure that the 

spray did not impinge on the champer walls as shown by 

observation of .the wall temperatures and physical inspection 
, , 

of' the walls with proper lighting. The impingement of the 

spray on the column walls could be prevented either by 

"pinching" • the spray in an annulus of high velocity air 

• ab,Ou~ B:ii slow;er: moving 9cen tral core (achieved by suitable 

arrangement of' the air flow straightener tubes) or by 

operating the pressure nozzle at a reduced pressure so that 
. . . . 

the full spray cone angle was not developed.. For the 

present study, an initial uniform air velocity profile in 

the drying chamber was required and so the latter method 

was used to control any spray droplet impingement. The 

feed and drying air conditions and rates were noted and 

the temperature and humidity distributions across and alone; 

the drying chamber were determined as described previously. 

Droplet size distributions were also obtained at the 

selected ~istances f'rom the nozzle greater than 1.5 feet 

below t'he nozzie <> The reason for not working close to the 
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nozzle zone is because of the suspected existence of a 

droplet coalescence zone within which the spray non

uniformity coefficient would change markedly (151, 161, 

173) • 

6.5 Results 

Atomisation with a swirl-type p hollow cone pressure 

nozzle as usea in the present study, is produced by 

liquid turbulence and by the attenuation effect of the 

tangential velocity component of the liquid. The exact 

mechanism of breakup is not completely understood and 

consider'able discrepancies exist among the reported data 

with an obvious omisSion, in most cases, of any 

correlation of the spray non-uniformity coefficient (121). 

Drop ze analysis by the count method of samples taken 

from sprays which follow infinite distribution functions 

(eogo normal, log-normal, root-normal), indicate the 

existence of a maximum size by the usual methods of 

calculation. Interest in the concept of the maximum size 

for drop size distributions has increased because of the 

improved manner in which experimental data have been 

fitted by an Upper-limit equation (131). However, Gwyn 

et al. (65) have shown how the capture of the maximum 

size of drop is a probability relation and even when a 

large number of drops are counted, significant statistioal 

errors still occurp especially at the "tails" of the 

distributions. For example, they show that with a sample 

size of 700 the probability of the largest drop in the 

spray having been captured is 9909% and for a sample of 

~.,OOO the probability is 9ge99%. 

In figures 6 0 4 and 6 0 5 cumulative log-normal and 
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root~normal distributions obtained for sprays fl'om the 

pressure nozz are shown The experimental data were 

corrected f'orbias according to the equations given by 

Gwyn et al ~ and show how signi cant is the probabili,ty 

function of' the maximum drop size@ The adjusted drop 

size distributions show that the root-normal distribution 

is the best as demonstrated by the fact that the plots 

of the cumulative distributions of nunilier, area and 

volume are parallel~ This agrees with previous results 

for this type of nozzle (151 9 173~ 181)~ The sauter 

mean diameter obtained from the computer solution of the 

drop size data was 315 microns@ 

Because measurements cannot be taken with a hot-wire 

anemometer in a droplet-laden airstream, one must rely on 

the assumption that the air turbulence and velocity profi s 

with and without the spray present, remairl the same# The 

basis for this assumption is that'if the volume concentration 

of the liquid spray is kept very small~ then as discrete 

particles in a continuous flow of large volume-rate, the 

drops should not change the velocity and tur'bulence profiles. 

Experimental reports have shown that v6i:dage fractions up to 

OQ1% can be tolerated before there is need to account for 

droplet interaction as it affects the droplet motion (80, 

140)9 For the present study, the maximum droplet 

concentration was Oe005%@ In the study of drag coefficients 

of evaporating cocurrently entrained drops in section 5, 
the velocity profile was measured to be the same if the 

spray concentration was lowo However 9 these results were 

obtained far from the nozzle and in regions close to the 

nozzle~ the turbulent drying gas may experience a spray 

momentum effect (32)0 
*- S:,(AV"? l«ovel 130") h'rV\~oI ~\ow 3, g' IbJh) Y"\OL'Z.\e '\"'<;: s..",\('<!. ~ 0016 f.'h.l., 
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TO,.lapproximate the effect of the spray momentum on 

the drying gas~ air was forced through the pressure nozzle 

to simulate the liquid sprayo In this manner, the air 

turbulent parameters could still be measured and the spray 

momentum effect observed o This approach is only approxi

mate as the motion of a poly-disperse spray would be 

particulate whereas the air from the nozzle will produce 

a continuous flow effecto For a pressure nozzle spray it 

can be shown that the momentum energy is much greater than 

the surface energy, so that most of the energy is imparted 

to the droplets as momentum 0 (~here would be a little 

heat also)o To simulate the spray momentum effect then, 

the test should be for equal momentum conditionso However 

the physical limitations of the available air pressure ~hJ 

supply did not enable equal conditions to be attained, but 

the test was completed for the maximum air flow through 

the nozzle that could be maintainedo 

Figure 606 shows the simulated momentum test results 

and records an effect of the momentum on the drying gas 

velocity and turbulence parameterso There is a substantial 

increase in the turbulence intensity and the longitudinal 

microscale ?\. f for both the maximum and the minimum drying 

gas flow rates G The increase in 'C and Itf results partly 

from the increased air flow rate in the column due to the 

additional volumeofatomised~air, and partly from the 

impact of the atomised air on the drying gaso--The spray 

momentum effecte For .maximum air flow conditions the 

increase in turbulence intensity oqJas nearly 20% (from 

3 08 to 408%) and for minimum airflow the increase was 15% 

(from 1502 to 1800%)0 A similar order of increase was 

observed for the turbulence microscale o It was thought 
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was .considered necessary ~ The drag eoef'f''.!. eierl't shad. 
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without spray preseht ~ would be the same provt the 

spraying rate was kept r"easonably 1,owo fIl"b,e 

was measure the dryi.ng r temperat,ure ~ 
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humidity with and wi 

spraying rates and 

the spray PI'S tor hi and low 

compare the So Fi 

the results for spraying s of O~ 1 05 and 9",5 l1os/hI' at a 

stance of' inches low the nozzleo The air ye 

was the maximum possible so as to reduce as f'ar as pos 

any spray momentum ef'fec"'~0 spraying l""ate of' 905 Ibs/hr' 

was se to maximum capacity of the preSS"lJ.re nozzle 

(1 gph at 100 psigo)o 

In gure 6 0 7 gnificant aLl;' temperature and humidl 

profi s are shown for' both spraying slY and a t,y 

profile change is noted for the maxlmum spraying X'fJ:te e 

humidity and temperature prof'i s show changes of' the ",'to 

25% across the radius of' drying weI': 0 The 
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lowest at which a :ful1 hollow cone 

spray was stlll produced at the same nozzle pressure., In 

this case p the r ve i ty remains near'ly the same as for 

the no spray case!) but the temperature and humidity profile 

changes still existo The change in these two profiles means 

that the density and visco ty of the drying gas are 

different from those values taken when the air turbulence 

paramete!'s were measured ~ even if the a1.:I:' veloci ty has 

remained the same 0 It. is inter'est;lng to note that the 

combined effect 01"' an increasing air temperature proflie 

and a decreasing air hum1dity profile across the column 

radius l' results in a near constant drop temperature (air

wet=bulb temperature.,)., 

By repeating the prafi mapping procedur'e at differ= 

ent levels down the column the change in the air temperature 

and humi.di ty was recorded as shown in gure 6 0 8 for an 

:Intermediate spraying I'ate 503 lbs/hro The curves shown 

the figure are volume=mJ2,,@ values Qf' the radi profi 

and were obtained by fttti.ng a polynomial curve to the 

measured radial profi and integrating the curve about the 

column 

dividing 

The re 

s to obtain the total enclosed volume and finally 

s volume by the column cross~sectional areao 

t was the mean value in the column at the partic= 

ular radius considered o A small computer program was 

written to do this c.alculation and the volume enclosed by 

the air temperature or humidity profile when revolved about 

the column axis 9 was obtained using a gr'aphical integration 

methodo Figure 6 0 8 shows the signtficant temperature 

decrease which occurred within the rst 20 inches of the 

nozzle and also the similar humidity incI'ease 0 Of part:Lc

ular' interest is the temperatuI'e profile along the axis of 
NO-f" -\ . \ . \ \ t j (1 .J ·1 (. 
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the drying tower (column radius = 0), where the temperatul'e 

passes through a minimum about 12 inches from the nozzle. 

The temperature and humidity pIlof'iles along the drying 

tower suggest that the significant radial profiles will 

exist for some considerable distance downstream from the 

nozzle in the cocurrent spray drier. The air velocity for 

the results of figure 6.8 was approximately 16 fps and 

showed a slight net increase with distance downstream, 

probably due to the increase in gas volume as the liquid 

spray evaporates. 

The method of evaluating the overall heat-transfer 

coefficient of an evaporating spray in a cocurrent drier 

was based on a differential approach (equation 6.7) and 

the solution depends on the specific heat C , temperature pg 
T and total flowrate G, of 

g 
the drying gas as well as the 

temperature gradient dTgldX at each sampling point down 

the column. The results presented in figures 6.7 and 6.8 

suggest some difficulty may be experienced in selecting 

the proper values of C and T and the estimation of pg g 
dT gldx is complicated by results 1ilee those in figure 6.8 

where for column radius = 0, dTgldX becomes positive, In 

figure 6.9, the temperature gradients dTgldX at various 

distances downstream from the nozzle are plotted from the 

results shown in figure 6.8. Significant gradients occur 

for distances less than 10 inches from the nozzle and the 

temperature gradient along the axis is seen to become 

positive at the 10 inch level, attain a maximum at about 

15 inches and then reduces tending to the value dTgldX = O. 

At other column radii the gradients are all negative (as 
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requ.ired for solving equl1ti.on 6 0 7) although close to the 

axis of' the column~ the values of' the gradients are small 

f'or distances greater than 30 inches from the n02zleo Since 

the values of' dT/dX vary widely with radial position and 

distance down the column~ the avera~ value for use in 

equation 6 0 7 wi.ll have to be selected after considering 

the radial distributioh of the spray droplet/area concentra

tion numbers o 

Opera ting wi th the lowest liqu:l,d spraying rate ~ it was 

possible to show the air velocity with and without the 

spray to remain the same (see f'igure 6 0 -n 0 However ~ the air 

temperature and humidity profiles still exist and are 

si gnif'i can t" The change in the air' temper>a ture and the 

increase in humidity means a change in the value of' the 

physical properties of' the drying air (f g' ).i g) and it 

could be expected that this would change the air turbulence 

parameters due to a dif'f'erent viscous damping rate of' the 

turbulent.fluctuationso The decay of' turbulence also depends 

on the turbulence stresses (sometimes called Reynolds 

stresses) which depend on the viscosity and density of' the 

turbulent fluid" 

In f'igure 6 ~ 1 0 ~ f'or the nozzle spraying at the lowes~; 

ra te ~ the percentage increase in the ratio ( // / f{ ) is 
\ g / g 

shown f'or dif'f'erent column radii at distances downstream 

f'rom the nozzle o For the same velocity, the percentage 

increase in the !Jatio e <))., is also the increase in air 
g'. g 

Reynolds number down the column" The changing increase in 

the ratio of' the two physical properties of' the drying gas~ 

even though the velocity prof'ile remains the same~ means 

that the turbulence parameters of' the drying air with and 

without the spray present p will not be the same G 
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At this point~ it is necess~ry to review the results 

so far I'ecorded~ to indicate the complexity of the problem 

of measuring the evaporation rates of sprays co currently 

entrained in hot turbulent air streams. The basic 

assumption made in analysing this problem was that the 

drying air velocity and turbulence profiles would not 

change when the spray was introduced into the drying tower. 

The proviso was that the volume concentration of the spray 

droplets be kept low~ at least below O~%. Also, any 

change in the physical properties of the drying air must 

be small and uniform over the diameter of the drying tower. 

The results obtained for the cocurr'ent spray drier so 

far, have indicated: 1) thet there is most probably a spray 

momentum effect which, when simulated by forcing air through 

the nozzle~ indicates a change in the air turbulence 

intensity and microscale" The results from the momentum 

transfer between the spray and the cocurrently entraining 

air in a region close to the nozzle (nOZZle zone) and may 

be less significant further downstream from the nozzle; 

2) that the air velocity profile of 

the drying air only remains the same with and without the 

spray present, if very low spraying r~tes are maintained. 

These rates are at the lower limit of the pressure nozzle 

operating range@ At higher spraying rates 9 the velocity 

profile changes~ partly as a result of the increase in gas 

volume in the drying tower as the drops evaporate and 

partly as a momentum transfer effect; 

3) that significant temperature and 

humidity profiles exist for all spraying rates and the 

increases of these profiles above those for no spray 

conditions 9 are not at all uniform; 
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~.) that becanse of the changing 1ncrease :111: the 

drying air density/viscos:ity x'at:to when the spray is :present~ 

it is unlikely that the turbulence parameters will not be 

altered from those measured for no spray conditions. The 

change in viscosity and density of the drying air during 

spray evaporation will create different viscous damping and 

turbulence stress rates in the tUrbulent air stre[;m~ 

Because of the complex manner' in which the drying air 

parameters vary with different air velocities and liquid 

spraying rates, and the failure of the basic assumption 

(that the air turbulence and velocity profiles would remain 

the same both with and without the spray present), the 

experimental investigation of the evaporation rates of sprays 

cocurrently entrained in hot turbulent airstreams was 

abandoned 0 

.£06 Discussion 

The experimental results obtained for a oocurrent spray 

drier indicate that it is not possible to measure the 

turbulence in tensi ty and scale proftles 1n the drylng tower 

berore introducing the liquid spray and then assume the 

same profiles exist when spray evaporation tak.es place 0 It 

is apparent that only wi th ver'y low liquid f'low rates 

(relati ve to the total drying gas flow) can. the air velocity 

be assumed to remain the same with and w:ithout the spray 

pr'esento Under such conditions, the mean liquid drop size 

from a pressure nozzle of the type used in the present study, 

becomes large and contI'ol of the liquid flow rate difficulto 

However t significant humidity and temperature profiles still 

exist which must change the turbulence profile. That the 

velocity is the same must be the result of a change in the 
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humidity and a decrease in the air temperature so that the 

total dynamic head measured by the pitotstatic tube 9 

remained the same o· 

Only very close to the spray nozzle could the 

velocity and turbulence profiles be expected to be relativ

ely unaffected, if the li~lid spraying rate was kept low to 

mini.mise the collapsing effect of the hot drying air as it 

is suddenly cooled a However~ it is in this nozzle zone 

that the significant peak values of the drying gas properties 

( e fl / )Jr;J) occur and below thi s regi.on ther'e is a ne t 

iner'ease in the air veloci ty as the volume change of the 

drops from the liquid to vapour phase takes placeo The main 

reason for not working close to the nozzle zone where 

dT/dX is very large 9 is that ther'e is some evidence (151 p 

173) to support the claim (161) that within the nozzle 

zone there is coalescence and redistribution of the drop 

size spectrum accompanied by a change in the spray non

uniformlty coeffieient (3. 
Spray evaporation analysis depends on the size and 

velocity of the droplets 9 the spray nozzle type and 

operating characteristics~ and the state of the drying 

gas into which the droplets are sprayed" In general the 

evaporation of whole sprays has recieved little attention 

and most work has been related to fundamental principles 

rather than practical conditions o The pattern of fall of 

each drop in a given type of drier appears haphazard and 

many relationships developed for held drops do not applyo 

The sirrrulation of' the spray momentum effect suggests 

that this may have an important effect on the initial 

droplet trajeetories o The flow fields around all but the 

very smallest drops are more or less unknown~ and experimental 



da ta speoi.f'ic to each problem have Ii ttle to offer :in way' of' 

generali.sation 0 The spray momentum traI16i'el:' resul tos in an 

entraining effect wI th fJow :into the 'bcundaries of' the spray 

cone creating turbulent mixing, Th1s p.robably hei.ghtens the 

severe temperature gradient.~:3 existing i.n the nozzle zone and. 

peculiarities of' the :flow patteI'n around the drops must be 

considered as well as the gross motion of' the drops through 

the drying gas (115)0 

The unpredictable behaviour reported for small droplets 

from pressure nozzles ('127) probably resul ts t"'rom varying 

degrees of entrainment into the liquid Bprayo In a detailed 

study of' the nozzle zone y Mann:tng and GalJ.vin ('11-7) claim 

that little spray evaporation occurs in this region even 

though the forced convection transfer rate is hlgho The drops 

may have a high velocity on di.schaI'ge from the nozzle but 

their residence time in the nozzle zone is too small to 

contribute any large amount of evaporation to the total 

process o This is in contrast with the report by Briff'a and 

Dombrowski (15) who stlldied the entrainment of' all' into a 

liquid spray and found the tni.tJ.al nozzle zone played a 

large part ~n the mixing of' the spray droplets with the 

drying gas" The system variables were the densi ty~. veloc:l t.y 9 

size and distribution of' the spray. the spraying rate and 

the densitY9 temperature and volume rate of the drying gaso 

As the spray moves through the gas it experiences 

aerodynamic drag and because momentum is conserved withi.n 

the system g the reduction in drop velocity is accompanied 

by an increase in the local gas velocity$ With this f'orward 

displacement of' the gas!, an equivalent mass of' drying gas is 

entrained into the spray" At the same time as this momentum 

transfer occurs~ the hot air reaching the spray is cooled by 
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evaporation o The surrounding ail~ I'ushes to fill the void 

left by the collapsing ai r volum.e and probably creates a 

turbulent zoneo The degree of' turbulence created will be 

a function of the gas rate near the spray nozzle and the 

spray evaporation rate. It is apparent, that an exact 

analysis of' the momentum transfer and air entrainment for 

~hd~<?t;11';d~iu';'~wl~~~~n~ih:t:e~-;\'~t~~rer~~;\th~ flow f'ie Ids 

around each drop and the manner in which interacting 

fields affect the mobement of the dropletso 

The effect of momentum transfer and particularly 

the entI'ainment of air into the spraY9 results in a 

change in the drop size spectrum of the sprayo This 

coalescence zone has been reported by Shapiro and Erikson 

(164) as a change in spectrum of droplet clouds during 

evaporation and was caused by turbulence during the 

initial spray period o A correction procedure for this 

change in drop-size distribution is available (22) by 

extrapolation to zero volume of spray liquid in the drying 

gaso 

The significant radial temperature 9 humidity and 

velocity prof'iles found in this experiment, have not been 

reported previouslyo Experimental results obtained using 

rigidly standardised procedures with special precautions 

for accurate estimation of proper heat balances for 

evaporating sprays, are reported (14, 30) based only on 

single values of Tg' H~ Td and the drying gas ~elocity 

taken at an unreported radial location. Bose and Pei (/,'4) 

measured the radial air velocity and turbulence profiles 

and also the radial drop size distribution, but did not 

allow for a change in these profiles with and without the 

spray present. 
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An examination of thE:' spray behavIour in the turbulent 

drytng gas stream by consi.dering a slender annulus down the 

column wPuld not be v81.td because of" the complicated 

droplet flow patteT'n in the nozzle zone and the r esul ting 

cross flow of droplets and dryjng gasa Only at distances 

greater than say 40" from the nozzle eould such a study be 

made g but then dT/dX is very small a It must be emphasised 

that the existence of these profiles, preceded by the 

turbulence effect~ in the nozzle air entrainment zone and 

the spray momentum transfer region, makes the analysis of 

spray evaporation in hot turbulent air streams a problem 

which at present cannot be solved. 

One could measure the turbulence intensity before the 

spray was introduced and then plot the velocity and 

humidity profiles when the spray was presento An attempt , 

to predict the change in level of intensity and scale of 

turbUlence to that existing in the spray tower with the 

spray present could then be made with due consideration to 

the change in the viscous damping rate and the Reynolds 

shear stresses both radiallY and longitudinally in the 

columna To do so the velocity and turbulence profiles from 

the nozzle down to the column level considered would have 

to be plott~d both with and without the spray present. 

Because of the three-dimensional change in the profiles 

down the column~ the predi,ction of the turbulence change 

would have to be attempted using a numerical step,=by-step 

method assuming isotropic and homogeneous turbulence for 

each stepo This is a problem of some considerable magnitude 

and lends itself to solution by computer techniques" If the 

air tur'bulence were not considered isotropic and homogeneous 

for each iteration in the calculation~ the problem would 

seem insolubleQ 
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The analysis of heat transfer by convection in spray 

drying is obviously exceedingly difficult because of the 

complicated hydrodynamics involved and any solution must 

be based on simplifying assumptions whi.ch at b'est~ are 

valid only within certain close limitso Dickinson and 

Marshall (27) conclude their study of spray evapoI'ation 

for the two cases of sprays with and without significant 

relative velocity~ by pointing out that in practice the 

situation is more complex than they analysed and includes 

solids in drops? back mixing of the air~ interference 

between drops and transverse behaviour during and 

immediately after drop formation o It does appear that 

the droplet dynamics in the nozzle zone may be rather more 

important than some workers suggest (117) and Marsh and 

Heideger's (118) results emphasise the need for further 

consideration of the nozzle zone contribution to the 

total evaporation processG These workers found that for 

mass~transfer from free drops~ 30% of the transfer occurred 

during the droplet formation and another 30% during the 

first second after formation o 

It is conceded that the general form of the Ranz and 

Marshall (147) or Fr~ssling (48) equations do appear to 

describe the overall process reasonably wello For dro~d¥ 

small mean diameter «1 00I) there seems to be no veloci ty 

or turbulence effect (91 ~ 113, 174) and as Dloughy and 

Gauvin (29) found, the Nusselt number can be considered 

to take the value of tWOg For drops in turbulent air 

streams with Nu = 2, it may be that the high molecular 

diffusivity of the volatile solvent reduces the transient 

effects (Biot modulus, D tID 2 is large) and the eddy 
v p 

diffusion of the drops and the gas are nearly equal. This 
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is supported by evidence from a report for a cocurrent drier 

which showed the 1.:1 q:cd .. ('J. spraying rate and the a:Lr temperature 

to have practically no ~r~uence on the longitudinal mixing 

of' the gas phase (4Lt) " In spray (lrying w1.th small droplets ~ 

the effect of wake f:ww and turbulence intensi ty will only 

be completely negli gible when the droplet Reyn.ol ds number 

is very small (53)0 
Sprays of la1'ge mean drop d.iameters must be corrected 

for relative velocity effeets, although there are 

indications that there may stil1 bo no turbulence effect 

(14)9 However~ Fledderman and Hanson (43) do report a 

turbulence intensity effect and further suggest that there 

may be a tUrbulence scale effect as welle From the results 

of the limited stUdies of spray evaporation processes~ no 

vo~i:.dage or spray interact:ion effects occurred~ at least f'o.t' 

the spray concentrations reported o However~ there has been 

some uncertainty shown in the u.se of the Ranz and Marshall 

equation for small diameter particles mov:ing :in more dense 

clouds (82) and this may be a problem i.n industrial 

operations where much larger liquid spraytng rates occu.r. 

The results of the present experimental study of spray 

evaporation in a turbulent air stream have been obtained with 

a hollow cone pressure nozzle and for investigati,ng the air 

entrainment effect a full cone spray may produce slightly 

different results? at least in terms of' the radial 

distribution of the spray evaporative load o The present 

study joins other attempts to correlate the turbulent 

behaviour of particles as a function of the continuous phase 

turbulence and as Torobin'and Gauvin show (188), these 

researches have uncovered such difficulties that experimental 

observat:ions will have to be relied on for any useable 
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information o The present preliminary results suggest that 

the equations used to describe the overall evaporation 

process do not take full account of the various forces 

acting on the spray droplets and one cannot agree with 

Dloughy and Gauvin (30) who predicted that a soluti.on to 

the problem of spray drier design on a sound theoretical 

basis would soon be possiblea The effect of turbulence on 

an evaporating spray of droplets is still an open questiono 

607 Conclusion 

The attempted study of turbulence effects on the 

evaporation rates of sprays of droplets was abandoned 

when the assumptions that a low liquid spray volume 

concentration in the drying gas would ensure that the 

air velocity, temperature and turbulence profiles would 

remain effectively the same j was shown to be invalid o 

Significant drying air temp~.rature and humidity profiles 

exist at even the lowest spraying rates and the 

corresponding changes in the physical properties of the 

air means that the turbulence profi.les must be 

di.fferent with and without the spray presento 

A spray momentum and entrainment effect in the 

nozzle zone of a cocurrent drier suggests that a local 

field o-t turbulence may be created in this region which 

would result in indeterminate droplet trajectories and 

extreme cross~flow of both droplets and drying airo The 

possibility of %he droplet spectrum changing in a 

coalescence zone is suggested and supports previous work 

on this aspect (151 p 173) u 

The limited number of previous cocurrent drier 

studies of spray evaporation rates in turbulent air 
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streams? make no mention of the existence of the signif'icant 

radial prof'iles of' the dr.'y:i.ng air temperature g humidi ty and 

velDci ty f'ound i.n the pr'8ssnt studyo I t is gener'ally agreed 

that the Ranz and Marshall (147) equation describes the 

overall spray evaporation process reasonably well~ but the 

contribution to the Nussel t nUJ;!'J.be:t' by the relative veloci ty 

ef'fect and especially the air tu!'bulence effect. ~ is still 

uncertain. The contribution to the ovaral1 evaporation 

process f'or the decelerating spray :Ln the nozzle zone may 

be of' more importance than is thought at present C14~ 30) 

and f'urther investigation of this zone is needed. For 

accurate information on the spray evaporation process in a 

pal'ti,cular system, experimental observations will have to 

be relied on for some time to come~ 
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70 SPRAY DRIER DE~IYN 

By surveying existing literature and presenting new 

data, this thesis has shown the evaporation rates of drops 

and sprays to be controlled by the motion of the drying gaso 

The evaporation rate for a held droplet has been shown to 

depend amongst other parameters on both the relative 

intensity and the scale of turbulence of the drying gas. 

For sprays, the mov:ing droplets have been observed to 

experience the same drag as solid spheres but the influence 

of turbulence on the evaporation rate remains inconclusive. 

The ~act prediction from first principles of spray drying 

rates in turbulent air streams has not been achieved but 

this new work wj.ll enable a better assessment of previous 

design methods for spray driers o 

Momentum=~ heat- and mass-transfer in a cocurrent 

spray drier are affected by the longitudinal and radial 

patterns of the velocity and physical properties of the 

drying gas, by the physical properties and size distribution 

of the sprayed drops, and by the location of the evaporative 

load within the drying towero Until recently, spray drying 

chambers have been designed solely on empirical lines 

because of the lack of quantitative data on the inter= 

relations between these variableso However 9 over the last 

decade 1 a considerable number of experimental and 

theoretical investigations have been carried out in order 

to elucidate the principles involved and to put spray drier 

design on a sound theoretical basis o At the same time, 

these researches along with the present study have uncovered 

such difficulties that experimental observations will have 

to be relied on for any useable and accurate information. 
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An added problem is that smal1~scale exper:imental results 

may not represent the operating conditions of large 

commercial spray d:riers 0 

In table 7 .. 1 are listed most of the desi.gn me,thods 

given for calculating the time of evaporation of' a pure 

liquid spray. Because of the complex motion of' the spray 

in the drying gas~ any solution must be based on simplifying 

assumptions which'at best are vali.d only within certain 

close limits~ The assumptions used in each design procedure 

aI'e listed in the table and the destgn methods f'all into 

the two categories of' betng e1 ther i teI'ati ve or analytical 

solutions" For reasonable accuracy with an iterative 

method a lengthy set of calculations have to be completed, 

but wi th f'ast, modern computi.ng techniques this is no 

longer a problemo However j because of' the .complex profiles 

in a spray drier (except perhaps in wel1-m:ixed drying 

chambers) 9 lengthy i ter'ati ve procedures are probably not 

worthwhile and the approximate analytical methods may prove 

adequate" In general ~ the methods of Marshall (120) p' 

Dombrowski and Johns (31) and SchlUnder (161) appear to be 

the most f'lexibleG SchlUnderrs approach extends to large 

drop sizes and includes the forced convection effect, 

although his equations for the droplet terminal velocity 

may be in error in the intermediate Reynolds number region~ 

Use of Smith~s (170) standard drag curve may prove this 

method to be the best for futUre spray drier correlation 

stUdies. 

The data for the design correlations given in table 

7 .. 1 are drawn in most cases from a fair-ly limited range of 

operating conditions g and experimental tests in conjunction 

with the use of a proven design method for a similar drier 
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Iterati ve 

Analytical 

Marshall 
(~ 20) 

Sjen:i tzer 
(~67? 168) 

Meisse 
(~26 ) 

Manning and 
Gauvin (117) 

Probert 
( 143) 

Gluckert 
(63) 

Dombr.owski 
and Jo1:ms 
(31 ) 

Marshall and 
Seltzer (119) 

Duffie and 
Marshall 
(38) 

Johnstone 
and Eads 
(83) 

SchlUnder 
(161 ) 

Nu wO; Measured drop size 
dJ atribution; changing D ; 
CD ate region; p 
T :::constant 

g 
1 1 
'2 '3 = 2 0 0+0o55Re Pr ; 

:::: Ingebo's (80); 
constant or variable 

Sjenitzer; CD 1/Re, 
U s linearly down the 
d~Ying tower; constant D 0 

p 

Mar 9 8 method; 
changin g D and U ., 

P g 
-----, 

Nu :::: 200; T constant; 
Rosin-Ramml&r (185) drop 

ze stribution. 

Nu 2 Q O; T constant; 
ba on bi~gest drop size; 
NUki.yame-Tanasawa (196) 
distribution 

Nu = 2 0 0; 
drop size 
T and D 

g p 

mathematical 
distribution; 
constant 

Nu :::: 2 Q O; CD = Stoke~s; 
constant average T ~ 

g 
1 1 

Nu ::::: 200+0 060 Re2 Pr3 ; 
aver T Q 

CD ::::: inte~ediate region 
i .i 

Nu 2 00+0055 Re 2Pr 3
; 

consta~t drep velocity; 
constant T .. 

g 
1 i 

Nu = 2 0 0+0 0 60 Re2Pr3 

Empi cal drag; any drop size 
stribution; constant or 

able drying conditions and D 
p 
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and f'luid p is advisecL 'I'he final operating characteristics 

depend on the sprayc~d.rier type and COl1stuc!j.ion ~ and quali ta~ 

tive descriptions of ow patterns in a number of dif'f'erent 

types of' driers are given by Kessler (91) and Marshall (121)0 

In commercial applications ~ wi tIl high dr':ri.ng gas inlet rates p 

correcti.on sho"llld be made .f'or intense rnass·,~t:l:'ansf'er ef'f'ects 

on the design values of the droplet drag coefficients and 

Nussel t numbers~ 

The present investigation was for evaporating sprays 

of' pure water drops 1.n a cocurrent dr'ier and most design 

methods listed in table 7" -, are also for pure sprays" Some 

methods are available for sprays of drops containing 

dissolved or suspended solids and these are reviewed in 

Appendix 1, which also discusses the concept of transfer 

units in spray drying processes~ This concept appears 

favourable because of the need for an overall concept of 

the spray evaporation process if local droplet trajectory 

peculiarities are to be neglected~ 

A sound theoretical basis for spray drier design is 

still some distance away and expe.rimental studies must be 

relied on for accurate design data o . Many aspects of the 

spray evaporation process still require investigation 1 

particularly those concerned with the spray momentum

transfer and entrainment effects as well as the turbulence 

aspect of the system~ 

000 os@ QOO 0'00 BOO 

TABLE 701 contde 

Feder (42) Series of' charts predicting 
Graphical evaporation rates using 

empirical relationships 
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~ NOMENCI,ATU,R,!. 

ROMAN LETTERS 

A Area for heat- or mass~transfer9 ft2j also equation 

constant. 

B Equation constant~ 

C Equation constant; also modified heat capacity of hot 
o 

wire, Btu/lb Fa 
o 

c Heat capacity at constant pressure, Btu/lb Fa 
p 

c Mass fraction of diffusing species. 
s 

D Equation constant. 

D Diameter of particle or droplet ~ ft; D NJ D A 9 D p p p pv 
and D are number~ area~ volume and surface-volume 

psv 
or sauter mean diameters~ fto 

d Diameterp ft9 also notation for differential operator. 

E Eddy diffusivity~ ft
2/hro 

E(k) Three-dimensional energy function p ft3/sec2o 

E1 (k) One di.mensional energy function~ ft 3/sec
2

• 
2 

E
1

(f) One=dimensional frequency spectrum function, ft /seco 

FA~FB Radiation view factorso 

Fb~FdPFe Bouyant 1 drag and external forces acting on a falling 

dropleto 

f 

fer) 
G 

g 

H 

H 
v 

h 

h 

-1 Frequency of oscillationp sec o 

Longitudinal correlation coefficiento 

Gas flow rate~ Ib/hr. 
2 

Gravi tational acceler'ation constant, f't/sec 0 

HumiditY9 lbs water vapour/lb dry airo 

Latent heat of vaporisation g BtU/lb o 

2 0 
Heat=transfer coei'f'icientj Btu/f't hI' F~ 

Volumetric heat=transf'er coeff'icient~ Btu/ft3hr
o

Fo 



k 
e 

L 

M 

m 

N 

N 
o 

P 

PBM 
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Ourrent j amps. 

Equation cons 
2 0 

Thermal conduc ty~ Btu-hr/ft hI' F; also wave 
-1 number, ft; mass-transfer coef'f'icient, 

lb mOleS/ft
2
hr/mole tiona 

Wave number' of' the energy-containing eddies, ft-1 ~ 
Unevaporated quid spray rate, lbs/hr; also length, 

ft .. 

Mass of droplet, s. 

Molal flux, lb moles/hra 
-1 

Number of zeros/unit time for hot-wire signal, sec 

Total pressure, atmoso 

Bulk mean partial 

atmos .. 

sure of non-diffusing species, 

Q Heat-tranef'er rate, Btu/hr .. 

R Resistance, ohms; also universal gas constant, ' 

ft lb force/lb mole OK. 

r Oorrelating distance between two hot-·wires, ft., 

rms Root-mesh-square value$ 

S Specific area of' spray, ft
2
/lb. 

T Temperature, OF; also harmonic period~ sec~ 

t 

U 

u v 
1 

V 
v 
X 

Time p hrsa 
(<:'\~'Y) 

Veloci ty, f't/sec; U1:, VE'jQ.(~\\·~y .{1t/'sec __ 

TurbUlent eddy velocity, ft/seco 

Volume, ft3 ; also voltage, volts .. 
("Q'u v<:.\"C."~1 \'+/."e.c.; Vi oh·<:.>~ ve\oc\\,'j; ~t/sec... 
Longituulnal distance behind grid, fta 
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GREEK LETTERS 
7X .~ 

c< Drop spher'ici ty correction t"'unc on" 

Spray non-uniformity oi 

(j Ackermann correction - see dimensionless numbers 0 

Boundary layer thickness~ fto 

cStlv DiffusivitY9 i't2/hr 

Itf, Longi tudinal micro-sc of turbulence, ftl> 

Lateral micro~scale of turbulence? ft~ 

Longitudinal integral sc e of turbulenc8 1 i'to 

Jl Viscosi.ty~ lb/ft hI'; so drop spheric.ity~ 

D Kinematic viscosity, ft 2/hr 

r DensitY9 Ib/ft3
o 

V/SD 0 
p 

d Surface tension, Ib force/ft; also stef~n~Boltzman 

radiation constant g Btu/ft2hroR4
o 

Relative intensity of turbulence 

tv'} Time constant of hot=wire'l sec 0 

o Droplet length to maximum diameter ratiop l/D 0 

2P 
}llP~) One-dimensional dissipation spectrum, ft/sec 0 

DI~NSIONLESS NUMBERS 

Ackermann number" ( (1 +B)/B) 

B Mass=Transfer number p (cpfL\ T/Hv); sometimes called 

Spaldings Transfer number o 

CD Drag coefficient, (2gF d/U2 gAp) 

C * Drag coefficient corrected for intense mass=transfe~ 
D 

FS
h 

Fs 
m 

Fr~ssling number for 
J_ 1. 

t-transfer, (Nu-200)/Re 2 Pr 3 

1 1 

FrBssling number for mass~transfer, (Sh~200)/Re2Sc3 

FSm
o , FSh

9 Fr~ssling numbers modified for nQ 
1. .!.. 

convection effect i eog o (Nu/Re 2 Pr 3 )o 

natural 
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Fsh* FrBssling number mod.ified for droplet sphericity 

eff'ectso 

Nu Nusselt number 9 (hDp/kf)o 

Nu* 

Pr 

Sc 

Sh 

Sl 

Su 

Re 

NU8selt number corrected f'or intense mass-transf'er 

effect, (Nu/(J!+B))o 

Prandtl number? (C~/k)o 

Schmidt number, (Dv ~ /)l) Q 

Sherwood number, (kD /D ). 
p v 

Strouhal number, (f'D /U)Q 
p 2 

Surface tension group, (g 6 Dp ~~ud )0 

Reynolds number 9 ( f UD /y ). 
g p g 

Turbulent Reynolds number p ( ( u
1 

' i\ /u ) 0 

g 2 g 
Drag coefficient group, (C

D
(Re/24) )0 

SUBSCIPTS 

d Droplet or dispersed phase. 

f Film property valueo 

g Gas phase. 

max Maximum value. 

p Particle or droplet~ 

o Zero or initial value. 

t Terminal value. 

v Vapour phase. 

w Hot-wireG 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

* 

Time smooth value 

Transf'er in turbulent conditionso 

First and second differentialso 

Intense mass-transfer cond1tions~ 
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SUMMARY. 

The process of spray drying offers the advantage 

of extremely rapid drying of heat-sensitive products, 

a product particle size and density which are controllable 

within limits and relatively low operating costs, 

especially in the case of large capacity driers. 

Spray driers are used for a wide variety of products, 

including such diverse materials as organic and inorganic 

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, as well as soap and detergent 

products. Although a beginning has been made on the 

rational design of such driers, incomplete knowledge 

concerning drop size, drop trajectories, relative velocity 

of gas and drop, and rates of drying make it necessary 

to rely largely on experimental results for spray drier 

design. 

This review of the literature dealing with heat

and mass-transfer in spray driers considers the basic 

problem of the transfer processes in the evaporation 

of single, held or free falling drops and considers the 

modification of such results for their application to 

the case of drying of sprayed solutions. 'rhe mechanism 

of the evaporation of sprays, which is the most important 

problem in spray drying, is discussed in detail as it 

is affected by the boundary conditions such as the 

turbulence and high temperature of t'e drying gas, and 

the mechanics or ballistics of the falling drops. 

Considerable scope for further research with respect 

to these and other effects on the evaporation of sprays 

is apparent. Not only do the results obtained for spray 

driers need to bs understoocl in tsrn~s or the hydl'od;vna;;j.c;s 

of the evaporating droplets, but opportunity exists for 

the design or modification of techniques associated with 

the overall process of spray drying. 
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..... INTRODUCTION. 

The drying of droplets·from an atomiser in a 

spray drier is a simultaneous heat- and mass-transfer 

operation in which the heat of evaporation is 

tI'ansferred by conduction and convection and in some 

cases by radiation from the hot gases to the drop 

surface. At the f3ame time, the solvent vapour is 

transferred by diffusion and convection back into the 

gas stream. ~he overall rate of drying is a function 

of the temperature, humidity. and turbulent properties 

of the drying gas; the diameter, temperature and 

size relationship between the drop and its surroundings; 

and the nature of the solid material' dissolved or . . 
suspended in the liquid. 

In. spray drying, the main resistance t"o ·heat-

and mass-transfer is in the gas film, and the properties 

of. the evaporatIng material are relatively unimportant, 

except as regards their influence on the parttcJ.e 

temperature and surface condi t.ion.. Also, since t.he 

time of drying in such equipment is so very small ,anq 

dynamic equilibrium probably not attained,. then their 

importance is almost negligible.' The very: shor;t' . 

drying time (of the order o~ secc,mds) in 'spray drying 

proce~ses, permits the drying of highly heat-se;isitlve 

materials.' ,The desired consistency, bulk density, 

appearance and flow properties of'some products such 

as foods or synthetic detergents, may be difficult 

to obtain in any other type of :drier. 

Spray drying is distinct from other, drying methods 

because of the magnitude of ,the evaporation rate. 

Whereas the initial or constant rate of eva~oration 



from the surface of the bulk of the solution be re 
2 

atomisation may be up to 1 lb water / ft.hr, the supface 

rate of evaporation from a single droplet ma'y ranEe 

from 100 to 1,000 times this value, depending on the 

diameter of the drop. This contrast between the 

evaporation rate for a bulk mass of Ii d befor'e and 

after atomisation shows the evaporation rate to 

increased nearly a millionfold. This js because 

the increase in surface area produced by atolldsation 

varies inversely with the diameter of the drops, while 

the coefficients of the transfer processes 

inversely as the drop diameter. Conse tly, since 

the rate is proportional to the product of a transfer 

coefficient multiplied by the area of tr'ansfer, it 

w1ll be proportional to the reciprocal of the square 

of the drop diameter. rrhe heat tr'ansfer coef':f'icients 

obtained in spray driers for very small droplets enn 

exceed 30,000 BTU / ft
2
.hr.

o
F. ~'his is due to the 

large increase in surface area on dispersion and also 

to the fact that transfer is by direct contact between 

the hot gas and the dispersed droplets. 

Spray drying involves the three fUYJclamental unit 

processes: (1) Liquid atomisation, (2) Gas-Droplet 

mixing, and (3) Drying of liquid droplets. The 

following review considers in detail the last of these 

unit operations referring to the drying of droplets 

either singly or in sprays. The rst and sec01'J.O 

unit processes are also referred to as they inflUence 

the spectrum of droplets introduced to the drying 

chamber, and affect the hydrodynami c condi tions al)out 

the evaporating drops, respectively. 
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROU~ID. 

The commercial application of theprocess_,·of .. " 

spray evaporation has a long ,history. Indeed, more· 

than a oentury ago (1865) the patent of a process 

:e'or the production of spray-dried egg powder (114) 
was registered. 'However, Ii ttle work on the mechanism 

of droplet or spray evaporation was carr:ledout until 

nearly fifty years later. 

In 1910, Morse (157) obtained experimental data. 

on the SUblimation of iodine beads and showed that 

the rate of evaporation from a stationary sphere in . 

a gas was proportional to the diameter of the drop 

and not to the surface area. The number of molecules 

escaping from unit surface in unit time is not constant, 

then~ but increases rapidly as the radius diminishes. 

Five years later Lord Rayliegh (175) (1916), in 

a pioneering study, investigated the mechanism of 

atomisation by observing the collapse of a liquid 

jet at low velocities, when disturbed symmetrically 

to the axis of the jet. He found that a symrlletrlcal 

disturbance would cause the jet or ligament to break 

up when the amplitude of the disturbance grew. to one 

half of the diameter of the undisturbed jet or column 

of liquid. He also derived the equations of motion 

for an oscilla ting liquid sphere moving ur:der gr·avi ty 

in a fluid .. 

The basic relationships for the evaporation of 

spherical liquid drops in quiescent air were set forth 

by Langmuir (118) (1918), who analysed the resul,ts 

of Morse and presented' the f0llowing theoretical 

equation: 



AS 

(2.1 ) 

, 
where the factor's' accounted for the thickness of 

the film surro~ding the drop~ through which diffusion 

of the vapour occurred and was defined as 

. (2 .. 2) 

This analysis of the evaporation rate (which neglects 

the convection effect and attributes all tr'ansfer to 

conduction) was achieved by conSidering the evaporatl.on 

of droplets to be analogous to the loss of heat from 

small wires. In comparing heat transfer by conduction 

with material transfer by diffusion~ he showed that 

if the rate of· flow was assumed to be arithmettca11y 

proportional to the area of flow and the driving force, 

and inversely proportional to the distance across 

which the force acts, then the mathematical treatment 

in both cases was the same .. Whtle this treatment 

can be extended to give an approximate indication of 

what to expect for spheres, it does not take into aCCOll..1J.t 

the hydrodynamic' convection effect and is therefore 

less fundamental than the treatment by Lorenz (138) 

and Nusselt (161). From his analysis of radial diffusion 

from a sphere to an infinite stagnant medium, Langmuir 

showed 

Sh = Nu = 2 .. 0 • (2 .. 3) 

For the case of gases in natural convection, he estimated 

'the stagnant film thickness to be about 4mm, which is 

large in comparison with the diameter of the average 
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spray-dried particle. 

Whitman, long and Wang (218) (1926) made early 

studies or gas absorption by droplets and indicated' 

that during the process or mass-transrer there are three 

distinct periods or stages in the liretime or the drops. 

These stages were droplet rormation, droplet acceleration 

8,rter formation, and the period or transrer occurring 

when the drop is raIling at constant velocity. 

By application or Steran's theory or dirfusion 

(198)~ Topley and Whytlaw-Gray (208) (1927) showed 

that the rate or evaporation in a still atmosphere und'er 

isothermal conditions is given by 

dm 2'JnvIP log 1 
de =(1/D -1/D) e (1-p/P) 

p r 
• (2.l.j. ) 

This equation is similar to that or Langmuir and again 

shows that the rate or evaporation is not proportional 

to the surrace area exposed, as is the case ror a rlat 

plate. Shortly arterwards Whytlaw-Gray and Patterson 

(219) (1932) were among.the earliest workers .to provide 

experimental proor or Langmuir's analysis by showing 

that ror the evaporation or water drops 

DdD 

and so 

P---.:B :::constant 
de 

D 
U Nu = k = constant. 
r 

(2.6) 

Their excellemt experimental technique was to suspend 
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by an electrostati,c field in dry air at 1SoC, a small 

globule of water, and determine, the rate of evaporation 

by measuring the rate of change of the droplet diameter. 

~he rate of surface area change,with time was found 

to be constant as 

The temperature of the drop was not measured but estimated 

within narrow lirrlits from psychroffietric charts. 

The work of Langmuir was further extended by FUchs 

(55) (1934) to include the behaviour of much smaller 

drops. He suggested that the concentrat:lon of the 

diffusing vapour at an infinite distance from the 

evaporating drop, be used as a variable factor. This 

was the result of his investigation of a number of factors 

related to the evaporation of drops, which till that 

time had been neglecte4. 

In his paper on heat-transfer to small. particles 

by natural convection,Meyer (154) (1937) pointed out 

that with small particles the difference between the 

forced and free convection was not sharp, and that 

the smaller the particle, the less was the difference 

between the velocities of the particle and the air 

stream. He suggested that the smaller the particle, 

the more would the mechanism of heat exchange tend to 

become that of natural convection~ As heat-transfer 

by forced convection is a function of the Reynolds 

number (and so a function of the diameter), and natural 

convection is a function of the Grashof nurriber (and 

so a function of the cube of the diameter), this observation 

is of doubtful significance. Indeed, Meyer himself 
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found that. in practice the effect of turbulence ,was not 

entirely absent and that the rate of heat transfer found 

by treating the heat exchange as by natural convection 

only, was on the low side. 

Frtlssling (53,54) (1938), in his classical papers, 

usee the concept .of the boundary layer over a blunt-nosed 

body of revolution along. with the variable factor suggested 

by Flchs to propose the following empirical correlation 

for the rate of mass-transfer for spheres in a turbulent 

gas stream. 

(2.8) 

Then, drawing the analogy between heat- and mass-transfer" 

he also proposed 

and indicated that the powers m, n, p and q were constant 

only for defined ranges of values of the Reynolds and 

Schmid t or Prandtl number's. Equation (2.9) can be eompared 

witheq.uation (2.3) by Langmuir and'shows that the Nusselt 

number has been increased by the amount K
2

(Re)P(Sc)q, 

by creating a relative velocity between the drop and 

the gas. 

For drop Reynolds numbers greater than twenty, the 

boundary layer theory predicts that the rate of transfer 

is a maximum on the upstream surface layer of the dror), 

decreases to a minimum value near the separation ring 

and increases to another but smaller maximum rate at 

the rear pole of the drop, where velocities in the reverse 

di.rection are experienced, as illustrated in figure 2.1. 
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Such !:l distri,bution of mass:-transfer was shoven by 
I ' ' 

Frassling working with spheres pf nitrobenzene, aniline, 
, I • 

water drops and solid naphthalene, rtaterials 'of low 

volatility so that the problem ~as essentially one of 

mass-transfer only. His work was with drops 0.2, to 

2 mm in diameter and with relative air velocities from 
" 

o to 7 metres per second. He estimated that for Iow 

flow rates the ~ontribution of th~ upstream surface of the 

sphere (forward of the separation zone of' the boundary 

layer) was 80% of the total transfer rate'. 

The effect of convection currents present in the walee 

of a drop falling through a 'gas was comn;ented on by Johnstone 

and Williams (94) (1939). In addition, they pOinted 

,ou ttba t falling drops do not follow the Gravi ta onal 

law or that of Stokes over the entire distance of fall, 

nor do they remain perfect spheres. Saito (181) (1913) 

had shown mathematically that for water droplets in air, 

the forces acting\onuthe drops tend to deform them into 

spheroids, oblate normal to the direction of "motion, 

while for mercur¥ drops, the deformation forms the drops 

into prqlate spheroids.. Later work (46) has shown that 

the terminal velocity of drops is much 'less than predicted 

by Stokes' law. 

The above brief chronological survey serves as an 

introduction to the following cri tical l'eview of the 

literature dealing with heat- and mass-transfer in the 

prQcess of spray evaporation. It covers the period 

from 1900 ti 11 about 1940, when spray drying was in i ts 

infancy. From 1950 on, the published work on this subject 

has incr~ased rapidly and is at present a field of intense 

activity_ Undoubtedly, much of the change of' emphasis 

which occurred after the second World War can be attributed 



to the fact that much spray drier type equipment 'was 

pressed into war service during the war years with no 

,basis of' design or operation other than trial and error. 

The opportuni ty for' coordinated theoretical B.nd experimental 

research that became available in the 1950's has led to 

the publication of' much data in this f'ield. 
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3. EVAPORATION FROM PURE LIQUID DROPS. 

The process of heat- and mass-transfer for a single 

evaporating pure liquid drop in still air underlines 

the fundamental principle for the evaporation of liquid 

drops, either pure or as solutions, singly or in sprays, 

in still or moving gas streams. Heat~ and mass-transfer 

during the evaporation from a surface with free moisture 

can be expeessed in the following ways: 

for Heat-Transfer dm 
de = 

and for Mass-Transfer 

h AT 

H 
v 

, 

(3.2) 

3.1 THEORETICAL CORRELATIONS .rQR._.~'y~OHA'rING JjROPS. 

In a mathematical study of the evaporation of a single 

droplet in still air, Langstroth and Luchak (120) and 

Langstroth et.al. (119) assumed a drop to be suspended 

in a spherical chamber maintaining zero vapour concentration 

at its. walls" They extended the method of Ftichs (55) 

(who considered the drop diameter to be constant with 

time), and established an equation that differed by less 

than 1% from that of FUchs, suggesting that no serious 

error would be produced if the change in drop size is 

neglected in spray drier calculations .. 

The same problem has been treated by Langmuir (118), 
Fr8sslip.g (53) and Ranz and Marshall (173), who established 

for a spherical liquid drop of diameter D in still r, 
p 

the eqation for the rate of evaporation as 

dm 
de = 
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This equation (3 .. 3) is a specific expression of ~~he 

general equation (3e2) for the rate of mass-transfer 

from the drop.. The equation (3 .. 3) assumes no relative 

motion between the drop and its surroundings and also 

assumes isothermal conditions and the attainment of a 

steady state at each infinitesimal stage of the evaporation 

process. It also assumes infinite surroundings. 

It can be seen from the equation (3.3) tha~ for the 

evaporating drop, the rate of change of the surface area 

is constant. This is readily shown, as for the droplet 

, D3 ~ 2 
dD m = fd~ 12 so that dm edlrDp .. ---I2 (3.4) --6 dS- 2 de 

2 
dD 2'rrD D ed and so e 'lr D", d ' i2 .. ---I2 P v ( ) .. 
de 

:::: p Ps -Pg 2 BM 

whence d(D2) 8D (p -p ) 
p V s I constant .. de = :::: 

PBM 
(3.6) 

From this 'last equation, it can be seen that the total 

lifetime of a pure liquid droplet evaporating in still 

'air, is proportional to the square of the original drop 

diameter. 

The more'general problem of droplet evaporation 

is when the drop is IJloving with ,a relailive velocity with 

respect to the drying gas. Vapour removal is then 

pr.omotedbecause of the decrease in size of the film 

around the drop, and because of the more rapid removal 

of the diffusing vapour. 

The first of these effects decreases the resistance 

to diffusion and the second increases the rate of diffusion, 

since the partial pressure gradient is increased and 
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no longer approaches zero at infinite time as in the 

case of the stationary drop. 

For the evaporation of a liquid drop in-an airstream, 

Fr~ssling (53) developed bou-ndary layer eqjla tions which 

when combined with the equations for heat- and mass-transfer, 

give a set of four partial differential equations which 

state mathematically how heat, mass and momentum are inter-

changed during the evaporation process. The equations, 

representing a heat-balance, a mass-balance for the 

diffusing component, a force-balance derived from the 

Navier Stokes equation and the required conti'nui,ty equation, 

are all based on a boundary layer defined as the region 

where the fluid velocities are less than those for potential 

flow because of the retarding effect of friction at a 

solid or liquid interface. A general solution of the set 

of equations is not possible and such a solution is not 

justified in view of the numerous assumptions that must 

be made regarding the average physical properties across 

the 'transfer path and in view of the existence of drop 

rotation (95), drop vibration and distortion (86), and 

unste~dy state phenomena (184). 

However, the dimensionless Numbers for heat- and 

mass-transfer can be shown to take the form 

and 

Nu = Nu LRe(Re,Pr)] 

Sh = Sh [Re(Re,sc.PBM~ 
P 

(3.7~ 

The analogy between these equations comes from the fact 

that the equations are based on the boundary layer equations, 

which are mathematically equivalent and subject to the 

same boundary conditions. Hence, the dimensionless 

numbers for heat- and mass-transfer should have exactly 



the same functional form, where(Pr)for heat-transfer 

is equivalent to(sc.PB~~for mass-transfer. This 

conclusion is P/apPlicable for heat- and mass

transfer, where the rate of transfer is controlled by 

.the boundary layer. Since PBM, representing the ratio 
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P of the average value of the vapour pressure of the non-

diffusing species to the total pressure of the system, 

is nearly unity in most applications, the ter,n is often 

omitted as a factor with the Schimdt number. 

Johnstone, Pigford and Chapin (93), developed a 

solution for the equation (3.7) on the assumption that 

the ratio of the velocity component parallel to the drop 

interface and the velocity of the main stream were equal 

to unity and that there was no perpendicular velocity 

component of flow. Kronig and Bruijsten (111) obtained 

a solution using; a perturbation method and found, that 

in the Stokes' law region where the velocity pattern is 

symetrical about the centre of the spherical partic~e 

and the boundary layer does not break away from the 

surface, the theoretical, expression is given by 

2 2 
Nu = 2 + i(Pr) (He) + .!i§.L(Pr .Re ) + .... (3 .. 9) 

1920 

This equation suggests that the extrapolation of experi

mental data t.o zero velocity by plotting the Nusselt 

number against the square root of the Reynolds number 

may not be correet, as7\he case reported by Kramers (109) .. 

In a study of mass~transfer with a change of 

interfacial area, Beek and Kramers (75) give the equation 

(3.10) 
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where C is the drop concentration and Vis the inter-
s 

facial velocity at a stream incident angle of 900
• The 

equation is derived assuming; creeping flow 'and a mobile 

interface; small penetration of,the concentration layer 

of the drop compared to the diameter of the drop and a 

ratio of .the interfacial to falling velocity of the drop 

of not more than 0.2 • 

At relatively low interfacial velocities ( high 

values of the density ratio ~ die c), the gradient of the 

tangentia:). velocity in the surrounding continuou, phase 

may not be neglected, but it has been shown (7) that 

equation (3.10) still holds for interfacial velocities 

up to one-fifth of the falling velocity of the drop. 

Ruckenstein (179) , presented an equation for the 

mass-transfer coefficient of a single spherical drop in 

the continuaG phase, valid for a whole range ofvalues of 

the tangential component of the velocity at the interface. 

Results for the particle Reynolds number greater or less 

than unity were obtained using a simple interpolation 

method and were compared with similar results obtained by 

the integral method. 

A method of computing the transition to the steady

state for evaporating drops in the initial heating-up 

period is given by Buikov and Dukhin (23), who present a 

diffusional and thermal relaxation method of solution. 

The problem of the evaporation of unsteady-state station

ary droplets in a constant temperature atmosphere is 

reduced to the solution of the equation for the surface 

temperature of the drop. Such a solution is given by the 

authors for the case when the degree of un-saturation is 

small. 

Sjenitzer (192) described the evaporation of liquid 
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drops as occuring at two rates. First there was .the rate 

of evaporation for the period during which the drop was 

being decelerated to its terminal velocity, and a second 

rate was described for when the drop fell under conditions 

of free fall. He assumed the drop diameterfto be constant 

and used Fr6sslings equation to develope expressions for 

the addtional rate of evaporation (above· that for quies

cent conditions) which occurred during the decelerating 

and free fall regions. The fractional evaporation occurring 

in these two different regions is shmwn in figure 3.1. 
At zero relative velocity, if heat-transrer is by. 

simple conduction and mass-transfer is by molecular 

diffusion, then the theoreticail equations predict 

Nu= Sh = 2.0 (3.11 ) 
~n the practical case however, a density difference exists 

across the transfer path and a fluid velocity caused by 

free convection contributes to the transfer rate. To allow 

for this effect Ranz and Marshall (173) proposed that the 

velocity term in the Reynolds number of their equation be 

taken as the vector sum of the veloCity due to free convect~ 

ion and the relative velocity between the air and the 

droplet. Then, for zero relative velocity 
1 1 

Nu. = 2. 0 +K (Pr ) 3" ( Gr ) '4 
-, 1 1 

and Sh = 2.0 +~sc)".'J(Gr)4 , 

they proposed 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

which is consistent with the standard empirical correlations 

for transfer with free convection conditions (141), f\t 

least insofar as the form of the Grashof number is concerned. 

Lorenz (138) and Nusselt (161) had developed from 

hydrodynamic reasoning, the relationship for heat-transfer 

by free convection as 

Nu = j 1 (Pr) } 2 ( err ) , ( 3.14 ) 
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where the Nusselt number (NU) and the Grashofnumber 

(Gr) are. based on the length dimension L. For most 

gases,the Prandtl number is equal to unity and the 

Nusselt number 'can be regarded simply as a function of" 

the Grashof number onlY~ 

Nu = S(Gr) 

The form. of this function needs to be determined 

experimentally and results obtained (105) for large 

values of the Grashof number showed 
_ _ .:L 

Nu e(j (Gr);; 

whence, the dimension L can be cancelled from both 

sides of the equation and no longer influences the 

heat-transfer process. At low values of the Grashof 

number the Nusselt number tends to a limiting value 

of 0.5.(154). This limiting value can be compared to 

the value of 2 for the Nusselt number based on the 

dimension of the drop diameter and for this case L=D /4. 
p 

Meyer (154), in his study of heat-transfer to small 

particles by freec.onvection proposed that the dimension 

L be given by the equation 

1=1+1 
L L L x y 

for irregular particles falling in a fluid. 

3.2 EVAPORATION OF PURE DROPS IN STIL~AIR. 

Since the physical situation in finely dispersed 

systems is such that the droplet Reynolds number 

becomes vanishingly small, the limiting case for a drop 

evaporating in still air is of practical importance. 

Many studies have been made of heat-transfer··to Single 

spheres in still air conditions, while less studies 

have been made of the evaporation of drops in still air. 
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Significant among these evaporation studies are the 

works of FUchs' (55), Langmuir (118), Fr8ss1ing (53), 

Ranz and Marshall (173)t and Langstroth eta al. (119). 

From all these studies for both heat- and mass-transfer, 

it has been well verified that the rate of mass-transfer 

for still air conditions can be expressed by equation 

(3.3). 

A similar relationship to that expressed by equation 

(3.3) may be written for heat-tr'ansfer to spherical 

drops. Thus, the rate of heat-transfer is defined 

by the equation 

(3 .. 18) 

By substituting from equation (3.3) for h in equation 

(3 .. 1 ), then 

q :::: (itD2) (2 kf)AT p 
D p 

or' q :::: 211' Dp .. kfLlT .. 

By equating equations (3.2) and (3.18), one obtains 

the .expression for the wet bulb temperature of the 

evaporating drop. 

(3.19) 

To account for the effect of the surroundings of 

a system of finite dimensions Flichs (55) multiplied 

the rate of evaporation in infinite surroundings, equation 

(3.3), by the term 1/(1-Dp/D1 ), where D1 was the diameter 

of a finite spherical enclosure. Langstro et. ale 

(119) observed the effect of the size of a finite surrounding 

vessel on the evaporation of drops in still air and-

concrluded that for vessel to drop ar:leteY' r'atj os 
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greater than about 35 the rree convection errects 

contributed to increase the drying rate. These workers 

also reported a difrerence between the drop surrace 

tempera ture and the internal drop temperature. Hm~:ever, 

only the internal temperature was measured, the surrace 

temperature being calculated rrom experimental rate 

data which, or necessity, involved the transport proper

ties not accurately known. Their findings do not agree 

with those or Ranz and Marshall (173) and Johnson (91), 
who measured drop temperatures substantially equal to 

the temperature or the drop surrace, which was computed 

to be the wet-bulb temperature ror the humidity conditions· 

prevailing. 

Luchak and Langstroth (120) and F.tlchs (55), considered 

the problem or the unste~dy-state rate or an evaporating 

drop and shpwed that the steady-state rate of evaporation 

ror liquids or low volatility in humid air was achieved. 

very quickly. 

The variation or droplet diameter as evaporation 

proceeds has been shown (64,173) to rollow the equation 

(3.21 ) 

where i\ is the evaporation parameter. This experimental 

relationship is in agreement with equatiom (3.6) and 

the assumptions, that the rate or change or surrace 

area of the droplet is cons DallLt and that the total 

liretime or such a drop is proportional to the original 

drop diameter, have been veriried experimentally by a 

number of workers (82,118). it similar resul twas reported 

by Kobayasi (108) in his study or the evaporation of 

held droplets and his results are shown in rigure (3.2). 
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He showed that the total time of evaporation of a drop 

could be expressed as 
D2 

g:: ()1 .g 2 :: ~(E + E
2

) 
4k 1 

1: 
, (3.. ) 

where E1and E2 are calculable constants for given drying 

conditions. The evapor&tion coefficients for various 

liquids were obtained by photographic methods and are 

shown in figure (3 .. 3) •. The solid and dotted lines 

represent theoretical values of the coefficient calculated 

assuming measures and actual boiling point temperatures 

x'especti vely, as the drop surface tempera tux·e. The fox'mer 

values show a better agreement even in the low temperature 

range of the ~rying air. 

).3 EVAPORATION OF PURE DROPS IN FORCED CONVECTION. 

In the previous sections, droplet evaporation in 

,still air was expressed in terms of the rates of heat

and mass-transfer by the simple relationships given by 

equatioDB (3.2) and (3 .. 18). when relative-mot;i.on occurs 

between the drop and its surroundings, the correlations 

for the heat- and mass-transfer coefficients must take 

account of this relative velocity. Fr8ssling (54) and 

Ranz'and Marshall (173) showed that for held and free 

falling drops, the transfer coefficients can be 

represented over a wide range of conditions by equations 

o.f the form 

(3.23) 

for mass-transfer and 
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for heat-transfer rates. The best correlations of this 

type for transfer at steady state conditions apFear to 

be the following, due to Ranzand Marshall 
1- l 

Nu = 2.0 + 0.6(Pr)3(Re)f? (3.2::) 

1 1 

and Sh = 2.0 + 0.6(Sc)3(Re)2 e (3.26) 

Equation (3,,26), as shown in figure (3 .. 4), is 

. essentially the same as the correlation that was oevelolJed 

by Fr8ss1ing (54), except that he reported for' mass

transfer a value of only 0.52 instead of 0.6. Ranz 

and Marshall (173) studied heat- and mass-transfer in 

droplet evaporation for' the range of droplet Reynolds 

number from 0 to 200. From an experimental e:xploJ'[ttion 

of the temperature profile around the drop, they t e:crnined 

the form of the boundary layer and gave the positions 

of the maximum transfer rates. Their results shovm in 

figure (3.5) indicate that tbe greatest transfer rate 

OCCUBS at the front surface of the drop where the isothernls 

are closest together. It is also evident that the 

boundary layer is of the order of one drop diameter and 

since the drop is continually decreasing in size,any 

rigorous analysis of the rate of evaporation must include 

the variation of the size of the boundary layer. 

For droplet evaporation in still air, it is assumed 

that the heat-,and mass-transfer processes occur uniformly 

at all points on the drop surface. For air flow around 

the drop this condition of s~r~etry is destroyed and 

equations (3.23) and (3.24) may be thought of as averaging 

the nonuniform heat- and mass-transfer over the surface 
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of a drop when relative motion between the drop and its 

surroundings occurs. 

these equations as 

This may be shown by rewriting 
I 

(kg)av = (kg)still air [1 ... Oe30(Sc)~(Re)"~] (3.27) 

and (h) (h) [1 + o.30(pr)i(Rij)t J .. av =, still air (3..28 ) 

The reasons for the transfer coefficients being variable 

overcthe s\1rface of a dro"p which is in relative motion 

with its surroundings may be found in the boundary layer 

,theory. Qualitative explanations can be made with 

reference to figure (3.6), showing the flow patterns 

around droplets in the various regions. These sketches 

indicate how the boundary layer varies from the front 

to the rear of the drop" Also shown; superimposed 

on the flow patterns, is a shaded portion to represent 

the magnitude of the Nusselt number at various positions 

around the drop. This variation, from a maximum value 

at the front to a minimum value at the sides and then 

to another smaller maximum value at the rear, is shown 

more quantitatively in figure (3.7) where values of 

the Nusselt number around the drop have been plotted 

for various values of the Reynolds number for the 

evaporation of a naphthalene sphere.· This shows the 

variable nature of the evaporation around a drop in 

relative motion and the averaging that is evidently 

included in the correlations for the heat- and mass

transfer coefficients. 

Since the majority of dryin~ operations deals with 

the air-water vapour system, specific values of the 

dimensionless numbers for this system can be evaluated 

for equation {3.25),to give the following relationships. 
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For heat-transfer with no relative velocity 

h 0 1 028 BTU/ft2hr of = D 
, 

P 

and for evaporation with a finite velocity 

0 11 1028 ! 1 
1 \ 

h + o. 27(Re)"2 ) = D • 
P 

These equations have been evaluated for water drops 

from 1 to 100 microns in diameter and as shown in figure 

(3.8), the heat-transfer coefficients can vary from 85 

to 30,000 BTU/ft2hr of depending on the droplet size 

and Reynolds number. 

Rowe eta ale (178) have presented a review of the 

published data on heat- and mass-transfer to spheres 

in the range 10<Re<104, pointing out that although 

~ the literatu~e on the subject is extensive, the evidence 

is inadequate to establish the relationship between 

the transfer number and the Reynolds number. They 

refer to addi tional ,theoretical justification (18) of 

the use of the equations (3 .. 23) and (3.24); and point 

out that for an exact correspondance between heat- and 

mass-transfer, the constants K1 , K2 , m, n, p and q should 

be common, so that 

Nu-2 
(Pr)lIl = Sh-2 ()n 

(Sc)tn = If. Re 

In fact, there appears to be some latitude in varying 

the terms of the equation, but.in spray-drying applications 

with droplet Reynolds numbers of a limited range, these 

appear to be fixed. Some of the reported values they 

reviewed are given in table (3 .. 1)" 
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Theoretical approaches to the problem of estimating 

the mass-transfer rate fron single spheres were reviewed 

by Kinard et. al~ (104), and a semi-empirical equation, 

based on the linear .addition of the contributions of 

radial diffusion, natural convection and forced convection 

(189), was developed from their summary. The radial 

diffusion contribution to the mass-transfer rate always 

exists and can only be isOlated when the Reynolds number 

and Grashof number are both equal to zero, as for the 

case of a suspended sphere in a stagnant fluid. The 

overall mas a-transfer process can be correlated by the 

equation 

Sh = Sh ( Re. Sc, Gr ) 

and transfer under natural convection is defined as 

occurring for Gr> a and under forced convection as for 

Re> O.Colburn (27) proposed that the Sherwood number 

would vary as the one third power of the Schmidt. number 

and this has been accepted and justified bY,/a number' 

of workers (53~ 173, 63; 56). 
The contribution to the transfer process occurring 

over the rear surface behind the separation ring is due 

to turbulent transfer through the wake. Unfortunately~ 

this transfer is not am~ble to a rigorous theoretical 

, treatment .. White and Churchill (217) suggested that 

this contribution in the turbulent wake be proportional 

to ,the Reynolds number of the particle, so giving a 

correlation of the form 

1 1 1 

Sh = K1 (Re)~ (Sc)~ + K2 (Re) (Sc)~ (3.33) 



which combines the individual contributions of the front 

and rear surfaces. Fr8ss1ing (54) had established 

that at low flow rates, the contribution of the front 

surface of the sphere was about 80% of the total transfer, 

so that K2 can be given the value 

By linearly adding the diffusional resistances (189, 1, 

199), a correlation of the form 

1 1 -1 

Sh == 2.0 + (Sh) + 0.45(Re)2(Sc)3 + 0 .. 00481~-(Re)(Sc);:', 
n 

(3.34) 
was obtained from the selected data of a number of ':vcrkers 

( 6, 31, 1 23, 227). Kinard et. ale (104) reported that 

this correlation with the separate term describing mass

transfer from the rear surface of the sphere gave a 

significant improiVementt,over the correlation of Fr8ss1ing 

(54) • 

Jones and Sm~th (95) studied mass-transfer from 

solid particles freely suspended in a stream of air. 

This work is an intermediateustep between the studies 

of transfer of held solid spheres or drops and those 

studies, such as by Garner and Lane (57) of transfer 

to freely suspended liquid drops. The mass-transf·er 

rate for single spheres was measured and the relationship 

to the state of turbulence in the gas stream was noted .. 

The solid spheres were observed to rotate at high speed 

and to fluctuate 'about a mean position, but mass-transfer 

rates no higher than those for held solid particles 

were recorded. The Sherwood number was found to be 

correlated to the o:ne-qparter,poller o:flthe.,tupet-Reynolds 
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number. The authors found 

for transfer in the laminar flow region, and 

1 1 

Sh = 2 + 0.055 ( Re.Sc.Re~)"2 

for transfer in the turbulent range. 

covered the particle Reynolds number 

107 and they reported that the onset 

Their results 
1 range from 10 to 

of turbulence ag 

it affects the mass-transfer rate, took place over a 

wide range of the Reynolds number. They also correlated 

data from other studies of held drops and spheres using 

the tube Reynolds number correlation with good success. 

Ingebo (89) has presented correlations for heat

and mass-transfer to spheres which differ in several 

r'espects from the equations (3.25) and (3.26). In his 

intensive study of the subject of drop evaporation, 
, 

he considered the types of bimolecular collisions possible 

between the air and the diffusing vapour, and derived 

a dimensionless correlation involving the ratio of the 

thermal conductivity of. the gas phase to the thermal 

conductivity of the vapour phase. 

Sh = 2 + 0.303 ("Re.Sc 

In a later paper he considered momentum-, heat- and" 

mass.-transfer on a molecular and a macroscopic scale 

and derived the relationship 



Sh = f l(~) \ReoSC)Oo6(;t] 
v 

(3,.38 ) 

where i is the mean free path of the molecules and c is 

the root~mean-square velocity. Experimentally he found 

the coefficients and gave the correlation as 

1 

Sh = 2'.0 8 l ' 6 [ (k \ '2 ( ) 006 (' - \ 0 • 6J ( ) + 2.5 x ,0 "~) Re.Sc ~ ) 3.39 

A stuay of the evaporation phenomena for drops of 

pure liquids and salt solutions was presented by 

Sah'.lundel' (184). His microphotography study of held 

droplets covered the quasi-stationary thermal equilibrium 

period of evaporation and also the intial induction period. 

For mass-transfer from a drop to a gas at constant temp

erature and conditions, he showed theoretically and 

experimentally, 
, 

1 * 1 
Nu :::;; h 1 :::;; 'tr ... 0.6 (Pr) 3(Re . ) '2 

k
f 

Sh em:::;; kG 1 :: Ii' ... 0.6 (s c) t (Re * ) t 
Dv 

• 

for the equations, 
D 

1 :::;; If-ll :::;; the characteristic 
2 

fro :::;;PBM :::;; 1 
drift factor p 

1 

and Re* :::;; Re + -!(Gr)2 • 

length, 

lhe derivation of this modified Reynolds equation is 

based on 

VII' - V - - - forced V - free 
convection convection 

The equations (3.40) and (3.41) were shown to hold 
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for the range of small Reynolds numbers to high Nusselt 

numbers and the expression Nu =lr shown to be valid for 

Re. < 0.1, where no convective' transfer can be detect.ed. 

Equation (3.40) can be compared with the 

(173) correlation by replacing 1 bynD
p • 

Ranz and Maeshall 

Their equation 

is then of .theform 2 

1 1 

Nu = 1f + 0.75 (Re)~ (Pr)~ 

and differs from the equation by Schl~nder in that the 

value of the coefficient is 0.75 instead of 0.60 and that 

the latter's equation is based on a modified Reynolds 

number continuing the velocity effect of free as well 

as forced convection. From equations (3.40) and (3.41), 
the ratio of the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers for geat

and mass-transfer is given by 
, ' 

Nu 
Sh 

'and the 

h 
kG 

ratio of the 

:: ['ffL1Re* + 
'tr/1Re* + 

transfer coefficients given by 

1 

~ 0.60 ,Pr l3 1] . .. 
o • 60 (PI' t ) ~ , Dvfm 

From this lastequati.on, when (Re*) -t<<.)f or (R8) i »Tf' , 

then the ratio of the coefficients is independent of the 

, drop size.' Under such condi tions, for waDer .vapour

air systems, 

(3.46) 



and so it follows that the water drop temperatul'e r'emains 

constant throughout the evaporation process. 

Experimentally, he found the time of evaporation 

of a water drop to be almost unaffected by the initial 

drop temperature and under conditions of thermal 

equilibrium (where the vapour pressur~ at the drop surface 

is dependent only on the drop temperature, there is no 

radiation from the gaseous heat-transfer medmum, and 

PrlSc -1) the drop surface to change linearly only with 

time for Re*~ 'tt 2 
• For the Re* range from 1 to 3, 

Nu and Sh /) were found to have an invariant value of \ m . 
3.5 over the temperature fange from 200 to 700 F and this 

value is just above the minimum value of;r valid for 

pure molecular transport. The arithmetic ['lean of the 

air temperature and the drop temperature was used as the 

temperature at which to evaluate physical properties of 

the vapour film about the drmp. He also integrated 

the differential equattion describing the therinal induction 
.-

for the drop on 'the understanding that the drop radius 

changes to only a ,small extent. during this period. 

This assumption is verified, since the thermal induction 

period itself exists for only a small fraction of the 

whole evaporation time under extreme cases. 

The various attempts by different authors to take 

into account the free convection or "bouyancy effect" 

can be compared with the study of evaporation with high 

mass.-transfer rates for the Reynolds number range of 

5.5 to 570 at turbulence intensities less than 1%, as 

reported by Pei eta ale (165). They found that for 

pure natural convection, the effect of the bouyancy 

forces could not be accounted for by the Grashof number 

alone, but by a parameter involving the radial velocity 

of the vapour at the surface of ,the, . drop.. . Th,eforced 
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convection and natural convection effects were shown ~o 

be non-additive and the transition from one mechanism 

to another was gradual. Their system was found to be 
. " 2 

best described by the parameter (Gr/Re ) .. 

3.4 EVAPORATION LIFETIMES OF LIQUID DROPS. 

Marshall a~d Seltzer (147) presented a solution for 

the drying time of pure liquid drops assuming the drops 

to be at their terminal velocities in the Stokes' law 

region. 

A heat balance about an evaporating drop gives the 

time of evaporation as 

aD 
~ . 
h c 

For a', drop evaporating in /3till air ,conditions, the time 

for comp'lete evaporation is then 

, a 
(dHvDp B= __ .....,........;::;.o. 
8k

f
6T 

USilillg the correlation developed by" FrBs:S:ling (54) for the 

rate of heat-transfer to the drop, we can substitute for 

h in equation (3.47) to show c 

The terminal veloci ty of the drop in the Stokes' ·law 

region is given by 
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30. 

and this expression can be used in the Reynolds number 

term of equation (3 .. 49) to give 

where 

Equation (3.51) can be integrated to give the total time 

of evaporation as 

() 

the series' converging if D 3/2> 1/B
1 p. .. 

o 
In. mommercial spray drier applications the droplet 

size range is such that the Reynolds number range is from 

10-1 to 102 • The Stokes' law region is generally accepted 

to be for Reynolds. numbers less than 2. Consequently, 

sprayed particles in a spray drier will be for the most 

part in the Stokes' law region. 

For the evaporation of spray droplets at higher 

Reynolds numbers than those in the Stokes' law range, 

Duffie and Marshall (42) have proposed that the evaporation 

time be given by an equation similar to that of Seltzer 

and Marshall (147), but based on the Ranz and Marshall 

correlation (173) rather than that of FrBssling (54). 

Equation (3.49) then becomes 

D 

L) H I Po D dD 9 = ,d v ~ p P 1 1· 

4kf OT D [1+0,,30(Re)"[(pr)"3] 
Pi 
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Using the relationshipgi ven by Per'ry (70) for the ternunal 

velocity of a droplet in the transition or intermediate 

region, as 

0.153 D 1 .. 14 [g( e - e
c

)JO.71 
Vt - p d 

Ce c~~2la~ .. 43 

(3 .. 55) . 

then equation (3.54) p when V t is substituted in the 

Reynolds number, becomes 

, 

where 
e (e - e' ) 0 .. 7

1J t [c .] i g cd, e pAlc e 

11 2 " k f /""" c 
(3 .. 57) 

Equation (3.56) can be expressed as the sum of two drying 

times as follows .. 

Equation (3 .. 58) can be expressed in a more convenient 

form by integrating the equation 'from an appropriate 

lower limit, below which the correction for the terminal 

velocity effect on the evaporation rate is negligible. 

for example, we can neglect the velocity effect for drops 

below one hundred microns in diameter. Sherwood and 

williams (190) and Ranz' and Marshall (173) in their 

treatments of the evaporation lifetimes of pure liquid 

drops in still air and :falling at terminal velocities in 

the Stokes law region, showed that corrections to the time 
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of evaporation in still air would be negligible for droplets 

less than one hundred microns in diameter moving in the 

Stokes' law region. Hence , we can add to equation (3.58) 

the time of evaporation from 100 to zero microns diameter 

as given by equation (3.48), to give 

2 

I) = °dBv
D 

[ 2B JD D 2 .. 07 dD J t7 ~'( ___ P;::.o 1 - < 2 Po 12 12 

8 k f AT D 2 , ( 1 +B D 1 .. 07 ) 
p 100 2 p 

o 

In this equation, the first term represents the time of 

evaporation of a drop at zero relative velocity conditions 

and the second term is the correction to account for the 

terminal velocity effect where the drop diameter is more 

than 100 microns. 

Johnstone and Eads (92) used Frtlsslings equation (54) 

and assumed the temperature" of the drop and so the vapour 

pressure about the drop, to be constant during the 

evaporation process. They also assumed the relative 

velocity of the drop to be constant with time. The time 

of evaporation of a pure drop was shown by them to be 

given by the equation 

e::: 1r(.6.) Dp3/2_ (£~Pp + (8~ Dp t-«12)"IOge[1 +tepo)i'] 
(1 L! 3 ,0 € 2J 0 e.3) 0 (:;4 2 

where If = O.552(SC)~t;~1! 

and 'if == 2 D v P M ~p 

fd :i T PBM 

(3 .. 60) 

::: constant for constant (3@61) 

relative velocity, 

= constant for constant (3,,62) 

vapour pressure .. 

Hence they defined the general equation for the drying 

time as 



·For drying with zero 

()= 

relative 
D 2 

Po 
-" 
4~ 

Aft 3 

.. 

veloci ty e =0 and so 

The evaporation rate of a falling drop can be calculated 

by means of a step.wise procedure regarding the velocity 

of fall as being constant for each increment of drop 

diameter change. 

Equation' (3.60) by Johnstone and Eads (92), was 

originally derived as a correlation based on the evaporation 

of small sulphur droplets. This was an extension of the 

work by Conroy and Johnstone (31) whose study of the 

burning of sulphur droplets gave an equation for the time 

of evaporation of, such drops in a gas temperature range 
o from 1250 to 1750 Kg as 

This equation was derived from equations for the rate of 

heat- and mass-transfer to evaporating drops as given by 

(3.66) 

and 

where Nu == Sh = 2.0 

Sjenitzer (193) presents, equatd:ons with graphical 

solutions for calculating the,complete evaporation history 

of a spray of liquid drops. The equations are based on 

FrCSssling's correlation (54) for the evaporation of a 

spherical liquid drop and Ingebo·s expression (88) for the 
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instantaneous, unsteady-state drag coefficient, given as 

(3.68) 

for the particle Reynolds number range from 6 to 500. 

The method of solution involves the evaluation of the 

drying conditions for a special case of a droplet with 

Reynolds number of 500. In general, the initial droplet 

Reynolds number is less than 500 and the same graphical 

solution curves are used as for the case of the droplet 

with Re=500, but the evaporation of a fi~cious droplet 

is studied such that the parameters intially chosen will 

during the latter part of the life of the droplet, produce 

evaporation conditions closely resembling those of the 

droplet to be investigated. 

Meisse (152, 153) has also presented equations for 

the drying time and path length of evaporating droplets. 

His equations are similar to those of Sjenitzer (193), 

but he assumes that the drag coefficient of the evaporating 

droplet varies inversely with the drop Reynol~s number 'and 

that the velocity of the surrounding gas varies linearly 

with the distance down the drying chamber. 



4. EVAPORATION OF DROPS CONTAINING SOLIDS. 

The complexity of' the process of evaporation from 

a droplet having a velocity relative to the surrounding 

air is greatly increased by the presence of dissolved 

or suspended solids within the droplet. 

In general t the concentrailion of solution is initially 

uniform within the droplet, but as soon as some evaporation . 

. has taken place from the droplet surface concentration 

gradients are set Up and there is diffusion of the solute 

toward the drop centre. In addition, since the drop 

is necessarily decreasing in size, the solute in the 

surface layer is swept inward by the retreating interface~ 

FbI' evaporation of the droplet with a relative 

velocity, boundary layer theory predicts and FrBssling 

(54) has experimentally demons'trated, that the evaporation. 

rate varies from a maximum at the point of impingement 

at the front of the drop, through a'minimum at some 

latitude beyond the equator to a second but smaller 

maximum rate at the rear of the drop .. 

of this flow pattern about the drop, the diffusion has 

a tangential component toward the rear of the drop as 

well. as.a radial component and the concentration profiles 

within the drop are not simple. Superimposed on the 

flow owing to diffusion,. may be the internal circulation 

from density gradients caused by temperature and concentration 

differences within the drop and by the viscous drag of 

the continuous phase •. Generally, droplet rotation 

is sufficiently rapid and random to tend to restore 

the spherical symmetry of the drop, but if the particle 

has no initial rotational motion and its relative 

velocity is in the direction of gravity, then the 

maximum evaporation rate at the front of the droplet 
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results in a high concentration of solute in that 

area. This creates a greater than average density 

at the front of the drop, a situation which should 

add to the stability of the drop against rotation. 

Reported studies of the evaporation of sprayed 

solutions containing solids either dissolved or in 

suspension are few and usually refer to one of two 

particular aspects of spray droplet evaporation. 

The first aspect is the study of the overall effect 
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on the final product obtained by varying the operating 

conditions of the spray drier. The second aspect ' 

is the study of single held droplets containing solids, 

evaporating under controlled conditions. 

Studies of the overall effect on the evaporation 

of sprayed solutions have generally been carried out 

on commercial equ,ipment.. The effects on the product 

characteristics for a change in anyone of a number 

of operating variables have been presented by a number 

of authers. Table 4.1 shows a list of some of these 

workers along with the properti~s investigated in terms 

of the various operating conditions. Perhaps one 

of the more extensive of these works is that of Crosby 

and Marshall (33~, whose study of the effects of the 

drying conditions on the properties of the spray dried. 

materials produced numerous curves of experimental 

data relating the various operating variables. The 

photomicrographs they produced explain in part why the 

density of spray dried particles varies with the final 

particle diameter. This explanation is based on 

the shape and thickness of the crystallised shell 

of the dried particle and on the final moisture content 

of the particle. 
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The drying of a single held droplet of a solution 

has been studied by a small number of workers, some 

of whom modified the correlations d~veloped for the 

evaporation of pure drops and used these modified equations 

to evaluate the heat-and mass-transfer rates of the 

evaporating droplet. When a droplet contains dissolved 

materials which lower the normal vapour pressure of 

the liquid, the vapour pressure and temperature differences 

causing mass- and heat-transfer, respectively, are 

lowered and the evaporation rate is less than for 

pure liquid drops. For droplets of solutions With 

a negligible vapour-pressure lowering and for suspensions 

of inert solids, the evaporation rates in the initial 

stages can be treated in the same manner as for pure 

liquid drops of the same size. 

In addition to the eff.ect on the vapour pressure, 

the presence of solids introduces all the complications 

usually encountered in the falling rate period of the 

drying of solids. The evaporation and drying of drops 

in spray drying generally involves a period of evaporation 

comparable to the evaporation of pure liquid drops 

at a constant temperature, followed by a period in 

which the rate decreases rapidly, the drop temperature 

increases, and the temperature driving force dec.reases 

towards zero. The time of evaporation of the drop 

is then equal to the sum of the time for surface evaporation 

of the free moisture and the time for the subsurface 

evaporation of the held moisture. 

Ranz and Marshall (173). showed that for the evaporation 

of drops containing a dissolved component, the drop evaporated 

as though mt were saturated even though its average concentratio 

was well belOW saturation. This was explained on the basis 
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that the rate of diffusion of the ssolved material 

back into the drop was slow compared with tpe evapora on 

rate and hence the solids concentrated at the surface 

of evaporation faster than they could ,diffuse toward 

the centre of the drop" Experimental evidence of tJ"ds 

was obtained with drops of ammonium nitrate solution. 

The results showed that regardless of the conce~ltrat.lon 

in the drop, the evaporation rate was within 0.33% 

of the rate obtained assuming that the surface of the 

drop was completely satur·ated. 

Charlesworth and Marshall (25) showed a result 

contrary to that of Ranz and Marshall (173), that 

fOI' certain soluble salts such as calcium chloride, 

the dI'Oplob of' 11 10£Ui 'tlwn I~Jllt,U:Z:'llted Doluti,on doe:3 

rlol; o vupC)l'ntC') tUI t,hougb :l t wat'o att Lux'ld,od 

When the drops containing the solids have 

evaporated fractionally, then the heat of crystallisation 

and also super-saturation effects become significant. 

Al though the drying time of a drop one mi tmetE;r in 

diameter at r!Vom temperature may be up to one thousand 

times' gr'eater than fOD the same drop in 8. spray dX'iel', 

the life-history of such a held drop is of interest 

1n predicting the phenomena which might OCCUl' in a 

spray drier. Figure (4.1) shows the time variatjon 

of diameter and temperature for an evaporating drop 

containing sodium chloride. So long as the drop presents 

a completely wetted surface to the drying air, . then the 

rate of change of the square of the droplet cJiame 

and the temperature difference driving force are a 

measure of the drying rate at any instant. Ranz and 

Marshall reported no supersaturation at the surface 

and the three zones of temperature exhibi ted in t.h:i.8 

case may be interpreted as a primary zone where the 
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temperature of the drop increases slightly because 

of an increasing concentration at the surface of the drop, 

a constant zone of quasi-thermal equilibrium caused 

by the crystallisation process, and a final fallinf 

rate zone. For the evaporation of drops of ammonium 

ni trate solution, Supersaturation did occur since cl'ys·lv.1El 

of the solute were reported to have appeared suddenly 

covering the whole of the surface of the drop. Fieu1'e 

(4.2) illustrated that the effect of the heat of solution 

of the ammonium nitrate is appreciable in that t:te rapid 

increase in the drop temperature is due to the corn::r;lete 

crystallisation and the evolution of the high heat 

of crystallisation. 

Recently, Sano and Nishikawa (182) reported a study 

of the drying mechanism of drops of polymer solutionr. 

Held droplets of high molecular weight polymer solution 

were dried in a special chamber. Temperature and 

concentra tion variations wi th tir;,e of drying were 

investigated and constant rate (I) and first (II) and 

second (III) falling rates measured. Good agreerr~en.t 

between their theoretical predictions and the experimental 

resul ts were obtained as shovm in [f,Ul'e (l.j.. 3) • 

The relationship between the drop size before 

drying with that after drying for a detergent and a 

roasted-wheat extract were reported by Laster (122). 

For the former materi.al, the following relatj.onship 

was given: 

1 .. 135 

where D is the dry-particle diameter. 
P s 

For the 

(4 .. 1 ) 
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extract he gave ~5.3 

Thus, the detergent increased in size and the dried 

·extract was smaller'than the original spray droplet. 

· Kirschbaum (107) reported substantially no difference 

in the size of spray dried yeast particles from the 

original spray droplets. 

Schlunder (184) proposed theoretical equations 

(4.2) 

for the drying of salt solutions using quasi-stationary 

conditions within the gas, based on the assumption that 

the temperature rise within the drying droplet is 

relatively slow even though the vapour pressure about 

the drop decreases because of the increasing salt 

concentration at t~e drop surface. This slow change 

of drop temperature assumes of course that the heat 

of crystallisation is negligible. To calculate the 

extent of mass-transfer under such quasi-stationary 

conditions, the dependence ~f the salt concentration 

(as defined by the vapour pressure at the drop surface) 

on the mass-transfer rate must be known. 

Two limiting cases are apparent. First, the 

case where there is complete mixing within the drop 

and so the surface concentration is always equal to 

the mean concentration which is readily calculated 

from the mass tramsferred. Secondly, there is the 

case where the salt left behind by the evaporating 

solvent is not dispersed into the bulk of the drop but 

exists as a concentration boundary at the surface of the 

drop. This surface concentration is always higher 

,than the bulk mean concentration of the drop and the 

lowering of the vapour pressure because of this high 



s~lt concentration, is significant in the evaporation of 

some salt solutions. 

E'vaporation tests by Schlunder (184), usine: li thium 

chloride solutions gave results that agreed well with the 

theoretical calculations for the variatio.n of the evaporation 

rate as a function of the mean salt concentration. On the 

other hand his results for for the variation of the surface 

to bulk mean concentration ratio (which was measured 

indirectly) shows an ambiguity in that a significant 

retardation of the rate of salt back diffusion was observed 

for the drying of dilute .solutions but not for the drying 

. of concentrated solutions. One deduces that the surface 

layer of high concentration for the drop of low bulk 

concentration is then built up before the back diffusion 

of this ·surface concentration layer sets in. 

The drying time of a drop containing solids is the 

sum of the individual drying periods. The first drying 

period ends when the liquid surface of the drop becomes 

solid.. This may occur before conditions of uniform 

saturation throughout the drop are.reached, and hence the 

final particle may have an unusual porosity. In order 

to estimate the time of the first drying period, some 

method must be established to predict crj, tical moi simre 

content~";corresponding to the end of the first period. 

From values of the critical and final moisture content, 

the' time in the falling-rate period can be estimated 

using the following equation by Ranz and Marshall (173). 

9 
f 

H D . c> (w- w ) = v p ,s c 1 c 
6 h AT 

c av 

~f is the falling-rate drying time and Wc is the critical 
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moisture content. 

For a drop drying at a low Reynolds number and 

under conditione where there is negligible vapour-pressure 

lowering, an expression for the total· drying time can 

be written as 

12k
f 

AT av 

2 

.. 

T~se this equation one must Rnow or have available a 

method of determining the relationship between the moisture 

content and the drOp temperature. 

Equation (4 .. 5) is a simplification of the actual 

condition in a spray drier where the air temperature changes 

markedly during the constant rate period. For this case, 

(To - Ts) must be averaged over the constant rate period. 

From the equation it is evident that the evaporation 

time for the drying of' drops with solids present may be 

somewhat greater than for pure liquid drops, the increase 

in drying time depending in part on the value of the 

critical moisture content. For those cases where the 

. vapour' pressure above the drop is lowered due to solids 

within the drop, the temperature driving f'orce will be 

less and this will increase the drying time still nore. 

Because in actual spray driers the time of drying is 

extemely small, it is quite possible that the dynamic. 

equilibrium for anyone phase of the drying process may 

never be re,ached and the physical situation represented in 

the figures above will be smoothed into a continually 

changing form not amendable to analysis by method,s employed 

so far .. 
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5, EVAPORATION OF SPRAYS, 

Dispersions of liquids in gases are given a number of 

names intended to classify them, but a precise and exclusive 

definition is not conveyed by any of the terms in common use 

(166). The term "spray" generally implies the deliberate 

production by .mechanical means of a dispersion of relatively 

large drop size. A spec~r'um of drop sizes is sho'llin in 

figure (5.1) and the drop size of sprays usually implies drops 

with diameters within the range of 10 to 500 microns (51). 

By defining a spray as being composed of droplets then, we 

eliminate the macroscopic cases wher large drops, slugs or 

columns of liquid may exist and also the microscopic cases 

where the dispersion is of the order diameter of the component 

molecules (159). 

In the process of spray drying, the requirement is to 

produce a large surface area for the evaporation process 

and achive a uniform specified droplet size. If in spray 

drying, drops of only one size could be produced, their 

drying rates and flow patterns would then be uniform and 

easily established. The drying chamber could then be 

accurately designed with the full knowledge of the mechanics 

and the heat- and mass-transfer requirements of the droplets. 

In practice however, a wide size range of droplets are 

produced and some difficulty in operating the drying chamber 

is experienced when this drop size range is to great'51). 

As the design of the dryer is based on the need to dry 

completely the largest drop formed by the atomiser, it is 

necessary to control the process by proper selection of the 

atomiser and the atomising conditions. A small reduction 

in the drop size of the largest drops will change significantly 

the rate of evaporation. 
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5.1 ATOMISATION. 

Recent expansion in the application of spray drying to 

. industial uses has necessitated more attention being paid to the 

design of atomisers and.atomisation techniques in.general. The 

process of spray drying takes place in three stages. Intially, 

.. the liquid feed must be atomised into ~he drying chamber, 

then the c'ontacting of the spray with the hot gaseous drying 

medium takes place and finally the dried product is separated 

from the gas. That the atomisation stage holds the key to 

the successful application of spray evaporation is quite 

evident. 

The purpose of atomisation is to provide a very large 

surface area from which evaporation can take place rapidly. 

This vast increase in surface area is shown in figure (5.2) 

where the' equivalent surface area for one cubic centimeter 

of liquid is plotted against tpe drop diameter. The very 

great rate at which the surface area increaes below the drop 

size of 50 microns is also indicated in the much greamer 

atomiser energy requirements to produce such small particles. 

The actual increase in surface area is from 250 to 1000· times 

in the atomising range providing drops from 20 to 500 microns 

in diameter (51). 
Fraser and Eisenklam (50) presented an extensive survey 

ot the field of atomisation and major spray a.pplications of 

interest. to Chemical Engineers. They showed the effect of 

the spraying atmosphere on atomisation to be marked, as an 

atmosphere at high pressures caused a shortening of the liquid 

sheet immediately before disintegration while an atmosphere 

'at low pressure caused the products of a viscous material 

when atomised to be stringy and brittle. Two separate 

distinguishable effects were that 0f the sheet thickness 

of liquid and the mode of disintegration, and that of the 
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effect on the drops as they moved through the drying gas. 

Fraser, Dombrowski and Rowtley (49) have shown that the size 

of the drop om atomisation is a function of the thickness of 

the liquid sheet on impact with the air stream. Thin quid 

sheets are then !in essential pre-requisite of fine atomisation .. 

They developed. a semi-empirical relation correlating a mean 

drop size with the sheet thickness for a wide range of 

operating conditions. 

The drop size distrbution of a spray from a nozzle can 

be shown to be dependent on the orifice diameter and the 

Reynolds, Weber and Froude numbers of the liquid at .the nozzle 

(98).. Consider the flow (l)f' liquid form a nozzle as it forms 

a spray of liquid drops. We can assume that the average 

size of the drops formed in the spray wi 11 be depend.ent on the 

physical and mechanical properties of the system as such; 

whereD is the orifice diameter and U the discharge velocmty o 
of the liquid at the orifice.. Then taking ed' Do and U 

as the primary quantities, we find by dimensionless analysis 

that 

t ~ J (Re, We, Fr). 

o 

The three common types of atomisers found in hldustr-y 

are the Pressure Nozzle, the Pneumatic or Two-Fluid Nozzle 

and. the Centrifugal Disc atomiser. In spite of much 

published data (166, 145, 149) the subject of the mechanism 

of atom is at ion still requires further study. The basic 

mechanism of atomisation can be summarised as the disintegration 

of a liquid sheet promoted by turbulence in the flow of 

the liquid from the orifice and the action of air forces, 

while at the same time being opposed by the viscosity and 
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surface tension forces of the liquid. Vari.ous rel~tionships 

have bee~ developed to give the mean diameters of the spray 

droplets for the different types of atomiS'ers.· 

. A correlation for general use with pressure nozzles 

is ~iven by Lewis (127): 

an~ for pneumatic or two-fluid nozzles, one well known 

relation (160? is 

A Qomparison between spray nozzles and atomising discs 

is rather2difficult and involves the following considerations 

(147). (1) The atomisation capacity, expressed as square 

feet of surface created per pound of atomised liquid per 

minute. 

(2) The atomisation 'efficiency expressed as 

power consumed per square foot of new surface area created. 

(3) The drop size distribution at identical feed 

rates to both atomisers. 

(4) The weight flow distribution. 

Atomisation by disc is generally more flexible from the 

view if operating conditions. Both nozzles and discs 

will atomise low viscosity liquids with equal merit • 

. In practice, one seldom has the choice between a. nozzle 

or a disc atomiser as the design ~eature's of the drying 

chantber and the physical properties of' the liquid' to 1>e 

sprayed, characterise the atomiser requirements. Standard. 

iaation of spray dr~ing eqUipment is accordingly difficult 



as each application must be considered on its own merits. 

The initial drop size distribution of an atomiser 

cart usually be expressed in the form of a simple mathematical 

probability function or as a mean value obtained from such 

equations as expressed above. In general, it is better 

to determine experimentally the distribution for a given 

nozzle under specific liquid feed rate and properties. 

Masters (14e) and Marshall (145) have both presented 

extensive reviews of the literature on the three types 

of atomisers mentioned and for each type of atomiser deal 

with the mechanism of drop formation and the drop size 

distributions obtained under various operating conditions. 

5.2 DROP~SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS. 

The drop-size distribution is the most fundamental 

characteristic and one of the more important features of 

sprays from atomisers. It is also the property most 

difficult to predict theoretically and to determine exper

imentally. Since most correlations for heat-transfer in 

the evaporation of sprays of droplets are based'on either a 

mean drop size or evaluated by a "step" method for a series 

of drop size ranges t it is important that the size distri

bution of a spray be determined as acurately and simply as 

possible .. 

The analysis of the drop size distribution of an 

atomiser is usually done in three stages. First, a 

representative sample of the spray must be captured by one 

of the many methods available. Secondly, the drops of the 

sample must be measured and counted by visual or electronic 

techniques. Finally, the numerical' results must be fitted 

to a mathematical distribution function which best describes 

the experimentally measured distribution of the spray. 



5.2 Ca) DROPLET SAMPLING TECHNIQUES. 

Numerous papers on techniques for the capture of 'spray

droplet samples have been presented, with reference in 

particular to the following methods .. 

(i) Sampling Cell method of collecting drops and 

containing them ,in an immiscible solvent in a cell (2,15,61, 

180,202,203). 

(ii) Coated Slide method of impacting <lroplets on 

slides coated with a powder such as magnesium sulphate or 

soot (61,128,1 51 ,172,174) .. 

(iii) Solidified Droplet method where frozen or 

solid drops ·of wax or suitable liquids are captured and 

. measured (71,135,204). 
(iv) Direct Photography method requiring a small 

sample size and separate calibration (213,220,222). 

(v) Special Electronic methods (2,60). 
, 

The above methods of sampling sprays are discussed along 

with other less often used techniques by Marshall (145) in 

his monograph on Atomisation and Spray Drying. Pilcher and 

Thomas (168) report on some of the methods developed for 

capturitig and measuring drops a~d conclude that although no 

one method is entirely satisfactory, the immersion cell 

technique has been sucessfullytried in research and industry. 

Analysis by manual or automatic counting equipment proved to 

be accurate enough for most purposes .. 

A number of investigators (5,116,186) have shown that 

mechanical sampling introduces an inevitable bias and that 

this bias may be very large for large samplers in dispersions 

of small particle size.. The bias results from the deflection 

of the flow lines around the sampler.. If all suspended 

particles maintain their postion in the flow lines during 
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this deflection, none would be intercepted b;y the sampler. 

On the other hand, if the particles had sufficient inertia to 

leave their flow lines and continue in a straight path, the 

sampler would intercept all those whose paths project into 

the collection surface. In practice, the actual operation 

of samplers lies between these two extremes .. The effectiveness 

of a ~ampler is defined as the ratio of the number of particles 

intercepted by the sampler to the actual number that.would be 

collected if none were deflected around the sampler. The 

various workers show and agree, that higher velocities, 

smaller samplers and larger particles, give higher values of 

the effectiveness of sampling as shown in figure (5.3)" 

This result indicates that data on size distributions 

obtained with large samplers (such as the immersion cell 

type) are to be questioned for reported particle sizes less 

than 50 microns. G~yton (67) reported the developement of 

an analyser based on an electrically charged probe which 

produced an electrical pulse when droplets impinged on it. 

Such a sampling device is described by Geist at.. .. (60) 

and used to study drop-size distributions of spraym .. 

Turner and Moulton (212) reported on a number of' 

micrograph sample counters used to give drop size distribution 

data. The problem of determing the drop ze distribution 

of a spray sample by counting and measuring drops in a sample. 

has resulted in the developement of a number of special 

techniques" ~upe (180) reported the developement of an 

automatic counter in which drop images on a photographic 

negative were counted by a modified scanning technique" . 

Pigford (167) used a scanning procedure which required the 

production of' opaque drop images printed on a photographic 

fil~ as did Adler et o al .. (2). Hillier (74) also used a 
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s_canning procedure utilising a moving light spot as a prof'ile 

counter and measuring device. Other methods based on optical 

and light adsorption methods are avaiable (166,145). 

All these methods ref'erred to are limited to an analysis 

of' the images obtained f'rom the photographs of' samples of' the 

spray collect~d on slides or in cells. A more direct sampling 

technique and counting device such as that described by Geist 

et e 8:1. (60) appears to be much more desirable involving less 

work and time than the mechanical sampling methods. 

5.2 (c) DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTION. 

The drop size distribution of' a spray can usu~lly be 

expressed as a simple mathematical probability f'unction. 

Of' the mathematical f'unctions available f'or such distributions, 

the Rosin-Rammler equation (177), the Nukiyama and Tanasawa 

equation (160) and the Loga:ri thmic-probabili ty distribution 

equation are the most commonly used. 

Mugele and Evans (159) present a review of' the data on 

droplet distribution in sprays similar to that or Marshall (145) 
and clarif'y the def'inition of' the terms "mean diameter" and 

"distribution parameter"" They examined the tln.ree commonly 

used distribution f'unctions with ref'erence to the available 

spray data and f'ound like Turner and Moulton (212) that none 

of' these three distribution curves f'itted the data satisf'act-

orily. As a result, they produced a new distribution 

equation called the "Upper Limit Equation", to be used as a 

standard f'or describing droplet size distributions in sprays .. 

It is based on thedif'f'erence equation of' the "normal" or 

Gaussian distributiOh and is:dependent on the maximum stable 

diameter of' the dispersed phase. 

Because the drop size distribuiion and drop size are 

important in controlling the rate of' evaporation of' sprays, 

the need to evaluate these variables shows up the disparity 
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between available methods and results. Binark and Ranz (1 2) 

have proposed a standard 'test method for hollow COl!l!e sprays 

based on the relation between the stopping distance and the 

size of' the drops when subject to a high velocity cross-f'low 

of' air. Theoretical equations for the predictions of' 

the distribution resulting from the injection of' a liquid 

into a high velocity air stream is given by Longwell and' 

Weisse (137). The equations are based on the principles 

of' turbulent diffusion and an allowance for the wall effects 

and changing boundary dimensions can be made 0 Another' 

theoretical correlation is by Shapiro and Erickson (187) 

who added to the liter~ture on sprays by presenting a paper 

on the cnanging size spectrum of particle clouds undergoing. 

evaporation. They described a model for the process 

and gave evidence that although approximate in its representation 

the results obtained from the model compare favourably 

with the calculated results from more expensive computational, 

methods~In a study of the flashing of liquid jets, 

Brown and York (21) found that this technique was effective 

in producing sprays with dropsize patterns sim:llar. to those 

produced by convectional types of atomisers@ 

A study by Weiss and Worsham (216) is of interest 

in that they obtained drop size distribution data for 

ten different hydraulic pressure nozzles spraying axially 

into large steady ~ir streams and found that the drop 

size distribution observed for sprays in fast air streams 

bore little relation to the distributions obtained for the 

same nozzles and operating conditions in static tests .. 

Under the actual operating conditions of spray dl'ying, 

an atomiser produces a spectrum or distribution of drop 
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sizes and consequently the drops evaporate or lose moisture 

at varying rates depending on their initial diameters. 

FUrthermore, the smallest drops will lose their moisture 

first and so will be subject to overheating and possible 

degradation by prolonged exposure to the high temperature 

drying medium., The problem of estimating the total evaporation 

time for a spectrum of drops is ~ complicated, amongst 

other things, by the fact that information is required 

on the drop size distribution created by the atomiser. 

Only a limited number of attempts have been made to analyse 

this problem. 

The available data on the evaporation of sprays of 

drops can be grouped into three classes. First, there 

are the purely analytical approaches, such as those of 

Meisse (152), Sjenitzer (192) and Probert (170). Then 

there are the experimental investigations for the case 

of no relative motion between the drop and the drying gas, 

such as the work of Marshall (146), Kessler (101) and 

Dlouhy and Gauvin (40). Finally, there are correlations 

presented for the case where there is relative motion 

between the evaporating droplet and the s, such as the 

work by Luikov (139), Bose and Pei (15) and Manning and 

Gauvin (144) .. 

5.3 (a) THEORETICAL CORRELATIONS. 

Ruckenstein (179) has developed equations for evaluating 

the mass-transfer coefficient in the continuous phase 

from a bubble or drop in a group of drops. He provides 

solutions for the two cases'of the particle Reynolds 

number greater or le'ss than unity. The effect of inter-

action between particles in a group or cloud is shown 

in that the Sherwood number is dependent in part on a 



q'l,lantity characterising the group of particles. For 

uniformly distributed particles in a group, this quantity 

is the volume fraction (e) occupied by the continuous 

·!phafie·~ 
. .' ~ ':. 'II-

The Sherwood number then oan pe;represented 

as 

Sh ~ f(Re, Sc, u , e) 
.......Q 
u 

where u is the velocity of the drop and U o the velocity 

of the continuous phase at the interface with re ct 

( 5.5) 

to the centre of the drop. The effect of the cohcentration 

of the dispersed phase on the mass-transfer rate would 

appear to be rather small as Perry (166) suggests that 

for a dispersed phase volume fraction of less than 0.1%, 

the voidage effect is negligible. Indeed, Ingebo (88) 

found that a tenfold increase in the particle concentration 

produced no noticeable alteration to the drag coefficient 

of a single drop, so presumably drag data obtained for 

single drops can be used for multiparticle systems. 

A series of equations for calculating the paths 

taken by particles' undergoing accelerated motion, talcing 

into ,account the fluid friction, have been developed by 

Lapple and Shepherd (121)~ The results predicted by new 

equations show good agreement with the experimental results 

in their short'study of spray crystallisation. 

An example of the spray drying of a solution in a 

chamber with countercurrent air flow is given by lileisse 

(152) in his theoretical study of the ballistics of 

evaporating droplets. An allowance for the remaining 

spherical shell of crystallised residue is made and for 

low evaporation rates the equation relating the evaporation 

process to the initial droplet diameter is 

=(~)(~) 
o 

q (0.6) , (5 .. 6) 
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which is a convenient formula for determ~nlng the proper 

relation between the governing variables. l\ is the 

"evaporation" parameter (64, 173) and L is the length 

of path taken by the drop while it evaporates completely. 

Probert (170) made a mathematical analysis of the variation 

of the size distribution in a fuel spray which was assumed 

to follow the Rosin- HammIer distribution function. 

Assuming no relative motion, the mple expression for the 

heat-transfer coefficient was used and equations for the 

variation of the mass median diameter with time under 

various conditions of spray uniformity were derived. 

From his calculations, he concluded that a spray with 

a narrow size distribution and a small mass median diameter 

would evaporate completely in a shorter time than would 

a spray with a wide. size range and a large mass median 

diameter. The results of his analysis are sUmmarised 

in figure (5.4). 
A theoretical study of a method of calculating the 

complete evaporation history of a spray of liquid which 

is injected into a stream of gas is presented by Sjenitzer 

(192, , 193) " The size and location of -the dro:plets can 

be found at any moment during the entire process of evaporation 

using values of the gas veloci ty, pressure temperatul'e 

and thf? ini tial droplet size distribution. rl'he formulae 

are based on Fr8ssling's (54) equation for the evaporation 

of drops and the drag coefficient data of Ingebo (88) 

for liquid drops in the range of 6 <Re < 500. A critical 

drop Reynolds number is .defined according to a rnEl):imum 

Weber number of 13 (76). me presents examples ,showing 

the calculation of the time of evaporation, the path length 

and the critical Reynolds numbers for the drop size range 

of the spray, both during the first period im-ediately 

after the formation of the spray as the drops accelerate 
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and also during the second period when the drops fall 

at a constant rate. The c£ll.culqtions are based on the equation 

= 

where y is a reduced droplet diameter D ID , z is a 
P Po 

reduced relative velocity 1-V/Vt and 

l}* is a reduced time defined as 

Marshall (146) has given a procedure for the stepwise 

calculation of vario~ mass fraction increments of drop size 

in the spray during the process of evaporation. 'I'he 

procedure consists of calculating the chmlge in mean drop 

diameter of the selected increments over short intervals 

of time on the assumption that all the drops evaporate under 

the same constant temperature condi tions for the same ti.me 

interval.. . By selecting various mass fraction increments, 

the fraction .of the spray remaining at various tiEleB as 1;;c11 

as"the variation of the air temperature with time, were 

obtained for a hypothetical spray for evaporation with no 

relative motion. His results,shown in figure (5.5)~indicate 

th81't the evaporation is 90% complete 1.5 secondr:, and tJ'at 

the air temperature has approached to within 3coF of the 

final outlet value. Also plotted is the mass mean diameter 

of the spray as it varies with time and this mean size 1_8 

seen to increase. This is because the very small drops 

evaporate completely much more rapidly than the larger drops. 

Figure (5.6) shows a plot of temperature difference against 
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time f and the time required ·for the complete evaporation 

of the maximum drop size. This latter curve shows that 

the~ime of evaporation for the l~rgest drop ,in the hypo-' 

thetical spray increases from 8 to 26 seconds iri 3.5 seconds 

because of the rapid decreas(3 in the temperature difference 

tween the drops and the drying gas. This shows that 

sprays with large drops will not dr:y completely in small 

towers and emphasises the need to design a drier for. the 

largest drops in the spray. 

5.3 (b) EXPERIMENTAL OORRELATIONS ASSUMIN.G:. A_ .!>JWPLET 

REYNOLDS NUMBER EQUAL TO ZERO. 

Dlouhy and Gauvin (40) studied the evaporation of 

a spray of water drops in a cocurrent spray dr'ier after 

commenting that the high relative Velocities between the 

drop and the air (as, reported in studies of the rate of 

evaporation in the nozzle zone of a spray drier (144) 

or fuel atomising nozzle (14)), 6asked the effects due to 

air turbulence so tIlat theresul ts could not readily be 

applied to the evaporation zone of a spray drier. 

The rate of evaporation was calculated directly either 

for a heat balance or a material balance for the evaporating 

water drops .. For the accurate calculation of the instant-

aneous heat-transfer coefficients however, an equation 

had to be derived on a differential b~~is b~cause of the 

continuous variation in the values of the variables involved 

in the system. Considering a height dx in the drying 

'chamber, the following heat balance can be wri t ten, 

-mc dT = mdH [H +. c CT -T
d
)] , p v pc· 

while. the rate of heat-transfer to tb drops located in the 



differential volume is given by 

• (5.10) 

dA, the surface area of the droplets, can be obtained froIn 

the specific area of the spray (in square feet per pound 
- . 

of sprayediliquid) by means of the equation 

• (5.11 ) 

~he,authors considered that in general the terminal,velocity 

of the droplets Vt'was negligible compared with the absolute 

gas velocity in the drier and W, the pounds of unevaporated 
I • 

liquid droplets passing per hour through the cross-section 

of dx, was calculated from the liquid feed rate at the 

nozzle and a humidity balance. The specific area of the 

spray S, was obtained from the droplet count at the section' 

in question by substitution into the equation 

" (5 .. 12) . 

I 

From these equations, the instantaneous values of the hea~ 

transfer coefficient could be readily calculated .. These 

were the actual values from. which the actual Nusselt numbers 

(Nu = h Dp / kf ) were obtained ,and the latter were compared 

with the vs relationship of Ranz and Marshall as the drying 
I 

air temperatures were low and the correction for high mass-

transfer rates consequently negligible. Similar equations 

were used to give values of the instantaneous mass-transfer 

coeff,icient k@ and the Bherwood number for mass-transfer. 

The equations used mean values of the film properties 
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h, ef' and kf , which were estima:ted at the._.:. arithmetical 

average temperature of the air and the surface of the droplet, 

or at the wet bUlb temperature of·· the air" 

Their results indicated conclusively that the rate 

of evaporation during spray drying could be safely calculated 

by assuming that the individual. droplet.s of the spray 

evaporate at a rate corresponding to stagnant conditions" 

This result was also the conclusion of Kesler (101), who 

alsp showed that for drops in the same diameter range 

as in the study of Dlouhy and Gauvin, the effective relative 

velocity between the droplets and the airstream was practibal]y 

zero and that the rate of evaporation could be calculated 

accurately by assuming a value of two for the Nusselt 

number. 

In an investigation of the atomisation of liquid 

sulphur as ameans of ~ntroducing the feed material to 

. the burners, Conroy and Johnstone (31) stUdied the time 

required for at least 99.9% of the spray to evaporate. 

This is the time for the complete evaporation of a drop 

of diameter such that 0.1% of the total volume of, the 

spray remaining consists of drops of a larger diametel:'. 

The transfer rate equation based on a value of the Nusselt 

number of two, was integrated in a stepwise method with 

all quantities evaluated at the drop temperature except 

the thermal conductivity of the gas film, which was based 

on an average temperature. The time of evaporation 

of. a sUlphur spray was described by equation (3.65), 
and good experimental agreement was obtained. 

Gluckert (63) prepare~ an overall correlation of 

spray drier performance from which the design. of a spray 

drier can be specified subject to the limitations of the 
correlating equations. In an attempt to facilitate 
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scale up and design from basic principles using a unif'ormity 

theory, the correlation makes use· of the many studies 

of the individual factors. involved in the process of 

spray drying. Using the correlation, the capacity heat-

transfer or production rate based on the heat-transfer 

rate to the largest spray drop, can be calculated. 

The correlation assumes a Nusselt number of two 

and that entrainment and recirculation of the hot gas 

within the drying chamber ensures that the process of 

evaporation occurs at a temperature effectively that 

of the gas outlet. In the spray drying of solutions, 

a constant drop diameter is used on the assumption that 

a surface shell of crystallised product forms (42, 173). 
The rate of heat-transfer to sprays is given in thr'ee E;;quati ons 

for the three types of atomisers. For example, the equation 

of heat-transfer for a pressure nozzle spray is ~iven as 

2 

q = 1 0.98 k f v"3 AT .• 

(D )2 
Pmax 

where D is the max!':1 drop. size produced by the nozzle 
Pmax 

and is defined as being three times the surface 

per unit volume mean drop size. 

5.3 (c) EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS A8SUMING~.A-1>B.Q~ 

~EYNOLDS NUMBER GREATER THAN ZERO. 

That the relative motion between the droplets and 

the. air stream was of significance in deterIhining the rate 

of heat:" and mass-transfer, was reported by Bose and Pei 

(15) in their study of the evaporation of pure water drops 

in a oocurrent spray drier. This conclusion resulted from 
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an attempt by these workers to extend the work of Kesler 

(101) and Dloughy and Gauvin (40) in evaluating the heat

and mass-tr.ansfer, coefficients for drops in a spray drier 

with'droplet sizes comparable with those used in: some 

industrial applications. Their results showed the rate of 

evaporation to follow the correlation proposed by Ranz and 

Marshall (173) and also indicated that the turbulent eddies 

of the drying air stream had no direct effect on the 

evaporation rate of the spray. 

Manning and Gauvin (144) investigateD. rates of heat-

and mass-transfer in the nozzle zone of water sprays. Using 

the results of York and stubbs (222),which showed that the 

velocity of the drops in the spray depended on the radial 

position of the drop in the chamber, they found the Nusselt 

number tO'be correlated by the Ranz and Marshall eq~ation. 

They suggested that an increase in the intensity of the 

turbulence of the gas stream might resuit in an increase in 

the heat-transfer rate (215), but found the effect to be 

small for the ~ange of droplet Reynolds numbers inves~igated. 

The effect of increasing the feed temperature on the {vaporation 

was marked and could be explained in m::Jr-+ ~e; f:1; flashing 

o~ the sprayed liquid as the droplet temperature decreAses to 

the wet bulb temperature corresponding to the surrounding 

gas, (ii) a decrease in the values of the surface tension 

and viscosity forces at the higher temperatures producing a 

decreased drop size distr-ibution (203,212), (iii) an increase 

in the residence time of the drops and in the evaporation 

because of the lower values of drop velocity. 

Using a step-by-step method similar to that proposed by 

Marshall (146), and taking into account the changing drop 

size and velOCity, Manning and Gauvin calCUlated the evaporation 

rate in the nozzle region of the spray and found good agreement 
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between the experimental values and those given by the Ranz 

and Marshall equation. 

Hoffman and Gauvin (80) in their study of spray evaporation 

in a high temperature enviroment discuss the applicability of 

the Ranz and Marshall equation and the modifying factors to 

be used to allow for high rates of mass-tramsfer. Feder 

(45) has drawn up a series of charts predicting the rates of 

evaporation using the empirical relationships between droplet 

diameter, liquid stay time and fraction of liquid evaporailed, 

plus the four operating variables of the spray liqUid botling 

point, the velocity of the drying air, the air static ssure 

and temperature. 

One of the few equations found in Ii ter'ature on hea 

transfer in spray driers is that of Luikov (139) who defines 

a volumetrio heat-transfer coefficient by the equation 

2U ' 
Turba and Nemeth(-+#&,) ,in a study of the spray drying of paste 

- 3 0 like materials, found h = 13.8 Kcal/m hr C for a heat flow of 

4090 Kcal/hr. ,From these values, according to Luikov's 

expression, they could expect the volume of the drier to be 

4.1 m3 for a temperature difference of about 70oC. This 

value did not agree with the volume of the drier which was 

used in the experiment and was 0.7 m3• Luikovts equation 

would then appear to give values for the drier volume almost 

an order of magnitude greater than that found necessary in the 

work described. However, the semi-empirical eq~ation was 

not probablY considered for the drying of thick pastes, but 

it does prediot the trend of volumetric heat-transfer 

coeffioients, and Turba and Nemeth suggest that for thick 
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pastes, the equation could be used with a different numerical 

constant. Another study of the vol~metric mass-transfer 

coefficient was presented by Ki (103).. He presented 

equattLons for the design of spray dri,er equipment based on 

the volumetric coeffieient rather than the surface area maSEJ

transfer coefficient. 

5.4 TRANSFER UNITS IN SPRAY DRYING. 

In spite of the existence of much published data (15,40, 
145.) an accurate and reliable method of desi:grIing spray oriel'S 

has not yet been fully developed due to the lack of reliable 

heat- and mass-transfer relations. The application of the' 

concept of transfer units to spray drying is an attempt to 

provide &- rational evaluation of the process" Two notable 

attempts of this aspect have been by Fokin, Planovskii and 

Akopyan (48) and by Sjenitzer (192). 

Engineering eqUipment is designed for either ideal mixing 

or unmiximg (35), although in practi.ce real equipment only 

approximat~s to one or other of these ideal cases •. The 

reduc.tion of the harmfUl effect of mixing in spray driers can 

be achieved by logical control of the motion of the heating 

st~eam and the sprayed material (101). 
In designing real equipment, it is necessary to know 

the nature of the mixing of the flows which determine the 

concentration 1rield.. Fokin, Planovskii and Akopyan express 

the concentration field in the drying chamber in terms of the 

"effecti ve moti v;e power", or the ratio of the motive power 

in the actual eqUipment to that in equipment with ideal 

unmixing. 

E = A M.P t ac 

The effeet of the motive power may be conveniently designated 
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by the number of pseudo sections or transfer units which in 

turn depends on the hydrodynamic cond~tions in the drying 

chamber. For ideal mixing then, the number of sections (n) 

is equal to unity and for ideal un-mixing the number is infinite. 

The authors show that once through equipment is close to 

the ideal un-mixing equipment, while the flow rate of the 

sprayed material and the temperature of the drying gas was 

found to effect the concentration field in the drying chamber 

a's shown in figure (5. 7) • Since the flow ra t e of the drying 

gas in spray driers is seldom leas than "200 lb/ft 2hr, the 

number of pseudo sections will be about 8 to 10 and hence the 

motive power of the process can be calculated assuming ideal 

un-mixing equipment. 

Sjenitzer (192) in a theoretic.al study of the movement 

of liquid droplets in· drying gases, applied the conc.ept of 

transfer units as heat-transfer through an air film. The 

number of transfer units Nt was defined as 

For evaporating drops of water in air when the surface 

temperature of the drops is the wet bulb temperature, 

or N :::: t 

:::: 

-Nt whence 1
t

:::: 1 - e, • 

(5.16) 

(5.18) 

This relation between the ef:fieiency ratio and the number of 

trans:fer units applies only for the adiabatic evaporation of 

a pure iiquid. The result can be extended to the case for 

the drying of drops containing SOlids in suspension or in 
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solution. 

The height of a transfer unit Ht for water drops 

evaporating in still air can be calculated starting with' the 

equation for the fracti.onal evaporation of the drops per unit 

fall in height. If the airflow through the drying chamber 

is G and the flow of ·liquid at any section dl is W. then the 

increase in humidity at this section is given by the following 

equation. 

and as 

dH ::: Q.dW 
dl W dl 

lenght dl 
No. of units in lenght dl (5.20) 

so ::: .;;;;;.d=l~_ 
41/ AH ::: ~ (D) • Q (5.21) 

·w 

Equation (5.21) as illustrated in figure (5.en, refers then 

to every moving drop of' water in air and for drops falling at 

a constant velocity in stationary air, the height of the 

transfer unit being the same regard~ess of the solids cpntent 

of the drops. This is because in the wetting of the air. the 

difference in vapour pressures for drops with and without 

solids content is accounted for in the defining concept of the 

number of transfer units Nt which is ~ependent on the.humidity 

of the drying gas. 

The transfer unit concept can be extended to any solvent 

winh or without solids in auspension or solution and a 

rational evaluation of the spray drying process is suggested. 

5.5 SPRAY DRIERS. 

The operation of spray driers for the production of' 

various heat sensitve materials has been discussed ina 

number of papers (10,3.4,47,126,147 .. 194). These papers cover 
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the various aspects of control of the operating variables 

with reference both to the needs of the manufac and tI,e 

product buyer. Crosby and Marshall (33) have designed an 

experimental spray drier for use for product developement 

studies on a number of materials. The effects of the drying 

gas condi tions' on the size and density of the spray dried 

particles as compared to the initial size of the spray drops 

has been investigated. Kiraly (106) has described the work 

carried out with a pressure atomiser spray drier of unconvent-

ional design. From the results of a study of the spray 

dr,ying of pi gment slurries in an experimental spray' drier, he 

discusses the design of a large scale spray drier. 

Marshall and Seltzer (147) have defined the efficiency 

of spray driers in two ways. 

Efficiency defined as 

First, there is an OVerall 

_ r T1 - T2l 100 - IT - T x --1--
1 a 

and second, there is an Evaporative Efficiency defined by the 

equation 

The temperature difference (T
1 

- T2 ) represents the drop in r 

temperature due to the drying process only (assuming no heat 

losses) and Ta and Ts are the drying gas atmospheric and 

adiabatic saturation temperatures corresponding to T
1

• The 

Overall Efficiency indicates the fraction of the total heat 

input to the dryer that is used solely for drying and the 

Evaporative Efficiency indicates the degree ot approach to the 

saturation of the drying air which is achieved during the 

drying process. 

Place, Ridgway and Dankwerts (169) carried out an 
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investigation of the behaviour of air flowing through a large 

spray drier using a tracer technique and l3.1so with a model on 

1/80 size scale using water as the continuous phase medium. 

The results showed clearly the swir1~ng flow in the spray drier 

and in particular the zone of reversed flow which could be the 

main mechanism for the back.mixing observed in spray driers. 

This mixing gives a more uniform temperature distrbution in 

the drying chamber which is said to be beneficial in the 

drying of detergents (34). The density of air at the top of 

the drier was found to be about 20% greater than that near the 

bottom, so causing instability of the gas flow. Visual 

observation of the drying process leads to the suggestion that 

the concentration of suspended particles is too low to have an 

appreciable effect on the flow pattern in the spray tower. 

Kessler (101)'a1so pesented a study of the gas flow in 

cocurrent spray driers and showed that poor gas flow in the 

drier is in many cases the cause of pooruti1isation of the 

drying chamber. This fault can be eliminated entirely with 

an appropiate inlet for the gas stream in the drier and with 

a corresponding adjustment of the heating medium. 

Marshall (145) discusses airflow in spray driers and the 

design and performance of such, in his extensive paper on 

atomisation and spray drying. The three basic types of flow 

in the drying chamber are discussed as well as the drying 

ability of the equipment as influenced by the various factors 

which determine the final PI'f.)ttrties of the spray dried products .. 

5.6 JET-SPRAY DRIERS. 

1spray drier of rather unique desi~1, the Jet-Spray drier 

features the introduction of the solution or suspension to be 

dried, directly into a hot, high-velocity gas stream. This 

arrangement results in extremely high rates of evaporation and 
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gives an inherently small particle.size. Comings and 

Coldren (30) extended the work of Ashmus (6) and built such a 

jet~spray drier as described, in which the time that the drops 

were subjected to the elevated temperature of the drying 

medium and the size of the equipment required for a given 

drying capacity as compared with a conventional spray drier, 

were greatly reduced. The difference in size of equipll1ent 

is illustrated in figure (5.9), which shows the relative sizes 

of a high-velocity spray drier and a conventional spray drier 

of the same capacity for the production of dried milk. MCLain, 

Comings and Meyers (142) used the jet-spray drier of Comings 

and Coldren, and working with solutions of sodium sulphate 

found the heat. requirements to be larger than those of similar 

capacity conventional spray driers and the power requirements 

to be considerably higher. Bradford and Briggs (19) found 

the jet-spray drier easy to construct and operate. They also 

found that the drier required more power than other spray 

driers and presumed that because of the smaller size of the 

equipment the heat losses should be less and so the dryi,ng 

costs of the two types of spray drier comparable. 

The drop size distribution in the .jet-spray drier 

obtained by the impact method was found to fOllow the linear 

log-normal probability distribution function (142) and the 

product size to be less than 10 microns in diameter (19). 

A product of such small size made reconstitution difficult 

and wetting of the product in the collection chamber of the 

jet-spray drier. was introduced to give a larger final product 

as an aggolmeration of fines. 
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6. THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON EVAPORATION RATES. 

The diffusien ef heat- and mass in turbulent fluids is 

a preblem ef seme impertance in numereus chemical,engineering 
, 

precesses. The effect ef turbulence en the unsteady-state 

precess ef mass-transfer in a turbulent stream has generally 

been reperted under ene ef the fellewing headings. Fer the 

case ef evaperating dreps, these headings are the effect ef 

the, turbulence ef the dispersed phase, ef the centinueus phase 

'and at the interface between the two. phases. 

, 6 .. 1 DISPERSED PHASE TURBULENCE .. 

Turbulence within the, dispersed phase has net been 

reperted as an ebserved fact but rather 'as a cenclusien, in 

fe' 

that circulating dreps immediately after detachment frem the 

spray nozzle are reperted to. have very high ,rateS ef circulatien 

probably in turbulent flew. This very high rate ef.circulatien 

within the drep is rapidly damped eut by the visceus ferces ef 

the drep and altheugh lasting fer enly a very shert time as 

cempared to. the tetal time ef fall ef the drepresults in 

mementary high rates ef mass-transfer (57). 

6.2 CONTINUOUS PHASE TURBULENCE. 

, The effect ef the turbulence ef the centinueus phase en 

the rate ef, mass-transfer has generally been tr.eated by 

assuming that transfer by eddy diffusien is prepertienal to. 

the'cencentratien gradient • 

.li (D + E) dC 
A = v dZ 

(4 .. 1 ) 

Laminar beundarylayer theery assumes a steady velecity eutside 

the beupdary layer, whereas in practice, fer turbulent external 

fluid flew, the edge ef the beundary layer will be irregular 
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and eddies penetrating the boundary from the main stream would 

be expected to increase the mass-transfer rate.. For gases 

(Sc~1), the effect for normal turpulence intensities seems to 

be small, since data agree well with the theory of laminar 

flow (70). For turbulence intensities of about 10% the transfer 

rate may be 10 to 50% higher than normal depending on the. 

geometry of .the system .and the scale of turbulence (77) •. 

The theory of e~dy diffusion developed by Taylor (205) 

has been confirmed by experiments in a turbulent water stream 

.and can be adapted for transfer to gases (97). The scale of 

turbulence was found to enter directly into the eddy diffusion 

relationship, indicating that this quantity should be measured 

or estimated if diffusion in turbulent fluids is to be predicted 

accurately. Dryden (41), reporting on Taylor's theory and 

its verification, indicates the difference between momentum-, 

and heat- and mass-transfer, is. that diffusion by momentum is 

affected by the pressure gradient whereas there is no 

corresponding factor occuring in the diffusional processes of 

heat- and mass-transfer. Hence the analogy between skin 

friction and heat-transfer(100) is invalid except for some 

special cases where the pressure gradi~nt vanishes (43), or 

where the flow is one dimensional and Pr (or Sc)~1. The 

hydrodynamic and heat- (or mass-) transfer boundary layers are 

then nearlye~ual(99). 

Liu (132) and Soo (195)presented theoretical studies of 

the forces acting on a Simple system of single spherical 

particles suspended in a turbulent gas and their results 

indicated that the eddy diffusivity of the Particle and the 

gas were almo.st equal at low intensities of turbulence for 

small particles. This implies that such small drops should 

evaporate at a rate corresponding to zero relative velocity 

conditions. Whether or not a particle will exhibit 
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Stokesian behaviour at very low Reynolds numbers will 

depend on the size of the particle in relation to the 

small domains 6f viscous motion in the turbulen·t field. 

Bose and P~i (15), Dlouhy and Gauvin (40) and others 

(100, 20), have reported experiments that indicated that 

turbulent eddies in the airstream had no direct effect 
\ 

on the evaporation rate of spray droplets. 

On the other hand, reports of significant effects 

of turbulence on the transfer rates are just as numerous. 

Hsu and Sage (83) measured heat- and mass-transfer from 

single spheres in turbulent gas streams and predicted 

temperature and heat-flux profiles about the spheres. 

They recorded an effect of the level of turbulence bUD 

did not measure it. Garner and Suckling (59) reported 

on the mass-transfer from solid benzoic acid spheres 

into water', and their data showed an increase in the 

dissolution transfer 'rate in turbulent streams. A 

Significant increase in the heat- and mass-transf'er 

rates of evaporating drops in gas streams of' relatively 

high turbulent inteI?-sity'was reported by Hoffman and 

Gauvin (80), who attributed some of the effect to a 

decrease in drag coefficient, the result of turbulent 

intensity in itself'. They suggested that drops of 

mean Sauter diameter of 694 or lass tend to follow the 

turbulence eddies.. Maisel and Sherwood (1L~3), .in their 

study of the evaporation of liquids from the surface 

of' porous spheres into turbulent gas streams, found 

that the eff'ect of' turbulent intensity was marked, but 

that of the scale of turbulence was of' little consequence 

and Torobin and Gauvin (209) also showed the, necessity 

'of' considering the effect of large turbulence intensities 

on momentum-transf'er for cocurrent multiparticle systems. 
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Friedlander's calculations (52) ~how that the mass-transfer 

coefficient should be somewhat higher because of the 

velocity fluctuations in turbulent flow as compared 

with the transfer rates of drops in stagnant fluids. 

In his book, Hinze (77) discusses the effect of 

·free-stream turbulence on the. transport processes in the 

boundary layer Degioh· •. y If the free stream outside the 

boundary layer of a body is itself turbulent, it will 

affect the turbulence transport processes through the 

boundary layer. As long as the turbulence intensity 

of the free stream is relatively small compared with 

the relative in:bensity of the turbulent boundary, layer 

itself, the effect may be expected to remain restricted 

to the outermost regions of the boundary layer. But 

with increasing intensity of the free stream turbulence, 

its effect may penetrate deever into the boullc,ary layer 

and enhance the turbulent transport process accordingly. 

For flow around the body, the effect of the free 

stream turbulence may be threefold.: 

(1) Usually, the upstNlam part of the boundary later 
, 

is not yet turbulent and the transition into turbulence 

occurs at some point downstream from the forward staf:11b.tion 

point. Turbulence in the free stream may not only influence 

the location of the transition point but may also cause 

disturbances in the l~minar part of the boundary layer 

and so affect the transport processes through it. 

(2) The free stream turbulence may affect the turlJulent 

part of the boundary layer along the body, as noted 

above. 

(3) If the flow past the body generates a wake, 

the free-stream turbulence may interact with the wake 

. flow. 

It is known from local heat-transfer measurements 



on spheres (173) that a maximum rate of heat-transfer 

occurs at the forward stagnation potLnt and in the wake 

region of the body, with a mininrum at the separation 

ring. Hence, the effect of free-stream turbulence 

on heat-transfer can be expected to be greatest at the 

frontal and wake regions of the body surface. 

Early measurements made by Loi tianskii ant) SeJ.-:wul' 

(134) showed that by increasing the relative intensity 

of free stream turbulence from 0.5 to 3~6 an increas"_: 

in the Nusselt number of 30 to 35% resulted. 

used heated spheres of 7 cm in diameter and Heynolus 

numbers from 5x104 to 105 • Some worl<ers (29, 39) have 

reported no further increase in the evaporation rate 

when the intensi ttl: is increased above the 5%, level, 

but for the evaporation of water from wetted spheres 

and cylinders, Mai sel and 8hervvood (143' shovred an ever

increasing rate of evaporation with increasing inte)1stty 

of turbulence •. The rate of this increase was found 

to increase as the particle Reynolds number inCI'88.Sed. 

They found no effect of the scale of turbulence on the 

evaporation rate, but it is noted that the scales of 

turbulence used were comparable in size to the diameter 

of the spheres and cylinders. 

From, extensive measurements of the effect of seale 

and intensity of turbulence on heat-transfer from a 

heated cylinder, van del' Hegge Zijnen (215) obtaineu 

an empirical correlation of the form 

where ~f is the longitudinal integral scale of turbulence. 
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Figure (6.1) shows curves of the. Nusselt number r'atio 
- I In - Nu!Nuo as a function of A f' -, with the relati've intensity 

u
1 
'/u

1 
as a p{:l.rameter,_ according to the correlation. 

With this correlation it is possible to explain the seeming 

diecrepancies and even the contradictions found in the 

'literature concerning the effect of intensity and scale 

of turbulence on heat-transfer. The optimum value 

of Nussel t number ratio"~occurs at a value of Af /- D. 

,~ of 1.6 and seems to point to some resonance between ,the 

frequency of the turbulent flow and the shedding frequency 

of eddies in the wake of the cylinder. 

There is little information available concerning 

the effect of the level of turbulence of the approach 

stream ,on the rate of evaporation of liquid drops. (129) 

Theoretical and experimental stUdies of transfer to spheres 

have gener~lly dealt with fixed or free-falling drops 

in Quiescent air. The majority of practical applicat.ions 

however, involve particles suspended or conveyed in a 

turbulent gas stream. Wher<e turbulence effects have 

been studied, such as Pasternak and ~auvin's study of 

turbulence effect for mass-transfer from stationary 

particles, the direct effect of intensity of turbulence, 

varied independently of the gas velocity, has not been 

investigated. The apparent lack of effect of turbulence 

Of' the main stream on the evaporation of small drops, 

suggests that possibly the high molecular dif'fusivity 

makes the transient effects less important in gases 

than in liquids where the effect of turbulence on mass

transfer may become impo~tan t (1 0) • 

Seban (185) has indicated that thermal transport 

across a turbulent boundary layer should'be proportional 

to the Reynolds number to the power 0.8 and Friedlander 



(52) and 800 (195) have discuSi3ed the diffusion :p1'oce8,.' 

as being dependent on the relative motion between the 

particle and the main air stream.(136). In b.i's study 

of momentum-transfer in a two phase system consisting 

of particles carried by the continuous phase, 800 applied 

the statistical theory of turbulence and showed thB.t 

the correlation, scale and intensity of turbulence of 

one phase could be calculated frolll those of the ot.1,er' 

phase. Assumptions made in this derivation included 

that the turbulence be isotropic and non-decaying, that 

the relative veloci ty between the entrained pEl.l'ti cle 

and the main stream be such that the particle ReynolCs 

number be less than unity, and that there be no intel'8.ct:Lon 

between particles. The fundamental properties affective 

momentum transfer between the two phases "vel'e foune) to be 

and 

[::J • (6.3) 

(1
1 

being the Langrangian scale of turbulenc·C'· of t.!iC 

gas stream .. ) I t was also repol·ibed· tha t 'Nhere the gravity 

effect on the parti.cles is significant, their turbulent 

motion was anisotropic even though the continuous phase 

Vias isotropic. In general the scale of turbulence 

of the particli;Js Was greater than that of the ga.s stream, 

the intensity of the particles less than that of the 

gas stl'eam, and the diffusivity of the particles &:reater 

than the eddy diffusi vi ty of the gas stream, but tenc1il g 

to tne eddy diffusivity of the stream when the entrained 

particle diameter was small. 

Friedlander (52) conside~ed heat- and mass-transfer 

for the dispersed phase as related to the relative velocity 
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between the panticle and the gas stream, and the eddy 

diffusion described as the mean-square particle d1spl&cc-

mente The root-mean-square relative velocity htween the 

particle and the continuous phase is assumed to represent 

the characteristic value for transfer calculations, as the 

, velocity past the drops is not constant but varies with time 

and postion for ea6h particle* If vaiues of thi.s parameter 

were available the mean particle Reynolds number could be 

established and the corresponding Nusselt number obtained. 

A method of estimating the root-mean-square relative velpcity 

of a homogenous turbulent fluid containing a ,large number 

of small, rigid, non-interacting spheres is given and the 

relative velocity effect on the drops calculated accordingly 

is shown in figure 6.2. 

For particles larger than about 10 microns in diameter 

!Islip" is reported'to occur ,(52) and the mean relative 

veloci-ty becomes Significant. Friedlander points out that 

the assumption sometimes made, that the Nusselt number has 

a constant value of two (stagnant. continuous I?hase ~onditions) 

for drops in a turbulent fluid, may be in error and he 

shows theoretically that the initial spreading of drops 

initially at rest should depend little on the correlation 

coefficient but very much on the intensity of the turbulence 
; 

of the gas stream. 

Sherwood and Woertz (191) in a study of the overall 

process of transfer from a liquid surface to a turbulent air 

stream found the eddy diffusivity to be essentially a constant 

vaJ.ue over the main central portion of the gas stream in fully 

turbulent flow. This observat~on needs to be related to 

the report by Torobin and Gauvin (210) who showed that the 

turbulence intensity in a particle free duct would. vary from 

about 3% in the core to about 60% at the wall. The effect 



of the presence irisuch a system, of particles whose 

Reynolds numbers are sufficiently high fOr. them to have 

turbulent wakes requires further inveEtigation. The 

boundary layer and wake structure of an entrained particle 

can be subjected to a very high relative turbulence intensity 

even though the free stream level of turbulence is only 
, 

moderate. This can be illustrated by considering a particle 

moving at 90 ft/sec cocurrently with a gas stream which has 

a mean velocity of 100 ft/sec and an intensity of turbulence 

of 5%. Assuming that the inertia of the particle is such 

that it does not have a fluctuating motion, the,boundary 

layer and wake of the particle will be generated by a relative 

velocity of 10 ft/sec and the relative disturbance of this 

flow will be to an intenSity of 50%. In fact, because of 

the large amount of kinetic energy associated with this 

fluctuating component compared with the kinetic energy of 

the relative motion', of the particle in the main, it would 

no longer be proper to consider the former as being merely a 

disturbance imposed'on the latter. 

For high Reynolds numbers in the range 103 , to 105 the 

IIjll factor dimensionless group jn' where 

2 

. k P . Sc3 Q ( ) In = c BM =~ Re , 
U P 

(6.4) 

correlates the data for mass-transfer in turbulent flow for 

a number of cases: (26, 188, 143) such 'as a cylinder shape, 

providing the fr.iction factor represents only that portion 

of the total drag due to skin friction. Garner and Suckling 

(59) have recently provided data for the slow floW pattern 

about spheres in the Reynolds' number range from 100 to 700. 

A study of the effects of turbulence ,on the drag coefficients 

of spheres moving in both steady and accelerated 
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motion was reported by Torobin and Gauvin (210), whO .found 

that 'for a cocurrent solids~gas system, the relative intensity 

of turbulence was affected by changes in the particle relative 

velocity, the absolute. fluid velocity and possibly by the 

solid particle concentration in the continuous phase. In 

the case of a spray,. the system is further complicated in that 

the continuous phase intensity would be expected to decrease 

as the distance of the drop from the spray nozzle is increased 

or as evaporation takes place. Ingebo (88), in reporting on 

the drag coefficients of drops, showed the drop Reynolds 

number to decrease with increasing distance downstream from 

the nozzle, indicating an increasing relative intensity as 

would be expected from the decreasing relative velocity of 

the droplet as it decelerated relative to the continuous gas 

phaseo 

A common plot of available data on the drag coefficients 

for drops and particles moving in air streams of different 

intensities of turbulence (210) shows the completely divergent 

tendencies as reported by.different investigators, .who in 

some c~ses found increasing and in other cases decreasing drag 

forces with increasing particle Reynolds number for the same 

intensity of turbulence of the air stream. An explanation 

of the effects of the level of the free stream turbulence 

on the momentum-transfer of a two phase system,requires an 

understanding of the reasons and conditions 'for unstability 

of laminar flow and the. resul ting trans.i tion to the region 

of turbulent flow. Edwal'ds and Fuber (44) have reported 

that heat-transfer was not significantly changed· by turbulence 

in the main stream while the boundary,: layer was either wholly 

laminar or wholly turbulent, but, strongly affected during the 

transition between these flow regimes, 

The extent to which free-stream turbulence exerts an 

influence on the particle momentum-transfer would appear to 
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depend on the magnitude of the relative turbulence parameteps 

and the particle Reynolds number. Intensity seems to be 

the predominant turbulence parameter with scale of minor 

importance. An increase in turbulence intensity causes 

regression of the transition region of the drag coefficient 

towards lower Reynolds numbers" Free-stream turbulence a1so 

diminishes the drag coefficient dependency on the acceleration 

of the particle as previously noted in laminar flow systems 

and this probably results from a decreased orderliness in 

the wake structure as a result of turbulence. 

6.3 INTERFACIAL TURBULENCE. 

The orgin of interfacial turbulence is explained as the 

long-known, though much neglected Marangoni effect (11), 

wherein the movement in an interface is caused by longitudinal 

variations of the interfacial tension. Reported at first 

for various combinations of liquids, the disturbances also 

occur at some liquid-gas interfaces. The clean surface of 

an ether-water drop twiche£ continuously as the drop evaporates 

in air. The phenomena involves gross fluid motions and so 

demands the concept of hydrodynamics for an explanation. It 

is well known that longitudinal variations of surface tension 

not only cause movement in a liquid surface, but also bring 

forces tO'bear on the underlying liquid setting it in motion" 

Analysis shows that the conception of the MarDngoni 

effect leads to an explanation of interfacial turbulence. 

the instabilty has been shown to be dependent also on the 

direction in which interracial tension changes with solute 

concentration change (200). The intensity of the turbulence 

is dependent on the «oncentration prorile near the surface, 

which is related to the initial difrerence of solute concentra

tion between the phases, and the magnitude of the surface 

viscosity, Which reflects the presence of highly surface-active 
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agehts. 

~he practical signiricance or this interracial agitation 

rererred to as interracial turbulence (a description which 

includes both highly irregular and,more or less ordered. rlows 

originating in the interrace) has not been fully realised. 

Such interracial behaviour gives abnormally high transrer 

rates (38,129,130), though the effect is more orten observed 

in laboratory scale experiments than in industrial pl'ocesses. 

Laboratory experiment concentration differences are usually 

large and surfaces undisturbed as compared to industrial 

practice where small concentnation dirferences and vigorous 

agitation are used. 

Glen (62) reports that interfacial phenomena inrluence 

the overall mass-transrer process,but as yet, increases in. 

the mass:"transfer rates caused by interfacial turbulence 

remain 'unpredicted. He suggests that consistent fluid 

turbulence-controlled transrer Eiata may best be 'obtained in 

the abscence of interfacial phenomena efrects. A clean 

apparatus, purified materials and a stable liquid interface 

with mass-transfer, are apparently necessary. \ He suggests 

that the change in resistance to mass-transrer in the 

continuous phase rilm about a mobile interface, may be 

described by either of two mechanisms. The surface mobility 

may arise from the interfacial turbulence caused by surface 

tension gradients over the interrace (the Marangoni effect) 

or from internal circulation or the droplet caused by the 

relative motion or the drop and the fluid. 
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7. THE MECHANICS OF DROPS. 

The extent of mass-transfer between drops and the 

surrounding continuous phas~ depends largely on the mechanics 

of the evaporating drops. Such factors as drop shape, drop 

oscillation and the rate of circulation within the drop, 

result in the ballistics and so the evaporation rate of the 

drop being very different from those of a solid spher:-e in 

the same continuous phase. From studies of the motion of 

drops, drop velocity, oscillation, circulation and breakup 

'are seen to be functions of the shape of the drop, and 

the distortion of the drop to have a marked effect on the 

motion of the fluid particle. In addition, distortion of 

the drop effects the surface area and so the rate of heat

and mass-transfer to and from the drop. 

7.1 DROP SHAPE. 

Experimental verification of the effect of the shape of 

the drop on the rate of mass-transfer during evaporation 

was obtained by Hsuet. ale (84), who reported amar~ed 

increase in the Sherwood n~mber with deviation from the 

spherical shape form. Under conditions of nearly potential 

flow, they presented the relative rate of evaporation for a 

held drop as the ratio of the Sherwood numbers of the actual 

drop shape to that of a spherical drop. The result as shown 

in figure (7.1)' is reported as a defined trend rather than 

as a descr:Lption of the actual influence of the height to 

diameter ratio and ,the sphericity of the drop on the evapora

tion rate. 

The basic types of deformed shape of the drops are 

described by.Hinze (76) as the· lI lenticular, cigar-shaped and 

bulgy" forms. The distortion itself can be one of two types,; 

that of an equilibrium nature, or that of an oscillatory 

'natureresulting'from vibrations about this equilibrium 
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position.. The shape of the distorted drop usually assumed 

is spherical with the minor axis in the direction of motion@ 

Hughes and Gilliland (86) compare a theoretic~llY derived 

distribution of the pressure and force over the surface of a 

drop with the photographic results of Laws (123) and 

Hendrickson (73), showing the assumption of a spheroid drop 

shape to be reasonable.. Experimental investigation of drop 

distortion in terms of the pressure distribution about and 

in the drop has shown that the pressure exerted by the 

surrounding fluid on a moving drop is not uniform, whereas 

within the drop since the fluid motion is generally slight, 

the pressure is uniform except for the gravitational head .. 

Dealing with intermediate and high Reynolds numbers, 

Spilhaus (197) suggested that the force tending to separate 

the drop laterally could be considered as being proportional 
, ", 

to the area over which it acts and to the kinetic head of 

the continuous phase. He introduced the dimensionless 

proportionality factor for the relationship as a Distortion 

Ooefficient and assumed this to be constant. Hence, for a 

given distortion, drop Reynolds number and surface tension 

group, the Distort'ion Ooefficient could be calculated. 

Findlay (46) in his study of the shapes of drops of 

various liquids falling in air, found that the surface tension 

and liquid density along with the drop size, playa major 

part as to the extent of deformation of the drop that occurs. 

The following equation based on the Bond and Newton number 

(14) and combining the factors mentioned, was given by Davies 

'(37) to define the condition which drops falling in gases 

must satisfy if they are to remain spherical. 

In a study of mass~transfer to drops of liquid freely 
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suspended in an upwards flowing.gas stream, Garner and Lane 

(57) observed the drops to oscillate, change shape and undergo 

internal circulation. Experimentally they found that the 

dimensionless group of equation (7 .. 1), representing the ratio 

of the maximum hydrostatic head inside the drop to the surface 

tension forces tending to keep the drop spherical, gave a 

better correlation of the shape of the drops at their terminal 

velocity than when correlated using the Weber number. This 

dimensionless group, 

r:7 D V2 
We == l(;d P 

<5 
failed.to correlate their results because drop distortion 

and oscillation altered the terminal velocity of the drops. 

7.2 DROP BREAKUP. 

Theoretical and experimental investigations into the 

bursting of drops in air and drop deformation of more recent 

date (76,117) add to the work which has been done in ~ field 

that has been studied from before 1904 when Lenard (124) 

published the results of his experiments. 

In the previous section on the shapes of drops, values 

of the Weber number were given(37,46), below which drops 

could be expected to retain their sphericity. The large'r 

the value of the Weber number, the greater will be the deforma

tion of the drop, as the external deforming force will then 

be large compared with the interfacial tension force. At a 

cri tical or maximum value of the Weber number (We ) , max 
breakup of the drop will occur. 

For the ideal situation where the droplet is acted on 

only by the drag of the continuous phase medium, Mugele (158) 

equated the viscous drag force and the surface tension force 

and obtained a maximum stable droplet, diameter and so a 
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maximum Weber number, defined as 

We max .. 

He obtained ,correlations for droplet distribution in 

dispersiods and gave evidence to show that the maximum 

stable droplet diameter could be separately correlated 

for many dispersoids~ Hinze (75) also reported on the 

criteria of droplet splitting and used the value of the 

initial Weber number after atomisation as being less 

than 13, if splitting were to be prevented. In a later 

paper (76), he defines a generalised Weber number as 

We: 'e D
p 

d 

where'(; is the force per unit surface area of the drop 

causing the de:formation and is a function of time. 

In this de:finit10n, ~ need not be the dynamic,pressure 

:force of the- :f11il.id flow.. He also made use o:f the Viscosity 

Group, 

.....ad 

which accounts :for the ef:fect o:f the viscosity of the 

dispersed phase. 

The deformation process can be. described in terms 

of these two dimensionless groups, and in general the 

maximwn.Weber number will be a function of the Viscosity 

Group. For this relation, Hinze found 
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(7.6) 

where 50 tends to zero .as Vi becomes small" In this 

relation K and 50 are still dependent on the external 

conditions, since is determined by the continuous 

phase flow conditions. The maximum Weber number for 

drop stability will be different then, for the three 

basic types of deformation described (76) and will 

also be dependent on the local f.low pattern around the 

drop. Indeed, Hinze found that the maximum Vveber 

number was appreciably smaller for breakup of drops 

according to the second type of deformation.. The 

difference in density between the dispersed and continuous 

phase was also found to have an important effect on 

the way breakup occurred .. 

Sjenitzer (192) defined a maximum initial Reynolds 

number using the earlier data of Hinze, (that the Weber 

number be less than 13 to prevent drop splitting) and 

gave as the criteria for splitting to be prevented 

1 

Reo·/' Re ....... max :::: -1.... 
Vc 

(13 D d l( )2 P c o 
• 

In this equation Re and D are the initial values . 0 p 

after atomisation and V ig the dynamic viscosi ty in 
. . c 
the gas phase. 

In a study of the fall of single drops of liquid 

through water, Hu and Kintner (85) found most liquids to 

be correlated b;)1; the equE!-tion 

K:::: if (Re)4 
. Cn(We )3 

(7 .. 8) 

where the Weber number.is defined as in equation (7 .. 2) .. 
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The maximum stable drop size was found to be dependent on 

the oriteria 

Tpis relationship leads to an equation for estimating the 

maximum dro~ size for suoh a system from the density 

difference and the interfacial surfaoe tension of the two 

liquids. 

Equations for the behaviour of large drops and the 

oriteria for the breakup, of drops in laminar'and turbulent 

flow are derived theoretically by Leviah (125) whose 

expressions for the critical radius of the drop before 

breakup are in good agreement with reported experimental 

values (87,102). 

Drops falling cocurrent w,i th air of high velocity are 

flattened and at a critical air velocity, are blown out into 

the fO,rm of a hollow ,'bag attached to the rim of liquid which 

breaks when the 'drop shatters. Meas\lrements of the pressure 

distribution over a l'iquid sphere showed a positive pressure 

over the f'rontal area and ,a reduced pressure at the rear 

surface (65). It is then understandable that the liquid 

drop should become flattened and that the deformation be 

opposed by the surface tension forces. 

With-water drops of 0.5 to 5 mm in diameter, Lane (117) 

made'measurements of the critical velocity of the air stream' 

(U) required to shatter the drops and the velocity of the 

entrained drop (V) at the instant of breakup. He found that 

'(u - V)2n = 612. 
p (7.10) 

Such a relationship of the form (U - V)2D equal to a constant -p 
would be expected, assuming that the liquid sphere placed in 

a steady stream of air would break when the force due to the 

variation of aerodynamic pressure over the drop exceeded that 



due to the surface tension. Then, 

iOD ec(U - V)2:: ~ 
p 
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and for the range of Reynolds number in question, l1ane 

assumed On:: 0.4 ,so giving 

(u - V)2:: 1200 

which is twice the value obtained experimentally. An over

estimate would be expected since photographs showed that the 

drops did not remain spherical when moving, but approximated 

a disc shape before bursting. The drag on a disc is 

considerably less than that of a sphere and so a reduced value 

of the drag coefficient would decrease the value of the constant 

term of' equation (7012).. If equation (7 .. 10) holds over a 

wide range of drop sizes (there is as yet no experimental 

evidence to support such a proposition), then water droplets 

of 5 microns in diameter would just remain intact in air 

moving at sonic velocity relative to the drops .. 

For true sb.ock exposure of the drop to the gas stream 

of high velocity, the maximum Weber number was found to be 

about one half of the value for a falling drop (76). Even 

when actual spli~ting of the drops did not occur, strong 

deformations of the liquid sphere were caused during the 

initial period when the drop Reynolds number was close to the 

critical value. Such deformations during that initial period 

will lead to an increased rate of evaporation which is 

difficult if not impossible to calculate .. 

7.3 DROP VELOOITY. 

The distortion of a drop has been related to the pressure 

differential between the front and rear poles of the drop as 

it moves in a gaseous medium. Because of this change of shape 
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a distorted drop will not expermence the same drag as a solid 

sphere in the Bame flow conditions and so their terminal 

velocities will be different. This was reported by Findlay 

(46), who found that because of drop distortion all drops 

with diameters greater than 2 mm fell at a velocity appreciably 

less than that of the equivalent solid sphere. 

Theoretical equations relating the initial and final 

sizes of. the drops, the physical properties of the liquid drop 

and the surroudlng gas, and the distance through which the 

drop trav.els, were derived by Meisse (152), who presented a 

solution bssed.on a number of assumptions. These included, 

that the drag coefficient varied inversely with the drop 

Reynolds number; that the velocity of the surrounding gas 

varied with time; that the surface area of the drop varied 

linearly with time and that the gas flow about the drop was 

laminar. From his experimental results he concluded that 

by making these simplifying assumptions, it was possible to 

define analytically the velocity profile of an evaporating 

droplet in a gas stream. A new theory for a simple method 

of calculating the ~erminal velocity of fluid particles in 

a media of either infinite or restricted extent, is presented 

by Harmathy (69). The result has good experimental verifica

tion for liquid drops in a liquid media but only approximate 

verificat~on for drops in gases. 

In their study of gas absorption by liquid droplets, 

Johnstone and Williams (94) calculated the resistance to mass

transfer allowing .fordroplet distortion. From work by 

Saito (181), they assumed spheroidal shapes for the drops and 

catculated the ratio of the distorted diameter to that· of the 

o~iginal spherical' diameter and used this result to determine 

the' velocity and so the time of fall of the drops. An 

extension of this work was reported bySjenitzer (193) whose 

study of the two ,simultaneous processes of the acceleration 
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and evaporation of liquid drops in air' ~ produced data on the 

velocities and Reynold numbers of :free falling water drops in 

air as shown in figure (7,,2).. ,The effect of small amounts 

of various powders on the shape and so the terminal velocity 

of water drops falling in air was investigated by Lihou (1-31), 

who showed that solids that were more dense than water sank 

to the front of the drop which becomes more flatter than usual .. 

Complete evaporation then yeilds solid shapes ranging from 

flying saucers to truncated spheroids. The reason why the 

terminal velocity of drops containing solids was less than 

that for pure water drops was attributed to the distortion o:f 

of the former drop and also the absence o:f any internal 

circulation. 

The problem o:fevaluating the velocity of :fall of a 

liquid d'rop can be further complicated for the case of evapora

tion at high temperatures (146).. The increase in volume and 

so drag of the drop due to thermal expansion during the heating 

up period affects the velocity of fall of the drop. 

A complete derivation of the Rybczynski-Hadamard equation 

is given by Levich (125), shpwing that a change in the' 

boundary conditions at the surface of the drop in the viscous 
I 

flow region (Re < 1), leads to a significant change ,in the 

velocity of the falling drop" Saito (181) also showed this, 

when he extended the derivation of s~okes for the drag on .a 

sphere to a secon'd approximation, whence the general equation 

of, motion predicts distortion of the drop even in the creeping 

flow region" 

The difference in values of the terminal velocitjes of a 

liquid drop and a solid sphere under the same, flow conditions 
, 

indicates that the drag experienced by the distorted drop is 

different from that of the solid sphere.. Skin :friction drag 

and form drag can be considered as the two components o:f the 

drag on a sphere. The skin friction drag is given by the 
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integral of the tangential shearing stress taken over the 

entire surface of the sphere. The form drag is given by 

the integral of the normal component of stress ,taken over 

the surface. Separation of the flow, with the formation 

of eddying and turbulent wake causes failure to achive the 

full pressure recovery over the rear half of the sphere and 

this contributes to the form drag.. For solid spheres 

moving in a fluid, it has been shown that separation of the 

flow occurs between particle Reynold numbers of 15 to 20 and 

that instability of the wake arises at Reynolds numbers about 

200.(64). Eddy rings form in the wake behind the sphere at 

Reynolds numbers of 500 or more and the "eddy street" effect 

is apparent when the ~eynolds number is more than 1 ,000. 

Similar effects occur with liquid drops and gas bubbles, 

though not necessarily at the same values of the Reynolds 

numbers .. 

The first major,work on flow around drops was done by 

Gunn,! (.66) who found that water drops falling freely in still 

air underwent marked'side slipping as they fell. In the 

course of their investigation of mass-transfer for droplets, 

Garner and Ske11and' (58), showed the flow separation to occur 

first'at Reynolds numbers between 19 and 23, depending on 

the concentration of the drop. Further work is required to 

show whether drops can be considered as spheres for the purpose 

of predicting the flow patterns about .them and also whether 

the "helical eddy" structure Qr the "eddy street" effect 

predominates in the wake structure. An attempt to under

stand this behaviour was made by Suckling (201) who studied 

the flow patterns around a model of various droplet shapes .. 

A pellet modelled, to drop shapes as recorded by photographs 

was mounted in a water stream and the flow pattern and 

separation points observed. Observations of the flow patterns 

showed similar results as obtained for spheres, but a different 
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flow pattern was shown at low Reynolds numbers. Visible 

circulation occured at Re=90, OSQillation at Re=21 0 and 

turbulence at Re=350. 

From the equation of drag force for a sphere, the drag 

coefficient CD can be defined as 

Drag Force X _=1.-.-_ 
(Frontal Area) (e dV2 ) 

\ . 

Because of the undefined shape of the distorted drop, the geometry 

is usually assumed to be spherical and- the value of ,the drag 

coefficient allowed to adjust to suit the actual situation. 

In considering the force balance for the vertical motion of 

a drop falling through an infinite stagnant continuous phase, 

Hughes and Gilliland (86) gave by dimensional analysis 

¢(Re,Su,Wt,Ac,~,~) , 
ed ).ld 

indicating the complicated nature of the coefficient with its 

dependency not only on the drop Reynolds number but also on 

the Surface TenSion, Gravitational and Acee ra.tional gr·oups 

as well as the physical properties of the two phases. 

Reported values of the drag coefficient for liquid drops 

are rather different from those for solid spheres. For the 

drop Reynolds number range 0< Re < 500, Ingebo (88) found the 

unsteady state drag coefficient of evaporating droplets to 

be given by the equation 

(7.15) 

as compared to the relation for solid spheres in the same 

Reynolds number range, of 
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His investigation contained a number o:f accul'ate 

. experiments including the injection o:f a liquid spray 

into an airstream o:f constant velocity. 

Reliable drag coef':ficients have been evalua.ted 

only f'or bodies in steady motion wi th respect to tur'bulence 

f'ree f'lows .. ' To completely characterise a momentum tr-ans:fer' 

situation ina turbulent. f'lowing :fluid, the turbulence 

parameters must be measureci, since the :free stream 

vorticity can, under the proper conditions, cause 111'o:found 

changes in the particle boundary layer and wake structure .. 

Consider the earlier example o:f an entrained particle 

moving at 90 :ft/sec in a :fluid which has a mean velocity 

of' 100 :ft/sec and a 5% intensity of' turbulence. (" . . :Jlnce 

the particle boundary later and wake are generated by 

a relative velocity of'10 f't/sec, they are subject to a 

relative turbulence intensity o:f 50%. It has been 

shown (4) that high turbulence intensities can cause 

the laminar- turbulent transition o:f a sphere to occur 

at particle Reynolds numbe~s as low as 40. 

Torobin and Gauvin (210), in a study o:f drag coefficients 
I 

f'or solid spheres report that an increase of the :free 

stream vortivity relative to the motion generating the 

particle boundary layer will cause at :first a moderate 

incr~ase, and then a sharp decrease in value of' the 

particle _drag coe:ff'icient. The moderate incl'ease 

corresponds to the disruption of' the wake system, while 

the sharp decrease is due to the laminar-turbulent transition 

in the attained boundary layer. Their results for 

smQoth spheres ·atr up to 100 f't/sec2 and reiative turbulenc e 

intensities of' up'to 45%,showed the drag coef:ficient 

to be a f'unction of' the particle Reynolds number and the 

relative intensity of' turbulence, but not of acceleration 
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or' the relative macro- and micro-scale variations" In 

an earlier work (209), again with solid particles, they 

supported the correlation of data by means of a total 

drag coefficient which appeared to be a function of the 

particle Reynolds number and of a red.uced time paramet.er, 

which was related to the number of particle diameter's 

traversed since the initiation of motion of the particle. 

Studies of the flow field.s about blunt bodies revealed 

the extreme complexity of the phenomena during accelerat10n. 

Because measurements of drag coefficients have been 

1imi ted mainly to systems of steady flow, the eff',ect of· 

acceleration on the motion of li~uid spheres has been 

overlooked. The mathematical solution for the case of 

very slow or creeping flow gives an indication of acceleration 

on drag. This solution for acceleration in creeping 

flow has long been established (8) and makes use of the 

terminal velocity as defined by Stokes law. The 

significant effect of' acceleration is clearly seen in 

figure 7.3 from the longer time taken to reach the same. 

velocity and is well illustrated when the r~tio.of the' true 

drag coefficient to that for steady motion is plotted 

against the ratiO of the actual velocity to the terminal 

velocity, for the case of zero initial velocity. This 

change in velocity under acceleration conditions is a 

result of the virtual weight effect. The apparent 

weight of th. particle when accelerating is different 

from that under steady conditions • This acceleration 

. effect on the mass of the particle can be allowed for 

by including the f'actor in the equation of momentum 

of the particle. 

Reported measurements of the acceleration of drops 

and solid spheres at higher Reynolds numbers (up t~ 2,000) 
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have indicated that drag coefficients during the acceleration 

period are much larger than those for steady motion 

systems. Williams (220) calculated drag coefficients 

for accelerating water drops from· the measurements 

made by Laws (123) and while the chief observed effect 

was an oscillation of the liquid drop referred to later, 

. there was a significant decrease in velocity below 

about one half of the terminal velocity. 

Accelerational drag does exist, then, and generally 

the ratio CD/CD is larger in the turbulent f.low r-egion 
,0. 

than in the creeping flow region. 

A modified drag coefficient must also be used for 

the case of droplet evaporation with a high rate of 

mass-transfer. If the equations used to calculate 

the momentum-, heat- and mass-transfer rates aI'e analogous 

with those used for loW mass-transfer rates~ then the 

drag coefficient of the evaporating drop must be modified. 

Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot (13) deal with this problem 

by using a correction factor, defined as 

(7.17) 

The superscript dot indicates that transfer conditions 

are dependent on the mass-transfer rate. This corr'ection 

factor can be predicted for three simplified systems, 

by solving the equations of change for the evaporating 

drop allowing for the finite velocity due to high mass-

transfer rate, at the film interface. Tn chronological 

order these are the Film theory, the Boundary Layer 

theory and the Penetration theory models (70). With 

accurate data, distortioh of liquid drops can be calculated 
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from drag measurements on the assumption that. the only 

difference between the drag on a solid sphere and that 

on a liquid drop is distortion,. although such a method' 

is not very convenient. Figure 7.4 compares the dat.a 

of the references above and compares drag coefficient.s 

of" liquid drops with those for solid spheres as calculated 

according to Stokes law. 

Hughes and Gilliland (86) presented plots of terminal 

velocity with CD' Re and Su replaced by 

z,. 1. 
Wt = (C

D
Re)3 

[4/3 g (c( (d - ec)/ftc
2

] 
1 

;'D "3 
p 

1 
T' = ~ = (~f v Wt 

[3 2 " ] 
1 

:: Vt 4 fc /g,))-c(fd - ec) 
"3 

and Sd = su 
Wt 

The parameter Sd is independent of both the diameter 

and the velocity of the drop, and so is"fixed for any 

givep combination of phases, as shovm in figure 7.5. 

(7.1'8) 

(7.19) 

(7 .. 2.0 ) 

(7.21 ) 

(7.22) 

The relationshiIB so far presented have dealt with 

the motion of particles present in relat.ively dilute 

concentrations and in surroundings of relatively large 

. cross-sectional areas. When the dispersed phase concentration 

becomes high, the drops will be close enough to each 

other to exert a mutual retarding effect on their respective 
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ra tes of fall and so attain the condi tJon l'efeI'l'eo. to 

as IIhindered settling". 'J'his effect is not significant 

for volumetric concentrations below 0.1 per cent (166)". 

The retarding effect on the rate of fall of drops due to 

the containing walls of the system will be negligible for 

commercial spray drying systems, as the dian:eter of the 

drops is not appreciable with respect to the diaLeter of the 

drying chamber. However, the effect could be significant 

iIl experiments with drops falling through a gas 

bore tube. 

7.4 DROP OSCILLATION. 

a small 

The distortion correlated by various eouations in the 

preceding sections is an average value about which the drop 

continually oscillates as it falls. Some of these 

oscillations are started by the elongation which occu::es 

when the drop breaks loose from the nozzle tip. Others 

are the r~sult of the motion of the surrounding fluid, 

particularly in the wake region where intermittant shedding 

of vortices probably occurs. In spite of evidence 

of the oscillation of falling drops (73, 220), the apparent 

success of the drag coefficient correlations based mn 

the average value of distortion of the liquid drop, 

shows that the oscillations do not severely influence 

the mechanics of the drop. However, the effect on the 

'internal motion of the'drop could be quite large, so SOlTie 

consideration of the variables involved in drop osctlJ.ation 

is ,justified. 
, ' 

Rayleigh (175) calculated the oscillatory mot10n of a 

liquid sphere and Lamb (115) presented a complete derivation 

of this work, on the basis of no viscosity at the surface. 

The inviscid sphere solution appears to hold in real cases 
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of moderate values of viscosity. ·The equation of motion 

of an oscillating drop shows that the amplitude of 

oscillation of a 3 rom diameter water drop decreases 

to about one half of its original value in 0.35 seconds, 

or at a di.stance~ of fall in quiescent air of about 

60 cm. The effect of eddies within the drop, if they 

existed, would be to increase the rate of energy dissipation 

and so increase the rate at which the amplitude of 

oscillation decreases 

Drops have been observed to oscillate in three 

different ways. 

(a) Prolat!3-obl'ate oscillation about an equilibrium shape, 

(b) Oscillation about axes 90
0 

apart in the horizontal ph1l18, 

(c) Eccentric rotation about the vertical axis while the 

horizontal axes remain constant. Type (a) is the usual 

reported form of oscillation, about the generally assumed 

equilibrium spheroid shape of the drop. The frequency 

of oscillation of this type has been calculated by 

Lamb (115), -whose equation for drops falljng in gases 

reduces to 

Garner and Lane (57) have confirmed that the frequency of 

prolate-oblate oscillation of drops falling in a gas agree 

with the frequency calculated from this equation. Oscillations 

of th,e type (b) are rare and It'indlay (46) found that such 

osc11lat~ons were of small ampli tude. 'J'ype (c) was found to 

occ:ur for large'drops of liquids having low values of v1.scosity 

and surface tension. 
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7.5 -DROP CIRCULATION. 

Oscillatory distortion is a source fif internal 

circulation and for the case of streamline flow of the' 

surroundings, the flow pattern within the drop can be 

calculated and shown as in figure 7.6. 
For drop circtilation in creeping flow r~gion with 

no .surface tension, the streamlines show most of the 

motion to occur near the surface. The maximum circulating 

velocity occurring at the centre of vortex equal to 

b /2~has been calculated (860 for a water drop of 3 rr~ 
p 

dlameter, oscillating with a 5% amplitude for Reynolds 

number of 1tOO, and the velocity (or rather the amplttude 

of this velocity) found to be 37 cm/sec. l!Vi th such a 

non-linear fluctuating flow of large amplitudes, eddies 

would undoubtedly form and tend to distribute the circulat{¥ry 

motion away from the surface to the interior of the drop. 

Drops falling from a nozzle have a very high initial rate 

of circulation immediately after detachin~ from the nozzle 

tip. This could be caused by the mechani sm of breakavl£lY 

from the nozzle and the ini tial r-apid circulation (pr'obably 

in turbulent flow) would be rapidly damped out by viscous 

forces inside the drop and £,all to the natural circulation 

rate caused by the falling drop motion~ 

Drop cirCUlation has been widely reported and 

commented on. Increased gas absorption rates with 

circulation were reported by Garner and Lane (57) and the 

formation of vortices in -fluid spheres -was long ago 

postulated by Hadamard (68).. Bond and Newton (14) 

in a mixed study of the transition region for circulation 

in drops, showed that drop circulation became apPI'eciable 

when the skin friction was a major portion of the surface 

forces.. They suggested that the ini tial l'adj us of 
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the drop at which circulation is first detected is dependent 

on the dimensionless group of equation (7.1) which is 

primarily dependent on the interfacial tension.. According' 

to such a criterion', water drops falling freely in gases 

ata diameter of 5mm should just circulate. 

The importance of surface active impurities in reducing 

the rate of mass-transfer by delaying the onset of vortex 

formation and sp circulation inside drops, has been increas

ingly realised in recent years and is discussed in some detail 

in section 9.2. For drops with high surface tension, only 

a trace of impurity is needed to cause an appreci~ble gradient 

of surface tension. Drop circulation can also be retarded 

or even stopped by the formation of rigid films of insoluble 

surfactants or solid particles, that do not transmit the 

external shear to the fluid inside the drop. 

It has been found that rapid circulation currents inside 

the drop do not increase the'mass-transfer rate inside the 

drop by the extent that one would expect (70.) •. The reason 

why there is only a 1'.5 fold increase. wi th rapid circulation 

is that the laminar flow stream-lines within the drop are 

closed loops and above a minimum veloci ty the transfer rate 

is independent of the circulation velocity. The increased 

transfer rate can be considered to come from the increased 

area of diffusional transfer, with solute diffusing out from 

the central region of' the drop as well as from the surface of 

the drop. 

Tbe effect of internal circulation within a drop on the 

exte~nal transfer' rat~ has received less attention, even 

though the effects are as important. I t has been shown that 

the velocity boundary layer about a circulatin'g dr'op is 

reduced by a factor 11 - k , where k is the ratio of the 

surface,v~locity to the velocity of potential flow of the 
-,. " .... ~. 

continuous medium. 
! . " ' ''' ., .. " 

For large drops' wi th low intEtrnal 
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viscosity, the surface velocity approaches that ofpotenti!J.l 

.flow and the velocity gradient in the boundary layer vanishes. 
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8. EVAPORATION AT HIGH TEMPERATURES. 

The evaporation of droplets lin high temperature 

surroundings requires modifications of the assumptjons 

used to solve the evaporation equations for droplets 

evaporating in an atmosphere, the temperature of which 

was only moderately higher than that of the droplets. 

Heat-transfer by radiation and mass-transfer must now 

be considered, as the assumption that all the heat 

transferred from the gas is used as latent heat of evaporation 

no longer holds. The sensible heat transferred to 

the vapours as they move out into the main gas str'eam 

must be supplied by the surrounding hot s, and variations 

in the transport properties k, A and Cp caused by terr.pera ture 

and concentration gradients in the gas film surrounding 

the drop must be taken into account. 

In high temperature sorroundings, heat-transfer 

by mass-transfer and radiation may become significant. (Be). 

A large mass flow of cold vapour from the droplet surface 

to the surrounding gas acts exactly like a convective 

velocity in the positive radial direction. -An over'alJ 

mass and. energy balance will show that the required 

sensible heat to warm the vapour may be considerable 

when. compared with the latent heat requirements, 

particularly when the liquid is one of low latent heat. 

The' heat supplied. by radiation can normally be treated 

as coming directly from the surroundings to the droplet 

surface without intermediate absorption or radiation 

and can be incorporated in the heat-transfe'r equations 

as such. For intermediate absorption and radiation, 

a term representing the shielding effect and the heat 

generation wi thin'ia drop must be introduced and the equations 

then become non-linear and the solution complex. 
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8.1 FREE CONVECTION. 

The situation of no forced convection during the 
'i 

evaporation of droplets is a case of technical itwortance 

and mathematical solutions for the psey.dG-stationary 

equations of such a system have beenptesented by L~aI'shall 

(146), Ranz (171) and others. The solu ti ons are sir::i lar 

and differ only in the definition of:~he rate of evaporation 

as to whether or not it includes the:~\effect of racihtt,j on .. 
• t;-" 

, Ranz in his solution has allowed fon~tradiation effects 

(wi thout intermediated absorption a~~;:: radia tion) whereas 

Marshall's equation can be considered valid only vihere 

the gas and the containing walls of the system are at 

the same temperature. 

A heat bal~nce over a differential spherical shell 

through wh1ch heat is passing inward towaI'd the drop 

while mass is passing outward, as illustrated in figure 

8.1, results in the following differential equation. 

+ 2 .. dT] = 
r dr 

W C dT 
p (8.1 ) 

'L'he terms on the left hand side of the equation represent 

the heat transferred by conduction, while those of the 

right hand side represent the mass flow of heat. 

Assuming steady state conditions with no convection, 

Ranz showed that for heat-transfer b;y conduction only, 

Nu = 2E/r 
o 

where E = we, 
Pay 

4'rrk , av 

= h To c 
k av 

(8 .. 2) 

(8.3) 
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~(Tr-To)FAFe]' (8.4) 

which is the rate of evaporation of the droplet and 

includes the effect of radiation. 

From equation (8.2) it can be seen that as the evaporation 

rate increases (E becomes large ) then the Nusselt 

number decreases and conversely, when the stagnant film 

thickness increases and the evaporation rate is low 

(E becomes small), then the Nusselt number equals 2.0 

in accordance with the theory. 

Hence, when E 0 (no' mass-transfer) 

and the ratio of the Nusselt numbers for heat-transfer 

by conduction with and without mass-transfer is shown 

to be 

= [exp 
(8 .. 6) 

The demominator of the equation can be expanded 

. and it will be seen that when the evaporation rate 

is large, the actual Nusselt number can be substantially 

less than that at low evaporation rates. This has been 

reported in experiments where mass-transfer controlled 

the heat-transfer and experimental values of the 

Nusselt number were only one quarter of the value 

predicted for heat-transfer alone. (64). 
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From equation (B .. 6), the actual and apparent heat

transfer coefficients based on heat-transfer with and 

wi thout mass-transfer c,an be expressed as 

(8 .. 7) 

where WOp (1' 1 
a = 4Tr~v r - rfJ .. 

av 0 

(8.8) 

This relationship between the two heat transfer 

coefficients is very similar to that derived by Colburn and 

Drew (28) for the condensation of mixed vapours. 

To obtain a solution of equations (8.2). (8.6) and (8.7) 
Ranz made use of the average values of the thermal conductivity 

and heat capacity of the vapour film about the evaporating 

drop. Because thethermal·conductivity of the vapour may 

vary several fold over a large temperature range, it was 

necessary to choose an unspecified average value to avoid 

non-line~rity ... A discuSE?ion on the validity of this "average" 
, 

valuea~d the Nusselt number based on such a conductivity 

and heat capacity follows in section 8.4. 
The inclusion of the effect of radiation on the 

evaporation rate in equation (8.4) would suggest that 

.radiation effects could account for a significant fraction 

of the heat transferred to the droplet during evaporation. 

It has been found (80) that' although radiation accounts 

fora large fraction of the heat transferred from the walls 

of the drying chamber.to the gas at relatively high tempera

tures, radiation,plays only a minor part in the evaporation 

of droplets with diameters less than 100 microns. The effect 

of radiation often warrants the calculation of its order of 

magnitude (184). but rarely is it of great importance. 
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Williams (220) has reported that the extent of the influence 

of radiation is in part dependent on the internal reflection 

of the drop as the absorptivity varies appreciably according 

to the ,reflectivity of the drop. 

Hoffman and uauvin (79, 80) have reported studies 

of spray evaporation at high temperElture employing falling 

spray and atomisedsuspension techniques. They predicted 

the evaporation eate of stationary drop ts in high 

temperature surroundings using the equation 

where 

dm: 
de 

H' v 

log (1 +~) I (~.)' ( e Ht 41Tk r 
v 0 

.. (8 .. 10) 

This analysis attributes all transfer to conduction 

as did previous authors and the equation (8.9) shows 

the effect of the evaporation rate on the heat-transfer 

to the droplets to depend on the magnitude of Spalding's 

transfer number (196), 

(8 .. 11) 

It has been shown theoretically that the "true!! Nusselt 

number (NuT) for pure' heat transfer with no evaporation 

should be modi:fied to become an "actual" Nusselt number 

(NUA), such that 

log 
e (8.12) 

This equation can be compared with equation (8 .. 7) for 
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actual and apparent heat-transfer coefficients. 

The "actual" Nusselt number then yields the actual heat

transfer that .is available for evaporation at the droplet 

surface. Equation (8.12) has not been experimentally 

verified and the problem of selecting a proper temperature 

at which to evaluate the gas properties is as yet unsolved. 

Because their results indicated that the' Nusselt 

number was not dependent on the Grashof number, Hoffman 

and Ga~vin concluded that the evaporation rate of stationayy 

drops in high temperature environment was not governed by 

the rate of heat-transfer by natural convection. They 

found, however, however, that the evaporation rates could 

be predicted by the equation 

(8.13) 

This equattLon involves the total heat transferred (both 

by convection and radiation) rather than the individual 

transfer coefficients (or Nu or Nu') as in most previous 

correlations. Since the' mass rate of vapour' evolution 

depends on the evaporation rate, the above correlation, 

then relates the vapou~ flow in the boundary layer to the 

system conditions expressed by Spaldings number B. 

In extending this result to the evaporation,of small 

droplets, it may well be that the existence of relative 

velocity resulting from the free fall of the drop, or 

turbulence effects, will affect the boundary la;t;er phenomena 

and the, droplet shape, and the resulting heat-transfer 

under such conditions may be less than predicted here, 

as indeed other stUdies have indicated (80, 146, 171) • 
.. ', , ' ' 
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The rate of evaporation of a drop in high temperature 

surroundings under· f'orced convection condi tions can only 

be approximated.. ~[,he genel'al method applled is to assume 

that the effective film thickness as specified by the 

Reynolds number remains unchanged for the same convective 

conditions. For appreciable mass-transfer in a forced 

convection field, the velocity around the surface of 

the drop may be of the same magnitude as the fluid velocity 

'in the boundary layer. The momentum associated with this 

mass will have to be taken into account when a solution' 

of the momentum equation is attempted and apart from the 

usual boundary conditions employed an additional condition 

D de 
v dT 

0, must be 'considered" 

(8.14) 

.B'or nigh mass transfer rates, with natural and forced 

convection effects both present and of comparable magnitude, 

J:'ei (164) has shown that the Ranz. and Marshall equation 

predicts values which are too high. Pasterakand Gauvin 

(162) verified that an approximate allowance for the cooling 

e1'fect of 'the eval ved vapours at high mass~transfer rates 

can be made, by mult:iplying the right hand side of the Ranz 

and Mal'shall equation by the factor log (1 +B) IB • The 
e 

modified equation which results can be compared with the 

equation (8 .. 12) .. 

In order to intensify heat- and mass-transfer, high 

temperatures and pressures are employed in modern engineering 

on an increasing scale0 Under such extreme condltions the 

mechanism of transfer of matter and energy is considerably 
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modified. In addition to transfer by molecular processes, 

molar processes of a filtrational nature start to play an 

important part. 

A theoretical investigation of transfer under such 

conditions has been reported by Mikhailov (153), who presents 

solutions for a system'of differential equations for heat

and mass-transfer in dispersed medium. 

8.4 THE DEFINITION OF THE NUSSELT NUMBER. 

The evaporation of droplets with large 'mass-transfer 

rates in high temperature atmospheres has required solutions 

of the energy equations that account for the sensible heat 

transferred to the vapours moving radially away from the drop 

surface. This in turn, led to the defining of a modified 

Nusselt number and required the selection of a proper 

temperature at which to evaluate the gas properties k and 

c 
p • 

The Nusselt number has the following meaning according 

to Haussen (72), 
Nu hD D 

= --12 = --lL. (8.15) 
k klh 

The length klh represents under certa conditions a 

thickness of the boundary layer and the Nusselt number can 

therefore be determined as the ratio of the diameter of the 

drop to a certain thickness klh of its boundary r. 

Martinelli (148) defines the Nusselt number as the ratio 

of two temperature gradients 'and Jacob (90) introduces the 

concept of total heat transport and uses the NUSEi t number 

as represen~ing a ratio of diffus 

his investigation of the physic 

heat quantities. Tn 

concept of the equation 

(8 .. 16) 
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Bouroutis (17), refers to the above references (72,90~148) 

a.nd concludes that the Nusselt number is a ratio of diffusions, 

as 
Nu :::: Total heat diffused normall;y: to~_flow (8.17) 

Heat diffused by conduction normal to flow 

'The def'ini tion o·f the NUBsel t number as given in 

equation (8.15) and used in the above sections, resulted in 

the ratio of the heat transf'erred to the edge of the vapour 

f'ilm surrounding the drop to that which actually reached the 
,. 

liquid surface, being of' the order of four or more in 'some 

cases. Hence, various authors have introduced so-called 

"actual" Nusselt numbers and coefficients as related to 

"true" or "apparent" values for the same conditions of heat

transfer but with no mass-transfer. 

The 'Nusselt number for an evaporating droplet ,as written 

by Ranz (171) was 

(8.18) 

Uyehara and Meyers (214) point out that the effect of h~at-

transfer 

does not 

equation 

f'o~ 

.transfer. 

to ,a drop differing 'by a factor of four or more 

occur when the Nusselt number was def d as in 

(8 .. 18), with 

* * dT :::: dT and dr = dr 
(T -T ) 2r .f 0 0 

Clearly then the temperature gradient 

will be different with and without mass-

This definition of the Nusselt number takes into account 

t,he effect of mass-transfer on heat-transfer and also makes 

it clear that the thermal conductivity should be evaluated 

at the drop surface 

value between the 

(I' = r ) and not taken as an average 
o 

quid and gas temperatures. 
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Schl"tinder (184) in his extensive theoretical and 

experimental study or the evaporation phenomena of pure 

liquid and salt solution drops, used the arithmetic mean 

or the air and drop temperatures and showed that only 

through such a mean temperature value did a physically 

meaningful relationship arise from his experimental results. 

There would appear to be some degree of ~lexibility in 

the definition of the Nusselt number. The reply by Ranz to 

the comments of Uyehara and Meyers sums up the sit.uation 

when he says that the only rules for defining the selt 

number f are that it be entirely compo of the .quantities 

which are known or wante<.l and that it be clearly defined. 

The definition should not be restricted since the Nusselt 

number can be a generalised dimensionless heat-transrer 

rate which is related to the boundary condit.tons applying 

and fines many uses. 



9. OTHER EFFEOTS ON THE EVAPORATION RATE. 

9.1 SONIC ENERGY EFFEOT. 

In furnaces where powdered fuel was being burnt, 

dramatic increases in the combustion rate and efficiency 

have been reported (176), under conditions of sonic 

resonance in the combustion chamber. 

For a gas contacting system then, taking into con

sideration the limits imposed by the system as to the 

amount of turbulence which could be introduced by mechanical 

means, it would seem reasonable to assume that sonic energy 

might decrease the surface film resistance to mass-transfer, 

for the condition where the sound was added to the gas from 

an external source, rather than by producing it by the 

passage of the drying gas. 

This reasoning was the basis of work done by Hodgins, 

Hofifman and Pei (78) who found that for a pO\II:er input of 
2 . . 

1 watt/cm of cross",,:,sectrLonal area of the contacting chamber 

at 256 cps, air particles would vibrate with an amplitude 

of 5mnl. This distance is as large (if not larger) than 

the diameter of spray droplets. 

The thickness of the film at the interface between the 

gas and the droplets is a factor (among other things) of 

the degree of turbulence at the interface. Maisel and 

Sherwood (143) have examined this effect of the scale of 

turbulence on mass-transfer in turbulent air streams. In 

their experiments, turbulence was introduced by placing 

drilled plates in the air duct at various distances upstream 

of solid spheres from which the rate of evaporation of 

water was measured. . The scale of turbulence was measured 

bya standard technique involving two separated wire probes 

and gave an indication of the size of the eddies in the air 

stream. Turbulence intensity, the measure of the velocity 

fluctuations at a given point, was recorded using a hot-wire 
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anemometer providing a signal to an oscilloscope. 

In all their experiments the effect of the intensity 

of turbulence was marked, but that of the scale of 

turbulence, of little consequence.' Since the mass

transfer enhancement was so very dependent on frequency 

(turbulence 'intensity), it was apparent that the movement 

of the air by the sound would have a much greater effect 

than that of the bulk velocity of the gas stream, as 

the velocity imparted by the sound to the gas was ten 

to twenty times greater than the superficial velocity 

of the air. 

As is to be expected for turbulent flow past a 

spherical surface (where the mass-transfer coefficient. 

is an inverse function of the sphere diarnet8r), Hoo,~~j ns, 

Hoffman and Pei (78) found the mass-transfer coefficient 

to decrease with increasing sphere diameter for constant 

sonic energy input and superficial air flow rate. 

The enhancement of mass-transfer as shovm in figure 

9.1 is quite marked.' The interpretation of these 

effects in terms of normal turbulence phenomena is 

questionable, particularly because of the velocity 

difference and also because an increase in the superficial 

gas velocity for constant sonic power did not result 

in a!). increase in the mass-transfer rate. 

Problems such as gas cleaning and defoamine: have 

also been solved by the use of ultrasonic energy, 

It is a relatively inexpensive form of energy and the 

sonic generator can be electrically (electromagnetic 

vibrator) of mechanically (air-jet siren) powered. 

Boucher (16) reports on the use of static sirens 

for accoustic of heatless drying of heat-sensitj,ve 

materials. The rate of evaporation at a liquid.-gas 
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interface is in part directly p~oportional to the gas 

turbulence above the interface and the surface area 

of the interface, and inversely proportional to the 

static gas pressure surrounding the liquid boundary. 

The production ofa high-intensity accoustic field 

., above a liquid surrace creates a very strong field 

of turbulence and has a marked effect on the drying rate 

of the material, as shown in figure ~.2. 

SFray driers appear to be an ideal situation 

for ultrasonics. Fine atomised wet globules can be 

held longer in suspension by an accoustic field and 

wheri the particles are vibrated, ~heir surface is 

exposed to more drying air. 

Another factor to consider is the agglomeration 

which occurs between smaller sprayed globules with a 

large oscillation· amplitude and larger globules with 

a small oscillation ~!flplitude. This leads to higher 

recovery rates and to a definite change in the size 

distribution of the product collected from the drier, 

as shown by the results given in table (9.1). 

'fhe results of improved drying under sonic energy 

conditions leads to a consideration of the effect of 

oscillating or pulsed gas flows on the evaporation 

of sprays. , No 'references, other than that of Boucher 

(16), to spray drop systems are available but mention 

'is made of the work by Krasuk and Smith (110) on mass-

transfer in ,a packed, pul~ed-column. rrhey presented 

data for time-averaged mass-transfer coefficients. 

The coefficient was found to increase with an increase 

in the frequency of pulsation and decreased as the 

average flow rate through the column increased. 

This demonstration of an improved mass-transfer rate 

by pulsation of the liquid stream past a solid phase, 
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suggests a possible similar behaviour for a gas-liquid 

system. 

9.2 SURFAcr:eANT INFLU:B~NCE. 

It has been established that the presence of 

.small quanti ties of surface-active impuri tJes can ~:ave 

a profound influence on the rate of interphase mass-

transfer (36, 140). The surfactant irnpuI'l Ueo x'cdu(;e 

CiI'culation inside drops by retarding interfaciHI 

flow and so depress the bulk phase transfer. As yet 

there are very few analHtic equations relatin,e: transfer 

parameters to surfactant properties. One such analytic 

study is by Levich (125) who derives equations for the 

fall of drops in liquid media in the presence of surface-

active substances. His derivation assum.es tJ.lat tl:.e 

flUI'factants are soluble in the liquid mediud, but not 

in the liquid of the drop. This is not the case for 

a liquid drop in a gaseous atmosphere and the results 

of this author must be interpre d accordingly. 

Schechter and. Farley (183) in their pB.per on 

interfacial phenomena refer to two types' of mechanism 

of interaction. Both the "direct inter'act.:iont! (~.s 

when the surfactant directly interferes with tlle transport 

of material across the phase boundary by some mechanism 

of molecular blocking), and the "indirect interaction'; 

(as when the hydrodynamic behaviour of a multiphase 

system is changed due to the presence of surfactantc: 

and so the mass-transfer rate also c!1.anges) must appear 

as boundary conditions when solving the equations 

of transfer. 

The sitnplest e;.;ample of indirect 1nteractiort is 
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the retardation of the droplet ,circulation in the presence 

of surface-active material • The mass-transfer rame 

. is affected as the boundary layer increases with decreasinF 

droplet circulation in a constant velocity flow field. 

Surfactants tend to be distributed. non-uniformly over 

the surface ota droplet because of the motion of the 

fluid interface tends to convect the material toward 

the rear pole of the sphere, as shown in figure 9.3. 
The existence of concentration gradients over the interface 

gives rise to variations of the interfacial surface 

tension, which is strongly concentration-dependent 

a~d leads to interfacial turbulence as explained by the 

Marangoni effect referred to earlier. This Variation 

in interfacial surface tension has the effect of 

counterbalancing part of the shearing stress exerted 

by the continuous phase on the surface of the droplet 

and so a sufficiently large concentration of surfactant 

could balance the viscous stress exerted by the external 

flow, resulting in complete stagnation of the discontinuou s 

phase. 

The rate of transfer for a slowly circulating drop 

contaminated with surfactant, whose relative velocity 

was small, was given by Lochiel (133) as 

["I.I~ + 1 .33 JJc~ + B1]pe~ 8h ;::: o. 99 Pl{l /"'i ~ 

'~+ ,?-c + B1 
• 

He ,reported this equation to.hold for liquid drops in a 

gaseous medium when ,tld!;U;?/4, whence B1 ::,.0. In his 

discussion of the influence o~ surfactants on mass-transfer 

rates, Lochiel uses as the criterion for droplet sphericity 

that the Weber number be substantially less than unity. 

'This follows Mugele's derivation of the Weber number 

(ref. section 7) where 
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We = max • 

For creeping flow (Re < 1 ) t assuming Stokes flaw, to hold 

(CD = 24/Re), then the Weber number is less than unity. 

Because the surface tension varied over the interface 

where there was no fluid flow was used. to estimate We • 

. Such a value generally gave a conservative estimate 

of the value of We at which a spherical drop (:EI.It 
max 

exist. 

9.3 PRESSURE EF'FECT. 

To determine the rate of evaporation of a pure liquid 

from a spherical surface exposed to a gas stream of varying 

static pressure, Ingebo (88) used the heat balance equation, 

dm h A 4T 
de = H 

·v 

and assumed that the sensible heat transferred by the 

liquid to the sphere was negligible compared witb the 

latent heat requirements. 

From the experimental results obtained for. the evaporation 

of four pure l.iquids over a static air stream pressure 

range from 450 ti 500 mm Hg, the following semi-empirical 

equation for predicting the evaporation rate was derived: 

'where 1 = mean free path and c t = root-mean-square veloci ty 

of the gas molecules. 

For single drops wi th a loYl value of' upstream turbulenre, 

the results indicated that the heat-transfer coefficient 
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was independent of the static pressure of the continuous 

system and that the effect of pressure on the evaporation 

rate could be determined directly from the pressure effect 

on the surface temperature of the drop. 

Evaporation rates of droplets at very low pressures 

~ were reported by Sherwood and Cooke (189) in terms of the 

evaporation coefficient. Ideally, in the abscel1ce of any 

gas-phase diffusional resistance, liquids would evaporate 

at a finite rate and at pressures of a few rom Hg this 

molecular resistance to diffusion would be expected to 

become significant.· The concept of adding the diffusional 

and surface-escape resistances was used by the authors (as 

did Langmuir and others before them) to determine whether 

the evaporation coefficient changes as the drop becomes 

very striall or the pressure of the gas very low. In their 

experiment where the rate of evaporation and the gas rate 

were very small, so that the evaporative cooling of the 

'surface was negligible, they found that the evaporation 

coefficient was independent of pressure over the range of 

0.1 to 300~Hg and that ab,ove this pressure the coefficient 

was dependent on the temperature of the gas and increased 

with increasing Reynolds number of the droplet. The results 

were for Reynolds numbers up to 1.37 and of the four gas 

atmospheres used.as the continuous phase, the evaporation 

rates in Helium and Freon-12 gas were rather higher than the 

rates in air and Carbon dioxide for the same experimental 

conditions. 

The effect of curvature on the vapour pressure of a 

drop can be estimated from the Thomson-Gibbs relationship 

where pis the actual yapour pressure over the drop surface 
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and ps is the normal vapour pressure of the liquid at the 

absolute temperature T. By substituting various VDIUE'E~ of 

r , the drop radius, in this equation it has been shown (113) 
p 

that the vapour pressure over the drop is not increased more 

than 1 per cent until a drop diameter of the order of (). 2 

mi~ron is reached. The dependency of vapour pressure on 

the curvature of the dx'op then favours drop-size uniformity 

by the growth of larger drops in a spray at the expense of 

smaller ones. 



.10. DISCUSSION 

Early work established that the evaporation rate of a 

drop was proportional to the d~op diameter and that falling 

drops do not behave as though they were solid spheres. The 

equation by FrBssling (53) which extended that of P~chs (55) 

by allowing for the relative velocity effect between the 

droplet and the gas, has been well established r~nd difff;rs 

from the more commonly accepted equation by Ranz and Marshall 

(173) only in the value of the coefficient used. The results 

obtained when these two equations are used to corr'elat.e data 

for spray-driers are not very different. 

The apparently simple relationship of the Ranz and r.,8r'Gl~[;~11 

correlation has been widely applied in chemic81 engineering 

problems and if accurate values of the physical constantB 

and drag coefficientsfor the droplets are available, it will 

give a good estimate of the transfer rates to be expected in 

cases of evaporation from spherical interfaces. Al though 

some workers assume a constant drop diameter for the design 

of spray-driers, most use the Ranz and Marshall equation and 

account for the changing re.1ative'velocity effect by assuming 

quasi-stationary conditions. The well establtshed "stqi' method 

is then employed to evaluate the drying requir·ements. Using 

modern computing methods the result may be as accurate as 

desired. Any true solution of the boundary-layer equations 

of the transfer processes would be extremely complex and 

require the evaluation 'of the thickness of the boundary 

layer as the evaporation proceeds. This is the result of 

the fact that the boundary layer is of the same size as the 

drop diameter. Hence, for a changing drop diar.1eter 8,8 

evaporation occurs, so a changing boundary layer thickness 

nmst be used in the calculations of the transfer rates. It 

. should be remembered that the actual rates are more like those 
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shown in figure 3.6'and not like the averaged values given 

by the correlations for the heat- and mass-transfer rates around 

the drop_ Nussel t number correlations 1[,'hi en,body the free 

convection effect by incorporating a fUnction of the Grashof 

number do not agree wi th experimental results so far reporte(~ 

or on the form of the equation itself. 

The total lifetime of a droplet evaporating in stil: 

aj, r conditions has been shown to be proportional to the S l'e 

of the ini tial diameter of the droplet and evapuI'atlon under 

such conditions has been expressed by the use of the evapora-

tion coe'fficient. This is an indication that the process 

evaporation can be desribed by a fixed, value of the Fourier' 

number, since 

Fo :::: 
k e . 
o e n2 

p v p 

and for a constant value of the number 

D2 e 
:::: 

CP'~v 
• p 

Hence the expression, 2 
D2 D :::: -'/')(9 p Po 

where 

A= 0 p fv 

(10.1) 

and is termed the evaporation coefficient. The development 

of a similar expression involving an evaporation coefficient 

which incorporates the relative veloci ty effect v'tlOulcJ. 'be of 

some considerable help in the design of spray-driers. ti'he 

correlations available at present for the drying time of 

pure drops differ slightly, in 'that they are based on the 

different transfer correlations available and ususlly SE2ume 

different bound.ary condi tions as 'Nell. 

Nussel t niJ.m,hercorrelationsreferred to' )'.n 'th' " , ,.J.S ::.:urvey 
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are mainly based on an average value of the thermal conduct-

ivity of the film about the drop, kfo The one notable 

exception is that by Ingebo who had a separate factor of 
1.. . 

(k /k )2 in his equation. If we are interi:ested only in the c v 
heat- and mass-transfer rates occuring at the droplet surface 

. then we could expect to use a value of the thermal conduct

ivity of the continuous phase evaluated at the surface condi

tions. As becomes apparent for evaporation at high tempera

tures,the use of the average value of the conductivity of 

the film leads to incongruous results which in part, allov.' 

for the sensible heat transferred to the diffusing vapour. 

It should be established whether the Nussel t number r'eportec1 

is for the heat-transfer occuring at the droplet surface or 

for transfer occuring at some point wi thin the vapour lr,l. 

It should also be remembered that the original equations were 

derived based on the term (Sc.PBM/P) and it is assumed that 

the pressure ratio is nearly unity. In some cases this 

might not be so and the correct expression for the mass

transfer Nusselt number will then be 

• 

Few stUdies have been made of the evaporation of drops 

containing solids either in suspension or in solution and 

most have been of a more general nature reporting on the 

operating variables of spray-driers. Work on the mechanism 

of the drying of solutions and on the behaviour of sprays of 

drops of solutions is then required, particularly on the 

growth and permeability of the skins formed on the surface 

of the evaporating drops. Differences, in the effective 

lowering of the vapour pressure for some salt solutions, 

need to be settled. This would be done by further studies 

. of the drying of such solutions rather than by studying the 

thermodynamic properties. The question, as to how far held 
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droplet studies can be related to spray driers should alBO 

be considered. The main point seems to be, whether or not 

dynamic equilibrium as obtained for held dropl~t systems 

with relatively large drops is ever attained in any of the 

drying stages in actual spray driers. 

Experimental studies on the evaporation of sprays in 

spray driers are not extetisive and the need is apparent for 

further work in this field. The complete analytical 

solution of the complex heat- and mass-transfer' phenomena 

occuring in the overall process of spray evaporation will 

only be'possible when accurate data for the drag ?oefrici

ents of liquid drops in all regions of the drying chamber 

become available. The investigation of spray evaporation 

should follow the two aspects of evaporation in the nozzle 

or the deceleration zone and the evaporation in the terminal 

velocity or free-falling region. A study of the evalJer'ation 

which takes place from the unstable ligaments of liquid '::hich 

exist for a length of the order 6f several droplet 

immediately after the spray nozzle, should also be made. 

To obtain good results, the development of an ,easy and rapid 

size analysis technique must first be realised. 

There are a number of proven correlations for the 

evaporation of sprays and although the total number of f:J1..lCh 

is small they show the relative motion of the drop to be 

signific.ant. The interaction effects of the dispersed spray 

droplets are apparently negligible and data obtained for 

single liquid drops can be used. The design of spray driers 

by employing the concept of transfer units will only 

fully realised when proven correlations based on reliable 

data become available. Because the whole concept of the 

transfer unit is based on a number of simplifying assumptions 

which do not hold for the hydrodynamic conditions existing 

in spray drier chambers, the use of the transfer unit should 



be restricted to providing only a quantative estimate of 

.the requirements of the drying process. More recent attempts 

to evaluate the volumetric heat-transfer coefficient have 

yet to become established. At present, the engineering 

design of spray driers is usually based on the largest 

. droplet to be formed by the atomiser and some of these designs 

are grossly over-sized. Atomisation is one of the most 

important aspects of spray drying and has been extensively 

reported. Opportunity still exists however, for the detden 

of an atomiser which will produce a very small size range 

of droplets over a wide range of operating capacities. -The 

recent development of the Jet-spray dr'ier promises tc be a 

valuable new tool in the drying of ultra heat-sensi tj.ve materials. 

The few studies of the effect of turbulence on the 

evaporation of sprays of small drops have provided conflictine;: 

results. Some workers report no effect and suggest the 

use of a Nusselt number equal to two for the design of the 

drier. This assumption of no relative motion between the 

phases seems doubtful, as slip has been reported even for 

very small droplets.. The ,possibili ty of' the high Holec~ular 

diffusivity, as compared to a liquid-liquid system, masking 

the transient effect should not be discounted though. Other 

reports show the intensity and scale to have separate effects 

on the transfer processes and the intensity effect to be 

more marked than that of scale.. It has been suggested that 

the apparent increase in the transfer rates is in part due 

to a change in the value of the drag coefficient for the 

droplet in the turbulent flow region. A sorting out and 

explanation of the discrepancies and contradictions found 

in the literature is required •. The development of a 

correlation like that by Zijnen, differentiating between 

the· individual effects of scale and intensity would be 

preferred. 
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The extension of the equations for the drag coeffcicents 

of drops, to allow for drop circulation, drop acceleration, 

the fluid nature of the drop, the effect of the containing 

walls of the system and the continuous phase motion and 

turbulence, is needed. These effects are at present one 

of the major sources of disagreement between the reported 

values of the droplet drag coeffcicents and the behaviour of 

droplets in general. The need to study the effect of small 

amounts of solids or dust, on the shape and terminal velocity 

of the drop is of primary importance in investigating the 

evaporation of sprayed drops of solutions. It was long 

ago established that drops do not behave as solid spheres 

and the effect of the shape of the drop on the transfer 

processes has been reported though not necessarily correlated. 

The effect of acceleration or the motion of liquid drops in 

sprays has been overlooked as mest stUdies have been with 

solid bodies. The criteria for the maximum stable drop size 

agree in princ¥Le but differ in the numerical value given 

to the limiting Weber number. 

Studies'of the evaporation process at high temperatures 

have shown that the sensible heat required to heat the diffusing 

vapour about the drop, is a significant part of the total heat 

transferred. Modified Nusselt numbers, some taking into 

account the heat transferred by radiation, appear to be 

satisfactory although none have apparently been put to any 

extensive experimental study. The use of the average film 

thermal conductivity results in the need to define real and 

apparent values of the heat-transfer coefficient and further 

emphasises the need to define the heat transferred as being 

a surface or film·flux. 

The resulting effect of the sonic energy in increasing 

the evaporationra·te.wo:uld seem to justi.fy further investiga

tion of the phenomena, firstly for held droplets and then 
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for the evaporation of whole sprays. . It is also suggested 

that the effect of pulsed or oscillating airflow through the 

drying chamber could be investigated in a similar apparatus. 

The effects of turbulence, sonic energy and pulsating airflow 

on the evaporation rate all depend on the reduction of the film 

thickness about the'drop and show a similar result but on a 

different scale. 

The influence of surfactants on the transfer process has 

been well established for liquid-liquid systems but not for 

gas-liquid systems. The effect is apparently unpredictable 

and can result in an increased droplet stability or in the 

premature formation of the solid layer on the surface during 

the drying of droplets of solutions. 
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11 .. CONCLUSIONe 

There is a considerable scope for further work in 

the field of Spray Drying. The evaporation of single 

held drops of pure liquids has been studied extensively 

both theoretically and experimentally. All the 

correlations obtained by the workers in this field are 

substantially the same and take the form 

Sh = 2,,0 + °1 (Re)~(sc)i 

, 1 

and Nu ::: 2.0 + °2 (Re)2(Pr)3 .. 

Exponents slightly different from the ones indicated 

have been obtained, but the above equations provide a 

good basis for design. The greater range of 

variation is in the values pf the coefficients 01 and °2 " 

Studies of the mechanism of the drying of drops 

of solutions are limited and work on this aspect of droplet 

evaporation as related to the evaporation of whole sprays 

of either pure drops or drops of soluti.ons, is needed. 

This important topic should be investigated as the 

evaporation occurring in the nozzle zone and in the 

free-falling regione 

Turbulence effects on the evaporation of sprays 

must be reported as the separate effects of the scale 

and intensity of the continuous phase. No agreement 

between reported results will be possible until this is 

done.· Since th~ evaluation of any effect on the 

evaporation rat~, such as that of t~rbulence, can only 

be proven if reliable data for the drag coefficients 

of liquid drops is.available, it is apparent that the 
.I' ':-•. ~.'- _. ) " '. _, '. •. , - . . . . . 

e;Ofect of turbulence on the spray evaporation rate must 



itselr be related to the effect on the mechanics of 

the evaporating drops. 
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High temperature erfectw on the mass-transrer rates 

have led to a controversy over the definition of the 

Nusselt number. Clarirication or the terminology used 

in heat- and mass-'transfer equations for spray evaporation 

would be, desirable and lead to an easier compar:ison 

of reported results, as the degree of turbulence, the 

drop shape, the liquid concentration, physical properties 

, and mechanical dimensions of the system, to name but a 

rew, all need to be detailed. 

As a process for the drying of heat-sensitive materials, 

Spray Drying should be undergoing improvement as data 

is obtained on the operating characteristics of the 

systems at present employed'. However, new designs 

for the basic process, such as the Jet-spray Drier, 

should also be contemplated and the design of different 

atomisers not neglected. The application of sonic 

energy or pulsed airstreams in the drying chamber for 

the drying of dl<t:f'erent types or hea t-sensi ti ve rna te'rials 

could easily be investigated. The study or the process 

or spray evaporation and spray drying is at present 

hampered by the limited operational and sampli~g 

techniques available and new and improved types of 

spray atomisers, spray driers, samplers and analysers 

are required. 

It may be said that the work described here shows 

that spray drying still requires research into most 

aspects of the operating characteristics of the process 

and that with the exception perhaps of the evaporation 

or single, pure liquid drops, considerable scope for 

work in this field will exist ror a long while. 



12 • NOTATION .. 

-c 

D 

D 
c 

D 
o 

D 
Ps 

D 
Pvs 

D 
v 

D1 
d 

E 

Area for heat- or mass.-transfer, ft
2

" 

Cross-sectional area of drying chamber, ft2. 

Factor defined in ego (3.52). 

Factor defined in eg. (3.57). 
o 

Heat capacity at constant pressure, Btu/lb F. 

Root-mean-square velocity of diffusing vapour 

molecules .. 

Diameter, ft or microns. 

Diameter of cylinder, ft. 

Diameter of nozzle ori ce, ft. 

Mean Sauter diameter, ft. 

Volume-surface mean diameter, ft. 

Volumetric diffusivity, ft 2/hr. 

Diameter of a finite spherical enclosure, ft. 

Notation for d~fferential operator. 

Effective motive power as in eq.(5.15); also Eddy 

diffusivity, ft
2
/hr. 

Constants used in eq.(3 t 22). 

Volume fraction or v~idage, ft 3/ft
2

• 

Radiation view factors as in eg.(8.4). 
. -1 
Frequency of oscillation of drops, secs • 

~ Functional notation. 
2 

g Acceleration of gravity, ft/sec • 

H Humidity, Ib water vapour/lb dry air. 

H
t 

Height of. a transfer uni t, ft. 

H Latent heat. of vapourisation, Btu/lb. 
v 

H' Modified latent heat defined in eq.(8.10), Btu/lb. 
v 

hHeat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2hrOF.· 

h Convection heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2hroF. 
c 

h Volumetric heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ft3hroF. 

J . Air/liquid volumetric ratio for pneumatic nozzle. 
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Constant coefficients. 

Discharge coefficient of a pressure nozzle. 

Thermal conductivity, BtU-ft/ft 2hroF; also ratio 

of drop surface velocity to the velocity of potential 

flow of the continuous phase. 

kG Mass-transfer' coefficient, III mOles/ft
2
hr/mole fraction. 

L Characteristic length dimension of particle, ft; 

1 -1 

1 1., 
M 

m 

N 

n 

p 

p 
n 

p 

Q 

q 

R 

S 

also path length of evaporating drop, ft. 

Characteristic length in eq.(3.40). 
Mean free path of diffusing vapour molecules. 

Langrangian scale of turbulence of gas phase. 

Molecular weight. 

MasB of particle. 

.'Mass-transfer flux, Ib moles/hr. 

Number of transfer units as defined in eq.(5.16). 

Number of pseudo sections in drying process. 

Total static pressure, atmos. 

Hydraulic operating pressure of pressure nozzle,psi. 

Partial pressure of diffusing species, atmos. 

Bulk mean partial pressure of non-diffusing species, 

atmos. 

Volumetric flow rate, ft3/hr .. 

Evaporation constant in eq.(5.6); also heat-transfer 

rate, Btu/hr. 
'0 

Universal gas constant, ft Ib force/lb mole R. 

Drop radius, ft. 

Specific surface area of spray as defined in eg. 
. . 2 3 

(5.12), ft /ft • 

s Mean film thicknes as defined in eg.(2.2), ft. 

V Discharge velocity of atomised liquid, ft/sec; 

also velocity of drop as in eq.(5.5), ft/sec. 

Va VeloCity of continuous phase, ft/sec. 



u
1

' . Turbulent eddy vel~city, ft/sec. 

V Veloci ty of air re'£ati ve ttl liquid at nozzle orifice, 

ft/sec. 

Terminal velocity, ft/sec. 

Modified velocity as in eq.(3.42), ft/sec. 

Mass flow rate of spray, lb/hr. 

w 
c 

Critical moisture content, Ib water/lb dry solid. 

Reduced droplet diameter, D /D • y 

g 

z 

P Po 
Height above solute surface, ft. 

Reduced relative velocity, 1-V/V
t

o 

GREEK LETTERS. 

~ Constant defined in eq.(3.62). 

~ Constant indicating uniformity of spray drop-size 

distribution • 

.b. Symbol designating potential difference or driving' 

force such as 6 or 6, T. 
P 

€ Constant defined in eq.(3.61). 

IJte Evapora ti ve efficiency defined in eq. ( 5.23) • 

"to Overall efficiency defined in eq. (5.22) ~ 

"'tt; Ffficiency ratio of evaporation process defined 

in eq.(5.18). 

e Drying time, hrs. 

6)j Falling rate drying time, hrs. 

GI Reduced time par'ameter deftned in eq. (5.8) • 

~ Evaporation parameter defined in eq.(3.21), rt
2
/hr. 

Af Longi tudinal integral scale of turbulence. 

A Viscosi ty, Ib/ft hr; also symbol for micron. 

V Kinematic viscosity, ft
2
/hr. 

General notation for density of solid, liquid 

or gas phases, Ib/ft3 • 



Reciprocal of drift factor, Pm:/P" 

Interfacial or surface tension, lb force/ft. 
204 stefan-Boltzmann constant, Btu/ft hr R • 
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Deforming force per unit area of drop surface as 

in ~q.(7.4), 

P Spherici ty of'drop .. 

DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS. 

Ac 

'B 

CD 
Fo 

Fr 

Gr 

Gr 

jD 

Nu 

Nu 

Pe 

Pr 

Re 

Ret 

Re* 

So 

Sd 

Sh 

Su 

Tv 

Vi 

We 

wt 

Acceleration group, (D dv/v2de ). 
p 

Spaldings transfer number (c AIr/I-! ) .. 
p v 

Spaldings transfer number (C A T/ll '). 
" 2 p v 

Drag coefficient (2g Fd/u ~A ). 
2P 

Fourier number (k t9/C e D ) .. 
2 P v P 

Froude number (u /gD ). 
" 3 ~ 2 Grashof number (D e (5gAT/A ) .. 

p 2 2 
Grashof number, (L3 e fg AT/,A ) .. 

, 2 

Heat-transfer number (kPBMSC3/UP). 

Nusselt number (hD /k). 
p 

Nusselt number (hL/k). 

Peclet number (D GC /k). , p p 
Prandtlnumber (CP;«/k~ .. 

Reynolds number (VDp e 0 ) .. 
Tube Reynolds number(VDt e(IA ) .. , 
Modified Reynolds number (Re + i(Gr)2), as in eq.(3,.40). 

Schimdt number (Dve 1)1) .. 
Surface tension-size group (Su/wt). 

Sherwood number (kD /D ). , p v 
Surface tension group (gd Dp e c/ )J~) .. 
Terminal velocity group (Re/Wt) .. 

Viscosity group defined in eq.(7.5). 

Weber number ( e dD vtd ) • 
P 2 ~ 

Gravi tational group (Dp[~g eo ( ed- e c )!Ac ] :3). 



A Actual value of the Nusselt number0 

acto Actual value of the heat-transfer coefficiento 

aVe Average value. 

c Continuous phase. 

d Dispersed phase. 

f Film value .. 

g Mean gas value. 

h Heat-transfer process. 

1 Liquid phase. 

m Mass-transfer pDocess. 

max Maximum value. 

o Initial value. 

p Particle or drop. 

sSurface value. 

T True value of the Nusseltnumber. 

v Vapour phase. 

x,y Planar coordinates. 

m,n Constant exponents for' the'Nusselt number and Sherwood 

p,q number correlations. 

* Modified definition values" 

.. Indicating transfer conditions as being dependent on 

the mass-transfer rate. 

Transfer in'turbulent conditions .. 
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APPENI2lU 

A t the present time there is no genel'ally aceeptecJ 

f'undamental relationship for predicting the performance of 

a cyclone (A20)o The most sfactory expression 

cyclone performance is still the empirical one by Rosin, 

·Rammler and Intelmann (A21) .. They derived the following 

equation for the minimum diameter particle D , that 
Pmin 

should be completely separated from the 

gas stream in a cyclone: 

wherer d vi seosi ty (lb/ft sec), B=:dime·nsi.on of 

cyclone inlet, N=no" of turns made by gas stream in 

cyclone separator~ e :=true bulk density of material 
s 3 . Ii 

to be separated (lb/ft ) and f ""fluid den8i ty t Ib/ft-)" 

Smaller particles are removed to an extent proportional 

to the initial distance of the particles from the wallQ 

The derivation is based on Stokes' law~ assunring the gas 

stream undergoes a fixed number of turns at constant spiral 

veloci ty without any mixing action or tli.rbule.nce" For a 

cyclone separator of standard proportions (A22) re= 

entrainment is minor and based on a few plant and laboratory 

data~ N has been found to be approximately 50 Cyclones are 

usually designed for an inlet velocity of 50 fps, though 

this need not be strictly adhered to as fan limitations 

generally dictate the maximum allowable pressure drop 

corresponding to a cyclone inlet velocity between 20 
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and 70 fps" 

Oonsidering an inlet velocity of 50 fps, 

A = Q/V 

and A = D2/8 f'or a cyclone of standard proportj.ons .. 

:. D = 2 rJ2Q/v 

For the maximum air f'low rate of' 250 cofomo then, 

D - 2 . /2 x 250 V\ 1 Oll di a" - 'V 50 x 60 

With volume rates less than the maximum it would also be 

desirable to achieve reasonable separation so take D=9ins. 

The inlet area shou.ld then have the area AV\9 sq.in o 

Reasonable dimensions f'or a cyclone body diameter of' 9ins 

would be a rectangular inlet area of' 2"x3" = 6 sq~in. 

The cyclone inlet velocity would then be 100 f'ps f'or the 

maximum f'low rate and 50 f'ps f'or half' the maximum rate~ 

then 

Assuming a value of' p = 160 Ib/f't3 ( e =negligible) 
\s g . 

D _r9 x 00013 x 10-
3 ~ ~J ! 

Pmin -r7T' x N x V x 160 f't 

VI 200i (NV) microns 

For N = 5 and inlet velocities of' 50 or 100 f'ps, D 
Pmin is less than 10 micronso 

This 

For D equal to 
Pmin suggests that the 

length of' the cyclone body could then be shorter than 



that recommended front the sts.ndal'u cyelone I ;' i Cl~, • 

,,<he remaininE )::roblem is the size of the pl'eSDu:r't~ 

drop through the cyclone. Por' ~1. c~;(' Jor,e c r ft [T<.::nl'('i 

clesign dimensions 

2 
6p = 0.024 e V 

f! 

For hot, moi st air exit from the drying eheml:cl', 'luke 

Ai 

eg V'0.07 Ib/ft3• Then the preBEur-e drop is V\ 17 or- V\ LI 

:inches of water for inlet veloci 1:iCtl of -j CC cll(' ~IO fps, 

r'especti vely.. The formel' value of' the p}-eeLllI-c drop is 

ruther excessive and the preSSUI'e drop nan be halved by 

using a cyclone wi th a helical 1'011. Such a design was 

selected and the final desie<n dimension::.: or UIC cyclone 

separator (for particles dovm to 10 r:ltcro:n;! d:ior:,etr:<l') Dl'C 

eJ ven in figure A2.1.. The cyclone has been succc8sfu] ly 

used to separate and collec1; spray-clri.ec'i milk powder that 

ViaS produced in the expeI'imental s:r;ray drier. 

.. . . f'< •• 
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DiMENSiONS 
IN INCHES 

FICiUREA2.1 CYCLONE SEPARATOR DIMENSIONS 



hJ.LIATION CORRECTI~)~S. ?,qR r· 

VVET-BUI::.~: .T':-illRl:,~,VE7ERS 

Data for evaluating the CCr1(;C i ~JE , 
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effect on the unshielded ',\'et.-1.:;ul' t:~C::'T .. CC:(',,~ Je . c t taken 

from Carrier and Mackey' s (A~~,O) r'evicYl of ph~ll3cl:l'ori.et riG 

data. The wet-bulb thermocouple was cemented t.o G stc',r:.d:::.ld 

yet-bulb thermometer (slinS-hygJ'ornetcl":. }:<-) Ull(;C:'~ h \ ~ (1\ 

connected to the water su],;ply reservoir. r.~, l:i 1)}'[11 j or; of 

the thermocouple (copper/constt1ntCJ1) 2,':':l\le '! he ~'.,11~ f.' 

temperature as indicated by the thermometer. Ttle 1'l'CC 

and dry-bulb assembly was carefully Ii'c:U[Jrl'f;0 ~ rJ: fc.,y , 

constant air flow through the chambe:r" elf:; tn<iicated by the 

rotameter (figure A3.1 ), the air veloci t,y IA)Bt the II.'ct-1JuJb 

~ick was calculated to be 10.3 fps. 

The correction for the :('adjE'cUon effrct ~'" :,_u Lc:n 

cclculated (figure A3.2) to be 1.7, 1.5, 1 "j unc 1.15 per 

cent at wet-bulb temperatures of 50, 60, 70 and 80 F 

respectively (A30, A31) 

• • • • • 0 • • • • • • 

References 
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APPENDIX 4 

The turbulence signal from the hot-wire anemometer 

could be as low as 5 millivolts (rms). Since the 

eJectronic pulse counter required an in};,ut f:3i~')1t:J of the 

order of 200 milli vol ts to successfully trigf:er the 

counting circuit, a small transistorised amplifier was 

ITIE1de which had a good frequency respons(~ U1) to "I CO ldl!,~ 

u) !(; was used to amplify the s1 gnal before the pulne 

enunter. Figure A4.1 indicates the arrangement of amplifier 

wi th respect to the hot-vlire anemometer and Dlso fihows the 

circuit of the amplifier. 

The amplifier is a two-stage resistance-capncj U ve 

('ouples, common emi tter transj.stor amplifier wi th a gain 

01' approximately 50. A by-pass ~;::'N:i.teh \'1[08 pr'oviclc(1 to 

, J ow the anemometer signal to be directly coupleci to the 

electronic counter should the signal be greater than 200~V 

rms. The circuit was battery operated Bnd enclosed in a 

small shielded metal case. 

Reference 

tlElectronics for Scientists". Malnst::;clt, F.V. Hnd Eny'J:~, e.G, 
by W.A. Benjamin Inc., N.Y. (1962) 
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APPENDIX 5 

LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION FORMULA 

The Lagrange Interpolation formula is similur t.o 

"Newton's fundamental interpolation formula", but is 

expressed explicitly in terms of the ordinateo involved. 

The Lagrange interpolation polynomial degree n is 

?1J Tf' (x) 
y(x) = .j=,o (x-x.)Tr'(x.) • f(X j ) 

J J 

where IT'(x) = (x-x )(x-x1 ) ••••• (x-x) o n 
'TI' (x) = (x. -x ) (x . -x1 ) ••••• (x. -x ) 

J 0 J J n 

where (x.-x.) is the omitted factor. Thus 
J J 

f(x) = y(x) + E (x) 
n 

1 'TT" ( ) (n+ 1 ) ( ') where En(x) = error = (n+1)! II n f e 

x , x) 
n 

To find the value of the drop diameter Dp1 at distance 

x1 from the front pole of the drop, using the measured 

values DpO ' Dp2 ' Dp4 and xo' x2 ' x4 ' the interpolation 

polynomial of degree 2 is then 

+ 



As the rear pole of the drop is approached. the 

interpolation formula order' is reversed so that the 

interpolated diameter sought is found between the 

measured diameters D ') and D 40 
PL P 

o 0 GOO 0 000 000 

Reference~ 

Chemical Engineers~ Handbook o 4th Edition p 

JGH. Per'ry (ed e ) McGl'aw-Hill COq New York 

(1963)0 
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CONDUCTIV:ffi.1IEAT=TRA1'ISFJ&E~E~91!L~ 

FINE GLASS ROD 

The schematic diagram of a water droplet supported on 

the end of a fine glass rod is shown in figure A6 0 1 ~ The 

method of analysis is thnt used to solve problems for heat

transfer from a fino 

For the case: T g > TL >. ToT d:'> T sand (dT/dx) x::::ifO; 

the temperature distribution along the rod is a function of 

both the radl and longitudinal distributions and the heat 

transfer coeffici along the rod is a func on of positiono 

For the assumed model: T ).T
L g'" 

and 

( d T/dx) x;::L ~= 0; the 1 ength of the rod te (L '~> .. D ),. 
. rocY rod 5 

the temperatUl"'e distrj.bution of' the rod the radial direc tion 

is negligible; the heat-transfer coeffici between the rod 

and the air (h ) is constant and far smaller than the 
rod 

coefficient tween the rod and the water (hd ) and the 

temperature of the air along the rod is constanta 

For these assumptions ~ a heat balance along the .rod 

combined with the Fourier conduction law p results in the 

dj 

fo 

P is 

f'or 

and 

equation of stationary heat conduction as 

o 

perimeter of the glass rod o The boundary condit 

the equation solution are 

T Td 0 x :;:;: 0 rod ~ 

(dT/dx) :::: 0° ~ X - L (A6,,2) 
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r
·--~-~· "-~~...~ " 

Putting m ::::! h dF/k ,A '1. ro roa poet' 
()!l equatton 6 0 1 is 

T =( T ~']' ) 
g g d: 

The quantity of heat flowing to the supported drop at 

the end (x=O) of the glass rod is 

Differentiating equation A6 0 3 and putting x=O then 

(dT/dx) 0 =: m(T =Td)tanb.(mL) x= g 

The solution of equat1.on A6,,4 then becomes 

- mk aA d(T =Td)tanh(r~) r,o ro g 

Q d = E2! k dh D o(T ro ro rod rod g 
tanh(mL) 

Experimental values of the product mL were such that 

(A6 0 7) 

tanh(mL) was close to unity and cosh(mL) vas very ge o 

Equation A6 0 7 is the same as assuming an insulated tip for 

the glass rod at the end x=L~ where T d ~ T 0 Detai 
I ro g 

of the construction g mounting and dimensions of the 

glass rods as given in section 4&4 shows the basis for the 
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aS81~ed model to be acceptab 

expec ted to provide a measur'e 

the held dropleto 

and equati.on A6 0 7 can be 

the heat transferred to 

A more corr'ect solution is obtained if' equation A6~4 

Q d:::: k dA d( dT/dx) 0:::0 hdA d( '1' =Td ) ro ro ro x= ro 0 

where hd is the convection coef'ficient for heat-transfer 

through the boundary~layer within the drop at the end of 

the glass fibI'e 0 The convection coefficient is due to 

droplet internal curvulation which also justifies the 

assumption of uniform temperatuI'e distribution wi thin the 

drop., Equation A6 0 6 then takes the form 

Q ~= nrnk A (T -T.) rod <rod rod 0 d 

where n := hd/k dm and the EJxpreBsion for the tempepature 
I'a 

distribution along the glass fibre shows T to be a 
a 

function of both h d and ro 
the last term of' equation 

hdo Equation A6,,9 reduces to 

A6 G 8 and cannot be solved as 

values of hd are at present not available ~ al though dr'op= 

rCll1ation stUdies may prov'ide an answer as during 

the present study a supported droplet containing de11081'= 

ate traces of' dust particles showed quite clearly the 

circulation pattern within the dropleto A photographic 

study may provide some measure of the internal circulation 

veloci ti es 0 

It will be noted that both equations A6 0 7 and A6~9 

provide a solution for Q d which is dependent on the ro 
value of h dO The value of Q d assumes that h diS ro raro 
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constant over the length 8 fibre" Experimental 

values the product mL were the temperature 

distribution along the glass rod then takes the form 

T == T -(T ~T )e=mx 
rod g g d (A6" 1 0) 

As can be seen from the computer calcUlated temperature 

distributions (Appendix 7) and also A6 a 2, the 

temperature gradient (dT/dx) is si 

* length the rod at the end support 

view of this, and r'emembering that the 

end of the glass rod disturbs the 

cant only over that 

the droplet. In 

t held on the 

r flow parallel 

to the rod, if h d is to be constant ovel' the whole ro 
length then the coefficient must be considered as an 

average value for the whole length9 combining both radiation 

and convection heat-transferG 

A literature search conducted to find table 

expressions scribing h d resulted a conclusion 
ro 

which agreed with that obtained by Fuchs (A60) his 

booklet on evaporation and droplet growth. The conclusion 

is that by assuming sensible values of h 0. 9 the heat 
I'O 

flowing along the ass ftbre to the held drop 1s quite 

substantial, while the majori ty of worker's in this field 

have unjustifiably ne ected this effect" Fr~ssling (A61) 

neglected the thermal conduction effect of his fine 

thermocouples used to measure the droplet temperature and 

well-known stUdies such as those of Ranz and Marshall (A62) 

and Hsu, Sato and S (A63) although making correction 

for the heat flow to the drop by the supporting fibre or 

thermocouple, do not report the method of calculation used" 

Many articles lack es data about experimental 
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conditions, apparently considered irrelevant~ but without 

them no real comparison of theory and experiment is 

possible 0 

Only one recent work by Ryozo Toei et aL. (A64) 

reports the method of estimation of h d and refers to a ro 
paper by Sano and Nishikawa (A65)o These latter workers 

calculated heat-transfer coefficients for fine wires in a 

parallel airflowo For forced convection, the heat-transfer 

coefficients for the wires were obtained from 

where the effects of the wire length and diameter on the 

Nusselt number were negligible o Values of h .d calculated ro 
from this equation are approximately one-half of those 

calculated according to the recommended correlation by 

McAdams (A66) for cylinders in cro~s-flowo Equation A6 0 11 

was experimentally obtained for very long wires (20 to 40 

times the length of the glass fibres used to support the 

evaporating droplets) and a uniform temperature was 

assumed 0 These conditions do not approach those used in 

the present esperimental study and another solution for 

h d was sought 0 ro 
The temperature profile along the glass rod is such 

that (dT/dx) is significant for only approximately ~ 

length of the rod at the end supporting the drop (see 

figure A6 0 2). This profile can be approximated by using 

a linearly increasing temperature over this short length 

and putting the temperature for the remaining length of 

the rod equal to T. Then 
g 



T 
r'od 
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\ 
)X 

To standardi~3e th over wh,ich 'the temperattl,re 

gradient is signif':lcant ( assuming x ;;0: L/L~) w x 

is defined as the wher'e 

Equating equations 

obtained as 

x ::: 302958/m 

~~ T ) 
d 

a 0 and A6013~ the on ftl(' x is 

(A6,,14) 

To solve the pr'oblem of evaJ:uating h rod [j> the solution 

for heat-transfer to a Berni te plate is used o A 

constant free stream ve ity along the is assumed and 

the specified surf'ace temperature 1s of the form described 

by equation A6 e 12o In this case the ion wi give an 

overestimate h as boundary='layer about the rod will x 
be thicker than that over' a flat plate ( ause of the high 

curvature the ) a On other hand 9 the heat='t,r'ansfer 

region close to the suppm."ted drop wi be a region of 

possible vortex formation (according to Reynolds number 

for the drop) whi would reduce thiokness of the 

boundary=layer" The actual value of h calculated the x 
the at plate solution may not be too much in erroY'o 

For hea't=transf"er over a flat plate wi·th a laminar 

bounda1'y=layer and a sUI':f'aC'Je temperatlll:'e whiOh increases 

linearly along the ct:ion flow $ the avel'ag§, Nussel t 

number over the length x :ts g:i ven (A67) by 

Since h d is average overall heat~transfel41 
1'0 
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coe ent for the rod and the temperature distribution 

along the rod (equation A6 0 10) is based on the total rod 

length~ then h d is described by the equation ro 

h d;::: xoh /L 
I'O x 

Using equations A6Q14? A6 0 15 and A6016~ a solution for 

h d can be obtained ro the form 

E 
1 V .i 1 J V5 

8. 2 • 3P r "3 ( P g g) kg( D dk d) 4/L 
g \ u ro ro 

g 

h is seen to depend not only on the diameter of the rod rod 
(A65) , but also on the length of the rodo This is the 

difference between assuming a uniform temperature along 

the rod as against a linearly increasing temperature 

p:r>bfile over the rod length near the supported droplet 0 

The value of h d predicted is approximately ~ that for ro 
a cylinder in crossflow (A66) and 1 that for parall flow 

along a cylinder of uniform temperature (A65)o 

Q d as calculated using h d from equation A6 0 17 ro ro 
was approximately 0063 times the heat flow calculated 

using the heat~transfer correlation of equation A6 0 11 ~ 

This is in reasonable agreement considering the basis of' 

the derivation of h d as described by equation A6 0 17 and ro 
experimental s of Qrod were 5 to 15% of Qtotal so 

that h d values calculated from the Nusselt number ro 
correlation of Sano and Nushikawa (A65) would not 

significantly ef'fect the final value of the overall 

Nusselt number calculated for the evaporating held droplet .. 

o G 0 ~ 0 0 000 000 
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APPEN.1llU 

The heat~transf'eI' 1~esu1 ts from the evaporation 

studies of' the supported droplets~ were completely 

evaluated using the computer program (HTCOEF)0 The 

program was written in Fortran IV language f'or use 

in an IBM ,360/44 computero The program contains nearly 

600 statements and is preceded by 5 small function 

programs., A listi,ng of' the program along wi th a sample 

of' the computed results f'ollows and the complete program 

can be considered to be the combination of 7 minor 

programs" 

1: Cards 1 to 93 ~ (statement numbers beginning wi th 

digit 1)0 This minor program calculates all relevant 

physical property data for the held evaporating droplet. 

The required input data are values of the humidity and 

vapour pressure of the drying air~ the total pressure of 

the system 9 and the temperatures of the ai,r 9 drop (wet

bulb temperature of air) and the column wallso The mean 

film properti.es are calculated at the volume mean m=Oo60 

(not 0050 as f'or arithmetic mean) and the results are 

printed under the heading of Drops Physical Property Data., 

After the run number9 the first line of the output is the 

measured values of' the input data used to calculate the 

following lines of' physical propertieso The titles used 

are self explanatory and BFACT is the Mass Transf'er 

number B == C AT/H 0 The result shows the amount of' 
p v 

sensible heat gained by the dif'fusing water vapour af'ter 

evaporation to be about 005% of' the total heat reaching 
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U 8 ~a beat vapourisationQ 

= (Statement number's beginning 

wi th digit 2)" ~rhi.s nrLnor' pI'ogr'am ealculates the air 

velocity and turbulence parameters 8S well as the turbulence 

energy spectrum.. The input data requi'('ed is the number of 

zeros (used to calculate A f by the ZeN) count method) 1 the 

dynamic velocity head as measured by the pitotstatic tube 1 

and values of the anemometer bridge D"C~ voltages V and Va" 

This data is followed by values of the self noiss and 

turbulence tensity spectrum as obtained by the gating 

method on the hot-wi,P8 anemometer", The calculated results 

are produced under the heading of Air Velocity and 

Turbulence Results and include the I' velocity, longitudinal 

mi croscale A f and the turbulence in tens:ityo The tI'ue mV 

signal for the turbulence spectrum is calculated and 

arranged in order of increasing quency rangeo Using the 

relation k := 21T'f/U ~ the quency range is converted into 

a wavenumber range and the intensity (frequency) and energy 

spectra are computed from equations described in section 30 

Di.mensionless energy and wave number pa.l"ameters were then 

calculated based on the mid=polnt wavenumber 9 estimates of 

the integral or macro=scale ~f of turbulence were obtained 

by solving the various equations describing the turbulence 

energy spectrum" The relative merit of the macroscale 

estimates is described in the next sectiono 

.2: Cards 219 to 3151 = (statement numbers beginning 

wi.th digit 8) <V This minor program uses a simple plotting 

procedure to graphically display on a log-log plot the 

calculated intensity and energy spectra for midpoint 

wavenumberso The program requires no input data as the 

plotting symbols are created within the programo The 
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first graph is fo:!:' a high value of relative intensity ('11\'19%) 

and shows an energy peako This allows an estimat.e of the 

wavenumber of the energy containing eddies (ke)o The 

spectra slope approxj.mates the value @f -5/3 only for a 

narrow range of wavenumbers and for this range the 

Liepmann estimate of the macro-scale is seen to be 1 035mmo 

The von Karman estimate (based on a value for k ) records e 
valu.es of 1 06 to 103 mm for the same wavenumber range and 

the isotropic relation yields Af V\ 1 07mmo These three 

solutions for A f show reasonable agreemeniJ 0 The second 

graph is for a much lower value of relative intensity 

(\1\ 505%) and ne maximum energy peak is shown 0 As a 

consequence g a value of k carulot be obtained and the 
e 

isotropic and von Karman macro-scale estimates are invalido 

The liepmann correlation however p still produces two 

estimates in the ~5/3 slope region C706 and 705 mm) and in 

practice values of Af used to present the results were 

based on this latter correlanion o 

4~ Cards 320 to 423 ~ (statement numbers begiffiling 

with di.git 3)0 This minor program calculated the support

ed droplet surface area and volume by the graphical 

integration method outlined in section 404... From each 

photograph of the held e7aporating dropletg the time of 

eVaporation p the length of the drop and cross-section 

diameters at equal distances from the front pole of the 

drop are used as input datao The data are used in the 

Lagrange interpolation formula (Appendix 5) to predict 

intermediate values of the drop diameter and all diameters 

(twice the measured number) are used in the formula for a 

frustum of a right cone which is used to approximte 

segments of the droplet", Summation of the surface areas 
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and volumes of' these provid.es a HlcaL:fUJ.'e the drop 

surface area and volume <> . These x'eaul ts a1'e pr.:;duced from 

each photograph of the evaporating droplet as shown under 

the heading Liquid Sphere Surface and volume Measures p and 

are self explanatoryo Values of thedrop volume~ surface area 

maximum diameterg equivalent diameter (of a sphere of the 

same volume) and length are stored along with the time of 

evaporation for use in the next seotlano The profile 

as printed out wi th the results is a vall:!ab aid in 

checking that the input data and the Lagra!lge interpolated 

values were correcto 

5: Cards 424 to ,~ = (statements ginning with 

digit 4)~ This minor program uses the versityof 

Canterbury Computer Library subroutine POLFIT~ to fit a 

polynomial to the evaporation curves of the time versus 

drop volume p area ll diameter and length parameters o After 

fitting the curves for each variable 9 the equation descibing 

the change of the drop parameter with was stored in the 

respective function programs which ceded the mainline 

program... This was done in every case except for' the drop 

volume for which the equation obtained by POLFIT was analyt

ically differentiated and the volume rate of change with 

time held as a function programo The results weI'e printed. 

as shown under the heading of Evaporation Rate curve Fitting 

and first and second order polynomj.als were fItted to i.,he 

datao The degree of fit with the at error (XMSE) was 

chosen and test stUdies with higher order polynomials showed 

no significant further improvement o The teJ'ms COEF( 1) , 

COEF(2) etc are the coefficients t.he equati.on 
2 

y = a1 + a 2x + a3x + 00000 

6; Cards 494.1Q 54.5 = (Statements beg:inn:lng wi t.b. 
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digit 5)0 This mim)r program is used to compu.te pre= 

liminary heat=tr'ansf'er t'8sul ts and also t.he Reynolds 

numbers at which the droop Nusselt nunibers will be evaluatedo 

The maximum and minimum Reynolds numbers found in the 

experiment are calculated and these are rounded up or down 

into whole multiples ot" 25" Intermediate Reynolds n'lInbers 

as mult s of 25 are also found o The heat-transfer 

coe:f:flcient h .d from the air to the glass fibre supporting ro 
the droplet is estimated and the tet.al heat f'low by conduct-

ion to the drop is then found Q At the same time~ the 

temper'ature profile along the supporting glass fTbx'e is 

calcu.lated" The results are shown beginnj.ng wl.th the 

Experimental Reynolds number range and the gnificant par't 

of the temperature profile along the supporting fi1n"e :1.S 

shown to be in that -1/4 length of the fibI'e nearest· the drop 0 

7~ Cal'ds 546 to END = (statements beginning w.ith 

t 6)0 This is the final section of the program and 

produces the heat-transfer results for the held evapora':" 

ting droplets o FOI' each selected Reynolds number ( mul t~ 

iple of 25)9 the corresponding time of eVaporation is 

sought from the function program for the maximum droplet; 

diameter (on which the Reynolds number is based)Q On 

finding this diame , which may be inside or outside of 

the actual experimental drop size range 9 t.he 't;ime 0:1 evap

orati~n. is then used to solve the 0ther function prmgrams 

for the dr~p evaporation rate (volume rate)g surface area p 

equivalent sphere diameter and length o These solutions are 

used tG calculate the net heat~tr>ansfer rate foX' trw drop 

Bnd so :provide a value of the drop heat-transfer coeft.'icient, 

which turn is used to calculate the Nusselt number for 

the evaporating dropleto The Nusselt; number according to 
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the Ranz and Marshall correlation (NUO) is also c~llmj 1,,'[·t'll 

along with the FrBsslin~ number' for the eVEJpo:r':.-[,ing droplt't. 

'The results are shown under the hea<J:i.ne; He[1i. 'l'l'nnt.;ft;]' 

Resul ts (1) and are produced. for each selL~ctt-'d drop Reynolds 

number. 

The program execution time was LI· to 5 mhurl,(-;c-, 

(]c:::pending on the nwnber of photographs to be analysed and 

the assistance of the staff of the Computer Cent.re of the 

University of Canterbury is gratefull;y acknoY!lf::l1getl • 

• • • • • • . ... .... .... 
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COMP~rER PRQCRAM.( HTGOEF) 

OO()l 
onr)2 
0003 
0004 
f)1)0 ~ 
0006 
0007 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

0001 
0002 
0001 
0004 
onu,> 
0006 
0007 

0001 
0002 
00(13 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
OOOh 
0007 
0008 
01)09 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 

0020 
0021 
0022 0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
002A 
0029 
0030 
0031 
(;032 
0033 
0034 
00]') 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
1)1)42 
00', i 
00',4 
004 'j 
00',6 
\)047 
OOl,tl 
(J049 
00'50 
OO,l 

FU~CllnN V8L~AT(~1,TYME.~~1) 
f) ll~ E ~l S I 0 I R U 'i I 
VIlL'l.IIT=R,l( 21 
DO 1 rJ I = 3 I fW 1 

10 VOLRAT=VOLRt,r+( 1-1 )'~Rl( I )*TY/I,t=**( l-?) 
RETURN r ".]0 , 

FUNCTION AREAAAIR2,TYME,~R2) 
DiHFN:,[O"1 R2(S) 
MEAAA=R2( II 
DO 10 1=2,MR2 

10 AREAAA=ARFAAA+R2(1)*TYMF**(J-ll 
R ETUr~N 
t:ND 
FUNCTION RIGO[AIR3,TYME,MR3) 
D[MENSION R3(5) 
Ij[GDIII=R3( 11 
DO 10 [=2,MR3 

1 () Al GO I A'" B I r, D I A + R 3 ( I H<T Y ,~ F ~" ( I - 1 ) 
RETURfl 
feND 

FUNCT[ON AVDIAA(R4,TYHE,MR4) 
DIMFNS[n:J R4(5) 
AVDIAA=R't( 1 I 
DO 10 [=21t·1R4 10 fl,VD[!\A=AVlllAA+R4{ [I*TYME"'( [-1) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION DROPLN(R5,TYME,MR5) 
D !/.\ENS [ON R5{ 5) 
OROPUI"'R5( 1) 

10 g~O~EN!~~h=E~+R5{ [)*TYME**( [-1) 
R nu RN 
END 

gl=~~~18~ ~Jt~~~IZY!tBAo~tr~Af~9gI7gl:'~7~hf~J~110)'TD(lOI,TE(10) 
D [ MENS [or~ E 10K ( 1 () ) , ElK ( 1 f) ) 1 VIA VE N ( 101 f F R HUN ( 10) ,II AV E N ( 101 

81~~N~18~ e!~T~~11g6~?}~A~Y~6?~R~T~~~~~~glA~~r) 
() I ME NS IOil! Y ( 20) f COF.F I ') I ,t= R R OR ( 2 I f R 1 ( ., ) ,R 2 ( ') I , R 3 ( ') ) , R4 ( 5 I , R 51 ') I 
INTEGfR l,Zl,ZZZ 
REAL fHRA Tf 
REAL LATt:HT,KGAS,KFILM,KVAPC 1 KVAPF,KGASC,KGASF,LENGTH,NU,NUO,LROO 

10rl READ(5
1

1401 IRUNUM,HUM[[lY,VApRES,TOTPES,TEMGAS,TEMOOP,TWAlL 140 FORMAT I10 t6FIO.5) 
WRITE(6 t4 ) 

141 FORMAT(1 1 ',5X,· DROP NUSSELT NUMBER RESULTS') 
WRITl:( 6,1201 

120 FOIU1ATUIIIIII/I' DROPS PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATAl) 
WRITE(6,j30) IRUNUM 

130 FORMlIT( /l5X, 'RlI\lUM8ER=', (3) 
WRITE(6,1501 

150 F OR~I A T (/ I. 'j X! I HUM I I) Y , ,4 X, ' VA PRE S I ,4 X. ' TOT PES • ,4 X, ' IE MGA S • , 4X • ' TE MDO 
IP'i 4X 'T[MWALL'1 

WR TEIA,160IHUMIDy,VAPREs,TnTPfS,TEMGAS,TEMDOP,TWALL 
IhO FORMAT(Fl1.51~FlU.21 

TEMDIF=TF~GAS-TbMDOP 
T [I~r UI=O. 60*T fMO IF + TEI"IOm' 
P[SDIF=TOTPES-VAPRES 
PFSFLM=Q.hO*PESDlf+VAPRES 
YVAPF~=PESFLM/TUTPfS 
YGASFM=I.000-YVlIPFM 
WGTXVF=YVAPFM/(1.6C7-u.hU7*YV~PFMI 
WGTYCF=l.OOG-WGTXVF 
w r; TX vC=HUM II1Y I (HUf'll OY t 1.11 
WGTYCC=l.OOO-WGTXVC 
X V C '" (, , Ii 'i 'j 'i * H U ~1 IIJ Y I ( (l • 0 3 4 ') + (1 • 05 'i ')~, H U t-\ [ J) Y J 
Yec= l,f'OI)-XVC 
V I:,~,C=O, )'tl<i+5,U-'jiITU·1GAS 
VI~Gv=n,~lqA.5.0f-S*TEMGAS 
Kr,/\S C-o, iJ 1::1', I'i +.2. ;lfl'll: -5* T E~H;A S 
K (; AS f- - n • ( 1"3 4 ~ ') • 2 • .:\ n 9 ~ - ')" HIt, F L M 
SPHTVC=~,~'h'ih'7.h4E-~*TEMGAS 
')PIIIVF-[I ,It 36"0+7. /)',[- '>' l'[MrLM 
SDHTCC=O,~3q7~tR.13'iE-h*fEMG~S 
s !> I IT G f' " 0 • ;> VJ , ~ t fl • ':l '\'i F. - (,,, rEM r l M 
L A r F III - 1(' IJ O •. ~ - () • 'i 'J ? I ~, r r: 14,Jr) P 
I F ( T H·j n 11 P - h fl • () I li' ["It) 1 , Ld 

1 () I) '< IHlIl (I P I I • (> n I .~ 3 -', • "I, I - r; * r U1[H 1 P ) " () 2 • "l, 

,;0 )(1 I l)'1 
10t IF(fHWnp-IO', Ili'2,I(n,1()1 
[()1 1{II(l[lfW (I.{)U') I. hl1iF '.* T('MIJrlP) H,7 .'d 

I; n 111 l(l't 

In) IOII) l1 llP=( t."'IK2H-2.':>05!:-I.*rH.II)UI'I*A7.'13 
I Ii " r r .111' K = ? r I 1 3 I '.i • () ':' ( T F: I·~ ,; 1\ S - i? 0 ) I q • () 

I' (( r I: r p ,- 1 en .~ .<1 >I< 11', • I/llI,. n + 7(,1) .() 



005? 
0053 
0054 
0055 
Q056 
0057 
(JOSB 
005'1 
006:) 
0061 
0002 
006, 
OOM 
00h5 
OOob 
0061 
006P, 
00h9 
U010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0011 
0018 
0019 
0080 
00131 
0082 
00e3 

0084 
0085 
0086 
OORl 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
00<)2 
00<)] 

0094 
00<)5 
0096 
0091 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
UI03 

0104 
0105 
0106 
0101 
0108 
0109 
0110 
Ulll 
0112 
0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 
0111 
0118 
0119 
012{! 
012 I 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
012'1 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 

0131 
0138 
J139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 

°1 44 
o 45 

c 
C 
r: 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

1\'19'7 
RHnG4S=1.2q27*127,.13/T~MPK)~IB-J.3793*V'PRES*O.75)'h2 .43/7.6E~ 
IFITH·!GA:'-1l4.~II0'), 106, 106 

105 KYhP(=O.:0902.'.46RE-5*TEMGI5 
;f] TO 109 

106 IFITE~GAS-212.01101,108,108 
107 KV.PC=0.C099~2.1.74~~-5*TEMGAS 

GO TU li.l9 
lOR KYhPC=O.J078Z.2.77RE-5*TEMGhS 

f~~ ~:l~~~~~~;~A~;~!lkg~!~lt~~lLM 
GfJ TO 114 

11 1 I FIT H. F U/, - 2 1 2 • 0 ) 11 2, 1 1 3 ,L 13 
112 KYftPF=O.OC9992.1.748f-5*TEMFLM 

GfJ TO 114 
113 KVAPF~O.00782.2.11nE-5*T~MFLM 
114 SPHTFH=WGTYCf*SPHTCF.WGTXVF*SPHTVF 

SPFCHT=WGTYCC*SPHTCC.WGTXVC*SPHTVC 
AAA=YCC*~.011 
BAB= XVC*2. 622 
KGAS=IAAA*KGASC.~BB*KVAPG)/IAhA.BBB) 
CCC=YGASFM*3.071 
DOO=YVAPFM*2.h22 
KFILM=ICCC*KGASF.DDO*KVAPF)/ICCC.DDD) 
fEE=YCC*~.38~ 
FFF=XVC*4.245 
VISGAS=I~EE*VISGC.FFF*VISGV)/IEFE.FFF) 
PRGAS=SPECHT*VISGAS/KGAS 
BFACT=SPHTFM*TEMUIF/LATEHT 
TFMFFF=ITEMFLM-32.0)*5./9.+213.13 
DIFFUS=O.A53*ITEMFFF/213.13)**2.*lbO./B 
WRITElb,171) 

171 FORMATII15X,'RHOOOP',4X,'RHOGftS',4X,'LATEHT',4X,'TEMFLM',4X,'TEMDI 
IF' ) 
WRITEI6 1 172IRHODOP,RHOGAS r LATEHT,TEMFLM,TEMDIF 

112 FORMATlrll.5,FI0.5,3F10.21 
WRITEI6,113) 

173 FORMATI/llX r 'KGAS',4X,'VISGAS',4X,'SPECHT',4X,'BFftCT',5X,'PR.GhS') 
WRITEI6,1741KGAS!VISGA~,SPECHT,BFACT,PRGAS 

114 FORMATIF11.5,4Flu.51 
WRITElb,l75) 

115 FORMATII16X r 'KFILM'14X"PESFLM,,3X,'SPHTFLM',3X"DIFUSTY') 
WRITE16,1161 KFILM,p[SFLMrSPHTFM,D FFUS 

116 FORMATIFll.5,FlO.2,2FI0.51 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

20R 

Et~D OF DROPSAT 
WRITEI6,203) 
FORMATIIIIIIIIIIII' AIR VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE RESULTS') 
READI5

1
204)lERO,HEAD,VELNO,VEL,NUMBER 

FORMAT FLO.O, 3FIO.5, 110) 
AIRVEL=lB.094*SQRTIHEAO/RHOGAS) 
WRITEI6,205)AIRVEL 
FORMATII15X,' AIR VELOCITY=',F5.2,'FT/SEC'1 
SCALE=AIRVEL*2060./ZEKO 
WRITEI6,2Q6)SCALE 
FORMATII15X,' LONGITUDINAL MICROSCALE=',Fb.3,'MM'1 

ChLCULATE MACROSCALE USING 'MACROSCALE=O.15/KE', INOT FROM MICROSCALE) 

REAOI5,2(.i1IISEUWI II, 1=1,91 
FORMAT(8FI0.':» 
REAOl5,208)ITURV(LIII,[=1,9) 
FORMAT(BFIO.5) 
TCIO)=n.O 
0020'1 1=1,9 
TAl I I=SEL~OI II*SElNDI II 
TBI J I=TURVELlII*TURVELI [I 
TCIII=TBI I )-TAIII 
TDIII TCII'-TC:II-ll 
IF(fDI [1.LT.'J.OlTOI 11=0.0 

209 IE I II=SQiU ITDI I II 
V~MS=SQRTITCI911 
TURR=O.4*VRMS*VEL/IVEL*VCL-VtLNO*VELNOI 
TURB I=TURBI Fin. 
TURR 2= TURB 1 * TtJMB 1 
TlJR 134= TUR B2*' URB 2 
WRITEI6,210ITURR 

210 FORMATII/~X,' TURBULE~CE INTENSITY.·,F5.2,'PERCENT') 
"AVENll'=31.416/AIRVEL 
WAVE'H 2)=4.*wAVE!'1( 11 
~AVENI31=ln.*WAVEN(11 
WhVEN(~1=20.*WAVE~lll 
U024015,10 

240 \~AVEqlll=10.*WAVfN( 1-31 
UO 241 J=1,9 

241 

211 

212 

213 

214 

1=10-J 
I F I J • G F.. 7 I 1=.;-6 
HAVENIJI=IWAYENIJtll.~AVE~IJ)I/? 
OIMENKIJl=HAVENIJI*2./1. 
XNfY=ftIRVEL*n.004*VEL*TE(I)/IYEL·YEL-VELNO*V~LNOI 
tiKI 11·)(\ITY*\(NfV/IWAV!:~IIJ.II-WAVf.tl(JII 
EII1K I 1'=tIKI 11*2.on.141bIAIRVEL 

[lOKII'=INTENSITV FUNCTION OR FltFI 
EIKIII=ENERGY FUNCTION OR EI(K) 

urMERGI II=ElK( 11*3./( fURfJ?*hIRYEL*hIRVEL*2.1 
on 211 1=1. q 
!- REF U" ( I ) = TIl I I 1/ TC ( 9) 
W,lTflh,2121 
FOKMATIIISX 1 ' TURH. FREO. RANGE MV SIG~AL 
wRITElb,213ITE(9).FREFUN(QI 
FnRMAT(/lIX I ' 5-20Hl·.FI4.?,FIB.~1 
WRITEI6 t214 TEIA),FREFUN(B) 
FORMATI 1X,' 20-50Hl',F14.2,FIA.51 

F~AC. SIGNAL I I 



/\:1.98 
0146 
0141 
0148 
0149 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
0155 
0156 
0151 
01'>8 
0159 
0160 
0161 
0162 
01b3 

0164 
01b') 
0106 
0161 
016B 
0169 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 

0115 
0116 
0111 
OpB o 19 

0180 
OUll 
0182 

oun 
01fl4 
0185 
0186 
0181 
0188 
0189 
0190 
0191 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
01% 
0197 
019a 
0199 
0200 
0201 

8202 
203 

0204 
0205 
0206 
0201 
0208 
0209 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0214 
0215 
0216 
0217 
0211 

C 
C 
C 

0219 
0220 

0221 
0222 

0223 
0224 

0225 
0226 
0227 
0228 
0229 
0230 
0231 
0232 
0233 
0234 
0235 
0236 
0237 
0238 
0239 
0240 

~RITEI6,215ITEI1I,FREfU~{1J 
21S FORMATllSX,' SO-100HZ',FI3.2,FIB.51 

WRITEI6,216ITEI6ItFREFUN(61 
216 FORMATI9X,' 10Q-2DOHZ',F13.2,FIA.SI 

WRITE{6,211ITEI51,FREFUNIS) 
211 FORMAT!9X 1' 200-500HZ',FI3.2,FIA.5) 

WRITE(b,2 8ITE(4),FREFUNI41 
218 FORMATI9X,' 500-1000Hl',f12.2,FI8.51 

WRITE(6,219)TE(II,FREFUN(1) 
219 FORMAT(8X,' 1000-2000Hl',F12.2,F18.51 

wRITEI6 220lTEI2l,FREFUN 2) 
220 FOR~AT(AX" 2000-5000Hl',F12.2,FIB.51 
221 ~~A~~trA~;t'~5b6~lb66b~~';~11.2,Fla.SI 

WRITE(6,2t:l21 
282 FORMATI10X t ' DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS') 

WRITE(6,22<::l 
222 FORMAT(/6X,' WAVE NUMBER II/FTI INTENSITY SPECTRA ENERGY SPECTR 

IA K*1"l EUKDI',II 
00224 J=l,9 
K=J+l 
'=10-J 
IFIJ.GE.111=J-6 
WRITEI6 1 223IWAVENIJ),WAVENIKI,EIOKII),EIK(II,DIMENKIJ)rDIMERG(11 

223 FORMATI rX,F1.1,' TO ',F1.1,5X,EI0.4,9X,EI0.4,9X,EI0.4,9X,EI0.41 
224 CONTINUE 

WRlTEI6,2581 
2S8 FORMATI/1132X,' MACRO SCALE ESTIMATES liN MMSI'I 

WRlTEI6,2591 
259 FORMATI/5X,' ISOTROPIC O.15/K LIEPMANN EMPlqlCAL RELATIO 

IN VON KARMAN INTERPOLATION',/I 
DO 260 I 1,9 
J=10-1 
IFII.GE.7IJ=I-6 
IFIEI0KIJI.LE.O.OIGO TO 261 

280 KOOTB=ITURR4*IAIRVEL**4.1)-IE1KIJI*EIKIJI*3.141b*3.141b*HAVENIII*H 
lAVENlll1 

IFIROOTR.LT.O.O)GO TO 276 
ROOTR=SQRTIROOTBI 
SCALE3=ITURB2*AIRVEL*AIRVEL+ROOTBI/IE1KIJI.3.1416*HAVENIII*HAVENII 

1))*304.8 
SCAL[4=ITURB2*AIRVEL*AIRVEL-ROOTBI/IEIKIJI*3.1410*HAVENI[)*HAVENII 

1)1*304.8 
Go TO 281 

261 SCALEl=O.O 
216 SCALE3=O.O 

SCALE4=O.O 
281 SCALE5=SCALE/304.8 

IFIE1KIJI.LE.O.OIGO TO 285 
DENOM'" 14./3.I*HAVENIII*SCALE51**2.0 
TEST l"'OENOM/l.O 
TEST2=1.O/OENOM 
A=E1KIJI*3.1416/12.0*TURB2*AIRVEL*AIRVELI 
IFITEST1.LT.O.001IGO TO 286 
IFITEST2.LT.O.001)GO TO 287 
NN=1 
0111=1000.0 

298 SCALE5=SCALE5+2.E-4 
NN=NN+l 
B=ll.0+116./9.I*HAVENIII*HAVENIII*SCALE5*SCALE51**(S.1b.1 
C=SCALES/!} 
OINNI=ABSIIA-CI/AI 
IFIOINNI.GE.OINN-IIIGO TO 292 
IFIDINNI.GE.O.ISISCALE5=SCALE5+8.E-4 
()11I=OIN~1 
NN=NN-l 
GO TO 29R 

285 SCALE5=0.O 
GO TO 283 

286 SCALE5=A*304.8 
GO TO 263 

281 SCALE5=304.a*I(114./3.I*HAVENIII)**15./3.I*AI**1-3.1?II 
GO TO 283 

292 SCALE5=SCALE5*304.8 
283 SCALE1= 0.1S*304.8/HAVENI II 

WRITEI6 290lSCALEl,5CALE3,SCALE4 SCALES 
290 FORMATli4X,G10.4,12X,GI0.4,3X,Gl~.4,15X,GI0.41 
260 CONTINUE 

END OF VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE RESULTS 

wRITE( h, FlOO) 
BOO FORMATIIIIIIIIIII' TURBULENCE INTENSITY AND ENERGY SPECT~A PLOTS 

1 INTE~SITY AND E~ERGY ACROSS THE PAGE. WAVE NO. DOWN.') 
WRIT[lh,':101l 

BOI FOR~ATII121X,' INTENSITY=+ ENERGY=* PLOT AXES ARE POWERS OF 
1 TEN',II 

WRITr: 6, 80~) 
003 FORMA TI ttX, ' -1 0 ' ,lOX! • -9' ,11 X { , -A ' , 11 X, • - 7' I II X • ,-~ I , 11 X, '-5' , 1 \ X • ' 

1-4'tllX,'-3',llX,'-Z',llX,'- 'I 
WRI E(6,H041 

604 FOR'IAT(3X,'O',lX,lIA( '.')) 
PIKY=O 
'u::WINO 1 
WRITEll,kbll 

861 FORMAT(' *+' I 
REwHW 1 
~E.t.Olllfl6nl llLANKI IJ,STAi(,t~nUGHT 

860 fORMAT 3.'111 
UO R()2 1=1,120 

A020LANKII)=BLANKI\} 
DO B 90 1=1,9 
J 10-1 
IFI I.GE.7IJ=!-6 
THING1=ALOGlnIHAVF~IIII*13.0 
11"IFI)(( THINGI I 



0241 
0242 
0243 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
0249 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
0258 
0259 
0260 
021,1 
021,2 
0763 
0264 
021,5 
0266 
0267 
02b8 
0269 
0270 
0271 
0272 
0273 
0274 
0275 
0276 
0277 
0278 
0279 
0280 
0281 
0282 
0283 
0284 
0285 
0286 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
0292 
0293 
0294 
0295 
0296 
0291 
0298 
0299 
0300 

0301 
0302 
0303 

0304 
0305 
0306 

0307 
0308 
030') 

0310 
0311 
0312 

0313 
0314 
0315 
0316 
0311 
0318 
0319 

0320 
0321 
0322 
0323 

0124 
0325 
0326 
0327 
0328 
0329 
0330 
0331 
0'132 
033, 

C 
C 
C 

U I F 1 = 1 T H I 'It; 1- 11 1 
IFIOIF1.GE.O.5)11=11+1 

805 !tIKY=P~KY+l 
I fI 1 'l!< Y • t 'J • I 1 1 Gn TO 820 
IFII~KY.EQ.13IGO TO RQ7 
JFII~KY.EQ.26IGO TO 80e 
IFIINKY.EQ.39IGO TO 809 
I F I I 11K Y • f' f) .52 I GO TO B 10 
IiRITEII>,fOhl 

806 FORMAT( 51<.'.', 116X,·.' I 
GO TO 805 . 

801 WRITEI6 R111 
Bl1 FORMATI3X,'1·,IX.'.'.116X.·.'1 

GO TO 805 
808 rlRITEI6IBl21 
812 FORMAT( jX.· 2' ,lX.·o' .116X,·.1I 

GO TO 805 
809 WRITEI6,BI31 
813 FORMATI3X.·3·.1X.'.·,116X.·.·, 

GO TO 805 
810 WRITEI6 1 8141 
B14 FOKMATI3X,'4',1X,'.',116X,'.'1 

GO TO 805 
820 IFlll.EQ.65IGO TO 895 

IF(EIOKIJI.EO.O.OIGO TO 823 
IFIEIKIJI.EQ.E10KIJII GO TO 837 
GO TO 83') 

837 EIOKIJI=O.085 
WRITEI6,838) 

838 FORMATI7X.' INTENSITY ANU ENERGY EQUAL') 
839 IFIE1KIJI.GT.EI0KIJII GO TO 840 

GO TO 843 
840 TEMP1=EIKIJI 

TFMP2=E10KIJ) 
E 10K I J I" T E~lP 1 
EIKIJI=TEMP2 
WRITEI 6, 842) 

842 FORMATI7X,' INTENSITY AND ENERGY REVERSED'I 
843 THING2=-IALOG10IEIOKIJII+1.0l*l3.0 

12=IFIX(THING21 
DIF2=ITHI~G2-121 
IFIDIF2.GE.0.5112=12+1 
12=111,-12 
THING3=-IALOGIOIE1KIJII+1.OI*13.0 
13=IFIX(THING31 
DIF3=(THI~G3-131 
IFIDIF3.GE.0.5113=13+1 
13= 116-13 
14= 12-13-1 
15=116-11'1+14+21 
IFIINKY.EQ.13IGO TO 862 
IFIINKY.EQ.26)G3 TO A64 
IFIINKY.EQ.39IGO TO 866 
IF(INKY.EQ.52)GO TO 868 
GO TO 824 

823 13=1 
WRITElh.81l1 

811 FORMATI1X,' INTENSITY ANO E;~E~GY=O.O'l 
14= 113 

1\'199 

824 WRITE(6,~251IBLhNKIKI.K=1.131,STAR.IBLANKIKI,K=l.14I,NOUGHT,lBLhNK 
1 I K 1 • K= 1 • I 5 1 

825 FORMATl5X,'.',1l6Al,·.'l 
GO TO 870 

86? ~RITE(6,R631IBLANKIKI,K=1,131.STAR,(BLANK(KI,K.1,141,NOUGHT,IBLANK 
1(1<).K=I,/51 

863 FORMAT( 3X. 'I' .1X.'.· ,11641. '.' 1 
GO TO 810 

864 ~~ITEI6,8651(BLAN1<IKI,K=l,13).STAR,IBLANK(KI.K.I,14I,NOUGHT,IRLANK 
11 K I , K= I, 151 

865 FOR.MATl3X,' 2' .IX.'.', 11611 1.'. 'I 
GO TO R10 

8b6 WRITEI6,8611IRLA~K(KI.K=1,131.STA~,IHLANK(KI,K=1.14).NOUGHT.IBLANK 
1 ( K 1 , K= 1 , 15 1 

861 FORMATl3X,'3·,lX,'.'.1l641,'.·1 
GO TO R71) 

868 WRIT((6,B69)IBLANKIK),K=l,I31,ST.R.(~LANK(KI.K=1,141,NOUGHT,IDLANK 
1 (K I. K= 1, 151 

869 FORMATI3X,·4·,1X,'.·,116Al.'.'1 
870 IFII.EQ.9)GO TO 885 
8QO COIH PIUE 
885 11=65 

GO TO '105 
R95 WRITE(6,8961 
896 FOi<MAT!,X.·5·,lX.lltll'.'l1 

END OF GK~PH PLOTTING OF TURBULENCE ~PECfRA 

WRITCll>dOO) 
300 FORM~TIIIIIIIIIIII' LIQUID SPHERE SU~FACE ANO VOLUME MEASURES'I 

w~ IT C 1 h, y~'t1 
194 FORMATI/' Xl •• , I~ THE DIST.NCF FROM THE FRONT POLE OF THF SPHERE 

1 liS I~EASlHEn IN :~/lS'/' RADI*.' IS THE RAlJlUS OF HIE SPHE'~E AT THAf 
2 PO!)IT{Q)I IILSO MEASUR!::D ['~ NNS'/' ('!«')=onn NO.=ORIGI;~AL D~TA'/' (0 
3*'.~VE~ Nn.~INTE~POLATED valUE~ USI~G LAG~AN~ES FnR~ULA'1111 
RFaOl5.3G~)FaCTOR,CO~ROG,OI.ROD,LPOD 

305 FnRHATI4fI0.hl 
no 361 MI=I.~UMR~R 

301 REIIO,,>.3:);>II'W;'IUM,l.LENGrH,THIf'D 
302 F0RMAT(2110 2F10.s1 

WR.ITEI6, 11)'1; [RU'iUI'. 
303 FORMAT(II~X,' PHoro ~O. '1121 

RF. AD 15,1')411!)\ AM ( II, I ~ 1,L 
304 FORMAT AFIO.5) 

TIHF.UHI=T[MEfl 



11200 
OB4 
0335 
0336 
OB1 
OB8 
0339 
0340 
0341 
0342 
0343 
0344 
0345 
034b 
0341 
0348 
0349 
0350 
0351 
0352 

0353 

0354 

0355 
035b 

0351 

0358 

0359 
031>0 
0361 
03b2 
0363 
0364 
0365 
03bb 
03b1 
0368 
03b9 
0310 
0311 
0312 

C 
C 
C 
C 

0313 
0314 
0315 
0316 
0311 
0318 
0319 
0380 
0381 
0382 
0383 
0384 
0385 
0386 
0381 
0388 
0389 
0390 

:H9l 
0392 
0393 
0394 
0395 
0396 

0391 
039!! 
0399 
0400 
040l 
0402 

0403 
0404 

0405 
040b 
(1401 
Q40!! 
0409 
0410 

0411 
0412 
0413 
0414 
0415 
i)4lb 
0411 
04113 
()419 

/'I=l-l 
DISTMIIl'=O.(, 
UISTANIZI LENGTH 

355 g?sB~( I1~07STAN( 1-11+0.5 
DO 350 l=l,l 
DISTAIl( II=DISTAN( IIIFACTOR 
DIAM! 1'=LlIAM( IIIFACTOK 
J=2*1-1 
ll=J-l 
lll= J 
XIJI=OISTA~111 

350 RAUl JI=OIAMI 1112. 
DO 390 J=21ll,2 

306 ~~~i~{~(j!I7!xr~!I~~~2.+XIJ-11 
GO TO 308 

301 XIJI (XIJ+II-X(J-111/2.+XIJ-11 
A=IXIJ)-XIJ-111*IX(JI-XIJ+1II*RAOIJ-3)/IIXIJ-31-X(J-1)I*IXIJ-3)-XI 

IJ+ll )) 
B=IXIJ)-XIJ-3)1*IXIJI-XIJ+111*RADIJ-11/IIXIJ-11-XIJ-31I*IXIJ-l'-XI 

IJ+llIl 
C=IXIJI-X(J-311*IX(JI-XIJ-11'*RAOIJ+1'/I(XIJ+1,-XIJ-3'1*IXIJ+l'-X( 

IJ-lIl1 
GO TO 390 

308 A=IXIJI-XIJ+11'*IXIJ'-X(J+311*RAOIJ-1'/IIXIJ-1,-XIJ+1',*IXIJ-l,-XI 
IJ+3111 
8=IXIJI-XIJ-111*(XIJI-XIJ+311*RAOIJ+11/IIXIJ+11-XIJ-111*IXIJ+l,-XI 

1J+3111 
C=IXIJI-XIJ-1II*IXIJI-XIJ+lI,*RAOIJ+31/1IXIJ+31-XIJ-11I*IXIJ+31-XI 

IJ+lI" 
390 RAOIJI=A+B+C 

ACTA=O.O 
AREA:O.O 
VOL=O.O 
IHGR=Rt;OIII 
DO 365 J=l,Zll 
IFIZll-9l1321,321,320 

320 GO TO 335 
321 IFIBIGR-RAOIJII323,324,324 
323 BIGR=RAOIJ I 
324 CaNT HIll E 
385 CONTINUE 

00 325 K=l,91 
325 NIKI=O 

FOR 8 LINES PER INCH 'TOOTS'=1.233 ********************************* 
FOR I> LINES PER INCH 'TOOTS'=1.b03 ********************************* 

TOUTS=1.b03 *** 
TOOTS=1.233 *** 
DO 326 J=I,lZl 
I~= IF IXI llZ*RA[)IJ I*TOOTS/( BIGR*2. 11+1 
WRITEI6,3211IJ,XIJI,J,RADIJl t INIKI,K=lr MII 

321 FORMATl5X, I X(I,I2, 'I='FO.5,"X,'RAOI I, 2,'I='F8.5,3X,lOOIl1l I 
326 CONTINUE 

DO 314 J=l ZZ 
IF(BIGR-RADIJI1335,311,313 

335 WRITElb,33bl 
336 FORMATI//' SUMETHING FUNNY SOMEWHERE'I 

GO TO 361 
311 BIGD=2.0*RIGR 

AAA=AREA 
ACTB=ACTA 
VVV=VDL 

312 ~~~~~t?i;~~!~I~~~~A~~~~~U~~~~ OIA.=lf6.5,'MI1S I ,//5X t ' VERT. CROS~ 
lSEC. AREA FRONT HALF='FR.5, 'HMS*2 ' ,1/5X, SURFACE I\fI,EA FRONT HALF 
2='F8.5t'MMS*2',/15X" VOLUME FRONT HALF='FB.5,'MMS*3'I 

313 H=XIJ+ I-X(JI 
ARE~=AREA+IRAOIJ+II+RADIJII*H 
E=ABSIRAOIJ+l'-RAOIJII 
F=SQRT( H*H+E*EI 
ACTA=ACTA+3.141593*IRAOIJ+ll+RADIJII*F 

314 VOL=VOL+3.1415q3*IRADIJ+ll*RADIJ+lI+~ADIJ+11*RADIJI+RAOIJI*RADIJII 
1 *HI3.0 

[It;REA=AREA-AAA 
HACTH=ACTA-ACTH 
I'VOL=VOL-VVV 
~VOlt;=lb.O*VOL/3.1415931**(1./3.1 
WRITEI6,3151HAREA,BACTB,BVOL 

315 FORMATII15X,' VERT. CROS~ SEC. t;REA flACK HALf 'FA.5,'MMS*2',//5Xt' 
1 SURFACE ~REA B~CK HALF:'Fe.5,'MMS*2',//5X,' VOLUME RACK HALF='FB. 
25 'M~'S*3' I 

WRITEI6,3L61AREA,ACTA,VOL 
316 FORMATI//~X!' TurAL VERT. CRUSS SEC. ~REA='F8.5,'MMS*2'./15Xl' rOT 

lAL SURFACE AREA OF DROP 'FR.5,'HMS*2',//5X,' TOTAL VOLUME OF ORO 

2Gi;~8i~1~~=~!2;1*lon. 
RATI02=VVV/VOL*lOO. 
RA1I03=3.1416*RAOIZllI*RI\DIlllI/IACTA+3.14l6*RAOIZZZI*RADIlllII 
RATI03=RATI03*100. 
ilRITElb,:lb51 ~ATIOl,RI\T102 

365 FORMIITI/I':>X,' FfHI~JT H,\LF AREA I\S PERCENHGE OF T(JTAL=·Fb.2,1/5X,' 
lfRmn HALF VULur,lE AS PE~CENTAGE [IF TOTAL='F6.21 
WRITElb,3641RAfl03 

364 FORHATI/ISX l ' SUPPORr ROD ARE~ AS PF~CENfAGE Of TOft;L-'F6.21 
WRITElh,3hb AVOIA 

36h FfJRMATIII'iX,' DIMi. UF tlllJlVilLENT SPHFRE='Ffl.'S,',..M,S'I 
VAR I MIMi I =VolL 
~\2=NU"',REf(+~H 
VMI A{;II"'~ I =~CTA 
Wh\IUMfjER+M2 
VARI ABI In '~B I GO 



0420 
0421 
0422 
0423 

0424 
0425 
0426 
0427 
0428 
042'1 
0430 
0431 
0432 
043~ 
0434 
0435 
043fl 
0437 
0438 
0439 
0440 
0441 
0442 
0443 
0444 
0445 
044b 
0447 
0448 
0449 
0450 
04')1 
0452 
0453 
0454 
0455 
0456 
0457 
0458 
0459 
0400 
04b1 
04b2 
0463 
0464 
0465 
0466 
0467 
0468 
0469 
0470 
0471 
0472 
0473 
0474 
0475 
0476 
0477 
0478 
0479 
0480 
0481 
0482 
0483 
0484 
0485 
0486 
0487 
0488 
048'1 
0490 
04'11 
04'l2 
0493 

04'l4 
U495 
0496 
0497 
0498 
0499 
0500 
0501 
USO 2 
'}503 
0504 
1)505 
0506 
0507 
0508 
0509 
0510 
0'>11 
0512 

C 
C 
C 

C 

M4 'W11fIE"I,+M3 
V~ IA8IM4J=AVOIA ".5 ~LJ",BE ~ +1',4 

367 V~ IABI~5)=:LFIGTH 

480 

414 

415 

416 
490 

420 

440 

422 

461 
471 

473 

462 
472 

474 

463 
475 

476 

464 
477 

478 

465 
466 

4f,7 
4tH 

F~D OF ~OLIDV Joe 
WR I TI:( h, 400 I 
FORMATIIIIIIIII15X,' EVAPORATION RATE CURVE FITTING') 
'm=~UI~f\ER 
DO 481 J=1,5 
~1 I J-l )>tN'1 
MM~l 
DO 490 K'" 1 , 2 
MM=MM 
DO 480 I l,NN 
v, I I =V fiR fA f\ I I +N 11 
XII)=TIMEIIJ 
WRITE(6,414IM~' 
FORMATI/5X ' DEGREE OF FIT;' 121 
CALL POLFITIX,V,NN,MM,XMSE,COEFI 
MM=MM+l 
WRITF.'6,4151( 11 1=1,MMI 
FORMflTI/7X"XM~E'1813Xl'COEF("ll""'/I 
WRITE(6,4161XMSE, COEF I I ,1=l,MMI 
FORMAT(E13.2,9Gl~.41 
E:RRORIKI=XMSE 
IFIERRORI1'-ERROR(211420,422,427 
00 440 I=1,NN 
VI I'=VAR IABI I+NlI 
XIII=TIMEII) 
,'1M= 1 
CALL rnlFITIX,V,NN,MM,XMSE,COEFI 
MM=MM+l 
IFINl.EQ.OIGO TO 461 
IFI~l.EQ.NNIGO TO 462 
tolN2=NN*2 
NN3=NN*3 
fm4=NN*4 
IFIN1.F.Q.NN2Icn TO 463 
IFINl.EQ.NN3)GO TO 464 
IF(Nl.EQ.NN41GO Tn 465 
DO 471 I=l,MI1 
R l( I I =COEF ( I I 
MRl=MM 
IF IT=~lM-l . 
WRITEI6,47311FIT 
FORMATIIIII15X,' DEGREE UF FIT CHOSEN FOR VOLUME RATE=',12,IIII 
GO TO 481 
DO 472 1=:1, MM 
R21 II=COEF! I I 
~1R2= HM 
IF IT=MM-1 
WRITEI6,47411FIT 
FORMAT(111115X,' DEGREE OF FIT CHOSEN FO~ flREA RATE=',I2,111) 
GO TO 481 
00 475 I 1. r~~1 
HI 1,=cnEFI I I 
MR3=MM 
I F IT =I'~M-l 
WRITEI6,47bliFIT 
FORMATIIIII15X,' DEGREE OF FIT CHOSEN FOR BIG-OIA. RATE:',ll,1111 
GO TO 41'1 
00 477 I 1, MM 
R4( I )=COEF (II 
f',R4=W-' 
IF!T=MK-l 
WRITEI6.4781IFIT 
FnRMATIIIII15X,' DEGREE UF FIT CHOSEN FOR AV-OIA. RATE-t,12,1111 
GO TO 481 
~~ (H~cll[~l~I;' 
r~R5=MM 
IF 1T=I'lM-l 
WRITEI6,4671IFIT 
FnRMATI/11115X,' DEGREE OF FIT CHOSF~ FOK DROP LENGTH RATE=',12./1 
CONTINUE 

C END OF CURVE FITTING PROCEDURE 
C 

500 

501 

%2 
503 

504 

RE MflX=RHflGAS*A I R VEL * 3bfJO. *VAR I fiB HIUMf! E 1,* 2+11 * 3.2 BE -3 IV I SGAS 
REM I N=REliil X\~VAR I AB I NlJMl\E~* 3 I IVAR! fI[H NUMB I':R* 2+ 1 I 
WR\TElb,500IRFMIN,RFMax 
FORMATIIIIIIIIII15X,' EXPTL REYNOLDS NO. RANGE ',F5.1,' TO 'F').11 
o I V 1 =RHIA X/25. 0 
IJIVII-IFIXlfJIVll 
Dlv1U=OIVll 
Rf::/-',R 1=[1 rv 1-0 (V III 
I F ( ~ t: H R 1 - r) • 5 I <; (I 1 I ') 02 I ':> () 2 
~EMAK=OIVlll*7S.) 
r;n TO r,Oj 
RFMAX=(O(Vlll+11*25.0 
o r v 2 " P r: N I 'II 2 rj • ( 
f)(vZZ=Tf-!X(O(V21 
CJfV;>22=IJ(V2? 
R[M~2"D(V?-D[V22( 
!F(~EMR7-0.51~04,~OS,~05 
REMl~=[1!V222·~5.~ 
GO TO 'iOh 



A202 

8~H3 514 
0515 
0516 
0517 
0518 
0519 
0520 
0521 
0572 
0523 

0524 
0')25 8S2h 521 
0528 
0529 

0530 
0531 
0532 
0533 
0534 
0535 
0536 
0531 
0538 
0539 
0540 
0541 
0542 
0543 
0544 
0545 

C 
C 
C 

0546 
0541 
0548 
0549 
05'>0 
0551 
0552 
0553 
0554 
0555 
0556 
0551 
0558 
0559 
0560 
0561 
0562 
0563 
0564 

0%5 
0566 
0561 
0568 
0569 
0510 
0511 
0512 
0513 
0514 
0515 
0516 
0511 
0518 
0519 
0580 
0581 
0582 
0583 
OS84 
0585 
05f16 
0581 
0588 
0589 

05'l0 
OS'll 

0592 
05'H 
0594 
0595 
0596 
0591 
0590 
0599 
Ob00 

505 PEMIN=(OIV222+11*25.0 
506 N~E=(REHAX-REMINI/25.0-1 

ftE(l'=REMIN 
IjREE=tlRE+2 

501 ~~lf~!R~lf'~~§:o*( 1-1J 
WRlfEI6,'>061IRFI II, I=l,NREEI 

508 fORMATII15X,' ASSUMED REYNOLDS NO.S ARE ',fI(F5.1,',')) 

509 ~QQ6Y~I!'~~~~~l*VISGAS/IRHOGAS*AIRVEL*3bOO.*3.2RE-1) 
HROO:18203*IPRGAS**lloI3.)I*IIRHOGAS*AIRVELIVISGASI**11./2.II*KGAS 

l*IICONROD*OfAROOI** 1./4.II/LROOI**O.90 
XROO=3.295S*SQRTICONROO*OIAROO/14*HROOII 
HSTAR=LROO*HROO/XROO 
XROOY=XROO*lOO./LROO 
QROO=1.5108*SQRTICONROO*HROO*OIAROO**31*TEMOIF 
WRITEI6,521lHSTAR t XRODY HROO 

521 FORMATII15K t ' HSTAR=',FS.2,'BTU/SQ.FT HR OEG.F'.115X,' XSTAR=',F5. 
12.'PERCENT uF lROD',I15X,' HROO .'.F5.2,'BTU/SQ.FT HR DEG.F'I 
WRITE16.5301 

530 FORNATII15K,' PERCENT LROO TEHROO'/I 
FRAQK=lROD/50.0 
XL=-FRAQX 
AM=SQRTI4*HROD/ICONROO*OIAROOII 

522 Xl=XL+FRAQX 
TROO=TEMGAS-TEMOIF*EXPI-AM*XLI 
XXL=Xl*100./LROD 
WRITEI6 t 5211XXL i TROO 

57.1 FORMATIHh.2,Fl .21 
IFIXL-XROOI522.522t523 

523 IFIXXl-99.01524,52~,525 
524 Xl=XL+4*FRAQX 

IFIXl+FRAQX.GE.LROOIXl=LROO-FRAQX 
GO TO 522 

525 CONT INUE 
END OF REYNOLDS NUMBER SELECTION AND PRELIMINARY H.T. CALCULATIONS 

TYME=2*TIMEINUMDERI-TIMEINUMOER-11 
650 OIGOP=RIGDIAIR3,TYME.MR31 

IFIBIGOP-REOUIAI111651.652.652 
b52 TYME=TYME+l.O 

GO TU b5!) 
651 CO~T WlJE 

00 699 l=l,NREE 
640 TYME=ITYME*hO.O-O.021/60.0 

BIGD=BIGDIAIR3,TYME.MR31 
IFIIlIGD-REQDIAI 111641,642,642 

641 G(1 Tf) 640 
642 TYME=TYME 

MTRhTE=VOLRATIR1,TYME,MR1I*3.531E-8*60.*RHOOOP 
DPAREA=AREAAAIR2,TYME,MR21*1.0163E-5 
lENGTH=DROPLNIR5.TYME.MR51 
SHAPE=LENGTH/IBIGO*FACTORI 
IlIGO=B(GO~3.2RE-3 
EQOfA=AVOIAAIR4,TYME,MR41*3.28E-3 
ORAD=n.1642*IIITWALL+459.4)/100.I**4-IITEMOOP+459.41/1OO.I**41*OPA 

IREA 
QRDD=OROO 
QTOT=AOSIMTRATE*LATEHTI 
ONET=QTOT-QROO-QRAD 
HTCOEF=Q~ET/IDPAREA*TEMOIFI 
NU=HTCOEF*EQDIA/KFILM 
RE'lJ=RIIOGAS*A I RVEl eo:ibOO. *B I GO/V I SGA S 
~UO=2.0+0.60.PRGAS**ll./3.)*RENO**11./2.1 
F~OSNO=INU-2.0)/IIRENO**O.5)·IPRGAS**O.333)1 
RA TI O=NU/NUO 
BIG01=BIGD/3.28E-3 
PERT1=QRAO*lOO./uTOT 
PERT2=QROD*lOO./QTOT 
PERT3=QNET*100./UTOT 
WRITE16.6891 I 

689 FORMATIIIIIIIII15X.' HEAT TRANSFER RESUlTSI',ll,'I') 
WRITElh.b~OIQTOT 

690 FORMATII15X y ' QTOTAL=',G10.4,'BTU/HR') 
WRITEI6.693IQRAD,PERTl 

693 FORMATII15X y ' QRAUTN=',G10.4,'BTU/HR =',F5.2,'PERC[NT OF QTOTAL') 
WRITEI6,694IQROO.PERT2 

h94 FORMATII15X I ' QRaD ',G10.4.'8TU/HR =',F5.2,'PERCENT OF aTOTAL'1 
WRITEI6,&95IQNET PERTJ 

695 FOR"ATII15X,' U'l~T =',G10.4,'OTU/HR =',F~.2,'PERCFNT OF QTOTAL'I 
WRITEI6,6qlIHT~OEF.NUo,R~Tln 

691 FORMATIIISX I ' HTCOEF-',Fh.I,'RTU/SU.FT HK DE~.F',115X,' NU THEORY
l'F').2,II'>X, RATIO \lU/tjlJ;)=',F6.JI 
WRITElh,h92IRfNO,NU,TURR,SCALE!RIGOl 

692 FOR~ATII15X,'**** DROP R~YNOLO~ ~UMREK=',F6.7,115X,'**** DROP NUSS 
1ElT NUI·mfR=',Fh.201I'iX,'**** I\IM TURGULr::NCE IPERCFNTI='!F6.2,115X, 
2'**** AI~ MICROSCALEIMMSI ',Fh.3,115X,'**** M~XIMUM OROI' DIAMETER 
Jr1~ISI=' ,F6,'il 
wqITE(h,~qhISHAP~ 

696 FORMATII:;Xl.'**** DROI' SPHFRICITYIL/DI=',f'4.21 
.1 R. I T E ( 1>, () q , II- IV] S~IO 

697 FrJRMATII'iX.'**** FRO<;SLI"JG \lUMflEl(=',r-j.31 
6~q CONTINUE 

·.~RITE(h,7.)01 
700 FOR~IATIIIIII"X,'t:r"D 01- RtSULTS FI)~ TIllS RUNlJMIIER',1I1l 

::;0 ro 10')1 
FND 



DROPS J'HY~ICI\L PROPERTY U"T~ 

RlHWMIlER= 4 

HUMIDV VAP~ES T IJT 1'[ S THIGfI~ HHDf11' TE~IWflLL 
O.O~639 10.20 997.~n 72.1I0 j)b. H'i 07.'.0 

RHOOOI' RfiOGA S LflTFHT HMFLI', 1 I:MIl tr 
62.3'>12'1 0.07,19 I O~P. 94 6\).97 I '>.7 'j 

KG A'> VISGIIS ;Pf:CHT Ilr fie T 1'1\ .(il( ~ 
0.01512 (I.0/.S07 O.?'d61 ".OOl.ill> 0.72(1)1 

KFILM PESHM ;PIIT FL,Y, O\HISTV 
(1.01291 1>02.~A n. :\]1111 ,).'19\'22 

Al~ VELOCITV. l.b0FT/'FC 

TU'UIUL ENCF I NH~jS I TV= I q. i,l.[>f'l(£'>I r 

TURR. F~tQ. ~I(N~f 

5-20H7. 
lO-50H7. 
S0-100HZ 

IO')-ZI)OHZ 
2I)O-500H7. 
'>DO-IOOOHl 

IvOO-2000Hl 
2!)DO-5000HZ 
5JOI)-IOOOOHl 

fjflViO NUM~F.R «11FT I 

Q.7 TO 31 •• 9 
;1 •• 9 TO 81.2 
1l1.2 TO 174.5 

174.'1 TO 34A.9 
348.9 TO 872.3 
fln.3 TO 174' •• 5 

1744.5 TO 348'1. I 
34H9ol TO R722.7 
0722.7 TO 17445.5 

I;OTROPIC 0.7~/K 

IO.4a 
3.744 
1.741 

0.8736 
0.3744 
0.1747 
?8736f-Cll 
0.3744[--01 
O.1747E-(l\ 

fl{flC. S!G'I"L 

INHNSITV ~1}[CTKfI fl\,[;I<GV ,>Pf:Clf\fI 

O.7.0Ilt-02 O.I!'jJ[-02 
r, •. 31 70E-I)? O.IAIH-O? 
(). 2293£:-1)2 O.I1I',E-02 
(,.1I'.AI!-02 lJ."':HI?f-O'\ 
o.27A7E-1J S n.I,:)91F.-Ol 
1,'.4003l'-(lI, n.?7.94r-04 
(1.12341:-04 O.7071E-OI) 
(;. I SlnE-06 0.907?f-07 
r,.4/dl~r.-01 O.2572F-f)7 

MACROSCftLF ESTIMATES I IN MM5) 

LIFPMflNN EMi'l~IC.L RELATION 

Ih~.l 1.179 
11.29 2.20b 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.3~1 O.IA44 
2.30~ O.l3S4t-01 
I.AS2 O.7210E-02 
27.04 O.IOOIJE-03 
7.0.77 0.,2831'-0', 

K*D 
().II,',/,F. 1)7 
(l • 'tt) 7 It 02 
O.fl72'f 07. 
,).174<;10 0) 
O.4fHH (,~ 
(l.on3~ 01 
Q.174'>E ,/4 
0.',071f: 0 /, 
0.1J773l (\4 

UIKfl) 

VIlN KflRr<~14 INTERPULflT IO~1 

1.:n2 
2.~?1 
?4')0 
I. Ij 1 S 
I. '!3Z 
3.61,/1 
].77n 
306."> 
302.1 



h,"'eULI:''\iCc I'~TE',S I TY t..'llJ 2'JFR-;Y S':>FC TRA PLOTS r~TENSrTY a~o E~EqGY aCROSS THE PAGE. ...:lYE 'lJO. COIoON. 

INTE""S lTY=+ ENEl{GY='" PLOT AXES ARE POWERS OF TEN > 
-1 -9 -~ -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
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:<1**1 IS THE iJlSTA'l(1= F<)"\ HI'=: F,<n'lT peLt OF THE SPHt""tE\$ "I~"Sll'{ n I\J MMS 
~AOI**I [S THE ,;(ADIUS'lF THF <'PHE:.(F ~T TH,\T PllSITtr~ t.Lsn MfASlJ,{fD 1\ ~,~,s 
1*61=ODD ~O.=ORIGT~AL DAT~ 
1**1 ~vElJ '1O."PHERP'1LATI=l) 'J"'LilFS USI'~,-; L4(;RA'IC,ES F,lR~ULA 

PH n T 0 "10." 1 
XI 11= 0.0 
AI 2)= 0.(;6024 
xl 31= 0.12041'1 
XI 41= 0.18012 
XIS" 0.24096 
XI 6)= 0.30120 
XI 11= 0.36145 
XI 81= 0.42169 
XI')) 0.48193 
X(10): 0.54211 
XI11I= 0.60241 
XI12.= 0.66265 
X1131= 0.1221'19 
X(14)= 0.78313 
XI15,= 0.1'14337 
Xllf>l= 0.'10361 
Xll11" 0.%386 
Xllfll= 1.02410 
XI19'= 1.08434 
XI20.= 1.14458 
XI21'= 1.20482 
X1221= 1.26506 
xI23'= 1.32530 
X1241= 1.38554 
X1251= 1.44578 
X(26)= 1.50602 
XI271: 1.56627 
XI2R)= 1.62651 
l{12<JI= 1.6f!675 
X1301= 1.74699 
X1311= 1.80723 
X I 32 1 = 1. 86 74 7 
X(33)= 1.92771 
X(341= 1.98795 
X(35)= 2.04819 
X1361= 2.10843 
l{1311= 2.16807 
XI3R)= 2.22ac)2 
/(1391= 2.28q16 
X1401= 2.34940 
/(1411= 2.40964 
X(421= 2.457fl3 
X1431= 2.50602 

RAOI 1)= 
RAOI 2)= 
RAOI 31= 
qADI 4): 
RADI 5) 
~ AD I 6) 
~ADI 11= 
RADI A)= 
qADI 9)= 
:<1\0(10)= 
R.AOllll= 
RADIIZ): 
RAD(13)= 
RAD1141= 
R~D(l51= 
R.A[)116)= 
R.ADll71= 
RhD(181= 
P.AO( 1'11= 
RAD(201= 
RAD(21) 
RADlnl= 
RAOI2'lI= 
RAD(241= 
R~OI25J: 
RAO(26)= 
RAOI27I= 
R.,\D(28)= 
RAD(291= 
RAD1301= 
RA[)131,= 
RADI32'= 
RM)(H): 
RAD1341= 
RAIl135I::: 
RAD(36) 
RADt3ll= 
RI\Il(3fl)= 
RADI391= 
RAD(40)= 
R ~[) I 4 1 ) 
R t\D 142 I = 
R~Dl/t31= 

0.0 
0.29217 
O.50f);)2 o. f)() 9 f)/; 
(l.h9B79 
0.17093 
0.'B313 
0.'Hl539 
0.93132 
0. 'H07A 
1.<J0t:.02 
1.03735 
1 .~) 6 386 
1.')B419 
1.10241 
1.1194} 
1.1375~ 
1.1't066 
1.146C)9 
1.151% 
1.15422 
1.1537f:> 
1.15060 
1.14427 
1.13b14 
1.12711 
1.11446 
1.091319 
1.rJ7831 
1.('5542 
1.0?771 
1).9'n37 
0.J5783 
0.121311 
0.8d313 
O.d454H 
O.8012J 
(0.75000 
0.69277 
0.02952 
(j.5f)024 
:1.':;,0489 
O.4'tA19 

MAX. CROSS SFC. O[~.= 2.1n~43MMS 

(1 
0000(100 
000000000000 
0(,0000000000000 
00000000000000000 
000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 
00000000nooooo00000000 
00000000GOOOOOOO~OOOOOO 
0GOOJOOO)OOOOOOooon00000 
000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000UOO 
0O(01)00OOOOOOOOOOOOO0000ll 
(, UOOOOOOOOOOOOO(\uOOOOOOOOO 
ouoooooooooooooooooooooooo 
000000000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO~OOOOOOOOOOOO 
n00000000000000000000000000 
OOOOoooooonooooooOOOOOOOOOO 
000000000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000000000 
OOOO')OOOOI}OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
00000000000000000000000000 
OOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OC000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000COOOOOOOO 
000000000000000000000UOOO 
000000000000000000000000 
000000QOOOOOOOOOJOOOOOO 
0000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000 
COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OlOOu0000000000000 
0000000000000000 
OlJOOlJOOOOOOO()OO 
OOOO·jOOO()0000 
OOOOdOOOOOOI) 
f)OCO'JOOO~)OO 

VERT. CROSS ~EC. AREA FRO~T HALF 2.17~05HMS*2 

SlJRFI\CE <'IREA FRO'H HALF = R.639221~MS>72 

VOLUME FRO~T HI\Lf 3.3111hMMS*3 

VERT. CROSS SEC. AqEA 3AC~ HALF= Z.43h7hMMS*2 

SURFACE AREA BACK HALF n.74317MMS*2 

~OLUME O~CK HAlF= ].7~9JqMMS*3 

rOT<'IL vEQ,r. CRnss ~~C. A~EA= 4.61ZBIMM~*2 

TOT" L S U q F ACE A '1 r: A 0 F ~y~ r) P = 1 1 • 3 r3 1 q <)!~ I" S * 2 

TOTAL V[)umF.: OF I1Q,JP= 7.1301511,~1')*3 

Ff{ONr HALF hR.!''' liS Pf:<'CE'ITflG.: OF HlTflL= 4Q.1'J 

F K n '\I T H 0\ L F V n L U I~ [ t\ <, ,~H E' IT ;. '; F. ] f- Tn r U 4 1 • 2 f~ 



EVAP'JR4TlO'j RATE r.URVE flTTI.::; 

OEG'H:E OF FIT: 1 

XMS~ COEFlll (OfF121 COEF I 
O.26E 00 7.224 -.,,47 

DEGREE OF F TT 2 

XHSE COEFllI CClEF(2) COEFt3) COtFI 
O.38E-~2 7.587 -.44RQ 0.6170E-02 

DEGREE OF FIT CHUSEN FOR V~lUME RATE- 2 

OEGRI:E OF FIT: 1 

XMSE COEFll1 COCFI21 cnEFI 
0.85E-Ol 17.94 -.b822 

DEGREE OF FIT= 2 

XMSE COFFlll COEFIZ) COFF(3) CO!:FI 
0.7ZE-02 18.14 -.7452 0.34031:-02 

DEGREE OF FIT CHOSEN FOR ARE~ RATE= 2 

DEGRH OF FIT= 1 

XMSE COEF III COEF 121 cnEF I 
0.37E-02 2.393 -.507Q[-01 

DEGREE OF FIT= 2 

XMSE COEFlll COEFI21 COEFI31 CDEFI 
0.16E-03 2.351 -.374~E-nl-.7194E-03 

DEGREE OF FIT CHOSE~ FOR RIG-DIA. RATE= 2 

DEGRH OF F I T= 1 

XMSf COEFlll COfFIl) COEFI 
0.23E-02 2.467 -.5604E-~1 

DEGREE OF F IT= 2 

Xf.1Si: COEFIII (flEF!2) snEF(3) COEFI 
0.14E-03 2.434 -.455QF-01 .5674E-0~ 

IJEG'-UE (1F FIT CHi:SE~; Fr]~ AV-!.lIt1. RATE 2 

DEGIU,E OF F 11 

XMSE CDEF(1) cnEFI?) cr:tf( 
0.30F-'1 10.71 -.2Q32 

f1fGRf- c OF FIT= 2 

X1lSL CflEF ( 1) (JkF ( ? I C'lF r ( '\) Cr.,F! 
0.14(-',11 11:.h2 -.?{,1,2 -.1-> 5t:-:12 

A 
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EXPTl REVNOLDS NO. RANGE=102.0 TO 159.4 

ASSUMED REYNOLDS NO.S ARE lon.Ot12~.O,1~O.O, 

HSTAR=12.13BTU/SQ.FT HR DEG.F 

XSTAR=25.29PERCENT OF LRon 

HROD == 3.12BTU/SQ.FT ItR DEG.F 

PERCENT LROD 

0.0 
2.00 
4.00 
h.OO 
8.00 

10.00 
12.00 
14.00 
16.00 
1B.00 
20.00 
22.00 
24.00 
26.00 
36.00 
46.00 
~6.00 
66.00 
76.00 
Ab.OD 
96.00 

100.00 

TEMROl) 

56.AO 
60.29 
62.98 
65.05 
66.64 
67.H7 
68.82 
6Q.5'> 
70.11 
70.54 
70.A8 
71.14 
71. '3 '3 
71.49 
71.86 
71.96 
71.99 
72.00 
72.00 
72.00 
72.00 
72.00 

HEAT TRANSFER RESULT~(l' 

QTOTAL=0.3185E-OIRTU/HR 

QRAOTN==0.6248t-03ATU/HR 1.16PERCENT OF QTOTAl 

QROO =O.5205E-02BTlJ/HR =16.34flt-:~CENT OF (HOTAl 

ONET O.2602E-OIBTU/llR 81.70PEKCEI\JT DF QTOTAL 

HTCOEF 27.lIHLJ/sc.).FT Hr{ Dr:~;.F 

NU THEORY 7.3A 

RATIO NU/Nun= 1.~lh 

* •• * UROP RFYNOLDS NUMRrR=loO.On 

.*** DROP NUSSfl T ~IUHI\rH: '1. !I(, 

**** AIR TURBULENCE (1)[r~U:Nf) l<J.0( 

**** AUt MICfHlSCfllC("'d'lS)::: 1.210 

**** f.1f1XIMUM DROP f)1J\tt,rHI-:(MW,) 1.4 /tH 

**** DROP SPHEIUClrV(LlI))=1).911 

**** rRDSSlING NUMfH::R:O.R7h 
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To assist in est shing the correct gld;jng and 

exposure conditions with whi to photograph the held 

evaporating droplets, a d naphthalene sphere was held 

in the column in place of the dropletso The opaqueness of 

the naphthalene and the absence of' the internal reflection 

that occurs with pure water drops ~ made t.he tl'ial photography 

studies a lot easier" When the corr'ecd, vhotographic 

chnique had been developed, a single test x'un f'or the 

sublimation of a naphthalene spher'e was c:ompleted and is 

reported here because of' the tn"tel"esting I'e 

future work suggested from thi.s resulto 

and the 

By successive dippings into :pure naph thalne }celli just 

above the melting point temperature 9 a 'I i.HC':.h diameter sphere 

of' uniform density was quickly made and then carefully 

trimmed until the sphericity was at least 0.,997., The spnere 

to support-='stem diameter ratio was 8~1 and the sphere 

sublimed in an air stream where the temperature was about 

143Fo 

The result is presented as a I'elaU.ve rate of" sublima·= 

tion about the sphere for Re = 2 p 970 and wi 1:"'5%0 The 

change in the maximumdiameter' of' Sl,here as ex-poned to 

the airstream was approximately 9% t.he time 'taken was 

3-!hours 0 Figure A8 01 shows before anrl after photos of the 

naphthalene sphere and from enlarged copies of these g the 

relati ve rate of SUblimation was calculated as a peI'cent.age 

of that sccuring at the front pole the sphereo This 

Variation in local mass ... transf'el" rate ::;,6 shown i.n figure 
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A8 0 2 Q This figure shows two distict mj.nima beyond the 

equator of the sphere and suggests the pI'eeence of two 

separation rings and the existence of' two vortex Y'j.ngs o 

The existence of this 1)11eno1'l1enon has been. know for 

S0me time and repor'ted by a number of workers~ for heat

'ttr'ansfer from cylinders (A80 g A8', 9 A82 g A83); f0r mass-

sfer from cylinders (A84 9 A85 9 A86); and for mass

transfer from spheres (A87 p ASS, A89" A90)" It is note

worthy that of all these reportsg only one (AS7) has 

discussed this flow phenomenon in any length or detail" 

From the forward stagnation point to the pr'imary' 

separation circle g the flow is well described by the 

boundary-layer equations o In this region therelatjve 

transport rate decreases due to the increasing thickness 

of the laminar boundary-Iayer'o Beyond this separation 

circle though~ external factors such as the method of 

support of the sphere 9 free-stream tur'bulence and the 

presence of the enclosure walls g can eff'eet the fl0wo 

In general p vortices are shed. at a frequen(.;;Y which 

increases with the aphel'e Reynolds number, but at high Re 

(VI 2x1 03(A87)) it has been found that the flow may rejoin 

the Sphel"e and begin te build up another boundary~layer 

which subsequently separates (A8S)o 

With this information about the f'low pattern around 

a single sphere II the variation of the local tI'ansp<'1!'t rate 

ea.n be considered o For lower Reynolds numbers!) the rate 

of 'transfer decreases over the f'orward hemisphere and 

after separation increases gradually againo For higher' 

Reynolds numbers g after separation the increase in the 

transfer rate is more pronounced and is due to the wake 

f'low recontacting the surface of the sphere and then 



Figure AB .1 eforc nnd after profiles of the 

su liming naphth~lcne s here in il stream of arm 

air (T = 143F) . g 

~11 
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rapidly separating agaiuD After this second separation 

the variation of the transfer rate follows the behaviour 

for wake flow" This weaker maximl.1m after the pr'imary 

separation could be the result of a reaction at the wake 

against ;t'he stem support:tng the sphere" However, the 

existence of such a second maximum has been reported for 

Reynolds numbers up to 2x105 (A85)" 

The phenomenon of two maxima for the var'iation of the 

local transport rate a'bout a cylinder or' a sphar'e has not 

been studied as a subject by itself9 but is certainly, 

worthy of a detailed investigation" Such a study should 

include the measuring of the delay in primary and second

ary separatio~ as caused by increasing the level of the air 

turbulence intensity (A85, A86)Q 

.. " " '" " " " .,,, () 0 Q " 0 0 
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The "Bogus" variabJle delay uni t was developed to 

provide a variable time delay from milliseconds up to 

seconds (A91). The electronic circuit for the delay unit 

is shown in figure A901 along with a block diagram for the 

complete double flash system. 

The delay circui t consists of three micr'ologic compon

ents and a variable resistance-capacitive load" Light from 

the first electronic flash is sensed by the photo-diode 

(good response time up to 10kHZ) and produces a positive 

3,,6 volt signal at the input to the circuit" The length of 

the output pulse from the first micrologic component depends 

on the value of the resistance-capacitive load of the circuit 

and there is provision for plugging in additional external 

capaci tors if long delays (> 12 millisecs) are required" the 

positive square wave of variable length is then sent to the 

second micrologic comp'onent which inverts the s1gnal and 

clarifies the signal wave formo The capacitor-resistor 

network which follows then differentiates the signal and of 

the two voltage peaks that result the negative peak is chop

ped by the small diode" Only the remaining posi.tive peak 

reaches the final .micrologic component which sj.mply amplifies 

the signal of the circuit and feeds it to the silicon-control

led-rectifier (high load capacity) 0 The BCR then conducts 

because of the applied voltage bias and so triggers the second 

electronic flash unit" 

The calibration curve for the "Bogus" variable delay 

unit is shown in figure A902o The vernier dial on the 
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variable I'esi stor of the delay c:ir'cui t facdli 

reproduction of' the time delay intel.'.lval" 

2%, the calibration was made by displaying 

pulses from the first and second electronio 

easy 

ctr'ical 

units on 

t 

an oscilloscope screen and measuring the actual delay 

between flashes according to the time base of the 080i11-

oscope~ This was done in two ways~ 1) by taking photographs 

of the moving trace on the oscilloscope screen using an 

oscilloscope camera 9 and 2) by using a storage oscilloscope 

which held the trace of the two pulses showing the delay 

on the screen and from which direct measurements could be 

made" 

" 1>" " Q " " Q " 
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I CA~ERA I [ ~TO OIO~ ] [2ND ;'LAS~ 
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+3·6V 

PHOTDDIDDE. 
INPUT 

FICURE. A'I .1 

~llSTI=U\S.H 1/ ~ VARIABLE DELAV 1/ 

SCR 

SECOND 
FLASH 

'BOc,US' VARIABLE TIME DELAY. d ::: E.XTERNAL 
CAPN::ITOR. CONl'-lE.CTjON5. D"" VERNIER DIAL FOR ACCURATE 
RESETTlNC'! nr: TIME. DELAY 
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The measured drop dlameter/velocity data from the 

moving drop photographs was ffilalysed by this program to 

provide a smooth curve equation describing the drop 

diameter/terminal velocl ty relation<) The SUbl'Ou.tine 

POLFIT is used to fit a polynomial to the experimental 

terminal velocity data and the smooth curve equation is 

then used to calculate values of the moving drop Reyno 

number p the drag coefficients both corrected CD ~~ and 

uncorrected CD for intensi ve mass·~tl'ansrer ~ and the drag 

coefficient group 7T' <) The program was wr'itten in :B'ortran 

IV language for use wi th an IBM 360/44 computer and a list

ing and sample result output for the program follows o 

The required input data 8,:('e values of the veloei ty 9 

density and viscosity of the entraining air~ the density of 

the drop and the value of the Mass Tr'ansfer number ~ B 

(BFACT)0 (These properties were obtained using the minor 

program described Appendix 7~ which calculates all 

relevant physical property data for evaporating water drops) 0 

The number of pairs of drop diameter/absolute drop velocity 

data (NAA) is read before the data pa:i,I's (8 per eard) 0 The 

program rearranges the data into iner-easing drop diameter" 

order and subtracts from each dr'op veloci.ty the veloc:i.ty of 

the cocurrent air (VELGAS) 9 so obtaining the relative Or' 

terminal drop velocity (DROPTV)e These drop terminal veloc= 

it-ies were then printed out as shown the program output" 

The drop terminal velooity data were then fitted by 

1st~ 2nd, 3rd and 4th order polynomials and for each smooth 
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curve equation? the values of' Re v CD * ,CD and 'n' wer'e calcu

lated" The output example titled Drop Termlnal VeloCity 

Profile and Coefficients shows the result for the fitted 

1st order polynomialo XMSE is the error of' the polynomial 

fit and COEF(1), COEF(2), etc are the coeffcients of the 

equation 

2 3 Drop Ut = a1 + a2Dp + a3Dp + a4Dp + 0000 

as generated by the small function program preceding the 

mainline program" In the same manner results for degrees 

of fit equal to 2, 3 and 4 were produced" 

" " " " " II) " " " II " I> 
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UU THIS PROGRAM USES PJLFIT T[1 FI'W THE CU~VE UF REST FIT THRUUGH 
lElIMI'lAL IIELOt:ITV liS DHOP [)IAMETEq RtSULTS. THE REST FIT CURVE IS 1IH"4 
USFD TO CALCULATE,FOR A~Y DROP DIAMETFR, SMOOTHED VALUES OF THF 
DROP TER'II'I/\L VELrJC I TV, -{Ev~OLDS NO., DR,\G COEFF IC I (NT ~OTtl CllRREC Tl'D 
A'ID UNLrWRECTF:D FOR INTFtlSIVf: !-lASS-TRANSFER EfFECTS, AS wUL AS 
EVALUATlilG .S~ITHS. PHI. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FUNCTlllfIOOPVH(COEF,OROl'OD,MMI 
D If~E 'IS (Of! C O( F (lO 1 
OOP'JH =!..OH ( 11 

10 Dgo~eEl~5o~~EL+COfF(1 1.0,,01'00**11-11 
~ETUR'I 
I'NO 

DIMENSION OGPOIACI00I,VELDUP(100I,nQOPTVIIOOI 
DIME~SION Xll001,Y(1001,COfF1QI 

1001 WRITEI6,l1 
1 FOR'4AT(lIIIIIIII' TERMINAL VELOCITY AND DRAG COEFFICIENT RESULTS'I 

READI5 f 211RurWH 
? FflRMAT 141 

IIR IT E I (,," 1 IRUNUM 
, FORMI\TU/5X!' RUNIJMBER=',I31 

RFADI5,41NAI\ 
4 FORMAT( 141 

KEAOl5,51VELGA5,RHOGAS,VISGAS,RHODOP,RFACT 
5 FORMAT(5FIO.51 

REAO(5 r61100PI>lA( II,VElOUP( 1I,I=l,NAAI 
6 FOK'4AT ano.') I 

WRITE(6,h5IVF.LGAS 
65 fORMAT(/5X!' VELGAS ',F5.2,'FT/SEC'1 

BFACTA=BFA~T·IOO.O 
WRITE(b,17IBFACTA 

11 FORMAT(115X,'RFACT=',F6.3,'PERCENT'1 
WRITE(h,71 

7 FORMAT(115X,'OROPDIA',3X,'VELOROPI"X,'OKOPTV') 
NXA=NAA-l 
00 OJ I = I, NXA 
(1'1 1+1 
DO <) J=IPl,NAA 
I I' (Our f) I A I I 1 - (10 P D I A 1 J 1 1 q, 9, 8 

8 TEMP:DOPOIA( II 
OOPOIAIII=DflrDIAIJI 
OOPDIA(JI=THIP 
TEMP=VElDOP( II 
VHOOP( I'=VELDOP( J I 
VELOOP (J 1= TEI4P 

<) corn I"'UE 
on 1 0 I = I, NAA 

10 DROPTV(I'=VELOOPI II-VELGAS 
WRIT f ( h, 11 II 00 I'D I A ( I I , ',IF: L flOP ( I ) , DROP T V ( I 1 , I '" 1 ,NAA I 

11 I'ORMAT(Fl1.t,2FI0.21 
RATI01"'RHOGAS~3.E-2/(2.54·VISGASI 
RArI02=3.57'i~-4*IRHODOP-RHOGASI/(2.54*RHOGASI 
NN=~.A 
MM=l 
WRlTE(6ot31 

l' FORMAT(IIIIIIII' DROP TF~~IN~L VELOCITY PROFILE EKROR AND COEES.') 
00 20 K=1,4 
Mr1=M~1 
un 12 1=1, ~AA 
Y( I )=ORO"TV( II 

12 XII)=nrPDIAIII 
wRIT E ( (,. ! 4 1 ~I ,., 

14 FnRM~T(1I1I5X,' DEGRF:E OF FIT=' 121 
CALL POLEITIX,V,~~,MM,XMSE,COEFI 
,'\ *' 'I j-1+ 1 
wR IT (( 6, 151 ( I , I=! ,M'~ I 

15 ~OR'IAT(/7X,'X~SE',~(3X, 'COEF( ',11,'1'11 
w R I T E: ( 1>, 16 I x :·1 S E , ( CO E F I I I , I = 1 , M M I 

1& FO~MArIEI3.2,9G10.41 
"QITE(""lfll 

1 Ii F f1 R, 'I A r II to X , ' f) R 0 P D I A ' , 4 X. I G R 0 P TV' , '5 X, 'R E • '~O' , '5 X , • (: 0 * I , 7 X , 'C f)' , 7 X I ' P 
1 H I I I 

DRllPtJD=-',O.o 
nn 2Cl J"! \6 
O~OP DO" [HOP (11)+,:1. ,J 
T~R~VL=D1PVELICJEF,DRUPOJ,MM' 
~c=R6TIJI*DR~rOD*TER~VL 
CD1=(qATI01*OROPDOI/(TE:R~VL*TERMVL) 
Cf1Z=CO!*ll.C)+QHCTI 
PHI cn~*(~F/24.Jl**2 
\;'~ I T E ( /). I .1 ) O( Ii P Ll!), H" ',I 'oiL, R E , C ;) 1 , .:: n c , r H I 

1 9 F" ,~ ~ '\ T ( f t 2 • ! , 4 F \" • ? , F 1 J. l I 
20 C'l~T I'JlJ[ 

WRIH(I-,Zl) 
2 1 r) R!o\ .\T (/ I " x.' 'W C' f- "F S u 11 S F ~I R T HI:' R UHJ ~', f"l 1:" R ' III 

~n TO la,'1 
C\!i\ 
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TERMINAL VELOCITY AND DRAGCOE~FI~IE~T R~SULT5 

RUNUMBER= 3 

VElGAS= 5.58FT/SEC 

BFACT= O.IS3PERCENT 

DROPDIA 
52.0 
70.0 
70.0 
87.0 

113.0 
131.0 
139.0 
139.0 
148.0 
148.0 
160.0 
174.0 
174.0 
177 .0 
117 .0 
177 .0 
195.0 
195.0 
209.0 
213.0 
213.0 
213.0 
213 .0 
220.0 
244.0 
248.0 
248.0 
248.0 
248.0 
248.0 
248.0 
248.0 
255.0 
284.0 
284.0 
284.0 
284.0 
301.0 
308.0 
337.0 
408.0 
443.0 
496.0 
496.0 
567.0 

VELDROP 
6.05 
6.10 
6.17 
5.21 
7.13 
6.80 
6.63 
7.28 
6.43 
7.49 
8.11 
8.24 
7.35 
7.96 
7.21 
7.02 
7.54 
7.25 
8.27 
8.33 
7.47 
8.09 
7.88 
8.33 
8.80 
8.37 
8.48 
8.97 
7.99 
8.93 
8.86 
8.5<) 
8.93 
8.82 
8.82 
9.16 
9.19 
9.72 
9.91 
9.61 

11.7A 
11.<)4 
12.95 
12.20 
13.87 

DROPTV 
0.47 
0.52 
0.59 

-0.37 
1.5') 
1.22 
1.05 
1.70 
0.85 
1.91 
2.53 
2.66 
1.77 
2.38 
1.63 
1.44 
1.96 
1.67 
2.69 
2.75 
1.89 
2.51 
2.30 
2.75 
3.22 
2.7') 
2.90 
3.39 
2.41 
3.35 
3.28 
3. (n 
3.35 
3.24 
3.24 
3.')8 
3.61 
4.14 
4.33 
4.03 
6.20 
6.36 
7.37 
6.62 
8.29 

DROP TERMINAL VELOCITY PROF(L~ ERKnR AND COfFS. 

DEGREE OF F IT= 1 

XMSE COEFlll COEFIZ) COEFI 
O.74E 01-.8308 O.1581E-01 

DROPDI A 
0.:1 

50.0 
100.0 
150.0 
200.0 
250.0 
300.(1 
350.0 
400.:1 
't50 .0 
500.0 
550.0 
600.0 
650.0 
700.0 
750.0 

DRDPTV 
-0.1l3 
-0.04 
0.75 
1.54 
2.B 
3.12 
3.91 
4.70 
".49 
6.21\ 
7. ()7 
1.86 
8.65 
9.44 

10.23 
11.02 

RE.:\lO 
0.0 

-I). n/, 
1 .1,9 
I, • hCl 
I).ZfI 

1 'j. "d 
?'\. JA 
.52 .• 76 
41.7', 
r,i>.28 
70.',0 
Rb.l!) 

1,l:'.37 
1V.21 
142.hZ 
IM.h1 

cn o. i) 
"'>60.(n 

20.6A 
1.35 
If.. 2 A 
2.9B 
2.2H 
1.1l4 
1. '>4 
1. n 
1 • 1 h 
1.01 
0.13 
O. r~ r; 
l. 7 fl 
0.72 

PHI 
0.0 
G.OI0 
(l.!~f3() 

f). 270 
0.640 
1.2S0 
?. 1 h 1 
3.431 
S.1t'? 
7.292 

lO.O!l3 
1.5.114 
11.2Rb 
21.971 
77.4 /t9 
.B.7h1 
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This program consists of a mainline pI'ogram of near1y 

270 statements, preceded by two small func:tion programs" 

The program calculates the corrected d:l.str'ibuiJions f'rom the 

measured drops in each sampling cell photograph" F-com the 

measured number and sizes of the drops in each cell p the 

radial location of each ce and the r velocity past each 

cell~ the computer program scans all drops for zes within 

the required size range and so calculates the corrected 

number that should have been collected in each cell~ as well 

as the droplet concentration per un:i.t a:pea along the spray 

tower radius~ From the corr'eated data 9 the spray mean 

diameters (number, surface-area 9 volume and Sauter) and the 

spray non-uniformity coefficientf are evaluated~ From the 

radial droplet/area concentra on profile, the total number 

of drops passing through the spray tower cross-section during 

the time of sampling is calculated using a graphical intega-

tion method" A sting of the program follows!) written in 

Fortran IV language for use on an IBM 360/44 machine 0 

From the velocity dat first read :Ln, the radial air 

veloei ty profile is computed 0 The subrout POLFIT is then 

used to t a polynomial to the air velocity profile and the 

resulting curve is integrated to find the total r volume 

flow in the column as· we as the aver'age r veloci ty 0 The 

average velocity (volume-mean value) is also computed at 

intermediate column radiio These results are shown in the 

program printout which follows the program listing" Note 

that the average velocity is quite high across the major' 
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part of' the column area (509 to 5.3 f'ps f'or column I'adji 

from 0 to 3Q5 ins) and then decreases as the zero wall 

velocity term is included o 

At card 70 of' the mainline program, the water drop

size distrmbution calculations begin. Values are read f'or 

the Mass Transf'er number B, the scale f'actor between the 

measured projected drop sizes and the actual dr'op sizes, the 

drop size scanning interval and the measured number of' drops 

each of' the 11 collecting cells o The actual drop sizes 

measured f'or each cell are then read in and the correeted 

total number is compute.dconsidering the air velocity past 

each cell(f'rom the velocity f'unction program describing 

the f'i tted polY:l1\lomial obtained earlier) 9 the radial loca

tion of' the cell and the sampler ef'f'ectiveness for each 

dr'op size scanned" The corrected number of' drops in each 

cell (NUMOELL) is then printed out and the dI'OP number/area 

concentrations are calculated from these results o From 

the corrected number results, the biggest and smallest drops.; 

the number, surface-mean, volume and Sauter mean drop diame

ters; and the spray non-uniformity coefficient are calcu

lated" All these results are printed'out as shown in the 

sample printout Q FinallY, a polynomial is fitted to the 

drop number/area concentration prof'ile and this is integrated 

over the whole column cross-sectional area to produce an 

estimate of' the to~al number of' droplet~ in the spray passing 

the sampling level at the time of capture of the spray samplec 

The radial percentage distribution of the drops is also 

calculated to indicate the location of' the major part of' the 

spray" 

" " " " . " " " " " " " 



0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0011 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0021 
0028 
0029 

0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0031 

0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
004') 
0046 
0041 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0051 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0061) 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0017 

C 

C 

C 
C 

PROGR~~ TO CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING 
FUNCTION AVLICOEF,COLRAD,MMI 
DIMENSION COEFII01 
~VL=COEF III 

f\2 

****************************** 

DO 10 T=2.lMM 
10 AVL=AVL+CuEFIII*COLRAU**11-11 

RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FNCONCICOEF,ACTRAD,MMI 
DIMENSION COEFII01 
ENCONC=COEFl11 
DO 10 I=2,.MM 

10, ENCONC=ENCONC+COEFIII*ACTRAO**1 I-II 
RETURN 

1001 
100 

101 

102 

1045 

106 

111 

112 

113 

Ll35 

907 

123 

114 

Ll5 

118 

llA2 

11A5 

1195 

120 

121 
1215 

1219 
122 
llt} 

END 
REAL NUMCEL,NCONC,NUSUM,NUMBMN,NUMBR 
INTEGER TRURAD 
DIMENSION NCOLl11', NUMCELll1" NCONt,1111 
DIMENSION 0(20001 . . 
DIMENSION XI100l,VI1001 COEFI91 
DIMENSION RAD(4I,AVHEAOl4I,RHOGASI4I,AIRVELI41 
WRITE(6,1001 
FORMATIII' AIR VELOCITY PROFILE AND DROPSIlE DISTRIBUTION VALUES'I 
READI5 r1011 IRUNUM 
FORMAT 141 
WRITEI6,1021IRUNUM 

~~~~tlll'6:~1;~~~~~7~~~~tlBrII'RHOGAS(II~I.l'41 
FORMAT F10.2,2F10.51 
DO 106 I=1}4 
ABC=AVHEAD II/RHOGASIII 
AIRVELIII=18.1*SQRTIABCI 
WRITEI6,1111 
FORMATI/5X,'RADIUS',4X,'AIRVEL'I 
WRITEI6,l121IRADIII,AIRVELIII,I=l,41 
FORMATIFI0.2,F10.31 
DO 113 1=1,4 
VII,=AIRVELI I I 
XIII·RAOIII 
DO 1135 1=5,50 
V I I 1=0 
X I I ) =4 
READ15}9071 (NN,MM,XS,XI,JI 
FORMAT 12,8X l 13,2F5.0,I51 
FOR AIR VELOLITV PROFILE NN=50,MM=OPERATORS CHOICE 
CALL POLFITIX,V,NN,MM,XMSE,COEFI 
ml=MM+l 
WRITEI 6,123 I 
FORMATIII' AIR VELOCITY PROFILE ERROR AND COEFFS'I 

~M~H ti~t l XME! ~ ~l ~~! · COEF I ' .r 1, I I • I) 
WRITElol1151 XMSE,(COErll',I=l,MMI 
FORMATIl:l'.2 %1!J.4) 
***AIR VELOCtTVIFT/SEC) P~OFILE ANO ~VERAGE*.* ••• *********.***** •• 
***TOTAL AIR VOLUME FlOWRATEIFT**3/SECI*************************** 
WRITE16,l181 
FORMATII15X,'COLRAD',5X,'QUFPS',4X,'FRACQF',5X,'AVFLO' I 
DO 119 NRAO=lt9 . . 
RADD=NRAO/2 .... 0.5 
COLRAD=ABSIRADD-5.01 
N=COLRIlO/f) .05 
IFIN-l'1l82,llA2,1185 
QOFPS=O.O 
FRACQF=O.O 
I\VFlO=O.0 
GO TO 1219 
QFLOW=O.Q 
COLRAD=O.0 
ggLU65=lOCh~n 
RJI[)A =COLRIIO 
VFLTOP = AVLICOEF1COLRAD,MMI 
COL=!.AD=C!lLRIIO+O.O':> 
RIIOR= COLRIID 
VFLROT=AVLICOEF COLRAD,MMI 
QFLOW=QFLOW ... 3.141o/432*IVELTOP-VELROT'*IRIIDA**Z"'RIIDII*RIIDk+RAOO**21 
QDFPS=QFLDW+3.1416/144*VfLROT*RAOB**2 
I F I 'I RII 0- 1 I 111 , 12 ,.) t 121 
Qor UlT = Oil r PS 
GO TO 1;>15 
Q[lFPS=QOFPS 
fRACQF=QOFPS/QDFrnT 
AVFLO=14~.·QOFPS/{1.14160cnLRAn**21 
WR1HI6,l22) (ClJLf<IID,\JDHS,fRACOF,IIVHIJI 
FnRMIIT(FI2.1,1~ln.~) 
C[)NTINlJr 
WrUTf(t,,l , 
FDRMHIII' wATFR fJIU1PSPL DI<,TRIIHJTliJ"1 R~SIJLTS" 
1~F:IIOI'l,3) RHO 
Rl:ADI'i,'d F.I\CTnR 



1\2 
0013 
00.14 
0015 
0076 
0011 
0078 
0019 
0080 
0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0081 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
'0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
01 04 
o 05 
0106 
0107 
0108 
0109 
0110 
0111 
01 2 
0113 
0114 
0115 
011b 
0111 
0118 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0121 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0131 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
0141 01 48 o 49 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
0155 
0156 
0151 
0158 
0159 
0160 
0161 
0162 
0163 
0164 
0165 
01 66 o 61 
o IMl 
0169 
0170 
0111 
011? 
0173 
0114 
011"1 
011" 

READI5,5) DELTA 
READI5,81 INCOLIJI,J=l,111 
NTOT=O ~ 

9 2~O~=~TM!~cOLl J ,,1 
READ15,101 IDIII,I=l,NTOTI 

3 FORMATIFI0.!t) 
4 FORMATlF10.1') 
5 FDRMATlF10.1I 
8 FORMATl8 110 I 

10 FORMATI16F5.21 
WRITEI6,1211It1=1,l1l 

12 FORMATI//I111Xt'NUMCOLI',12,'I"1 
WRITEI6IB051INGOLIJI,J=1,l11 

805 FORHATI 11 1lJ 
DO 13 1=1, NTOT 

13 DIII=OIII*FACTOR 
N=O 
L=1 
M=2 
BIGO=OILI 
WEED=OI MI 
DO 14 J=l.11 
K"N+l 
N=N+NCOLIJI 
~~,Md~~t~,) 16,11.11 

16 TEHP=IJI L I 01 LI =0111 o Il =TEMP 
17 IF ( DIM 1-0 I III 15, 15, 18 
18 TEMP=IJ(MI 

D( M I =O( I) 
OIII=TEMP 

15 CONTINUE 
IF(O(LI-BIGDI 19,19,20 

20 BIGIJ=OI LI 
19 IFIOIMI-WEFDI 21,22,22 
21 WEED=DIMI 
22 WEED=WEEO 

L=N+l 
14 M=N+2 

00=8 IGO/UEL TA 
, NO=IFIXIOD1+l 

DAD=DEl TA/2.0 
AVD=-OAD 
BUSTA=BFACT/0.688 
NUSUM=O.O 
SQSUM=O.O 
QOSUM=O.ll 
BIGN=O.O 
DO 24 J=it 11 

24 NUMCEUJI=O.O 
DO 25 1=1, NO 
AVD=AVD+DEL TA 
AVD2=AVD>l<AVO 
AVD3=AVD*AV02 
AVDM=AVD-DAD 
AVDP=AV[HDAO 
fII=O 
SUMCEL=O.O 
00 21:> J=1, 11 
M=N+NCOl (J I 
N=N+1 
SUM=O.O 
DO 21 K=N,M 
IFIDIKI-AVDMI 7.7,21,28 

28 IFIOIKI-AVDPI 29,29,21 
29 SUI~= SllM+ 1. 0 
21 CONTINUE 

N=M 
IF(SUM-O.51 305,306,306 

305 GO TO 45 
306 IFIAVD-l~O.1 30,30,31 

30 DROPTV=(9.33E-3+8.E-4*BUSTAI*AVD 
GO TO B'j 

31 IFIAVD-400.1 32.1?33 
32 DROPTV=ll.4nE-2+6.E-4*BU5TAI*AVD+O.O':i*RUSTA-O.82 

GO TO 33<' 
33 ORnPTV=(1.215[-2+1.E-3*nUSTAI*AVO-O.13*AusrA 

335 RAOIJI=ABSllbt.O/16.01-FLOAT(J-11*O.751 
COlRAO=KAD(JI 
UROPVl=OROPTV+AVLICnFF,COLRAO,MM) 
IFIAVO-21~.1 3~t35,34 

34 COlEFF.3.~*Avn* .F~~+O.96':i 
Gn TO 42 

35 COlEFF t.42E-Z*AVO*SUKTlo.5*DROPVLI-O.25 
IFICOl~FF-O.l~) 44,4~,37 

31 IF(ORIlPVL-I •• 'l1 .H1l:HI,39 
38 Clll E FF = 0.450 HO. ') ('iF - 2* AVO-O. n06E -I. * AVO 2+ o. 3nQr: -1*AVln 

Gn Tn 4b 
39 IF I DROI'VL-12.") 40

t
l.n.41 

40 COlEEF=O.~622+0.6" 8~ Z*AVD-O.3RIIE-4*AVOZ+0.69R9E-7*AVOJ 
GO TO 46 

41 COLEFF=O.4 I,'IH+O.1 HlE-1*AVD-0.1t'4E-.3*AVD2+0.i67rE-MAV03 
GO Tn 41> 

42 IF(CnLEFf-l.OI 46,46,43 
43 COLf'Fr=1.n 
44 IF(CnLHF-O.'H) 1,5,46,46 
45 COlEFF=O.O()'i 
46 R.0q.5b6.A8S(4.562'j-O.7~*JI 

WGSUM=SU4*R/COlEFf 
WGSUM=IFIKIWGSUMI 
'ItIMr: n ( I) ~~Ii Jt,IC FI 1"+ '.~ ~~ <;II'~ 



0111 
0178 
0179 
0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0188 
0189 
0190 
0191 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 
0197 
0198 

0199 
0200 

0201 
0202 

0203 
0204 

0205 
0206 
0207 
020B 
0209 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0214 
0215 
021b 
0217 
0218 
0219 
0220 
0221 
0222 
0223 
0224 
0225 

0226 
0227 
0228 
0229 
0230 
0231 
0232 
0233 

0234 
0235 
0236 
0231 
0238 
0239 
0240 
0241 
0242 
0243 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0241 
0248 
0249 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
0258 
0259 
0260 

021-11 
0262 
0263 
0264 

, 021-15 
0266 
0261 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

26 SUMCEL=SUMCEl+WGSUM 
NUSUM=~USUM+AVD·SUMCEl 
SQSUM=SQSUM+AVD2*SUMCEL 
QDSUM=QDSUM+AVD3*SUMCEL 

25 BIG~=BIG~+SUMCEL 
DO 41 J= it 11 
A=O.50485*ABS(4.5625-0.75*JI 

47 ~CO~C(JI=NUMCEL(JI/A 
WRITElb,481 IJ,J 1,111 

48 FORMAT( /Ill! IX, ':~UMCEL(',I 2{ 'I'll 
WRITEI6,49) (NUMCELIJI,J=l, 1) 

49 FORMATIIIGll.41 
WRITE(6,501 (J,J=ltlll 

50 FORMATII/lU lX 1 'NMcO'IC (' t 12,1)" I 
WRITEI6,511 (NcONCIJI,J= ,II) 

j\:~ '7 

51 FORMATIllGll.4) 
NUMBMN=NUSUM/BIGN 
SURFMN=SQRTISQSUM/BIGN) 
QDVLMN=QDSUM/BIGN 
QOVLMN=QDVLMN**ll./3.1 
SAUTMN=QOSUM/SQSUM 
BETA=QOSUM**2*BIGN/SQSUM**3 
***SMALLEST AND BIGGEST DROPS OF THE SAMPLE COUNTEDIMICRONSI****** 
WRITEI6,52) 

52 FORMATI/5X,'BIGIDI',5X,'WEEIOI',4X,'NTOT',6X,'BIGN',6X,'OELTA',8X, 
l' NO' I 
WRITEI6,531 IBIGD,WEED,~TOT'BIG~iDELTAtND) 

53 FDRMATIFIO.l,F10.1,110,2X,G10.4,F 0.4 t l 01 
---NUMBER,SUREACE AREA,VOLUME AND SAU ER MEAN DROP DIAMETERS****** 
WRITE16,541 

54 FORMATI/15X 1 'NUMBMN',4X,'SURFMN',4X,·VOLUMN'.4X,'SAUTMN'.6X,'BETA' 
l,5Xt 'BFACT', 

WRI EI6,5~) NUMBMN,SURFMNIQDVLMN,SAUTMN,8ETA,BFACT . 
55 FORMATI4FIO.l,F12.3 t F10.41 

IFISAUTMN-150.1 56,~6,51 
56 SAUTVL=19.33E-3+8.E-4*aUSTA)*SAUTMN 

GO TO 595 

~~ ~~Gfe~!~~:4gg:~+~~E~2!6~STAI*SAUTMN+O.05*BUSTA-O.82 
GO TO ">95 

59 SIIUTVL Il.275E-2+1.E-3*8USTAI*SAUTMN-O.13*BUSTA 
595 WRIH:16,(0) 

60 FORMATII15X,'SAUTVL') 
WRITElb,bll SAUTVL 

61 FORMATIFlO.2) 
DO 62 J=l! 11 
YIJ)="ICONCIJI 

62 X J)=RAOIJI 
DO 62"> 1=12,50 
YIl)=O.O 

625 XIII=4.0 
READI5,71 INN,MM,XS,XliJI 

7 FORMATI12,OXtI3,2F5.0, 51 
FOR DROP DIS RIBUTION PAOFILE NN=50,MM=OPERATORS CHOICE 
CALL POLfITIX,Y,NN,MM,XMSE,COEF) 
MM=MM+l 
WR !TEl 6,11) 

11 FORMATI/I' DROP DISTRIBUTION PROFILE ERROR AND COEFFS' I 

63 ~~A~~}~i9i:'*AsJ'!9~~*I'tOEFI ',11,')')1 
WRITEI6,b41 XMSE,(COEF 11,1 l,MMI 

64 FnRMATIE13.2 t 9GIO.41 
"'''''''DROP CO"lCt~!TRATION PRilFILE ANU AVERAGEINO./SQ.lNI************** 
WR !TEl 1-1,66 I 

66 FDRMATI/15X,'ACTRAO',4X,'NUMBER',4X,'PERCENT., 
DO 70 TRURAD=l,9 
RADIU5=TRURAD/2.0+0.5 
ACTRAO=ABSIRADIUS-5.0) 
N=ACTRAD/0.0'> 
IFI~-1166It661,662 

661 ACTRII[)=0.n 
NUt~BI{=(l.'1 
PER,CF~I=O.0 
GO Tn 6(lf, 

662 I\CTRALJ=O.(l 
SUM=O.I' 
DO 664 I=l,N 
ACTRI\D=I\CTRI\J) 
:H,DA= AC p~ AD 
SUfH(JP= FNC[lfIC [CU [F ,AC TI{ An, MM I 
ACT R AI) = II r; T HAD + (j • I ~:. 
RADfl ACTI{IIJ) 
SlIMBllT=Ehlcntlc (r,m:F, AC fRllu l~f11 

664 SlIM=S UM +! I ';L1M HlP + <:'UI' 1\0 T) ~ 3. 1'. if,« (RMI[I** 2-RAoA **2 I I I? 
~IUMr.I{= 5lW, 
IF (TKU!{lIil-l) ('11,1,7,1,11 

67 G lOT = ',I U II: ,'11 
I~n TU f,fl'1 

60 \IUMBP='ILJ~q\!( 
6 fl 'i I' F R C u~" ~1l1l11\ I; * I (l () • leT III 

**HtHIlL "J!l. Ill' ,)IUHH, 1"1 THE CI1l_U~1hl .\T TIIf- lFVFL SAMPlFll*********'" 
6116 I~K I TF I (" hf)) ,\CTI.(AIl, NLJ~\I\K! PFItCEN 

1-19 I'IHM,\T (r [(1.?,~1,?4,F 11J.11 
10 U1NT \!>!!lr 

"I~ I T E( b. I ,j n I 
1(10 F'lR~\I\TI/I'-)X,'FNlJ i1F ,{t5lJlTS ~nl~ THIS 'WNU'~[\FR',II/I 

c;n TU LO:\ 1 
t'lD 



, 
Al~ ~eLUC1TY PknFILE Q~D UkQPSIZE UISTRIBUTIO~ VALUES 

"IJ:';UMBE~= 11 

~AOIUS 
e.o 
1.~O 
2.00 
3.00 

AIRIIEL 
5.674 
5.751 
5.590 
5.124 

~IK VELOCITY PROFILE EP~OR AND CUEFFS 

XM5E COEF(l) COEF(2) ~OEr(3) COEF(4) COEF(5) 
-0.67E-J3 5.674 1.244 -2.048 1.~59 -.1784 

FRACQf 
1.0')0 
(..898 
0.696 
0.490 
0.315 
v.179 
O.C>FJl 
G.020 
0.0 

AVfLO 
4.500 
5.275 
5.570 
5.645 
5.675 
5.743 
5.843 
5.881 
0.0 

COEF( 

~IT~K O'<OPSI1E OISTRIKUTIOM RESULTS 
8" UJLIJMN 0I1W1~1e '-

'JUi"'CDLI 11 NUNCOLI 2) NUMCULI 3 I t'lIJI~COL ( 4) I\lUMCOL( 5 ) 
41 51 9J 129 193 

'l1J1~CEL! 11 :';U~CELl 21 I\lW1CeL ( 31 NUMCELI 41 NUMCELI 51 
0.?6Z0E 05 O.7999E 05 0.1226E 06 O.6563E 05 O.1775E 05 

'JMCO'lC( 11 NMCO'l!:( 2) NMCUNC( 3) NMCO~CI 41 NMCOI\lCI SI 
O.Z920f 05 0.5174f 05 O.1050E 06 r.~~19E 05 0.4328E 05 

RIGID) 
lfU'l. ') 

'IUNfl"1N 
:P.7 

SAUTVL 
0.90 

~EE{D) 
6.7 

SURFM'Il 
52.4 

IHDT 
1612 O. 

VnLU~'J SAUTMN 
62.1 87.3 

){np UIST~IRUTI8~ PROFILE ~R'<OR AND COEFFS 

BETA 
2.776 

I\lUMCOL ( 6 ) I\lUMCDL( 71 I\lUMCOL( " ) NUMCOLI 9) NUMCOllI01 NUMCOLlll I 
288 270 222 122 128 78 

I\lUMCE LI td I\lUMCELl 7) NUMCEU 81 NUMCEL( 'II NUMCELl101 NUMCELllll 
2259. O.2382E 05 O.45S6E OS 0.4321E 05 O.7953E 05 0.4093E 05 

6) tIIMCONC( 71 NMCONC( 8) NMCONC( 9) N"1CONCII01 NMCONClll1 
OS 0.686~E 05 O.6278E 05 O.3913E 05 G.53&3E 05 0.2199E 05 

XMSt CDEFll1 COEFI21 I COEF(5) COEF(61 COEF(71 COEFI81 COEF( 
n.zoE 1~J.~775E 05~.2792E 06-. 07-.6671E C60.2041E 06-.313~E 05 1914. 

~CT!<!\D 
4.0 
~. ~ 
I. (1 
1.5 
2 .. 0 
1.5 
1. n 
(1. '" 
l .. C 

'JU~BE" 
.2632E C7 
.2364E 07 
.le Q 5E 07 
.U7:)E (17 
.~47:JE O!:> 
.4327E 06 
.1 'ft<3E 06 
.~245E 05 

PE!<CE'IT 
10,1.0C'0 

gO.S:l 
11.60 A 
S2.038 
32. 1 7/:> 
10.416 
7.5~4 
2.373 
:'.0 

;> 
~.) 

20 
C) 
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